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missionary: TrWhat you have heard from

me before many witnesses entrust to

faithful men who will be able to teach

Can
Missionaries

Train

Nationals ?

It is significant that the greater pro-

portion of Jesus’ own short ministry on

earth was spent in training His disciples.

Much even of what He taught the multitudes

or said to His enemies was also a part of

the disciples’ training.

Later, in Paul’s far-reaching mission-

ary journeys, it is very evident that his

primary concern, too, following the ini-

tial evangelization of each urban center he

visited, was the discovery and develop-

ment of local leadership. Luke describes

the pattern: (Acts 14:21-23). .. ’’preached

the gospel”. . . ’’made many disciples”. .

.

’’strengthening the disciples”. . . ’’appoint-

ed elders”. . .’’committed them to the

Lord. " Finally, when his own mission-

ary activity was terminated, he wrote

from a Roman prison to his younger col-

league, Timothy, outlining a principle of

service which should be the goal of every

others also.
”

Missionary strategy during a large

part of the 19th century reflected little of

this ordering of priorities. Take China,

for example. As additional personnel

was needed for the evangelization of the

interior, the call for recruits kept going

back again and again to the Western send-

ing countries. Why was not greater atten-

tion given to the discovery and develop-

ment of national workers and leaders in

the emerging Chinese church? This

would have released the existing mission-

ary force to follow the growing edge of

harvest in a steady penetration of inland

China. Geographical growth was tied to

the capacity of missions for numerical

growth in their personnel - a very low

ceiling indeed.

By going back to the pattern Paul gave

to Timothy, the missionary can have a

very important role in training the strong

national leadership needed in the church

today. Paul used just two adjectives to

focus on his priorities in this all-import-

ant task: ’’faithful” and ’’able”.

The first has to do with a person’s

Christian character, his spiritual qualifi-

cations. Paul’s choice of Timothy cer-

tainly followed this pattern. Timid by na-

ture and not enjoying the best of health,

Paul described him as "my true child in

the faith. ” Earlier Jesus had called dis-

ciples who, no matter how weak they later

proved to be, already had shown a genuine

concern for the pursuit of spiritual values.

Today, however, the missionary has

too often been impressed by the sharp

young person with a ready grasp of Eng-

lish, or by one who, without a mind of

his own, becomes subservient to his every
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beck and call. This failure to give first

priority to spiritual qualifications has

taken its toll in the church.

The other qualification which Paul

cites is ability. In this area, mission-

aries have constantly sacrificed quality on

the altar of quantity. Multitudes flocked

to Jesus, but He chose only twelve to train.

Too often we have knowingly accepted ap-

plicants of patently mixed motives and we

have failed to give direction to other earn-

est but misguided persons who are mani-

testly unqualified.

The missionary must do his utmost to

recruit the most able and natural leaders

in the church. Granted these will be men
of strong disposition with minds of their

own and the potential to eclipse the mis-

sionary in leadership. But isn't that pre-

cisely what our task is all about? Isn’t

that precisely what the church needs?

Barnabas set an enduring example for

every missionary in searching for Saul

at Antioch, and carefully nurturing him

to surpass his own teacher.

Personal attention vital

But a missionary may find that his

contact with national colleagues is limited

to highly structured or rather formal re-

lationships. This is unfortunate, and

serious effort should be made to get to

know a national colleague. The mission-

ary will be wise to seek out the counsel of

experienced and perceptive national col-

leagues who are willing to share the bene-

fits of keener insight in candor and confi-

dence. A willingness personally to relate

more closely with people and to hear what

they have to say will save a missionary

from many hastily made, subjective, and

sometimes irreversible mistakes.

In recent years, leaders in the Chinese

church have expressed serious reserva-

tions over the typical Western model of

theological education. They insist that the

seminary must assume responsibility for
the spiritual formation of each student and
that nothing can be taken for granted. The
missionary who is a product of the freer
Western approach may feel that this re-
presents an intrusion on the personal life

of the student. He should not. Just as he
is genuinely concerned about each student's

intellectual growth, and takes personal
pains to nurture it, so he should be con-
cerned about his spiritual development
too. This will involve adjustments the

missionary may not find easy to make.
When a promising young leader is

sent abroad for advanced training, it is

extremely important for his colleagues,

missionary or otherwise, to keep in close

contact and especially to be sensitive to

any spiritual needs which may arise. A
careful study of Paul's epistles to Timo-

thy from this perspective would be very

helpful to every missionary.

Achieving balance in studies

The academic aspect of a young lead-

er's training is the second area of vital

concern. Three specific problems that

many missionaries face may be mentioned.

First, far too many are so deeply involved

in "busy work," that they simply do not

have time to keep up on their own theo-

logical reading. Consequently they are

unable to provide either an example in

study or counsel in difficulty. The mis-

sionary who would fulfill his role in train-

ing national leadership must avoid this

all-too-common pitfall. If he can share

something of the intellectual stimulation

he is receiving from his own current read-

ing, or introduce books and articles with

which he is already totally conversant,

the missionary's contribution will be sig-

nificant indeed.

On the other hand, it is also important

that the missionary encourage his national
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Asians Move Into A

Dr. David Cho

in our church, with 2 services and a total

of 2,000 people attending Sunday morn-
ings. I had been interested in missions

while at Asbury, and in 1967 our church

began holding an annual missions conven-

tion.

RO : What is the Korea International Mis-

sion (KIM) ?

CHO : That same year, the Korea Evange-

listic Inter-Mission Association was form-
ed. In 1969 the name was shortened to

Korean International Mission. We now
have seven missionaries in Thailand, Bru-

nei, and Indonesia. Seven staff workers
are in Korea, running the office and work-

ing for the continued growth of KIM.
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Ed. Note: Dr. David Cho recently stopped

in at the ATA offices on his way to the

AMA Executive Committee meeting in Sin-

gapore. He is especially well-informed

on Asian missions, being active on their

behalf with both the East-West Center for

Missions and Research (EWC) and the

Asia Missions Association. His recent

book, NEW FORCES IN ASIAN MISSIONS,
contains the complete record of the All-

Asia Missions Consultation (1973) and the

Inaugural Convention of the AMA (1975),

which he coordinated.

Dr. Ro: You’re a pastor of a large Pres-

byterian church in Seoul. Please tell us

its background and how you started to be

involved with missions at your church.

Dr. Cho : After I returned from Asbury
Seminary with my Master of Theology de-

gree, I started the Hoo Am Presbyterian

Church in 1960. We now have 850 families

4

RO : The All-Asia Missions Consultation

was held in Seoul in 1973. Please tell us

the background and results from this.

CHO : Both conferences are completely
covered in the book I edited. But brief-

ly, the first impetus came from a KIM
Strategy Conference in 1970 in Hong Kong.

The purposes of the missions consultation

were to encourage closer working cooper-

ation among Asian mission activities

through mutual contact. Secondly, to seek

cooperation between Asian and Western
missions, and thirdly, to form a contin-

uing organization to promote these goals.

27 Asians and 9 Westerners attended. The
Asians meet alohe for four days, assess-
ing Asian mission activities, Asia’s re-

sources, and Asia’s evangelistic needs.
Then on the final two days. Western mis-
siologists gave papers on their insights to

mission strategies.

The Consultation Statement resolved
to send out 200 new Asian missionaries
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Missions
by the end of 1974. A continuation com-
mittee was formed to organize national
missions associations, to establish a
training center, and to coordinate inter-

organization contacts.

RO : Please also summarize the 1975 In-

augural Convention of the AMA.

CHO : The planning for AMA was done by
the 1973 continuation committee, which
generally met every six months. This In-

augural Convention adopted the AMA con-
stitution, revised and adopted the Seoul

Declaration expressing the basis and role

of Asian missions, and held the ground-
breaking for the AMA sponsored East-West
Center of Missions and Research. 37

Asians and 12 Westerners attended.

RO : What are the main objectives of the

AMA?

CHO : Dr. Philip Teng summarized these

as being: (1) to bring a real sense of mis-
sion to Asian churches, (2) to find the best

mission strategies in today's Asia, (3) to

create in Asian churches a sense of pri-

ority about missions, (4) to grasp new
possibilities, and (5) to build a sense of

dedication to persevere in missions. The
concrete goals remain the same as those

adopted in the 1973 Consultation Statement.

A second general AMA convention is being

planned and an AMA Missions Consulta-

tion will be held in 1980.

RO : How is the AMA related to other mis-

sion bodies, such as the WEF Missions

Commission?

CHO : The AMA is an area missions asso-

ciation, the area being Asia. So we're on

a level with other area missions associa-
tions, and join with them in supporting the
world-wide WEF Missions Commission.

RO : How many missionaries are there
from Korea today? What are the future
prospects for Koreans in missions?

CHO: There are approximately 30 super-
vised Korean missionary couples working
today. There are also about GOO other
Korean missionaries around the world,
mainly pastors of overseas Korean congre-
gations. Although some Korean mission-
aries have had difficulties on the field due
to lack of training, little field-orientation,

and poor management, the general pros-
pect of Korean missions is good. Missions
money can be sent out of the country; it's

written into the foreign exchange regula-

tions. Some countries such as India and

Pakistan forbid taking any money out. And
the missionary interest of Korean churches

is growing. There are now 50 churches

in Seoul alone involved in missions.

Cont'd on next page

An East-West Center evening class.
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Four East-West Center siuuent*

RO : As the president of the East-West

Center for Missions Research and Devel-

opment, what do you see as its purpose

and future?

CHO: The EWC started by holding sum-

mer sessions after the 1973 consultation.

About 50 to 60 couples attended these ses-

sions. Then last summer we began year-

round, long term courses. We now have

19 Korean and 6 foreign students. The

EWC is the official missionary training

center of the AMA. We anticipate great

expansion for the future, and are raising

US$5 million to begin building a campus

in spring 1978.

RO : What other institutions in Asia are

"training students particularly for mission

work?

CHO: In Japan, the Japan Overseas Mis-

sionary Association has a short-term pro-

gram; in India the India Evangelical Mis-

sion and the Bible and Medical Missionary

Fellowship have a joint program; in the

Philippines is the Asian Theological Sem-

inary of the Far Eastern Gospel Crusade;

in Hong Kong the China Graduate School

of Theology and the Alliance Bible Semi-

nary have missions courses; in Indonesia

the Indonesia Evangelical Mission spon-

sors a program; in Taiwan the China Evan-

gelical Seminary has a missions depart-

ment; in Korea is the East-West Center,

and the Asian Center for Theological

Studies also offers courses in missions.

Not surprisingly, since 1973 the number

of missionaries from Asia has increased

to about 500.

RO : What are your suggestions for de-

"veloping close working relations between

Western and Asian missions?

CHO: Since Asian mission organizations

are young, there is much in basic admin-

istration and proceedures that we need to

learn. But at the same time, we must be

careful not to adopt foreign patterns un-

critically. We must find concepts of

structure for Asian missions that are cul-

turally Asian. These would include the

areas of administration, finances, and

projects.

RO : What recommendations on missions

dcTyou have for theological schools and

churches?

CHO: Just two things. I would like to see

missions and evangelism courses required

at Asian theological schools. And every

local church should be working to organize

a missions committee. When the local

churches of Asia become missions-minded,

the evangelistic potential of Asian Chris-

tianity will be enormous.
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Missionary Training in Asia an indigenous model

The India Evangelical Mission was

formed by the Indian members of the

Evangelical Fellowship of India in 1965.

This entirely indigenous mission has two

objectives: to evangelize non- Christians

both inside and outside India, and to

challenge Indian Christians to realize

their responsibility for world evangeliza-

tion.

In the opinion of the IEM’s General

Secretary, the Rev. Theodore Williams,

theological schools should be contributing

to the task of making every Christian and

every church missionary minded. These

schools should have missions departments

with two objectives. One is to train pro-

spective missionary candidates, and the

other is to give a missionary vision to

future pastors.

The IEM’s own missionary training is

done cooperatively with the Bible and Med-

ical Missionary Fellowship (BMMF), at

the Indian Missionary Training Institute,

which is in the Bible Fellowship Centre of]

Maharashtra.

The three-month training program is

designed to equip candidates in languages

and in church-planting principles.

The IEM wants to expand this training]

program into a one-year course, and add

a special linguistics course. Other indig-1

enous missionary movements in India are]

expected to join soon.

Some candidates will be going to the

East-West Center in Korea upon comple-

ting their courses at the Indian Missionary

Training Institute.

The IEM already has about 30 couples]

and single missionaries working in many

unevangelized parts of India and other

Asian countries. To have greater eftect-

'

iveness, some of this work is being done

in cooperation with the Overseas Mission-

ary Fellowship and the BMMF. I

Asian Evangelism Conference Set

The Asia Committee for World Evan-

gelization announced today that an Asian

Leadership Conference on Evangelism

(ALCOE) will be held in Singapore on

November 1-10, 1978. Designed partic-

ularly to attract the rising leadership of

the Church in Asia, this Conference will

be a working one. Participants will do

some hard study beforehand, as well as

during the conference. The last similar

gathering of Christian leaders was the

Asia-Pacific Congress on Evangelism in

1968. An appreciable number of next

year's 350 conferees is expected to be

women.
Under the theme: ’’Together Obeying

Christ for Asia’s Harvest,” the conier-

ence will seek to:

1. Understand afresh the implications of

total obedience to Christ for the

Church's mission in Asia today;

2. Review and evaluate the progress of

evangelization during the past decade;

3. Identify the unreached and unevange-

’

lized communities of people in Asia;

4. Examine and clarify the theological

issues and realities which help or

hinder the mission of the Church;

5. Wait upon God with one accord for Ihs

renewal and guidance in planning unit-

ed strategies for building up His

Church.
Cont' d on Page 1 6
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WEF Increases

Missions Role
by Chun Chae Ok, Executive Secretary

of the WEF Missions Commission

The Missions Commission of the

World Evangelical Fellwoship was formed

in July 1974 at the WEF Assembly in Swit-

zerland. It is a consultative body, to ini-

tiate new sharing between older missions

and new missions emerging from Asia,

Africa, and Latin America.

In January 1977 a consultation ot ex-

ecutive officers of east and west missions

associations was held in Bombay. Since

then, the Missions Commission of WEF
has begun research into the activities of

95 Asian missionary sending agencies.

By late September, the latest data will be

available for a revised edition of the

Asian Missions Directory

The Missions Commission hopes to

have fellowship with existing Third World

Missions and to encourage Christian groups

in their missionary task in today’s world.

To fulfil this aim, the Missions Commission

encourages the formation of national as-

sociations of missions. Here in Seoul,

it is thrilling to meet mission leaders

who are already members of such an as-

sociation. I am seeking to promote in-

terest in missions through lectures in

various institutions such as at ACTS, Asia

Church Growth Center, East-West Center,

and Asia Mission Training Center.

Our next major project is organizing

a full Mission Commission conference in

January 1979. This conference will pro-

vide a unique opportunity for those active-

ly engaged in missions to study unreached

people, to examine theology of mission,

to compare financial policies, and to con-

sider strategies

Even before the rapid development of

Third World missions began, missionary

sending agencies and missionary person-

nel have been conscious of the need for

fellowship and for working together in

meeting common tasks. I believe the

Missions Commission of WEF can help to

provide this fellowship by:

1) providing a world missions forum for

exchanging information, publishing

materials, and considering new ap-

proaches to missionary training;

2) promoting the development of associ-

ations of missions through visits and

encouragement

:

3)

building constructive relationships

among emerging mission societies,

through communicating and giving

practical help;

Dr. Wade Coggins (EFMA), Rev. William

Hewlett (Missions Information Bureau),

and Chun Chae Ok, at the Bombay Consul-

tation in January.

4) prophetically challenging on behalf of

the global missionary enterprise for

deeper missionary involvement; and

stimulating self examination by evan-

gelical mission leaders to a broader

Christian leadership

5) maintaining liaison with evangelical

agencies working in the same or re-

lated fields.

The members of the WEF Missions

Commission - chairman Ernest Oliver(UK),

executive secretary Chun Chae Ok (Korea),

members Theodore Williams (India), David

Cho (Korea), Wade Coggins (USA) and

Waldron Scott (WEF) - believe that it has

a vital ministry in promoting missionary

programmes throughout the world. H
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Gujranwala Theological Seminary
Gujranwala Theological Seminary was

founded in 1877, only 22 years after Pro-

testant missionaries first arrived in Sial-

kot, in the Punjab area of India. Three

missionaries served as faculty to nine stu-

dents in the first year.

After moving with the missionary fac-

ulty from place to place, in 1912, the sem-

inary located at its present site in Gujran-

wala. The first permanent building was

donated by a member of a United Presby-

terian Church in New York.

At this time, Rev. Labhu Mall, having

previously graduated from the seminary,

began his 32-year tenure there. He re-

fused to accept any salary donated from

outside India, in accordance with the self-

supporting principle.

The first national principal was Rev.

Vazir Chand, who served from 1947 until

his death in 1952. Since 1947, the United

Bible Training Centre has worked closely

with Gujranwala Seminary, especially in

providing courses for student wives. These

courses are unique, training them to be

able to help the women of their future

parishes. The curriculum includes both

biblical studies and practical subjects.

The partition of the sub-continent in

1947 cut off Pakistani Presbyterians, Me-
thodists, and Anglicans from their semi-

naries in India. So a five-year trial peri-

od of cooperation was begun, during which

the board of directors had representatives

from several churches. A new constitu-

tion was then adopted in 1954 bringing the

school under the direct control of this union

board, although the United Presbyterians

still retained a majority. From this time,

non- Presbyterian students and faculty

members became increasingly frequent.

An active campus development pro-

gram was begun in 1949, and has contin-

ued with the expansion of the faculty and

student body ever since. In 1958, the

main seminary building of classrooms,

chapel, library, offices, and bell tower

was put up.

The second Pakistani principal was

the Rev. K. L. Nasir, who served in that

capacity from 1959 to 1968. Hie first

B.D. candidate was graduated in

1959. The following year Certificates of

Graduate in Theology and Licentiate in

Theology replaced the earlier system ol

separate Seminary and Training School.

Theological textbooks in Urdu were

Cont'd on next page
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first published by Gujranwala in 1964,

with assistance from the Theological Edu-

cation Fund. Since then, 13 more texts

have been published, about half of them

original Urdu writings.

1968 was a year of controversey in the

United Presbyterian Church. At Gujran-

wala there was an unfortunate split, with

Rev. K.L. Nasir and others forming a

break- away theological school along more

conservative lines.

Private Christian schools in Pakistan

were nationalized in 1972. So Weekend

Workshops for Christian school teachers

were begun at Gujranwala. These courses

help them to take advantage of opportuni-

ties for witnessing to their students, and

allow them to discuss their problems.

At about the same time, the seminary

initiated TEE programs in Pakistan. There

are now seven extension centres, with the

TEE courses roughly corresponding to the

residential courses. Several hundred stu-

dents have participated in this program.

After several years of concentrated

reflection on the role of theological edu-

cation in Pakistan, a revised constitution

was adopted in 1976. This eliminated the

special place of the United Presbyterians

on the Board of Directors.

Later that year, Rev. Iqbal Nisar was

appointed principal of Gujranwala.

Up to 1900, a total of about 50 stu-

dents attended the school. Then from

1900 to 1954, about 300 attended. In the

23 years since then, 259 students have

been enrolled. At present there 21 stu-

dents and 6 faculty members.

For the future, plans have been laid

to increase the residential enrollment,

deepen the spiritual life of the students,

develop more contextualized courses and

study books, offer more short-term, in-

tensive courses for couples, professional

people, Christian workers, etc. , begin a

cassette ministry for overseas and rural

Pakistani’s and expand the TEE program

to 12 centers by 1980.

NEWS BRIEF
Schools

The Asia Evangelistic Fellowship has

begun a Tamil language Bible School in

West Malaysia, the Tamil Bible Institute.

There are one milfton Indians in Malaysia,

and about 70,000 in Singapore. The Tamil

Methodist, Anglican, and Lutheran church-

es are very interested in this venture.

^The Far East Advanced School of Theo-

logy, of the Assemblies of God in Manila,

inaugurated its new president, Mr. Everett

L. McKinney, on September 21. With over

500 students on campus and in a rapidly

expanding extension program, FEAST is

the largest advanced school of theology in

Asia.

^The Jiwan Jyoti Bible Correspondence

Centre in Uttar Pradesh, India, enrolled

2,845 new students over the summer, and

processed over 36,000 lessons. Two new

centers are being opened, one of them in

Canada for work among Indian immigrants

there.

In Malaysia, the Pusat Latihan Kris-

ten Melaka (Malaysia Christian Training

Center) will hold its first graduation ser-

vice on November 12. The Rev. Loh

Soon Choy will become PLKM's new dean

starting in December, having been re-

leased by his church for this ministry.

Conferences
n The Chinese Coordination Center of

World Evangelism (CCCOWE) is holding

an East-West Leadership Cooperation

Conference September 27-30. Seventy

participants will consider the past, pre-

sent, and future of East-West cooperation

in missions, theological education, and

church growth.

12 ASIA THEOLOGICAL NEWS



Schools New Magazine

I"! With 132 residential students this

term, Singapore Bible College has launch-

ed new facilities on the heels of dedi-

cating their latest building addition. Their

neighbor with over 19,000 square feet of

land unexpectedly decided to sell. SBC
felt the opportunity was unique,' and so

obtained a loan to buy the land and two

buildings on it. They are looking to the

Lord to be able to repay the loan within

a year. At the same time, a student mis-

sions fellowship has been formed, with

area reports and prayer fortnightly. The

response has been enthusiastic. Asia

Theological News regrets having spelled

Dr. Ernest N. Poulson’s name incorrect-

ly in the previous issue. His article was

much appreciated.

] The Immanuel Bible Institute in Cebu

City, Philippines, announces its name

change to Immanuel Bible College. This

was a result of adding a fourth year to

their curriculum, and offering a Bachelor

of Christian Ministries degree. They

will continue to offer their three year

Diploma of Graduation degree. 1976-77

was the 25th anniversary of the school,

and these changes were part of Immanuel’s

celebration of their Year of Jubilee.

Taiwan Theological College in Taipei

installed the Rev. Dr. Ingram Seah as

their 21st principal. The ceremony took

place at the graduation exercises of the

college’s 95th academic year in June this

year.

ASIA THEOLOGICAL NEWS is published quarterly by the Asia

Theological Association Editor in Chief Bong Rm Ro. Editorial

Assistant Christopher P Morris. Subscription rates are US$4

per year (4 issues) by air mail, US$2 by surface mail Please

address correspondence to Asia Theological Association.

POBox 73-119 Shihlin. Taipei, Taiwan. ROC 111

EVANGELICAL
REVIEW

OF
THEOLOGY

Another Christian journal?

but one with a difference. Rather than

increasing the amount of theological output

to be covered, the ERT will be putting

between two covers the most significant

articles and book reviews.

A series of correspondents round the world

are helping to gather material in different

languages, all of which will be sifted by the

ERT editorial staff in New Delhi, India.

Publication will initially be twice a year,

September and April, in English — but it is

hoped that frequency may be increased as

circumstances permit and as demand

requires.

Areas of interest to be treated in

forthcoming issues -

Bible — Doctrine — Current Issues in Life

and Witness of the Church - Current Issues

in Theology — Studies in Evangelism and

Church Growth, Mission, Dialogue —

Personal and Social Ethics - Renewal of

Theological Education — Theory and

Practice in Educational Theology.

Send your subscription of US$4 or

£2 25 to WEF, Box 670, Colorado

Springs, CO 80901, U.S.A.
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New ATA
Communication

Director

Mr. and Mrs. Phil Bickel

A professional photographer with a

mission background, Phil Bickel, will be

joining the ATA staff in November. He

will be working especially with ATA’s

visual communications projects.

Phil Bickel and his wife Jackie ar-

rived in Singapore September 1 for the

OMF orientation program there. They

will then come to Taipei in November,

spend some time in intensive language

studies, and then begin work on ATA
communications projects.

Phil has long had a serious interest

in photography. He has done TV and

advertising work on a commercial basis.

He has also done considerable promotion-

al photography for Christian organizations

such as Latin American Mission, Moody

Monthly and Campus Crusade for Christ.

He has been concerned about imple-

menting high standards in Christian

visual communications. After arriving,

Phil will evaluate ATA’s communications

projects and goals. Then with a four-year

tenure in mind, he will make long-range

project and budget proposals. ATA’s ob-

jective of demonstrating the usefulness

of mass communications media and tech-

niques for building Asian leaders will

benefit greatly from Phil’s dedicated and

professional commitment. M y

Cont'd from P.3

Can Missionaries Train Nationals.

colleague to maintain a balanced approach

to his service. The temptation to become

too specialized may put a potential leader

out of range of the local situation. He

needs scholarship, to be sure, but he also

needs balance in the area of practical

ministry to the church. In recent conver-

sations with Dr. Chow Lien-hwa, he has

reiterated his concern about this point.

The Chinese church expects its theologi-

cal teachers to be able to write and speak

in a way that is popularly understood.

The missionary who teaches Acts or

ethics exactly as he learned it in semi-

nary or as he would teach it in the West

14

is seriously short-changing his students.

I shall never forget a Yale classmate who

declined an invitation to come to Taiwan

and lecture on the Old Testament because

he felt he knew little about Chinese society

or how to apply Biblical teaching to the

situation in Taiwan. This enters the

forum of the current debate on contextua-

lization -- an area needing much more

careful reflection than many missionaries

have been willing to give.

The task of training Christians in true

discipleship and of seeing strong local

leadership emerge is still a crucial res-

ponsibility of missionaries involved in

theological education.

ASIA THEOLOGICAL NEWS



REPORT: ^Here’s Life” Campaigns

Campus Crusade for Christ’s ’’Here’s

Life” campaigns have been conducted in

several Asian countries this year. The

statistics summarizing the results of

these campaigns are greatly encourag-

ing. Furthermore, as a result of the

several months’ training programs,

thousands of Christians have been enabled

to speak clearly about Christ to others.

HERE’S LIFE SINGAPORE: June 1977

Total population: 2,200,000

Telephone calls received: 43,573

Requests for CCC booklet: 50, 505

People contacted: 83,885

Received Christ: 9,104

Participating in follow-up studies: 5,775

Campaign workers trained: 4,461

HERE’S LIFE MALAYSIA
Total population: 11,400,000

Telephone calls received: 16,095

Requests for CCC booklet: 35,860

People contacted: 23,918

Received Christ: 3,507

Participating in follow-up studies: 1,797

HERE’S LIFE TAMAN: September 1977

14,700,000

42,393

33,573

11,161

4,700

806

8,121

Total population:

Telephone calls received:

Requests for CCC booklet:

People contacted:

Received Christ:

Participating in follow-up studies:

Campaign workers trained:

(note: Taiwan figures as of September 10)

SUBSCRIBE !!

Asia Theological News is a lively

quarterly magazine introducing new ideas,

exchanging information about Asian evan-

gelical theological schools, and covering

ATA's vital activities.

In less than two years, ATN has be-

come a major non-denominational infor-

mation center for evangelical Christians

in Asia.

It has been instrumental in giving

evangelicals throughout Asia a broader

view of themselves and of their fellow

Christians in other parts of Asia.

Its articles are brief and highly il-

lustrated. In its new, more economical

format, it will continue to be improved,

making it even more essential to Asian

Christians.
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The Pan-Asia Christian Education Con-

ference will be the first on this subject in

Asia. Its value is apparent from the en-

thusiastic responses to its proposal by

Christian educators throughout Asia. These

leaders feel a tremendous need to gather

together for assessing the state of Chris-

tian education in the various countries of

Asia today, evaluating problems that

Christian educators run into, and suggest-

ing some workable solutions.

Christian education has just come into

its own in Asia in the last decade. After

years of paternalistic mission programs,

Asians have been making increasing pro-

gress in Christian education work, and

have been encountering unique problems.

The timing of this conference in late 1978

is strategic in the increased growth of

Christian education in Asia today. '

Program and Planning committees were

formed in 1977 to map out the details of

this conference. Being planned by Asians,

the conference will have a budget only a

fraction of the usual Western conference

budgets. Yet the availability of further

funds will dramatically increase the use-

fulness of the conference to Christian edu-

cators in Asia. This would make it pos-

sible for more to participate and for more

follow-up materials to be prepared.

ATA has budgeted $2,000 for partially

subsidizing travel expenses, but would

like to be able to provide much stronger

support.

Asian Evangelism Conference Set

Cont' d from Page 7

The Committee is composed of the

Asian leaders on the Lausanne Committee

for World Evangelization, with Canon

James Wong of Singapore coordinating the

conference and its preparations. A budget

of US$207,350 has also been drawn up, the

major part of which is expected to come

from within Asia. The Committee is

sending out an appeal to all Asian church-

es to help raise the needed amount, par-

ticularly for the participants from their

own countries. Prayer is also asked for

all stages of the preparations for this sig-

nificant gathering.

ASIA THEOLOGICAL NEWS





HISTORY
cember 1973. The 78 delegates dealt with:

• TEE and its fast developments in Asia

• the biblical concept of salvation, in response to

ecumenical discussion of its meaning

• unanimous approval of the ATA constitution, and

appointment of an ATA Executive Committee

• writing of a declaration on the fundamentals of our

faith and the church's mission in today's Asia

• appointing a committee to draft a tentative accre-

ditation plan for evangelical theological schools

Having decided to hold ATA consultations every three

years, the Fourth ATA Consultation met in October

1976 in Hong Kong. The 45 delegates pictured below.

• discussed the Asian Church and Christian suffering,

drafting the statement Suffering and Persecution

(now available as Asian Perspective # 9)

• set up an accreditation plan for theological schools,

based on the draft plan and five further papers

• elected an Accreditation Commission to draft and

implement the final accreditation plan, now avail-

able as the Accreditation Manual

• appointed a committee to coordinate activities

of three evangelical advanced theoogical centers.

At present, cultural and political nationalism is resurging

in Asia, and some countries are closed to foreign Chris-

tians. ATA's goal of building national Christian leaders

has become an urgent task. This brochure introduces

ATA and its current major Droiects toward this goal.

ATA began during the 1968 Asia South-Pacific Congress

of Evangelism in Singapore. About 50 evangelical leaders

met privately to discuss ways to achieve wider evangelical

cooperation in theology and theological education in Asia.

As a result, the Theological Assistance Program (TAP) of

the World Evangelical Fellowship sponsored the first Asia

Evangelical Theological Consultation in 1970, promoting

• national Evangelical Theological Societies ETS

• a center for advanced theological studies (CATS)

• encouraging other types of training, such as TEE

A year later, June 1971, the 2nd Asia Theological Con-

sultation focused on theological education, deciding to:

• pool evangelical resources in union theological

schools, to avoid denominational fragmentation

• revise theological training to reflect cultural values

and current forces of change in Asia

• elect an all-Asian board to establish the CATS

• carefully review extension programs in Asia

• approve a foundation for evangelical theological

education, funded from within Asia (since ended)

• appoint a TAP-Asia Coordinating Committee

In April 1972, the TAP-CATS board met in Seoul to:

• adopt a tentative constitution for ATA

• appoint coordinators for the ATA ministries

• ftncouraae and support the establishment of



ACCREDITATION kOMMUNICATIONS
The ATA accreditation plan has four broad objectives:

RAISING ACADEMIC STANDARDS Many theological

"seminaries" or "colleges" in Asia accept students even

from junior high schools. Because of inadequate stand-

ards at such schools, promising theological students go

abroad and are lost by Asia. ATA accreditation stimulates

these schools to meet minimum standards, and then en-

courages them to rise to higher degree-granting levels.

•CONTEXTUAL CURRICULUM Many Asian theological

schools are still run by foreign missionaries and follow

Western curricula. These curricula are irrelevant to Asia

at many points, and fail to deal with uniquely Asian

problems; they ignore the Asian whole-man style of train-

ing. ATA accreditation emphasizes having qualified

Asian personnel, courses on national topics, and

student life programs.

•STRENGTHENING EVANGELICAL FAITH Religious

syncretism and secular activism are current emphases in

some theologically liberal schools. Evangelical schools

must clearly maintain biblical Christianity, to train

strong leaders for the growing evangelical churches of

Asia. The ATA accreditation process checks the doctrinal

views of applying schools, their adherence to them, and

admissions and hiring criteria.

•EVANGELICAL COOPERATION ATA is the first co-

ordinating agency to include the majority of evangelical

schools. As an alternative to liberal accrediting agencies,

ATA will be able to foster an unprecedented degree of

mutual recognition and cooperation among these schools.

It may well be that the success of evangelical theological

education, so crucial to the burgeoning churches in Asia,

will depend much on ATA's accreditation scheme.

Thousands of church leaders will never be able to go to a

theological school, or finish aTEE series. Vet many spend

hours watching television every week. Radios and tape

recorders are sold in every town. The thinking of these

Christians is already being changed by mass media.

The Gospel is widely presented to non-Christians by mass

media. But there are two neglected areas where these

techniques could directly strengthen the church. One is

in theological schools. Courses given by renowned teachers

at major evangelical schools in Asia can be video-taped,

and then distributed to theological students in Asia.

The other area is for local church leaders. Mass media can

easily bring basic theological education to lay leaders,

especially in population centers. In this way, the tragic

gap between the number of theological students and the

number of needed, trained leaders can be narrowed’.

ATA is developing sample programs for both areas. At pre-

sent, three pilot programsare: Korean Church History, an

exposition of chapter one of Amos, and a popular study

of Jacob through puppets. These are on both video-

cassettes and slide-tape sets. Booklets containing the

script, a study guide, and further materials go with each

program.

Initial tests show that these make an attention-holding,

effective learning package. After refinement, ATA will

encourage Christian organizations in Asia to produce

their own materials. Other test programs are planned, but

ATA needs playback machines and further taping funds

for this strategic project to be fully implemented.

°uo '"onnairr

TEE PUBLICATIONS

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION BY EXTENSION is now
moving into its second generation phase in Asia. After
six years of intense activity, TEE has become a major
aspect of Asian theological training. It provides a com-
plement to residential education that encourages high

standards; It puts seminaries in direct contact with

Christian leaders in their work, and the flexibility of

TEE prevents domination of foreign cultural patterns.’

Having helped coordinate TEE in virtually every country

of Asia, ATA is now exploring further development of

this crucial tool.

A number of problems have been persistant obstacles in

TEE programs, mostly in the area of student motivation.

In response to this, ATA is supporting the work of Dr.

Peter Chang in Hong Kong. He will be developing a

second generation of TEE materials, including audio-

visual learning packages and a new textbook series. After

extensive testing, they will be translated into various

Asian languages and contexts for general use. Continued

development of TEE is a key segment of ATA's role as a

catalyst for Asian evangelical Christianity.

ASIA THEOLOGICAL NEWS is a lively quarterly maga-
zine introducing new ideas, exchanging information
about Asian evangelical theological schools, and covering
ATA activities.

ASIAN PERSPECTIVE is a series of small, inexpensive

booklets. The dozen titles so far cover topics in develop-

ment of national Christian leaders, Asian theology,

theological education methods, and major Asian theologi-

cal issues.

• BOOKS—Voice of the Church in Asia, with papers on
TE E, evangelical education, and the salvation and humani-

zation issue, has been published. Theological textbooks

are planned on Christian suffering and Christian ethics in

Asia. Other textbooks are urgently needed on Asian

Church history, Asian commurfication patterns, etc.

•DIRECTORIES of both Asian theological schools and

Asian theologians are in demand, and will soon be avail-

able.

•BOOKLETS on ATA projects, ATA photo-history, ac-

creditation, TEE, the visual communications programs,

and Evangelical Theological Societies are also available.

\
P/ease send:

ASIA THEOLOGICAL NEWS ($2 per year by sea;

$4 by air; free with ATA membership)

VOICE OF THE CHURCH IN ASIA ($4)

ACCREDITATION MANUAL & information (free)
j ]

ATA MINISTRIES 1978-1979 (free)

Please send more information on:

ASIAN PERSPECTIVE ( titles list) TEE in Asia

Video-Cassette and slide programs membership Q
I would like to share in the ministry of ATA through my

prayers and a gift of •

Name

Church, seminary, mission

Address _
Check enclosed for .

Please send me a bill, f

Mail to: A TA, P.O. 73 119 Shihlin, Taipei,
Taiwan, ROC111



Membership is open to both institutions and individuals.

All members receive the quarterly Asia Theological News,

a copy of each Asian Perspective, other materials on

accreditation, communications, and TEE, and new ATA

publications as they are produced. Membership is annual.

Full Membership:

Theological schools and TEE cente

according to size

Asians involved in theology

Non-Asians involved in theology

Associate Membership:

Other Christian organizations

Asians interested in the work

of ATA
Non-Asians interested in the work

of ATA

Please fill out the form on the reverse side, and send

with a check for the appropriate amount (preferably in

US #) to: Dr. Wilson Chow, China Graduate School

of Theology, 5 Devon Road, Kowloon, HONG KONG.

$25-30

$10
$15

$25

$10

$12

1. Dr. Saphir Athyal (Union Biblical Seminary, Yeotmal,

India), General Coordinator

2. Dr. Bong Rin Ro, Executive Secretary

3. Dr. Wilson Chow (China Graduate School of The-

ology, Hong Kong), Treasurer

4. Dr. Peter Chang (CGST), TEE Coordinator

5. Dr. Han Chul-Ha (Asian Center for Theology and

Strategy, Seoul, Korea)

6. Rev. Shinpei Higuchi (Presi-

dent, Tokyo Christian College)

7. Miss Jeanette Hui (Malaysia

Christian Training Center)



A T ASIA THEOLOGICAL ASS0CIA1

MEMBERSHIP
APPLICATION

ATA PUBLICATIONS:

1. Asia Theological News: a lively quarterly

magazine covering evangelical theological

education in Asia.

2. Asian Perspective: a series of small booklets

on developing national leadership in Asia.

3. Theological Textbooks on issues with which the

Christian church in Asia must deal, such as

Asian Church History and Contextualization.

4. Other materials on Accreditation, Theological

Education by Extension (TEE), Communication,

Post-Graduate Study Program, and the Evangeli-

cal Theological Society.



STATEMENT OF FAITH

1. The divine inspiration of the Holy Bible of

sixty-six books of the Old Testament and New
Testament as the infallible Word of God. Its

consequent uniqueness, entire trustworthiness

and supreme authority on all matters of faith

and conduct.

2. One God eternally existent in three persons:

Father, Son and Holy Spirit.

3. The full deity and humanity of the Lord Jesus

Christ, His representative and substitutionary

death, His bodily resurrection and personal

return in glory to consumate His Kingdom.

4. The dignity of man created in the image of God,

his universal sinfulness, his need of repen-

tance, redemption and justification through

faith alone in Christ crucified and risen from

the dead.

5. The resurrection of all men either to eternal

life or to eternal death.

6. The illuminating, regenerating, indwelling and

sanctifying work of the Holy Spirit enabling

the Christian to witness effectively to the

Gospel and to serve responsibly in the world.

7. The unity in our Lord Jesus Christ of all be-

lievers,who comprise the Church.

8. The total mission of the Church to the whole

man in society in the contemporary context,in

obedience to God according to the Scriptures.

ATA MEMBERSHIP FEES:

Full Membership shall be open to:

1. Theological institutions offering a minimum
of the equivalent of three years residential

training.

2. Organizations formed for the coordination of
TEE.

3. Organizations specifically involved in theo-

logical advancement and research.

4. Individuals who contribute at least one pub-
lishable theological article a year or those

who give outstanding contributions to theolo-

gical education.

Associate (non-voting) Membership shall be open
to:

1 . Any organization involved in theology or theo-

logical education which does not qualify for

full membership.

2. Individuals interested in furthering the goals

of the Association.

ANNUAL Membership Fees

Full Membership
Institutions and Organizations US25-30
Individuals - Asians U$10
Individuals - non-Asians U$15

Associate Membership
Institutions and Organizations U$25
Individuals - Asians U$10
Individuals - non-Asians U$12



ATA MEMBERSHIP FORM

Date

Name (Institution/Society/Organization)

Address

On behalf of our Institution/Society/Organiza-

tion, I would subscribe to the ATA statement

of Faith and like to become a full/associate

member of ATA and work closely with other evan-

gelical theological schools in Asia.

Position Signature

All members of ATA will receive ATA’s quarterly

Asia Theological News. Asian Perspective, and any

other relevant materials on TEE, communication, and

accreditation.

**********************************

Important Notice

We prefer US Checks for payment. Please

mail your checks to the ATA Treasurer:

Dr. Wilson Chow
China Graduate School of Theology

5 Devon Road

Kowloon Tang, HONG KONG
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1
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Roland Sylwester
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20 cents

Patricia Harrison
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?
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Avery Willis

TOWARD CONTEXTUALISATION OF THEOLOGICAL
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20 cents
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A SERVICE FOR ASH WEDNESDAY, 1977

• TO LIVE MORE SIMPLY THAT OTHERS MAY SIMPLY LIVE

(Hymns from New Church Praise: lessons and Psalms of

the day from 'The Lectionary 1977 ;

Call to worship -

••Let us worship God on this day of penitential recollection:

Paul wrote to the Corinthians ... (2 Cor. 7: 9-10

)

"l rejoice, not because you were grieved, but because

vou were grieved into repenting; for you felt a

godly Sief. so that you suffered no loss thr,>ugh us.

For godly grief produces a repentance that leads

salvation and brings no regret, but worldly grief

produces death."

NCP 72 (based on the Lenten lection, Is. 58)

Now quit your care ....

Prayer of Adoration

Reading : Joel 2. 12-18

Conversation with Eileen Moffett about urban poverty in

Seoul, Korea and Christian service there

Psalm 143 A cry of the oppressed. (To^rea^by all

Hear my prayer, 0 Lord; give ear to my supplications !

In thy faithfulness answer me, m thy nghteousn

Enter not into judgment with thy servant;

for no man living is righteous before thee.

For the enemy has pursued me; he has crushed the

He has made me sit in darkness like those long dead.

Therefore my spirit faints within "**£££*** ~



all that thou hast done;
I remember the days of old, I meditate on

I muse on what thy hands have wrought.

I stretch out ,.y hands to thee-, -y soul lik« *

Hoke haste to ans*er no, 0 lord! lly “P"1* do«n to the

Hide not thy face Iron ee, lest I he like those «no g

let ne hear in the norning of thy steadfast love, for *£«££**

Teach ne the .ay I should go, for to thee I lift up ny soul.

Deliver me, 0 Lord, from my enemies!

I have fled to thee for refuge!

Teach me to do thy will, for thou art my God!

Let thy good spirit lead me on a level path.

For thy nano's sake, 0 lord, preserve ny life’

In thy righteousness bring me out of trouble.

And in thy steadfast love cut off “yx^thy servant,
and destroy all my adversaries, for I am t y

HOP 44 Jesu, Jesu . . . ( a song from Ghana)
_

.. with Stephen Mayor about ethical factors in income

Conversation with Stephen! y Cambridge economists and

distribution and the problems jet by Cambridge

theologians in discussing then.

u -ear, rat Pc?aim V50 *De Profundis .

NCP 77 - a metrical version of Psalm y
,

„ ... 04. M-iric • short meditation on Mk. 2. 13 - 22

"Conversation” with St. MarK . snoru

Prayers, leading into

NCP 15 (first setting) Come my way, my truth, my H e . .

.

^

, • Ttfrp qq - 1 This we can do . • •

* ,“^h1ho
e
iSrriurSTooh verso OS o response hy .U.

„„ desus the lord soys • •
(translation of an Urdu *-)

A grace before the meal
first

/, staple aenl together , at the end of the aenl »o repeat

verse of NCP 47 - then

The Blessing.
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Four years ago a Korean colleague of mine ran& me up and saia,

’’look, we have to ao something. There are over 12,000 people living

so close to me that 1 can see their shacks from my second-story windows.

And they are in real trouble.”

That was not the absolute beginning of our work in the slums but

close to it. Two months earlier this same faculty colleague, Mrs. Chu

Sun-Ae, had persuaded two young men from our seminary's Christian Education

department to spend the summer in that shack community as a Field Work

assignment.

Let me make it clear from the beginning that neither she, the students

or 1 had any preparation for that kind of work. But there are many sit-

uations in life one just comes bang up against. That's what happened to

us •

Tne boys moved in, rented a tiny room in a stinking area just inside

the nan river dyke and began to get acquainted. The air was loul. It

was at this point on tne banks of the river that a constant stream oi

night soil trucks dumped load after load of human w *ste trom the city.inte

Aad then, too, there were no public toilets and I will leave you to your

imagination :eshift private ones.

In 1972 the city of Seoul made a vain attempt to cut down on the

undisciplined spread of such shack communities by conducting an aerial

survey. They photographed them and then licensed each cardboard or oil

present bccupants who were squatting on tnis government lane would be

given a kihd of official registration, -smtb a metal plate was tacked up on

the aoor. This gave them the right to a re-settlement fee of 150,000 won

Then it was nnp r I p n a that all
drum d u oiling standing at that time
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(between 1&0 and 200 pounds) when their temporary residences were event-

ually torn down ana they were told to move at some indefinite future time.

But families who came in later were not to be given any legal protection

at all. No license and no re-settlement fee. The city had to protect

itself. The total population, even then, w<*s growing uncomfortably close

to six million, having more than trebled in two decades. The previous

four years had seen a growth of with a further increase to 7.3 million

projected for 19^0 and an alarming number of these were landing up in

places such as I have been describing. Qju**UJ&^**^^
-faJL' />, <xCUJU. A' HivL -&AAJL >WdL

^But it did seem to our two young theologues that one basic human right

of the posessea or the disposessed is the right to a toiltt; so they set

happily about organizing the able-bodied young men to help them build a

spread of public outhouses. One for every 8? residents. Proudly finished

ana in constant use, the police came in not many days later and levelled

them. Why? Because they weren't licensed. When it was argued that many

of the shacks were licensed ano they did need toilets the response was cold

silence.

I don't want to give the impression, however, that all our work

in that community was carried on in bold confrontation with hostile city

authorities. In point of fact, we have, for the most part, had cordial

cooperation with city government officials by going out of our way to con-

sult with them, show them respect, give them evidence of our good faith

and indicate sympathy with their massive problems. They even gave a large

cash prize to our students after two years' work there, with which the

boys built a cement bridge over an open sewer, providing an access road

to the city bus line.
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One of the first things we did by way of strategic planning was to

conduct a comprehensive survey. Cnee we knew who the people were, where

they had come from, why they had come, what they were engaged in doing,

educational levels, religious backgrounds, most immediate felt needs

we set about some strategic planning. Our biggest benefit was the con-

fidence, respect and trust our two students haa won for themselves by

sticking with these people even through a massive flood. They had never

moved back into the theological college dormitory. One refugee lady told

me, standing in the doorway of her shack house one day and pointing to

Mr . Lee, one of the two boys, "he’s our sa.iour". As it turned out, he

later led her to know who her true Saviour was; but his own life had been

the bridge over which she walked to find Him.

One of the most urgent felt needs of a large segment of the community

was for schooling. So we founded a Bible Club night school for Middle-

School-age youngsters, most of whom had to work long hours during the day.

Teachers were recruited from among active Christian students in nearby

colleges and seminaries. After the school had been going for about a

y ear, one little boy wrote in an essay he handed in, -Christians are those

people who care about what happens to you." And another little girl whose

family was forced to move, rode miles on a bus every day so she could stay

on in the school.

Bro.dl, speaking, than. ar. three classes among slum-dwellers in Seoni.

I call the lower class the ''unh.lp.ble." in the sense that the,, for reason.

usn.ll, of mental or emotional immaturity, are be,ono ordinal, rehabilitation,

Tner, is an upper class, too. The, ***~«““*t« usually there b, choice -

some hiding fro. the la. or higher property tare, elsewhere, others escaping
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the military draft; still others are keeping a mistress or fleeing

from bad debts. But by far the largest segment of shack dwellers falls

between these two extremes. They are people whose goal and live hope is

toward upward mobility and who are willing to pitch in, given the right

kind of halp, and work themselves and their families up the ladder.

Lying below the surface of all three layers there is a common

undercurrent of fear rippling along. It affects family ana community

life more deeply than the casual observer would guess. It takes many

forms, one of which is religious fear»-fear of evil spirits and malign

influences.

Two years ago on Christmas day five children were suddenly orphaned

in this community when their mother died. Only two weeks earlier the

father had also died. In order that they not have to spend that first

night (Christmas night) alone, a thoughtful neighbor came in and stayea

with them and the following day he also became ill. A group of villagers,

flow truly alarmed, called in a sorceress and paid a high price tor an

expensive gf£^S§yof exorcism. But the following day this man died, too.

From that time on everyone was so gripped by fear that no one

to help the children.

In our Christian ministry there we have many emergency situations

like this,** some of which we can do something to help and some we can't.

But as an over-all working principle my Korean colleagues and I

tried to direct our limited resources more into longer-term goals of

nourishing root problems rather than a heavy concentration on First-Aid.

Sometimes, though, it is First-Aid which keeps people alive long enough

to apply a deeper remedy.
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One obvious need these people nave is for more permanent and adequate

housing. And here is one area where our work among them has made a difference,

Out of the 2100 original families there, ever kbO - probably more than 500

now- own their own homes on privately-ownea land nearby, registered in their

own names. They will not be evicted on a moment’s notice any more. This

is being accomplished through ^ voluntary enlistment in a cooperative

joint savings campaign. Mr. Lee taught them how to make some tough decisions

and helped them sort out priorities. fou might laugh at what it came down

to in most cases. For people of their income level it usually boiled down

to a choice between maintaining an expensive smoking habit, or gambling or

drinking - the kind of luxurious habit most of them had come to accept as

a way of life. I wouldn*t say we put pressure on them but they were en-

couraged, influenced and assisted to see the value of owning a home, put-

ting a child in school and buying nourishing food for the family as al-

ternative life styles. Those who made the harder, more responsible choices

have gained a new dignity and respect and proudly invite us into those new

it to
homes now. The happy part of the whole thing is that we didn’t give them.
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aaaition to this housing campaign, a number of the children are now in school,

family planning is encouraged and practiced by many, Christian medical

students come in for health clinics and there is a Day Care Center to

help free some young mothers to go out and supplement iamily incomes.

Let me tell you about one man there in the village. He was in his

early fifties - a refugee from North Korea 23 years ago who had since re-

married in the South, had a little son Oy his second wife and then lost her.

Mr. Lee found him lying paralyzed and helpless in nis six by six windowless
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shac, one morning, having suffered a stroKe. One old toothless and

penniless neighbor was persuaoea to cook hot noodles tor the man and his

son for a day or two and Lee went in daily to pray with him and Keep an

eye on the boy. When he showed no sign of improvement, Sang- fang called

me and said "is there anything we can do?" I .umped into our station

wagon ,
tossed a mattress into the back end and was off. Mr. Lee and some

other young men picked the man up and piggybacked him out the smelly

village paths, along the dykes and over to the cah. We took him to a

v. I On the way, the man wept a little and 1 could

Christian Mission hospital. on tne way,

overhear him saying quietly to Mr. Lee, "I didn't know the love ot Jesus

went this far." A few weeks later he was released and, although still

walking with a decided limp, on the first Sunday morning after his return

from hospital he washed, dressed in his oest, look his little ooy j

hand, cane in the other and said, "Son, we're going to Church". it was

a iong walk to the nearest church and oack. He told us he wanted his son

to grow up knowing Jesus.

About a month ago I received word that Mr. Lee has just

portion of hi, lung .urgic.il, rs.ov.d b.c.u.c of TB ». Pl«*- «P

i„ tne co-unity T». year, .go before bi, first surgery be ...

.round carrying on bi, ministry there bolding . bottle under bi, co.t

wniie fluid from the lung drained into it.

SOU Will not. be surprised, I thin,, if 1 tell you that there is a

lively, jam-packed, growing church in tnat community 6 e..ter

and we have expanded this same kind of ministry into two

slum areas. Other seminary students are spearheading tne other work but

Mr. Lee and our committee supervise, help, guide and meet with them -ten
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for prayer. One thrilling thing to me was to find two of our young Bible

Club school graduates volunteering to run the Day Care Center and teaching

the little ones in our second slum area Center.

When we first began that work at Mangwondong, Mr. Lee and I made a

courtesy call one morning on the village sorceress. One day months later

he told me, "the mudang is gone." He said a layman from a nearby church

had come in and effectively started her on the road to Christian commitment.

In all our experience there we have discovered how much it means to

people when they discover their own dignity and worth in the light of

the Good News of God in Christ. So we have tried to hold together these

two important aspects of Christian ministry - giving a cup of water in the

name of Jesus and proclaiming him by word also.

We haven't made much of a dent in the urban problems of Seoul, I'm

afraid, though others are working at it too in other ways. But we've tried

to ao a little and 1 hope we can do more.
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Now almost two years after writing the previous seven-page

report, I must give a post-script. How very sad I was to learn,

while still in England, that Mr. Lee Sang-Yang never fully re-

covered from the second surgery for removal of yet another part

of the Tuberculosis-diseased lung. Ml that the finest doctors

could do was done for him, but early one day in March, 1976,

after more sudden hemorrhaging, he died. His two-month-old son,

Son-Bae, his lovely young wife and elderly step-mother were left

without father, husband and son. The thousands of people whom he

had loved and served in the name of Christ were left without the

best friend they ever had. All of us wept. And yet we rejo

I'm sure there was joy in heaven when Sang-Yang arrived. We 11

meet him there again some day. But in the meantime, there is much

work yet to do here carrying on where he left off.

Another fine young seminary graduate and his wife and Sang-Yang's

widow are still hard at work in the Mangwondong community. And do

you know that the whole place is transformed'. The church outgrew

its old Center building we had helped them build some years back and

now a new Church- community center building is under cons

One floor is dedicated to the memory of Mr. Lee. I H take you

out there to see that work if you will come visit us and you will

be thrilled! You hear so much bad news from Korea. 1 don '

r ^
-frhp.re is so much good news here, too



The Presbyterian Church of Korea - News October 1977

In May the Seoul Presbytery requested the General Assembly to strong-

ly express the opposition of the denomination to the proposed withdrawal of

thP it s. Armv ground forces in Korea, to the representatives of the U. S.

Government SSdS to Korea to negotiate that matter. Whereupon the officers

of the General Assembly together with the special Committee on Social Pro

lems and United Work took steps setting up an Ad Hoc Committee to Oppose the

Withdrawal of U. S. Forces from Korea. The Rev. Chong Dae Kim was named the

head of this Committee. The Ad Hoc Committee first organized a United Pray-

er Rally to oppose the withdrawal plan. This mass meeting, with more than

5,000 persons attending, was held at the Young Nak Presbyterian Church in

Seoul on the evening of May 25th. Earlier on the same day there was a meet-

ing of the Ad Hoc Committee and the moderators of most of the 30 presbyteries.

This group drew up resolutions in the name of the PCK by which the reasons

for opposing the withdrawal of the U. S. Forces were made public. These

resolutions were sent to the President of the United States and leaders o

the U. S. Congress, and to the sister Presbyterian churches and the Nation-

al Council of Churches in the U. S#

After citing the political manipulations of the great woridpowers^

which brought about the division of the Korean peninsula at the 38th P r 1-

lel and the withdrawal of American forces which was more artless directly

related to the outbreak of the Korean War, with all of its suffering an

destruction, the resolutions urged all Americans to "bear moral responsi-

bility for those who are still faced with the danger of war. The resolutions

went on to say, "More important than victory in the event of a war in the

future is the need to prevent such a war from happening. . . .Our common

responsibility for world peace requires us to see to it together that war

does not break out in this land#”

Early in June the same Ad Hoc Committee decided to send an 8 person

delegation including the Moderator, the Rev. Man Che Kim, to ^United
States to communicate their views and deep concern directly to the General

Assemblies of the United Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A. and the Presby-

terian Church in the U. S. ('Southern'), and to the NCC in the U. S. A., to

several influential newspapers, and to various other leaders. The special

delegation went to the U. S. about June 20 and returned to Korea in July.

From May 31 to June 10 about ten PCK ministers and lay persons partici-

pated S tta (SU. iss*bly of the Christian Conference

Malaysia. The Rev. Kap Shik Sung, General Secretary of the

(Ms.) Sun Ae Choo of the Presbyterian Theological Seminary,
J

g

Han a church elder and editorial staff person of the Christian Literature
tQ

Society of Korea, were all representatives of this denomin 1
Tae Kim

CCA program committees. In late July and early August, Dr. Hyung Tae Kim

was l special representative of the PCK at the Central Committee meeting of

the World Council of Church in Geneva. Later in August Dr. Ch^g Hyi^^

and Dr. Jong Sung Rhee represented the PCK at the
J
00t

J
A^V

® Member of
tion of the World Alliance of Reformed Churches. Dr. Ro who is a member^

the new Executive Committee of the WARC was elected as one of three Vic

Presidents of the sane orga.nization#

The 62nd General Assembly of the PCK was held at theTongShinPresby-

terian Church, which is very near Seoul’s historic East Gate, from Septemb^

15 to 19. The theme of this meeting was "A Growing and ^Pioneering h h

The Rev. Taik Jin Rim, pastor of the Chongryang Ri Central Church in S

continued# • •
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was elected Moderator, and the Rev. Too B«g ^nerS'lssem-
was elected as Vice-Moderator. reus, the Rev.

K"r;e^orpa

s
Korean paetors In the US.

m a special "Missions Might" worship
*

s sraS«s!«
h r

STS: 2?SS^sra-S^SS 4~-i^
Jg^^j^^,,

5^S3:
_ prnq ssionarv working with Korean immigrants m Brazil prougnu g

from the Korean community in that country and reporte on is wor

Evangelical (mostly Presbyterian) churches there.

Significant actions of the SfagaiTdrfStSfKt Sth SSjl
|

^tSfioUng,'Tt2g“vor of’this.
{ -»fe

W

&&SZ^£2SS£ - ^r^^itee ~inted

£&t?

K°r

“Fro, September of next year the present National

sis on "church education" was approved pallid f°r ^®
C^ ^rd^STof October,

emphasize this aspect of the church's ministry, during the^rd^eek^
of the

Dr. So Young Kim was confirmed by the
, f 248 candidates taking

^VeT^o“sTver
SS
the several .^ths.^ * -posted .ad^by

tion
A
S?eSing°the

e
chSS's

S
cSeraltothoSe church’workers who are being

held in prison and asking for their release.

New statistics compiled for the General Assembly Report, based on da^
as of ^cSber 31 ,

1976
"

show a total constituent memb^ship of 7^..Thxs

is an increase of 59,897, or 8.5* over the Previous year*
rease of

total are baptized and full members of the ctarch. Jhis^s n
has

1,.^ over the SoiSgAicS S being organised.

SSTifa*« ^“"Srer'irf
ssss
in^Kore”)!

"“7
There arTT.I^SM anTbb.mCTgajelists counted within the

+.ntal of church workers.
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The following is an exact transcript of the

text of former President of South Korea

Po-Sun Yun’s letter to President Jimmy Carter

of May 19, 19T7.

May 19, 1977

President Jimmy Carter

The White House

Washington, D.C.

USA

Mr. President,

H.y the blessings of God be with you and your people.

Since World War II the UniLt.d ““°^“SlatLnshi,
special relationship and . of 'Wty of

has been legitimized and 0
. or(ier to keep Korea

the free world”- The the

as a part of the free * activities of Korea. However
political, economic, and milita.y

aemocaracy has
during this period, op

^
e“^cular since October of 1972,

flourished in Korea. ~n p thoroughly "oppressive
Korea has rapidly degenerated into a^^y

the^free World"

.

of guns, tanks andmartiallaw,cl< 7 prohibited gatherings

the National Assembly, closed.^
e

ism/ All this in the year-

of any kind, as well as “ST ^ s of the Yushin Constitution,

and-a-half following the election. By
mentioned conditions, he

which he himself had made, umler
^ ^ ^ abstentions . Of

was unanimously elected Er*sld®“
» d 2 357 . The political power

the 2,359 possible votes, ^ «cerved 2,357- ^ ^ mRnflftte from

which has ruled Korea since
J-973

did not
yushin Constitution

the people, but imposed it throughjuolenee
• £ y decrees" -

gives the President the power to iaP
stitution .

Throughout the

unlimited power which stands above the Constitut1
tooi : the

history of mankind, dictators the labourers' of

National Security Law, which compl^y
/®heir right to collective

their right to coliective bargaining^
<^ administration the

action ;
the Social Security Law, which gi
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power to put dissentors into prison for life without a trial.
As well as these laws which oppress human rights, including
the laws and decrees mentioned above, complete control over
the press, the judiciary, the National Assembly and the opposition
party, is exercised by the administration; and surveillance and
repression of the campus, the Church and the labour movement is
undertaken by intelligence agencies. This shows that Korea is now
made-up of those elements which all the "free world" has denied,
that is, "no rights for the people" and "unlimited dictatorial
power for one man". We do not want to think that this is something
the United States, which has undertaken absolute influence over
Korea, expected from the beginning. However, it is regretful that
we must point out that this is the result of the relationship
between Korea and the United States--a relationship which has
lasted more than 30 years.

Since World War II the United States, in opposition to the will
of our nation, took the initiative in dividing the Korean Rsninsula
into two hostile political systems. This division sentenced us to
a destiny in which we have continuously suffered from oppression
of human rights and from dictatorships which have always spoken of
the "threat of invasion by the enemy". The logic of the cold war
and the misleading view of the United States that anything which
opposes the "Communist devil" is alright, as in many places in the
third world, has become one of the major reasons for corrupt, dictatorial
military regimes, such as that' of Mr. Park Chung Hee in Korea.

The fact that pro-Japanese bureaucrats, military officials, and
businessmen were able to gain power under the American Military
Administration, significantly shows that the United States has,
directly or indirectly, supported the military, the bureaucrats,
and the big businessmen who opposed social change and pursued
social privileges as a counter-measure to the threat of communism.
So much aid from the United States, including food aid under FL480,
has supported the limping Korean econmonic structure which is based
on the low price of rice and low wages—a practice which has continued
for more than 30 years. Nobody can deny that this contributed to the
consolidation of the privileged ruling class. The American investors,
as well as the Japanese investors, have taken advantage of the low
wages here in Korea and have enjoyed the benefits of a "favorable
investment climate" which the Park regime offers. The fact that Gulf
Oil Corporation offered millions of dollars as a political contribution
to Mr. Park in 1971 >

when he was elected by_only a small margin, implies
many things to us in understanding the relationship between American
investors and the repressive rule of Korea.

Due .-to* technical. Support and cooperation by the United States, the Korean
Central Intelligence Agency (KCIA) was able to gain competence at
political investigations. The equipment, technique, and skill at quelling
riots which are offered hy the United States, have been very effectively
used for the repression of peaceful (demonstrations by the Korean people.
During their attendance at university, a great number of our young
people have shed tears due to the use of US-made tear gas and pepper
fog. Beacause of the Korea-Japan treaty, which the United States strongly
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pushed, the Korean economy was rapidly driven into a state of dependency

on the Japanese. "Black adhesion" between the ruling classes of both Korea

and Japan, which was established as the result of this situation, played a

decisive role in the strenthening of the Park regime. The United States

pulled the youth of Korea into the Vietnam War and Mr. Park was thus able

to push through revision of the Constitution, in 1969 , which enabled him

to run for a third term in office, and the Yushin coup d’etat in 1972, with-

out any hesitation. We must point out the fact that the tanks which advanced

and remained in front of the National Assembly, resulting in the dissolution

of the National Assembly in October of 1972, were made in the United States.

However, we do not intend to say that such dark aspects as these tell the

whole story of the relationship between Korea and the United States. We are

well aware of the fact that it is at least the outward stand of the United

States to support and to encourage the development of the democratic system

in Korea. The Constitution which was established in 1948 with the support

of the American Military Administration, was the first in Korean history to

be based on parliamentary democratic principles. Most Koreans believe that

in 1963 President Kennedy encouraged Mr. Park Chung Hee to return to civilian

rule by threatening to stop all aid to Korea. However, in spite of this, the

belief that the United States supports democracy in Korea is rapidly collapsing,

especially in recent years. In 1973, just after the establishment of the

Yushin System, President Nixon warmly greeted Mr. Kim Jong Pil, who was Premier

at that time, at the White House. At that time, Mr. Nixon made known his

policy of "non-intervention", and he thus encouraged the Park regime and

supported the Yushin Constitution. Since then the platitude "non-intervention"

has become the stand of the United States Administration, which shows silent

support of the undemocratic, oppressive system in Korea. How can the United

States, which has so deeply intervened in the internal politics of Korea, now

use "non-intervention" as an excuse to avoid criticizing the dictatorship

which the United States has supported. Since the establishment of the Yushin

System, many Americans, including the United States President, high officials,,

and elected representatives, have come to Korea, and have praised " the economic

development of Korea" and " the great leadership" of President Park, and. have

supported the Yushin System. What else is the principle of non-intervention

beyond the illicit connection between the rulers of the world towards the oppres-

sion of the people of the world, if praising and supporting a foreign ruler

whom most people oppose, is not called intervention, while criticizing is called

intervention? In other words, it is the Korean people themselves who. are

really refusing to allow interference from outside and so that they. might determine

their own destiny. However, we doubt that if the policy of the United States

towards this government played a basic role in the political, economic, and

military support tb the repressive system of Korea, then this can be seen as

practical and concrete intervention which contradicts the principle . of non-

intervention" that the United States always outwardly supports.. This inter-

vention was aimed at the establishment and support of an oppressive system and

it has realized its purpose. In fact, we are now at the point of re-establishing

a practical concept of intervention and a concrete concept of non-intervention

from a new perspective.

We had hoped that your human rights policy might contribute to the establishment

of truly friendly relations between the peoples of both Korea and the United

States, cleansing the dark history of Korean-American relations;; We want you

to frankly admit the fact that many people in the third world which are under
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the influence of the United States, including Korea, have suffered from
dietatiorships and the oppression of human rights as payment for the inter-
est and security of the United States and thus we want your human rights

policy to become established on the basis of accepting moral responsibility
for positive contributions in solving this tragedy. If this doesnot happen,

the world might doubt and misunderstand your intentions regarding your human
rights policy. We hope that your policy related to Korea will be established

by your doing your best to push peace and unification, and to promote democracy

and human rights in the Korean Peninsula recongnizing that the Korean people

should no longer be forced to accept facism, which always outwardly talks

about the "communist threat".

We of course admit that it might be too early to evaluate your human rights

policy and your policy regarding Korea—related to the human rights problem

—

however the process of the human rights policy up till now has made us have

some doubts regarding your policy.

On several occasions you have openly criticised the oppression of human rights

in both the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia, and related to certain intellectuals

of the Soviet Union, you even invited them to the White House or sent them letters.

On the other hand, though your critical voice towards the oppression of human

rights in third world countries, which have received aid as allies of the

United States was relatively speaking far weaker. Yet the oppression of human

rights, for which the United States carries heavy responsibility, could be

substantially improved, in accordance with the efforts of the United States

in countries such as Korea, the Philippines, Iran, Chili and so forth.

Your State Department is emphasizing "special treatment" toward the human

rights problem of Korea and the Philippines, both of which are related to

American security interests, and the Administration is pursuing a more re-

inforced support of the Park regime. In spite of the commitment which you

expressed in your campaign speeches, the Pentagon is still speaking about the

possible use of atomic weapons in the Korean Peninsula—which might completely

destroy the Korean people--and your embassy here in Korea is emphasizing

"silent diplomacy". On the American policy regarding Korea, which does not

show much sign of change from the Ford Administration, at least on the surface,

the Park regime feels completely secure and continues its suppression of human

rights.

International relations and national interests are limited, and the freedom of

mankind and human rights are limitless. In the relationship between Korea and

the United States, the Korean people have, for a long time, been treated simply

as objects, means, and instruments in the carrying out of the world policy for

America* s own "national interest". Through such signs as the exceptional

treatment in the human rights problems and the reinforced and unconditional

support of Park*s regime as 'repayment for the withdrawal of the United States

troops, the Korean people have become concerned about whether they might again

be sacrificed for the egotistical national interests of the United States

which have been newly evaluated under your administration. We hope that our

concerns have no basis and we wish you to erase our concerns through positive

action as soon as possible.



that vou will properly evaluate the desire of most of the Korean
We

who besides rejecting a leftist dictatorship, also reject a rightist

dictatorship that is the Yushin System, and who want to live in a peaceful,

unified, and*democratic fatherland, and thus we believe that you sho^d carry-

^ « fWainentallv new policy which does not ignore our desires. We hope

that you will openly and clearly express your stand in opposing the oppression

S huS rights^and the Yushin System here in a louder voice than when you

criticized Se oppression of human rights m the Soviet Union and in

p*7#ar*hri«?i ovakia Through this your human rights policy will be seen as no

merelv a tactic in establishing a new order of a great power by stiring-up

SSeL Europe nor as a deceitful policy which is motivated by egotistic

national interest of the United States in order to avoid its responsibility

forthfoppression of human rights in the third world by paying only lip

service. We hope that your human -rights policy will demonstrate that it

from a pure and humble concern for the love of mankind ^ithat±tis

^ voice of a^new American spirit which supports the spirit of freedom-a

freedom which is growing among the people of the world.

T . . vou will give careful consideration to the content of this letter,

guide you as you nate portent decisions about out country.

I hope that I will hear from you in the near future.

Yours sincerely,

(Mr.) Po-Sun Yun

Former President
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dominating American society. Parks

government uses self-righteous anti-

communism and a barrage of national

security rhetoric to protect its own

political and economic power. It then

arms itself to the teeth, while the

techniques of financial and sexual

bribery of elected officials, covert

activities, and pervasive intimidation of

dissidents are reproduced in the Korean

Central Intelligence Agency. The sad

truth is that we have imparted Amer-

ican values to south Korea, and the U.S.

Justice Department is now investi-

gating the consequences: a scandal

implicating several members of the

U.S. Congress.

The American church presence in

Korea has often forged one more link in

the heavy chain binding these two

governments even while a faithful

remnant of Korean Christians are held

in bondage. Today, while the Park

regime proves its readiness to supply us

with persecuted Christian saints, most

of the church remains silent. Notable

segments of the evangelical commu-

n i ty—who still claim to be nonpoli-

tical—come running to the defense of

Park’s rule, proclaiming oppression

rather than liberty for the captives.

Other leading evangelical voices now

speak of their supposed “neutrality.” not

wanting to be “controversial.” as if the

gospel can be otherwise.

president Carter has become penpals

with Andrei Sakharov and visiting

Soviet dissidents are ushered into the

oval office. But where are his letters to

those courageous Korean Christians

who waste away in jail for urging the

restoration of democracy?

What Iranian dissidents, whose lives

are harassed by agents of the Shah s

secret police even in America, have been

invited to the White House? What word

of encouragement has President Carter

given to those students, professors, and

democratic politicians who have been

ruthlessly repressed by the new right-

wing military clique reigning in Thai-

land?

Why hasn’t our president spoken a

word for those voiceless victims who

continue to disappear in Chile? Or sat

down with those fortunate enough to

escape from Pinochet’s grasp?

The Carter Administration announ-

ced a reduction in military aid to

Uruguay and Argentina on human
rights grounds—cuts which Congress

had already implemented in the case of

Uruguay, and strongly pressured for in

Argentina. A far more dramatic act

would be for Carter to meet publicly

with Wilson Ferriera. the Uruguayan

who received more votes than anyone

else for president in 1972, but was

denied the election, and fled the

Human rights in

the Carter
administration
are ideologically

captive,
conditioned by
the demands of

U.S. security
interests.

Morality is only
selectively
relevant.
oppressive ruling powers in his country

to save his life. Or Carter could write a

letter to Hector Campora, who received

50% of the vote for President of

Argentina when that country held

elections, in 1973; Campora took refuge

from the increasing brutality sweeping

through Argentina in 1976 by seeking

asylum in the Mexican Embassy in

Buenos Aires, and is still there today.

In addition to decrying the wanton,

brutal slaughter of Idi Amin, the

president or Andy Young could lament

the estimated 20,000 people who have

been killed through political violence in

Guatemala during the past several

years. Most of them were the victims of

right-wing-inspired terrorism. Or he

could raise his voice on behalf of the

other thousands of people who are being

tortured and imprisoned because of

their political dissent by the iron-fisted

military regimes dotting Latin Amer-

ica, infused with American economic

interests.

If the president feels some reluctance

to speak with foreign dissidents from

nations other that the U.S.S.R. and its

satellites there are extraordinary U.S.

citizens whose experiences have given

them unique voices for the cause of

human rights. The president could

invite Father Edward Gerlock to visit

him, the Maryknoll priest who spent 14

years working with the poor in the

Philippines and was recently thrown

out of the country by Marcos for

protesting that regime’s persecution

and martial law. Carter would ask Fred

Morris to come to the White House, the

American Methodist missionary who was

brutally tortured by Brazilian author-

ities. principally because he was a

friend of Dorn Helder Camara. Or

Carter could meet with Jim Sinnott, the

American priest who formerly served as

the Catholic vicar-general for the

Inchou diocese in Korea, until his 15



years as a priest there ended with his

expulsion from the country in 1975

because of his criticism of the Park

regime.
But it is unlikely that you will read of

any of these events happening in the

weeks ahead. Human rights in the

Carter Administration are ideologically

captive, conditioned by the demands of

U.S. security interests. Morality is only

selectively relevant.

The foes of the United States are those

singled out for Carter’s preachments on

human rights, while the violations of our

allies are largely whitewashed. The

world cannot help but wonder why this

concern is so persistently compromised

or forgotten within the boundaries of

America’s foreign economic empire.

One would not be surprised, it seems

to me, if the Soviets conclude that

human rights rhetoric is simply a new

form of Washington’s continuing ideo-

logical combat designed to destabilize

their government, and then react in

paranoid ways. The most tragic result

would be if prospects for nuclear arms

limitations were set back by a one-sided

human rights campaign by the Carter

Administration. It is unlikely that

inconsistent application of human

rights will bear much fruit anywhere,

and it may bring real harm.

Americans need to ask why they

should expect the world to believe the

Administration’s rhetoric about human
rights. What does a nation with hands so

recently stained with the innocent blood

of the Indochinese, whose CIA has been

shown to be adept in lining of pockets of

friendly foreign leaders—and inept in

trying to assassinate hostile ones—

whose FBI has violated the consti-

tutional rights of hundreds of its own

citizens, and whose corporations invest

hundreds of millions in countries like

South Africa where violations of fun-

damental human dignity are so fla-

grant—have to say to the world about

the state of human rights? When other

nations then see America speaking with

a forked tongue on this issue, why should

we expect them to listen?

It is here that the church of Jesus

Christ has a unique contribution to

make in the struggle for human rights.

The Christian community’s concern for

the rights of others is grounded in God’s

compassion for all humanity, and his

focused concern for those most op-

pressed. This compassion knows no

limits. It is constrained by no national

boundaries. There are no exceptions

made for the “security” of a political

regime. And there are no ideological

blinders applied from the right or the

left.

The church has a universal identity,

one which transcends every temporal

political allegiance, and one which

refuses to be confined to the parameters

Si
LOOK,WEHE NOT GOING
TO STANP FOR YOUR
HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS- AND

THAT
GOES FOR

YOU
TOO!

of any given regime or bloc. It

undermines all these because of its

fundamental loyalty to the kingdom of

God.
Our Lord initiated his public ministry

with a call to that kingdom which cried

for the oppressed to be freed. His church

today builds that kingdom as it speaks,

works, and acts to carry out Christs

liberating call.

The Christian is grounded in the

nature of the church’s universal identity

in working for the basic human rights ot

all people. When we plead the cause ot

the oppressed, there are no acceptable

rationalizations, exceptions, or excuses

which mitigate the justice of God.

Finally, because of the church s

universal identity, it must not define

human rights in distinctively Western

ways. Most of the secular concern over

human rights voiced by the Wes both

by the leaders of governments and

their critics Centers around extending

the political rights associated with

pluralistic democracies. Butthe

C

^
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fa
ian’s view of true human rights is far

more inclusive, including the rights to

those basic necessities which make lif

possible and livable-food stete,

health, and a caring environment.
1 hese

must be central for the Christain in an

authentic commitment to human rights.

The church must never be content when

dissident intellectuals are simply freed

from a Latin American or Asian jail; its

standard of human rights will not

simply ask how a regime treats the

small minority of its educated, dissident

politicians, but also whether the chil-

dren or its masses of poor have true hope

for their future lives.

The new administration has focused

the attention of the nation’s media on the

rhetoric of human rights. Those who

follow Christ can impart true meaning

to the term, provide a normative

standard of judgment free from self-

serving nationalistic purposes, and

act in ways characterized by a resolute

allegiance to a transcendent hope-

giving kingdom that is grounded in

long-suffering love. And we will have

the spirit of their Lord with us, whose

suffering we share with all those living

in oppression, and whose hope and

compassion we extend to and share with

them, even as we conform ourselves to

the shape of his suffering and liberating

love.

Wes Michaelson
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I

n 1969, as the light at the end of the

tunnel in Vietnam began to look like

a mirage, south Korean President

Park Chung Hee began burning his

own candle. In May of that year,

Park hosted South Vietnamese Pre-

sident Nguyen Van Thieu on a four-day

state visit. In August he greeted U.S.

Secretary of State William Rogers in

Seoul before flying to San Francisco for

talks with President Richard Nixon.

The effects of Vietnam on Korea were

certainly on the agenda.

Two months later President Park, in

the first of three farcical “national

referendums,” forced through a consti-

tutional amendment permitting himself

to run for a third presidential term

(1971-75). The march toward dictator-

ship had begun.

During the fall of 1972 the situation

in Vietnam deteriorated further, with

the U.S. desperately bombing its way
toward a negotiated settlement. Three

months before the Paris agreement,

President Park declared martial law

and rammed through a new consti-

tution which served to legally authorize

a semi-permanent Park dictatorship.

Acting under this constitutional au-

thority, Park began spewing out a series

of nine highly repressive “emergency

measures” in January, 1974 aimed

primarily at students and Christians

who demanded the restoration of de-

mocracy.

In the months preceding and fol-

lowing the April 29, 1975 U.S. escape

from Saigon, the finishing touches were
put on the Park dictatorship. The moves
preceding Saigon’s takeover defined the

character of the Park dictatorship:

brutal suppression of every dissenting

voice. First south Korea’s last two
relatively independent newspapers, the

Donga Ilbo and Chosun Ilbo
,
were

crushed. Dissident poet Kim Chi Ha was
reimprisoned after writing a report

about government lies and torture of

mnrs
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political prisoners. Mass arrests

followed, based on government char-

ges of a large-scale “communist plot

to overthrow the government by
force.”

The regime showed how serious it

was on April 9, 1975, by hanging

eight inno-

cent men,
seven of

whom it al-

leged were
members of

a fabrica-

ted “Peo-

ple’s Revolutionary Party”

(PRP). The murdered men had

been the focus of Kim Chi Ha’s

report on government lies and

torture.

The moves following Saigon’s

takeover defined the methodo-_
logy of the dictatorship: complete militari-

zation of south Korean society. Emergen-

cy Measure Nine, decreed on May 13,

1975, outlawed all political activity except

that supporting the regime and its

constitution, and authorized mobili-

zation of the armed forces to maintain

public order.

Quickly all students, and then all able-

bodied adults, were ordered mobilized

into special military defense units.

Student Defense Corps replaced student

governments, and any campus asso-

ciation of two or more individuals

required approval of its military com-

mand. The military— hand- in-hand

with the pervasive south Korean CIA

(KCIA) and local police whose budgets

were doubled—was now legally running

an entrenched Park Chung Hee police

c*ate.

The Vietnam war was over. But as the

wound down in Vietnam, the

The vulture in phoenix feathers

rebellion, possible war, and eventual

defeat.

For the time being, however, Presi-

dent Park is very much in control. In

fact, he is so much in control that proper

recognition should be given: President

Park Chung Hee, however sinister his

motives and however fascist his politics,

has proven himself a tact'""

only domestically but

r wound down in Vietnam, wit
motjVes and however fascist his politics,

iressive apparatus that was cranked ^ proven himself a tactical genius not

in Seoul provided every sign of
on[y domestically but in his inter

ither Vietnam. Today, once again, a
natjona] dealings,

rupt, unpopular regime is riding
Some tf Park’s genius is illustrated in
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hehjstorical sketch above. In each case,
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Park did not just react to events in

Vietnam; he usually anticipated them

months in advance. Similarly, Park did

not wait for the “National Federation of

Democratic Youth and Students" to

stage a demonstration in early April,

1974; he jailed hundreds of suspects,

beginning in March, before many of

them had even heard of the planned

demonstration. On dozens of other

occasions, the regime showed equally

masterful skill in launching preventive

strikes.

Much of the credit for this goes to

Park’s brain child, the KCIA, and its

elaborate system of informers who have

infiltrated every organization and every

neighborhood in south Korea. Upwards
of 300,000 bureaucrats, intellectuals,

agents and thugs are on the KCIA
payroll worldwide. There are reports

that as many as one out of every four

Korean adults is at least periodically

enlisted—or threatened— to provide in-

formation on friends and co-workers to

the KCIA.

The network, like the whole Park

government, functions best in a growing

economy. Before 1976, when the KCIA
network was not yet completely woven

and the economy was floundering in the

oil crisis, Park’s control was less neat.

Many of the worst cases of torture and

execution occurred in that period—

a

university professor thrown from a

hotel window and found dead on the

pavement with the wiring for electrical

shocks still taped to his body; a famous

opposition leader and former magazine

editor mysteriously murdered while on

a hiking trip; the reported disfiguringof

the “PRP” men before they were hung

and quickly cremated.

Although torture continues today, it

appears to be less an end in itself,

directed at a few, and more a means to

give credibility to the KCIA’s sys-

tematic use of slightly more polite

harassment and intimidation of every-

one. The regime is also aware of the

cosmetic value of such politeness in the

international press.

Because of an image problem abroad,

the regime has recently refrained from

mass arrests, quick trials and long

prison terms. It prefers arrest of key

individuals and small groups who are

given longer trials and shorter prison

terms. If the person is an important

figure in the human rights struggle-

such as poet Kim Chi Ha, Presbyterian

minister Park Hyung Gyu (see inter-

view in this issue), or opposition leader

Kim Dae Jung—the process is simply

repeated within weeks of release from

prison or house arrest.

More such cosmetic changes can be

expected this year as Park adapts

himself to President Carter’s professed

interest in human rights and prisoners

of conscience.

The Park regime’s genius for adap-

tation can also be seen in its moving

Seoul National University, known as a

hotbed of dissent, to a pastoral rural

setting far from the teeming capital

three years ago. In February of this

year, Park announced a plan to move the

whole government to a similar setting,

far from the people and therefore far

from trouble. Park feels safer in rural

areas, where his “New Community

Movement’’ (Saemaul Undong) has ef-

fectively bought off entrepreneur farm-

ers and brainwashed peasants.

To avoid trouble, Park has booted out

four Americans for “acts unfriendly to

Kim Dae Jung ran for the presidency of

south Korea in 1971 and almost defeated

Park. In 1972, he was kidnapped from
his Tokyo hotel room and brought back to

Korea, where he was imprisoned by the

Park regime.

the south Korean government”—
Christian Science Monitor correspon-

dent Elizabeth Pond, Far Eastern

Economic Review reporter Bernard
Wideman. United Methodist mission-

ary George Ogle, and Catholic priest

James Sinnott. And Park has moved
forcefully to discredit or imprison

anyone who might logically succeed or

replace him in the presidency.

Park ordered a daring kidnapping of

opposition leader Kim Dae Jung from a

Tokyo hotel room in August, 1973. Kim,

whose near-defeat of the president in the

1971 election encouraged Park to end

relatively free elections, was brought to

Korea and charged with “election law

violations.’’ U nder house arrest for most
of the next three years, Kim was
imprisoned in 1976 along with other

Christian signers of a March 1 “Declar-

ation for Democratic National Salva-

tion.’’

Park’s most brilliant stroke, however,

has been his takeover of the media to

pump massive doses of fear into the

people. The regime incessantly plants

banner headlines about an “imminent
communist invasion,’’ then exploits the

fear to rationalize repression. Accord-

ing to the U.S. State Department,
Park’s “communist invasion’’ scenarios

are 90 per cent in his own head. U.S.

officials also say that on several oc-

casions Park has even caused or

fabricated “north Korean attacks’’ on

south Korean fishing vessels and demili-

tarized zone personnel. During all this,

Park shoots anti-communist venom into

the teeth of the angry and frightened

populace.

Vietnam, not anything north Korea

was doing, was the basis for Park’s

orchestrated campaign of fear. The
president got so much mileage out of the

communist victory in Vietnam that

some Koreans say Park was the real

winner of the war. Park took the normal

level of anti-communist fervor, hyped it

up tenfold with the fall of Saigon, and

used it to blind and bind 35 million south

Koreans to his dictatorial rule. The
fanatical propaganda was so effective

that Park’s militaristic coup of 1975

outstripped the tactical genius of his

1961 military coup.

If the Vietnam scare was the internal

excuse for totalitarianism and repres-

sion, it was equally importantly the

excuse used in Washington for toler-

ating Park’s march to dictatorship.

Again, Park was the supreme mani-

pulator. Anticipating the effects of a

U.S. humiliation in Vietnam and the

consequent U.S. need to save face and

reassure allies, Park set out to exploit

this need and rally support for his

dictatorship.

Washington officials were more

friendly than even Park might have

expected. One of the regime’s most

important successes came during a

meeting of the south Korean Premier

Kim Jong Pil with President Nixon in

Washington on January 5, 1973—22
days before the Vietnam peace agree-

ment. Nixon blessed the dictatorship

and its new constitution, promised all-

out military and economic support for

the regime, and added that the U.S.

would not “interfere in south Korean

internal affairs’’ by criticizing the

repression. This U.S. policy was reaf-

firmed when President Ford and Secre-

tary of State Kissinger visited Seoul in

November, 1974, and the policy remains

in force today until President Carter

acts to change it.

With the Nixon and Ford admini-

strations in its pocket since 1973, the

Park regime continued to concentrate

on buying off members of Congress.

This too was relatively easy, as up to 90

members of Congress graciously ac-

cepted cash, sexual favors, free trips to

Seoul to bless President Park, and

honorary degrees. They in turn voted

the “right way” on Korean aid bills.

Remarkably, none of this was exposed

until March, 1976, after six years of

collaboration. Even more remarkably,

at this writing there are still no

indictments of either the Congressmen
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or the lobbyists, many of whom work

under KCIA direction.

One of the problems in bringing

indictments is that if the back-scratch-

ing has been illegal, it has also been

mutual. The American and south

Korean systems have interlocked. Ev-

eryone is to blame, so no one is blamed.

Deceit and corruption here feeds the

same there and vice versa. The Amer-

ican CIA has taught the KCIA most of

the tricks it now practices on us. U.b.-

based transnationals like the Gulf Oil

Corporation, which contributed at least

$3 million to Park’s narrow 1971

election victory, are no less to blame than

the KCIA which allegedly used many of

those same dollars to bribe Congress.

The interlocking U.S.-south Korea

system has also produced a powerful, if

somewhat peculiar, twist in relations

between the two governments. Most

Americans probably believe that south

Korea is heavily indebted to the U.S.—

for the 33,000 American lives lost in the

Korean War, for some $13 billion inU .S.

aid. and for the 40,000 military per-

sonnel still stationed in Korea. But

President Park thinks and acts other-

wise. In the past 11 years he has

managed to drive increasingly hard

bargains with the powerful in Wash-

ington.

The process began in 1966 when

President Johnson was desperately

searching the globe for an ally, any ally,

to send troops to Vietnam. South Korea

became the single largest contributor to

the cause—a total of 308,000 Korean

soldiers fought many of the bloodiest

battles in Vietnam between 1966 and

1973. But Park’s price was high,

including $1.5 billion in extra U.S.

military aid, which still hasn’t been paid

off. Beyond the monetary commitment,

though, is a heavier “moral obligation”

to which Washington remains sensitive

and which Park continues to exploit: If

Park was the only true friend in

Washington’s great hour of need, how
can the U.S. turn its back in Park’s time

of need?

Yet this explains only half of the

reason for Park’s clout in Washington.

Park also insists that he is doing theU .S.

a huge favor by permitting the U.S. to

use south Korea to militarily “prove”

itself after the disgrace in Vietnam.

Washington appears to follow the

logic, which amounts to an open

admission that the U.S. forces in Korea

are in fact hostages of the Park regime.

While the case of the Mayaguez was just

an isolated incident showing the Penta-

gon’s post-Vietnam resolve in Asia,

Korea serves as a daily reminder. So we
have days like those in last August when
the U.S. sent B-52s, a squadron of

fighter-bombers, and an aircraft car-

rier to cut down a poplar tree in the

Korean DMZ.

Park’s attitude is that he owes us
nothing and we owe him everything.
Interestingly, Washington has dutifully
respected this attitude for a decade now.
Perhaps more than any other single
factor, this explains why the U.S. is

mired knee-deep and helpless in south
Korea today. In our rush to prove we
weren’t a helpless giant, we have
become one.

The mad dog and the mythmakers

President Park’s penchant for total

control of affairs at home and abroad
barely hides his major weakness: Kor-

Park got so much
mileage out of the
communist
victory in

Vietnam that
Koreans say he
was the real
winner of the
war.

ean insiders describe him as a violently

angry “mad dog” when developments do

not exactly follow his plans. When his

absolute control is threatened, he is

prone to wild temper tantrums, lashing

out at any available enemy.

Such was the situation in the last two

months of 1976 as revelations of Korean

bribery in Washington reached an

uncontrollable high tide. Feeling vul-

nerable for the first time since March,

1975, Park again exposed himself not

only as a despot but as a dangerously

psychotic one. He flailed Washington

with accusations and threatened retal-

iation if the scandal exposure continued.

His behavior pattern suggests to some

that Park might not even blink at

attacking north Korea militarily

should he face a deeper or more

sustained internal threat to his control.

Park’s response to threatened insta

bility is simple: attack first with

massive force, even if the attack is

diversionary. It is the logic of a career

military man, trained in the Japane

Imperial Army and further nurtured

by the U.S. military.

Given this situation, what coujd the

U.S. do differently? We could irnme

diately distance ourselves from ‘he
^

regime by pulling back our roops ana

opening relations with north KoreaAVe

could exchange our alliance

dictator for an alliance with the hopes
and aspirations of 50 million Koreans
north and south. We could affirm
Korean desires for reunification, poli-
tical independence and economic self-

reliance. We could act to demilitarize
the peninsula and thereby defuse ten-
sions that now point toward nuclear
war. We could encourage dialogue and
other forms of sanity. Through de-
militarization, we could encourage an
atmosphere more conducive to human
rights and civil liberties.

We could. But the U.S. government
probably won’t. The reason involves

more than a vested interest in the status

quo. In the American consciousness,

Korea is very different from Vietnam.
The U.S. had no historical ties to

Vietnam when it jumped into the civil

war there. Consequently, the war never

sold well despite mythmakers’ appeals

to the domino and other theories.

The U.S. has been intimately involved

in south Korea for 32 years, spilling

American blood and adopting orphans,

propping up dictators and defending

the “free world.” Our investment is

great, and in this soil the mythmakers
have had a field day. To name some of

the more popular myths: (1 ) when facing

down the communist devil, might

makes right no matter what the human,

social, politcal or economic costs; (2)

south Korea is a capitalist showcase for

development in the Third World; (3) the

U.S. role in Korea has been consistently

beneficent except for some deviations in

the past few years; and (4) a polarized

and permanently divided Korea is good

for peace and stability in Asia.

The first myth rationalizes the fascist

dictatorship and the complete mili-

tarization of south Korean society today.

If communism is the devil, so it goes,

then any alternative is better. The myth

was also applied to Vietnam, and its

failure there has taught U.S. policy-

makers only one lesson: next time

quickly annihilate the communists with

nuclear weapons. There are hundreds of

U S nuclear warheads in south Korea

today poised for a Pentagon-designed

“nine-day war.” The mass killing is

scheduled to be over before the first

protest march on Washington can

be mobilized. And the annihilation will

be legal. The U.S. president has 60

days-or 51 days after a nine-day war-

before having to go to Congress for

aP
The second myth points to south

Korea’s “economic miracle” while blind-

ing us to its cost: the creation of a few

millionaires and millions of laborers
f^;

slave wages; the creation of goods not for

Koreans but for export to Ame™a™
and Japanese; the huge profits of

transnational corporations an
^

and the $6 billion in foreign debt which

assures that south Korea will continue to
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Resettlement area SO miles from Seoul, where beggars and squatters are trucked to

and dumped after periodic ‘‘round-ups” in the capital city. Since 1970, government

policy has been to keep the
U
undesireable ” aspects of Korean societyfarfrom view of

Western tourists and government officials.

be a dependent client state of the

capitalist powers.

The third myth flies in the face of all

historical facts. Soon after the U.S.

military occupation of south Korea in

1945, the U.S. began systematically

instituting policies still in force today:

crushing labor unions and everyone else

left of center, and giving unqualified

support to right-wing dictators since

Syngman Rhee in 1948. A recent

statement of Korean Christians refers to

U.S. motives in Korea as “coldly

calculated military, political, and eco-

nomic self-interest.” Because of these

historical contradictions, the myth is

occasionally refurbished with condes

cending, racist overtones—the superior

white father has already given the

backward yellow children more than

they know how to use properly. This

attitude, expressed in statements like

“Koreans aren’t ready for democracy

and human rights,” can be found today

in almost any section of the U.S.

Embassy in Seoul.

The fourth myth is a simple, and
simple-minded, attempt to justify the

status quo. It is such patent nonsense

that today it is primarily used only by

those who reap huge benefits from the

status quo—the Pentagon, big business,

arms sellers and Park Chung Hee.

Korea is one nation and one people.

Until they hoe the thorny row of

reunification, there can be little peace

and even less stability in northeast Asia.

Most Americans, and many older and

better-off south Koreans, cling tena-

ciously to these myths. The myths serve

their purposes better than reality does.

The problem for the myth-mongers is not

so much that reality is showing through,

though there are signs of this, but that

Koreans and the Korean situation are

changing. Myths adjusted to these

changes must be quickly fabricated and

marketed.

The emerging Korean consciousness

The changing realities can be seen in a

somewhat arbitrary division of south

Koreans into three generations: those

who spent their formative years under

Japanese colonial rule (1910-1945);

those who grew up during the decade of

U.S. military occupation and the Kor-

ean War (1945-55); and those who were

born since the Korean War.

The older generation, now dying, is so

strongly anti-Japanese that it is pro-

American—because the U.S. “libera-

ted” south Korea from the Japanese.

The middle generation, now running

the country, is the most rabidly anti-

communist of the three because of the

Korean War experience. The younger

generation, which holds Korea’s future

in its hands, is neither conveniently pro-

American nor rabidly anti-communist;

it is more clearly pro-Korean and anti-

fascist.

This younger generation, nearly half

the population, is whom Park fears the

most. South Koreans under age 24 are

not clinging to the old myths as

tenaciously as the regime would like

them to. so the regime has tried to

educate them by coercion. But the action

is creating an equal and opposite

reaction— all anti-Park. Park goes a-

gainst the grain of the young’s pro-

Korean sentiment because he has sold or

leased half of the country to American

and Japanese capital. And Park is the

man who crammed fascism down their

throats, calling it “Korean-style demo-

cracy.”

There is a residual but growing anti-

Americanism among these young peop-

le. All their lives they have heard of

America’s great ideals; and all their

lives they have seen the U.S. support

Korean dictators while American busi-

nessmen exploited their labor and

American GIs exploited their women.

Older Koreans, who may well have

known worse under the Japanese and

the communists, are incredulous when

their offspring speak of the U.S. as the

enemy. But the sentiment remains.

The upcoming generation was pro-

bably also the most excited about the

July 4, 1972 North-South accords in

which both sides agreed to stop their

bitter hate campaign and to move

towards peaceful reunification. The

breeze of detente didn’t blow long,

however, as both dictators retrenched

and decided instead to reap the benefits

of the Vietnam War, each in his own

way. The hate campaigns have con-

tinued to rage ever since, to the

greatest disillusionment of the young.

While both sides rattle their sabres and

threaten military conquests, the South

has added an economic variation: it

hopes to have aGNP ten times that of the

North by 1981, at which time it says it

will “absorb the North.”

The young Koreans are not only

doubtful about such capitalist success—

they are wary of its excesses. They also

have more interest in socialism than

they dare admit publicly. Although

most of them know that the communist

dictatorship in the North is as fanatic

and intransigent as the fascist dic-

tatorship in the South, they are at least

curious about the successes of land and

income distribution in the North and

the fact that there are no slums, no

unemployment, no foreign armies, no

hordes of transnational executives fly-

ing in and out, and no prostitution

tourism. South Korean college students

quote from one of Kim Dae Jung’s slogans

in the 1971 presidential election: “In the

South we are promised bread and

freedom, and we are given neither; in

the North they are promised only bread,

but they get bread.”

The pro-Korean sentiment of the

younger generation creates a natural

interest in north Korea’s slogans of

political independence and economic

self-reliance. They know that the North

takes these nationalist slogans seriously.

When they look at their own govern-

ment in the South, they see it simply

mouthing tired slogans like “prepare for

imminent invasion,” “more sacrifice for

more GNP,” and the perennial “root out

corruption.”
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The Park regime is not unaware of

these youthful myth-defiers and pro-

paganda-doubters. This is the prime

reason behind the regime’s systematic

crackdowns aimed at students in recent

years. The young want their country

back. They want their dignity restored.

At great risk to life and limb, they are

daring to throw aside the dead myths

and inculcated fears. This strikes fear in

the regime, which retaliates by label-

ling them “communists” and merci-

lessly trying them under harsh anti-

communist laws. Ironically, in the

process of trying to beat the dissidents

If the communists
ever win south
Korea, it will be
because the
betrayals and
brutality of the

Park dictatorship
lowered the
people’s
resistance to that

alternative.

back into line, the Park government has

become the major force creating real

communists in south Korea today.

In an interview with You San Guine,

south Korea’s Minister of Unification,

two years ago, I asked a simple enough

question: “If there are 35 million south

Koreans and only 15 million north

Koreans, why don’t you simply propose

nationwide free elections, win 70 per-

cent of the votes and unify the country on

your terms overnight?”

“But you don’t understand,” said

Minister You. “If we permitted the

communists to come down here and

campaign freely for votes . . . well, some

of our people are pretty ignorant, you

know, and the communists might

actually win.”

Behind this incredible statement is

something the now former Minister

You will probably never understand:

that if the communists ever do “win”

south Korea, it won’t be because of the

south Korean people’s ignorant infatu-

ation with communist rhetoric. It will

be primarily because the sellouts and

the brutality of the Park dictatorship

dramatically lowered the south Korean

people’s resistance to the communist
o IfprnQ
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The man seated in the

center above is Reverend
Park Hyung Gyu, a

Presbyterian pastor in

Seoul. He has spent two
of the last four years in

south Korean jails—for

organizing squatters,

ministering to the poor,

and speaking his

conscience. He is being
sentenced here as a
communist agitator.

Rev. Park Hyung Gyu has been pastor

of the 300-member Jeil (First) Presby-

terian Church in Seoul since October,

1971, and chairman of the Seoul

Metropolitan Community Organization

(SMCO) since itsfounding in September,

1971. The 53 year old Park (no relation to

the smith Korean President Park Chung

Hee) served two churches before becoming

general secretary of the Korean Student

Christian Movement in the ’60s.

After a merger of Korean student

organizations in 1969, he became editor

of a monthly magazine, Christian

Thought. He served one year as program

director of the Christian Broadcasting

System in Seoul until forced to resign,

after the national election of 1971. He

chose to become a Congregational pastor

again and, with Jeil Church as a base,

initiated a number of inner city pro-

grams. The SMCO, one of the more

creative and successful programs, has

helped to organize squatters in every

major slum in and around Seoul.

Park is committed to proclaiming the

gospel of liberation to the poor and

oppressed. He is also committed to basic

human and democratic rights. As a

result, the present dictatorship has

considered, h im a double th rea t and has

arrested him four times. In 1973 and

again in 197h he was charged with

“plotting to overthrow the government by

force. ”

The first charge resulted from Park's

alleged connection with leaflets distri-

buted at an Easter sunrise service. The

leaflets bore such messages as “God have

mercy on our foolish king.” The 197

h

charge was based on Park's support for

students who planned (but never carried

off) a peaceful demonstration for the

restoration of democracy.

In 1975 he was charged with “em-

bezzling church funds"—SMCO funds

which he had authorized for legitimate

SMCO projects. Last June he was
detained on suspicion of “communist

activity. ” Park has spent nearly half of

the last four years in prison.

Park is now out of prison but under

constant Korean CIA (KCIA) surveil-

lance. The following interview took place

in h is home recently, following a taxi ride

in two cars which both went in wrong
directions until the KCIA tail was lost.

tentzel: Last June you

were arrested for the

fourth time. What were

the circumstances?
The arrests were

part of one of the govern-

ment’s more organized

campaigns to label certain forms of

Christian witness “communist.” There

were two major targets—ministry to the

poor people, particularly slum dwellers

and laborers, and the church’s ecumeni-

cal network—the NCC, WCC and the
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Christian Conference of Asia. The

government published two pamphlets to

“prove” communist infiltration of the

church. First there was “Christianity

and Communism in Korea,” inspired by

the Minister of Unification, You San

Guine; then “Understanding Korean

Christianity” by Kim Chae Guk, vice-

head of the Seoul City Police Bureau.

Soon the arrests began, aimed at SMCO
as in the past. The government plan was

probably to get the top people and then

move on to crush all Urban Industrial

Mission projects.

Stentzel: What happened after your

arrest?

Park: I was grilled for 22 straight days.

It was the first time I felt that maybe

God had abandoned me and the church

and Korea. During the first, second and

third arrests, there were no such

desperate moments: I was sure that even

though we were suffering we would win.

But this time the interrogators were

barbaric. The police investigators were

so involved in this anti-communist stuff,

they were so desperate, that they

couldn’t hear or understand me. They

constantly threatened torture to get me
to sign their confession that I was a

communist spy. They were so deter-

mined, I was afraid. Since I didn’t know

what was happening on the outside, I

felt desperate. But somehow I kept my
standing as a Christian. I never yielded.

During the interrogation, the KCIA
produced nearly everything I’d written

or said in the past five years. They even

had detailed notes from the course I

taught on Christianity and Communism
at Hankuk Theological Seminary. They

produced my lectures from the time of

the July 4, 1972, North-South Korean

accords to show how my sympathy for

detente was sympathy for communism.
Stentzel: You mention the fear and

desperation. Where did you get the

strength to resist?

Park: When I would not confess, I felt

ready to die through torture or some
other means. I was ready to give

everything up into God’s hands. Then
some peace of mind came back. There
was new strength. I was prepared to

stand in court and say everything

accurately—to say that the repressive

government itself is the communist
agent in this society. By acting in the

same repressive way as the communists,
the government is planting the seeds

and preparing peoples’ minds for

communism. By accusing all who speak
their conscience of being communists,
they make more communists.

There’s something wrong with a

government that sees me as a dangerous
person. They assign me political mo-
tives, they call me a communist agitator

and, because of my contacts with

students, they accuse me of organizing
an underground movement. But I never

had time to! I have only spoken my
conscience. It’s not my activities, but
their conscience which bothers them.
Any reference to social justice or human
rights strikes fear in them.
Stentzel: How have your arrests af-
fected your ministry? I’m thinking
particularly of the disruption this must
have created in your church.
Park: Well, I guess you could say that
God has given me two parish minis-
tries—one among my congregation and
the other inside various prisons. The
ministries are similar, because they
both exist in a prison atmosphere, but
there are important differences in

degree.

Following my first arrest many
Christians, including most of my con-

gregation, were encouraged to speak

out. It wasn’t I who created that

situation, it was the government,

through its exaggerated claims and

propaganda about me. Most of the

congregation stood firm. But within the

past year especially, the government

has tried to persuade church members

to accuse and attack me. They say that

my activities and my arrest record show

a “bad influence.” Police investigators

frequently harass and threaten church

members to find out more about me.

They try to divide the church and force

me to resign. So some^mber^^
weak and hesitating. Others say I am a

hero. I am no hero. I was simply pulled

bv events, by a situation I could not

avofd Thesetwo reactions have com

firmed my intention to keep off the

front-lines now. When I Preac

frequently speak in parables. But this
leaves the younger members discour-
aged. They say I’m too mild.

The last two times I came out of
prison, my church was so divided and
discouraged that I felt like giving up all

hope of reconstructing the church. Yet
there were always some who would
comfort me and stand with me. I am
very fortunate for my friends here and
everywhere. I feel protected by God’s
providence.

Stentzel: What about your prison mi-
nistry?

Park: One cannot idealize prison life,

especially the winters and the painful

loneliness of solitary confinement. Yet
there is a sense of solidarity, of com-
munity, of spiritual bond forged by fire

that rises out of the prison experience. It

holds us together—not only the political

prisoners and the thieves and common
criminals but also some of the guards
and other prison employees who know
that they too are victims of the system.

Desperation is daily in prison. I found

special comfort in reading the Bible.

Soon other prisoners came to understand

me, and they too began reading the

Bible. The Holy Spirit was among us.

On our way to our prison jobs in the

morning, and on the way back in the

evening, we would see each other and

give words of comfort and encourage-

ment, many times just by eyes and facial

expressions.

Stentzel: I understand that you also

preached and baptized in prison.

Park: In 1974,

when I was sentenced

to 15 years, I dropped

the appeal to the High

Court because I did not

recognize the authority

of the law or the courts. I

was moved to Yongdongpo Prison

where, after one week in solitary, I

joined the other criminals. The prison

has a “Protestant Room.” Each morning

and evening about 20 people came, and I

gave a short meditation and prayer. On

Sunday there were two services. Soon

some of the prisoners asked to be

baptized, so on Christmas day we had

six baptisms. I had asked my wife to

bring Bibles to present to them. Three of

them are now out of prison, and two are

attending my church.

When we read the Bible together in

prison, it had new meaning. We felt that

the poor in spirit are blessed. It’s easy to

accept the gospel in prison. In total

hopelessness, there is still hope. Liking

into the hopeless eyes of a fellow

prisoner, I felt the Holy Spirit with me

and God working through me to fill

them with some hope. One night when

was in solitary last year, the guard who

troughtone the food looked into my eyes

and asked. “Pastor Park, do you really

think there’s a God?”We talked for three
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or four minutes before another guard

shouted at us. Afterwards I felt that,

unconsciously, through my prayer or

faith or peace of mind, something is

recognized by other people. There are

many ways to witness to the Christian

faith.

Stentzel: What about some of your

interrogators?

Park: Even last June, in the depths of

my despair, an interrogator confessed

late one night that he understood my
position, and I expressed my sympathy

for his position. A police guard who

stayed with me two or three nights

expressed interest in Christianity and

said he’d like to send his family to my
church. Early one morning this man
and another guard left the room when

all kinds of torture equipment was

brought in. They returned several hours

later, asking how bad it had been, and

explaining that they had to leave

because they couldn’t bear to see or hear

it.

Their spirit was one with mine, and

this helped very much. I’m thankful for

such occasions to give faith and receive

hope. We shouldn’t make these lower

officials in the police, prison, KCIA or

government—we shouldn’t make them

our enemies. Deep in our hearts, our

faith and our struggle is the same

Even those who remained adamant and

expressed no sympathy, I could read it

in their faces. We have many friends in

this country who cannot yet express it.

They must obey.

I remember Paul in the prison at

Philippi after the earthquake. The

guards believed Paul’s message and were

baptized. In a different form, we’re

going through the same process.

Stentzel: But didn’t you ever find it

difficult to love your enemies?

Park: It’s funny, but I never hated

anyone who tortured me. I felt I was

happier than they. At least I was living

according to my conscience. They were

in positions where they could not.

Well, on second thought, there were

some bad moments. When an inter-

rogator would scream obscenities and

brutally press some point, sometimes I

felt the momentary urge to kill him. But

afterwards I would repent and try to be

kind to him.

The personalities of these interroga-

tors is really twisted. I pity them and

their distorted minds. Yet most of them

were just acting under orders—remind-

ing me how in prison I was freer than

they were.

Stentzel: What Bible passages meant

the most to you in prison?

Park: I read the whole Bible, but some

things stood out—the Psalms, especially

37 and 73, which become very real; Job,

Paul’s letter to the Philippians, Jere-

miah, Amos. In the past year I’ve

discovered something new in Ezekiel—

that he wasdumb for two years, he could

not speak, just before the fall of

Jerusalem. Even though he was in

Babylon, he prophesied the fall of

Jerusalem, and then was dumb for two

years.

I interpret that as meaning that it was

too dangerous for Ezekiel to repeat the

prophecy before Jerusalem fell. So last

February, when I was released from

prison for the third time, I thought

perhaps I should become dumb for two

years, to go into hiding. But I was not

allowed to.

I also noticed that Amos prophesied

for two years and then disappeared. I

thought maybe this could be my excuse

to absent myself from this struggle. But

my church wouldn’t allow it. My

If the church was
silent at this

moment,
Christianity
would become
irrelevant
throughout the
whole Korean
peninsula.

though. I avoid direct political things.

As I said, I want to keep off the front

lines. But it’s very difficult to do so when
I see the families of prisoners today. If I

do not appear, they feel I don’t care. So I

appear.

I’d like to go back to a more normal,

peaceful life for a while. I’d like some
time to rebuild my church to what it

was. I’d like to do more pastoral care

than before. But the situation will not

allow that. Besides, if I totally with-

drew, only the government and the

KCIA would be happy—and they would

feel that, if they hit others as hard as me,

they could crush and silence them too.

Stentzel: Do you ever feel there is little

hope for change in this country?

Park: It seemed so for a while last

summer. But I’ve never given up hope.

Change is always going on—Carter gets

elected, he promises more attention to

human rights, the Korean government
responds by trying to appear more
moderate. But, you know, it’s really a

matter of eschatology. Change ulti-

mately will not come through the

government or even through us. It will

come in a strange way we cannot yet

prophesy. The point for us is to be

sincere and devoted every day of our

lives.

I’ve become more interested in New

Testament eschatology lately— live to-

day as the last day. That makes us more

sincere, maybe happier, always more

hopeful. I understood this while reading

Cullman and others, but it’s the series of

arrests and imprisonments that really

opened my eyes. I never calculated evil,

but it has been shown to me. I have given

up calculation, strategy and tactics-

even if for the “good.” I’ve chosen to rely

more on pure sincerity than on tactical

thinking. But this does not mean that we
can be naive. Some “sincere” former

prisoners now tell everything. That’s

naive.

My sincerity is very complicated.

With the KCIA I must be tactful. I open

my mind and heart to you, but not to

everybody. People accuse me of being

proud for not speaking to everybody.

But it’s necessary in this kind of

situation.

Stentzel: Have you been a Christian all

of your life?

Park: Yes, I was raised by a Christian

mother. She dedicated my life to the

ministry when I was born, and she gave

me a name meaning “Holy Way.” When
I was baptized at age 17, the name was

too much to live up to, so I gave it up. I

also gave up the ministry because I

didn’t feel good enough to be a minister.

I went through a heavy intellectual

period, studying philosophy in college

and trying to develop a better apologetic

for Christianity. After the KoreanWar I

went through a deep crisis over the

meaning of life and history. I became
very sick with tuberculosis and spent

one year in a sanatorium. It was after

this that I experienced my second

conversion and decided to give up all

secular work and enter seminary at age

32.

Stentzel: At what point did you get

“radicalized”?

Park: I’ve always held up a nonviolent

ideology and democratic ideals. The
radicalizing began with the new con-

stitution [in 1972]. It meant the total

usurpation of all human rights and the

beginning of totalitarian dictatorship.

That made me a little more radical.

Then each emergency decree pushed me
n

a little further. The decrees violated

even the railroaded constitution because

there really was no “state of emer-

gency.”W ith each new decree, I became >
more furious regarding the govern-

ment. I felt an historical responsibility

to stand up—that if the church was
silent at this moment, then Christianity

would become irrelevant throughout

the whole Korean peninsula.

The church has already been killed in

north Korea; now it is facing crisis and
possible death in south Korea. Christ-

ians. those who call themselves the

church, the body of Christ, have to stand

up where others in the press and

academia can’t or won’t. O
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A
n historic battle is going on today

among south Korea’s five million

professed Christians.

It involves the vast majority of

south Korean Christians who
have been provided a convenient

half-gospel, and a small minority—

a

remnant of the body of Christ which

discerns the times and dares to live the

full risks of the whole gospel.

Today the half-gospel Christians are

winning the battle; they have millions of

supporters on their side, including the

backing of private money, government

power, and military might. But one

trusts that the remnant church will win

the war between truth and untruth; it

has one supporter on its side—Jesus the

crucified and risen Christ.

The remnant church chooses obe-

dience to God over loyalty to the regime.

It did so under Japanese colonial rule

before 1945 and does so today. One of the

marks of this obedience is great pain—
the mental anguish of harassment and

imprisonment, the physical scars of

beatings and torture. But an equally

important sign of obedience is the

visible joy; for though the mind can be

bent and the body beaten, the spirit is

strengthened and continues to overflow

its human vessels. When these people

worship, they can know which two or

three or five or six “worshippers” are

really observers from the Korean

Central Intelligence Agency: the men
with the dry eyes when the service ends.

“I’m at peace with myself and my
God.” This is the common refrain of

Christians who have decided to die if

necessary for their belief in God as the

ruler of all creation. Their quiet words,

their confident tone of voice, the spirit in

their eyes— it communicates the dif-

ference between them and most Korean
Christians. Most Christians live in

relative peace and comfort but privately

speak of fear and trembling; the

remnant church experiences daily ha-

rassment and suffering but speaks of

inner peace and outer joy. The demar-

cation line involves two visions of the

cross: either the cross is a beautiful gold

altar ornament commemorating an

ancient event, or the cross is a splintery

bulk of wooden beams borne for others

today in knowledge of life tomorrow.

Every conceivable religious and sec-

ular force has been mobilized in south

Korea today to insist that Christians

choose the gold ornament and not the

wooden beams. In the terms of the

regime’s pervasive ideological propa-

ganda, the choice is between the gaudy

richness of captialism and the wormy

woodenness of “communism.

To perpetuate its totalitarian rule, the

Park regime dangles the ornate gold

cross like a carrot while using incessant

anti-communist rage as its stick,

warns of communist invasions, then

promises salvation conditional upon

giving one’s birthright to the1 dicte-

torship. Pumped with pride and filled

with fear, most Korean Christians now

breathe the same fires of self-righteous

indignation that the communists return

to them from the North, Elite liberals

share the same passion.

The situation is best described as the

anti-communist captivity of the church.

In order to rally and unify the people,

the Park dictatorship, with conside

able American support, has spread

tentacles to embrace the church What

follows is a report on this cap

Ch
I

U
nsouth Korea and abroad, Campus

Crusade for Christ is the staunchest

supporter of the Park dictatorship and
its repression. Kim Joon Gon, a Pres-

byterian director of the Korea Campus
Crusade for Christ, is known as the most
powerful Christian in Korea because of

his long friendship with President Park

and his easy access to the Blue House,

(the Korean White House). Bill Bright,

founder and president of Campus
Crusade for Christ International, has

been by far the most outspoken Christ-

ian voice defending Park’s repressive

rule, including the imprisonment of

Christians.

Kim lived in north Korea, where he

states he saw his family killed by

communists. This triggered his con-

version to Christianity, and he fled to the

South with a mission to preach to

students. The gospel he preaches is

simple: personal salvation and anti-

communism.

Kim, 53, studied at Fuller Theological

Seminary in the mid-fifties. He met Bill

Bright there in 1957 and returned to

Korea in 1958 to become the first

director of Campus Crusade in Korea.

He soon had a considerable amount ot

money, with which he expanded the

Korea Campus Crusade national staff

from two to 30. As the movement grew

in the mid-sixties, his brand of fervently

anti-communist Christianity began to

win increasing admiration and respect

from President Park. The two began

meeting regularly, and mutually bene-

ficial deals soon followed.

In 1968, one year before Park began

his march to dictatorship, the president

was concerned about energetic and

politicized students who might ry to

duplicate the 1960 student revolution

Which toppled the Syngman Rhee

dictatorship. Park turned to Kim

offering him carte blanche in exchange
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for campus student movements which

would focus their political energies on

the communist enemy in the North. Kim

agreed and asked Park for land on

which to build a Campus Crusade

headquarters in downtown Seoul.

Over the objection of Seoul city

government officials, President Park

offered Campus Crusade—reportedly

free of charge—part of the former site of

the Russian Embassy in Seoul. The

embassy compound, located near the

U.S. Ambassador’s residence, had been

occupied by squatters since the Re-

public of Korea (ROK) had broken

relations with the U.S.S.R. In 1968 the

police moved in and cleared the squat-

ters in a bloody battle that lasted several

hours. As soon as the blood had dried,

construction began for a high-rise office

building which today houses the Korea

Campus Crusade national headquart-

ers.

One year later, as President Park

considered changing the constitution to

permit himself a third term, Kim
visited the Blue House and advised Park

that such a move was “God’s will for the

country.” In 1971 and 1972, as repres-

sion mounted and the response of the

Christian churches began to polarize

between acquiescence and confronta-

tion, Park again turned to confidant

Kim.
Four plans reportedly emerged from

their meetings: (1) to lend full govern-

ment support to plans of conservative,

pro-government churches and mission

agencies to Christianize the ROK Army:

(2) to strongly support plans for a series

of presidential prayer breakfasts, mo-

deled after those then being held with

President Nixon (Kim helped organize

these breakfasts, inviting a wide range

of church leaders, and he was the

featured speaker at some of them.); (3) to

encourage the Billy Graham Crusade to

come to Korea as soon as possible after

the new constitution was rammed

through; and (4) to follow up the

Graham crusade with Campus Cru-

sade’s own pro-government extravagan-

za in Seoul.

This overall planning had two pur-

poses: to build up the politically

acquiescent church while isolating

Christian dissidents, and to "prove” to

the world that the Park regime

supported freedom of religion. By
openly supporting Christian evangel-

ism, the government also sought to

neutralize charges in the U.S. press of

persecution of Korean Christians—that

growing number of Christians who were

being tortured and marched off to

prison for witnessing to a God larger

than the state.

Each of the four plans was enor-

mously successful in wedding tradi-

tional evangelism with modern-day

military totalitarianism. Bill Bright,

one of the most vocal foreign champions

of the campaign to evangelize the ROK
Army, was proudly exclaiming by

1975 that one-half of south Korea’s

600,000 soldiers had been “brought to

Christ.” The prayer breakfasts were a

big hit with conservative church lead-

ers, many of whom thanked Park by

beginning to openly praise the dic-

tatorship in the national media as well

as from their pulpits.

And more than praying seems to have

been involved. John E. Nideckor,

One sign of

obedience is the

physical scars of

beatings and
torture. Another
is the visible joy.

Though the mind
can be bent and
the body beaten,

the spirit is

strengthened and
continues to

overflow its

human vessels.

President Nixon’s personal envoy to a

1974 presidential prayer breakfast in

Seoul, was given $10,000 in cash by

President Park’s security chief after the

event. Nideckor returned the money

and reported it to the U.S. embassy.

Other Korean officials active in the

prayer breakfast groups there have

been among those implicated in current

scandal and bribery charges that have

emerged in the U.S. press and are now
under investigation.

Doug Coe, a leading facilitator of the

international prayer breakfast move-

ment explained that the Korean presi-

dential prayer breakfast had its origin

with a fellowship group of Christians,

including Kim. Coe confirmed that Kim
had played a major role in the

breakfasts and underscored Kim’s close

relationship to President Park. Coe

stated that the prayer breakfast or-

ganizers “wanted to bring the President

in at any cost,” and that “Park’s stamp of

approval and influence on everything,

and his lack of comprehension, didn’t

help.”

“The prayer breakfast movement in

Korea struggled to walk the fine line

between bringing leaders together

around Christ, and becoming politi-

cized, and part of a civil religion,” Coe

further explained. “The majority of

evangelical Christians were naive, and

were sucked in without recognizing

what was happening.”

Because of its past politicization no

Korean presidential prayer breakfast

has been held in the past year and those

involved are said to be sorting out these

conflicts. Other prayer breakfasts with

government officials continue.

In terms of both size and international

publicity, the May, 1973, Billy Graham

Crusade in Korea was an especially

large feather in the government’s

helmet. An estimated 3,600,000 persons

attended the five-day rally in Seoul’s

Yoido (May 16th) Plaza. Kim and

Bright, whose turn was to come a year

later, played only indirect roles in this

success. Most of the organizing credit

went to Han Kyung Chik, the Billy

Graham leader in Korea and pastor

emeritus of Yongnak Presbyterian

Church in Seoul. Han and Graham are

known in Korea as “moderates” com-

pared to Kim and Bright.

Commenting on the Graham crusade,

the Korean Overseas Information Ser-

vice proudly used it as an example of

how the Park regime “extends all

available support and assistance to

gospel-preaching programs.” It specifi-

cally mentioned government provision

of lamps, telephones, rostrum, medicine

and potable water for the crusade.

Apparently government funds were

also offered but weren’t needed or taken,

as trucks had to be hired to haul away

the daily donations.

Billy Graham told Sojourners that he

was not conscious of any attempt by the

Park government to invite his crusade

to Korea or to give it official support.

But he added that he “wouldn’t be

surprised if the government tried to use

it once they saw the size of the crowds.”

The Campus Crusade rally, held in

Yoido Plaza August 13-18, 1974, was
called EXPLO ’74, after EXPLO ’72 in

the Cotton Bowl in Dallas. From the

government’s point of view, the Bright-

Kim crusade was more successful than

Graham’s because it was more un-

abashedly pro-dictatorship. From a

numerical point of view, EXPLO’ 74

was less successful. Some Korean

churches urged their members to keep a

distance from Kim and Bright because

of their well-known intimacy with the

regime. Kim, the director of EXPLO
’74, claims that 1.3 million persons

attended one rally—“the largest Christ-

ian gathering in history.” Published

accounts say 650,000 attended, in-

cluding some 2,000 Americans and

1,000 Japanese. There are doubts as to

how Campus Crusade raised the re-

ported $1.5 million in crusade set-up

costs. Though Kim denies them, rumors
persist that the Park government
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provided cash in addition to the normal

full services.

The EXPLO 74 handbook told the

story of Kim’s life, reviving the horrors

of communism and thus serving to

justify the string of emergency mean-

sures decreed by Park in the first half of

1974. The handbood referred to the gifts

which created the Korean Campus

Crusade’s headquarter simply as “the

answer to prayer.”

Jessica Alexander, a British jour-

nalist who covered EXPLO 74, called

the participants “lively, sincere, and

terrible naive politically.” “None of the

participants are aware of helping the

government by taking the social and

political sting out of Christianity,”

wrote Alexander. “The foreign parti-

cipants had little time to absorb the

situation in their host country or to

understand the real, silent explosion

which has been uniting the south

Korean Christians in opposition to the

Park regime. When I mentioned to one

American Campus Crusade official that

there had been some conflict between

Christians and the government in south

Korea, she replied, ‘Oh really? I haven’t

heard about it.’
”

Bill Bright used the EXPLO 74

occasion to wax eloquent in the defense

of Park’s harsh crackdown on Christ-

ians and students that spring. “There is

no religious repression here. It is only

political, and I believe it is for good

cause,” said Bright. “Those in prison are

involved in things they shouldn t be

involved in. In no country of the world,

including the U.S., is there more

freedom to talk about Jesus Christ than

in south Korea.” Bright went on to

accuse not only the jailed pastors and

laity but also the American press of

“slandering the Park regime.” “Those

who oppose the regime are militant in

their attack of anything that speaks of

God,” he said.

Statements like the above lead one to

believe that dictator Park Chung Hee

sits at the right-wing of God the Father

as the judge not-to-be-judged. As a

result, Bright’s Korea statements have

offended even other evangelicals. Billy

Graham last year publicly criticized

some of Bright’s statements on Korea.

Bright responded to such criticism by

claiming that he “never praised or

criticized the south Korean political

leadership, or the regime, or the

administration of any other country, for

that matter.”

“In fact.” says Bright, “we have a very

strict, written policy that no [Campus
Crusade] staff member is to become
involved in partisan political efforts in

any country.” If Bright believes he has

followed this policy in Korea, then he

exposes a massive ignorance of the

meaning of partisan politics. His

working definition is that anything

opposing Park Chung Hee is “political”
and anything supporting him is “non-
political” and “non-partisan.”

In two telephone interviews with Bill

Bright, the Campus Crusade president
said he was “not close” to the facts
regarding the land under the Korea
Campus Crusade building. He said that
he understood, however, that Korea
Campus Crusade had “paid a handsome
sum for the land; I believe it ran into

several hundred thousand dollars. In

Catholic demonstrators for the restora-

t ion ofdemocracy are restra ined by south

Korean police during a protest m 1975.

The photo on the preceding page was

taken at the same demonstration.

any case, it was not a gift by any stretch

of the imagination, though I wish it was.

Besides, if there was such a gift to us,

there are hundreds of othel
:

izations in Korea which would bring

down the house." In further discussion.

Bright volunteered that Campus -

sade International provides 30 perce

of the Korea Campus Crusade budget.

When asked about Kim Joon Gon

ties to President Park, Bright saia,

“Kim is a prophet of God who ministers

fearlessly to all with whom he has

contact, no matter how high or low their

position. He has not only spoken at
presidential prayer breakfasts, but he
has spoken more powerfully than any
other speaker. He’s no compromiser.”
There have been rumors to the effect

that Bright has spoken with membersof
Congress about his strong convictions
concerning the Park regime. Swede
Anderson, a Bright assistant in Wash-
ington’s Christian Embassy, categor-
ically denied that Bright has ever used
his relationships with people on the hill

in this manner. When asked directly
about this use, however, Bright’s reply
was more circumspect. “If I have talked
to congressmen about Korea, it has only
been informally, as we’re talking now.”

Bright, Kim and Campus Crusade
have no monopoly on the half-gospel that

equates anti-communism with godli-

ness. They are simply some of the key

movers and shakers in a much larger,

integrated matrix which is the anti-

communist captivity of the church

today. The situation has its historic roots

in 90 years of Western missionary

involvement in Korea. Christianity was
brought to Korea, as elsewhere, in a

package deal with Western culture,

technology and capitalism. Christian

mission accompanied and served as the

sugar-coating for colonialism, then neo-

colonialism.

In Korea since 1945, Christian mis-

sion has also been inextricably tied to

militarism, and the militarism to right-

wing—and usually Christian—dictators.

Syngman Rhee in south Korea, like

Chiang Kai Shek in Taiwan, knew

how to pull both the heart-strings of

Christian America and the purse-

strings of the Pentagon. So the Korean

War became much more than a civil

war; it became a Christian crusade. God

was beating plowshares into swords to

kill the communist antichrist and save

the world for freedom and democracy.

The Christianization and militari-

zation of south Korea is symbolized by

the campaign to bring half-a-gospel to

the Korean military. But the connec-

tions go deeper, so deep in fact that

today many Christian liberals are as

handicapped as the conservatives in

trying to separate Christian mission

from military power. Many liberals

anguish over the issue of U.S. troop

withdrawal from south Korea. Con-

sciously or unconsciously, they know

that the massive U.S. military forces

have provided both an entre and a

protective cover for large American

missionary forces. Despite their some-

times great theological differences the

two forces agree on the overarching

ideological imperative: rabid anti-corn

also
mumsm. ,

Anti-communist fervor has

brought Korean Christians into close

cooperation with the Asian Peoples

Anti-Communist League (AI ACL). In
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augu rated by Syngman Rhee and

Chiang Kai Shek, the APACL held its

first general meeting in Chinhae, south

Korea, in June, 1954. From its founding

the APACL, like its parent the World

Anti-Communist League, had ties to the

American CIA as well as to the

churches. In recent years the Korean

section of the APACL has organized a

number of large rallies modeled after—

and to the same political end as— the

Christian crusades. The Christian Anti-

Communist League of Korea has co-

operated in these ventures. One of the

larger rallies was held on May 8, 1975,

ten days after the fall of Saigon. Thirty-

eight organizations, including church

groups, helped the anti-communist

league to mobilize 1.4 million persons

for the pro-Park rally.

The Christian anti-communist cru-

saders come from many sectors of the

Korean church (see inset). Two groups

which have gained international prom-

inence in the past few years are the

Christian Business Men’s Committee

and the Korean Christian Leaders’

Association.

The Christian Business Men’s Com-
mittee is a group of wealthy Korean

Christians which funnels donations to

key churches and has helped to organize

prayer breakfasts for government of-

ficials. One of its leaders, Kim In Duk, is

president of a major industrial group
and reportedly an in-law of Kim Jong
Pil who, until December, 1975 was the

number two man in the Park dic-

tatorship. The committee is scheduled to

host the International Convention of

Christian Businessmen in Seoul in

October.

The Korean Christian Leaders’ As-

sociation is a group of arch-conservative

heads of some 19 Protestant denom-
inations and organizations which has

released several anti-communist, pro-

government statements. Very mislead-

ingly, the individuals claim that their

statements “speak for south Korea’s five

million Christians.” The group’s not-so-

hidden agenda is to undermine the

credibility of the Korean National

Council of Churches (KNCC). The
convenor-chairman of the group is Chi

Won Sang, president of the Lutheran

Church in Korea.

The Chrisitan Business Men’s Com-
mittee and the Korean Christian Lead-

er’s Association have combined their

energies in the past two years in an

attempt to thwart the human rights

emphasis of some churches, especially

those related to the KNCC. The bus-

inessmen have raised the funds and

Christian leaders have mobilized the

people for several large public displays

of Christian acquiescence to the gov-

ernment’s “national security” line,

thereby endorsing Park’s repression.

The events have included an Easter

sunrise service in 1975 and a mass rally

involving one million persons last June.

The Christian Business Men’s Com-
mittee is part of a larger government

campaign to organize wealthy Korean

businessmen for purposes of buying

influence among the churches. The
campaign was outlined in a Blue House

meeting in late 1974 attended by

officials from the KCIA and the

Ministry of Culture and Information.

Much of the campaign coordination has

been carried out by the KCIA’s sixth

bureau (devoted to “dirty tricks” in-

cluding sabotage and assassination) and

second bureau (the propaganda unit).

Their responsibility is to locate poten-

tially “troublesome” local churches,

then to match them with Christian

The government’s
old tactic with the
churches was
divide and
conquer. Its more
common policy
now is provide
and conquer.
businessmen in or close to those church-

es. The businessmen are asked to

contribute money for new building

programs and other church projects.

The campaign represents a shift in

government tactics with the churches.

The pre-1974 tactic was strictly to

harass dissident pastors, intimidating

them personally or threatening to raise

taxes on church-owned secular prop-

erty. The tactic was based on the old

policy of divide and conquer. The tactic

more common today is based on the new
policy of provide and conquer. Rather

than feed church insecurity, the new
line is to foster security through
government-inspired but indirect fi-

nancial assistance. According to Letters

From South Korea (IDOC/North Am-
erica, 1976), one Korean pastor who
received $62,500 from a department
store president was then invited to a

presidential prayer breakfast where he

offered a prayer of thanksgiving for

President Park: “We give thanks, 0
Lord, for sending us this great and wise

leader.”

The Korean Christian Leaders’ As-

sociation drafted a letter to President-

elect Carter in late November in which
it openly expressed its concern over

Carter’s campaign promise to withdraw
U.S. military personnel from Korean
and barely hid its concern over Carter’s

professed interest in human rights and
prisoners of conscience abroad. The

letter erroneously began, “On behalf of

five million Korean Christians . . .
,”

when in fact only 26 individuals signed

the letter. The letter went on to say: “We
look forward to your prudent measures

on the problem of American forces

stationed in Korea which are requisite

in curbing the communist threat in this

country.”

On August 15, 1975, the Korean

Christian Leaders’ Association had

released a “Declaration of the Korean

Churches” to commemorate the 30th

anniversary of Korea’s “liberation.” The
declaration focused on two challenges to

the church in Korea: “the serious threat

of communism from the outside and the

renewed appeal of pseudo-religions

from the inside.” Noting that “national

security is our primary task at the

present time,” the signers asked that

“all churches in the world give close

attention to the threat of communism
which threatens the freedom of Christ-

ian faith and denies basic human
rights.”

What about the gamut of basic human
rights denied under Park’s fascism? The
signers pooh-poohed repression in south

Korea, simply saying that the govern-

ment had proclaimed some emergency

measures “because of such an insecure

political situation.” The declaration says

that “if there has been any restriction”

on the church’s full witness to Jesus

Christ “this is an unavoidable temp-

orary measure, and we anticipate that

the situation will be restored to nor-

malcy before too long.”

That was two years ago.

As for the Korean Christian Leader’s

Association’s concern about “pseudo-

religions,” the prime target was and is

the Unification Church of Moon Sun
Myung. Other targets are a variety of

small Christian sects which incorporate

traditional Korean religious forms—
Shamanist, Confucianist, or Buddhist.

Although the Korean Christian Lead-

ers’ Association has not publicly called

the Korean National Council of Church-
es (still in operation) or the Korean
Student Christian Federation (now
effectively obliterated by repression)

“pseudo-religions,” individual associ-

ation members are known to consider

the two groups more “political” than

“Christian” because of their strong

public stands on human rights and civil

liberties. The association, of course,

considers its holy alliance with the

dictatorship strictly “non-political.”

Another apparent target of the

Christian Leaders’ campaign is the new
religion Chundo Kwan (literally, “Evan-
gelism Hall”) which peaked in the

sixties but which remains one of the

largest autonomous religious bodies in

south Korea. It is headed by Park Tae
Sun, a millionaire businessman who call

himself the “olive tree.” Park is some-
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what unique among powerful religious

figures in Korea because he appears to

have no close ties to present top

government officials. In fact, the gov-

ernment indicted Park’s son several

years ago on charges of financial

misdeeds.

The Korean Christian Leaders’ As-

sociation’s efforts to discredit the “pseu-

do-religions” have theological as well as

political motives. The theological ar-

gument is that these religions are not

really Christian and that those who
pretend to be—the Unification Church

in particular—have been givingChrist-

ianity a bad name at home and abroad.

The political argument is that the

leaders of the new religions—especially

Moon and Park—may be building their

own power bases, ultimately account-

able to neither the established churches

nor the Park government.

The suggestion that Rev. Moon is not

ultimately accountable to President

Park may surprise some. But for at least

two years government officials have

privately expressed concern about

Moon’s possible political aspirations in

Korea. In the thinking of the Park

Cabinet, Moon was growing “out of

control.” Therefore the government

encouraged religious leaders who were

very much under its control—namely

the Korean Christian Leaders’ Associ-

ation—to discredit the “pseudo-reli-

gions.” Last month, the Park regime

broadened its attack on the Unification

Church, charging six executives of

Reverend Moon’s Korean business em-
pire with evading six million dollars in

taxes.

The Park dictatorship clearly prefers

conventional, anti-communist Christi-

anity. The regime has long and close ties

with the established churches. Their

familiarity and common goals make it

easy for the regime to manipulate the

churches for its pacification programs.

In the process of buying off the

churches, the government gets an added
bonus abroad: the government’s em-
brace of the churches ironically has

served to put a friendly face on the

dictatorship in the conventionally anti-

communist, Christian West.
The Park regime has driven a wedge

into the churches. The Christian com-
munity is polarized between two options:

to give total support to the regime, as the

majority does, or to be branded “com-
munist,” as the remnant church is

branded today.

As the regime pounds this wedge into

the churches, one hears the nails being

pounded through Christ’s body. The
Korean churches are not merely on trial

today; the trial appears over, and now
the crosses have been chosen—the gold

crosses worn as jewelry around the

necks of many, and the wooden cross

borne as hope on the shoulders of a few.

ome additional key persons and groups active in Christiananti-communist crusades in south Korea are:
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The Daehan Christian Council (DCC), Korean Christian
rederation, Christian Youth Federation and other groups
founded in recent years for, if not by, the government; they
oppose the Korean National Council of Churches (KNCC) and
emphasize the government line of sacrificing human rights for
total national security.

Carl McIntyre, the well-known right-wing fundamentalist
and head of the International Council of Churches, which has
some 250 related (Presbyterian) churches in south Korea;
McIntyre visits Seoul often for friendly meetings with top
government officials; Koreans call his church the “dollar
church” because it is very well funded, presumably by
McIntyre.

Chae Tae Min, president of the “National Christian Corps to

Save the Nation” which has helped to organize anit-communist
rallies; Chae’s connection in the Blue House is President Park’s

eldest daughter, Park Keun Hae, a Christian who graduated
from the Catholic Soogang University; Ms. Park is honorary
chairperson of Chae’s group.

Navigators, TEAM missions, World Vision, Far East

Broadcasting Co., and others which over the years have

encouraged the narrow anti-communist focus of the Korean

churches. Dr. Robert Bowman, president of the Far Eastern

Broadcasting Company, was introduced to various con

gressmen by Sam Peoples of the Campus Crusade supported

Christian Embassy in Washington; Bowman justified the

activities of the Park regime to at least one member of the

House of Representatives, referring to those Christians in jail

as “communist infiltrators.”

Missionaries from Presbyterian, United Methodist and

other mainline denominations which have not discouraged

narrow anti-communism.

Kim Chang Hwan (“Billy Kim”), a Baptist minister who is a

leader of Korean Youth for Christ and an executive of P ar Last

Rroadcastina" Kim was official translator for the Billy

Graham Crusade; he is close to President Park and the ruling

Democratic-Republican Party; he has offered his services for a

number of government propaganda efforts including Recent

three-month tour of Asia, Europe and the U.S.A. by the

“Korean Singing Ambassadors

D
»fCulUife and

iQftft had the responsibility for overseeing reugiou»

affairs in south Korea; he is pastor of the Pyongahn Church in

Seoul.
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commonlife

by Louise and Walter Durst

I

t was already dark as we walked up
to the front door of the red brick

house, but warm light shone from
the windows and we could hear
laughter and cheerful banter inside.

We knocked and almost immediate-
ly the door was opened by Taegun and
Youngmi Moon.
They shouted excitedly to the others,

“It’s Toast and Jam!” (Nicknames given

to us by the children—Durst sounds like

“toast” when pronounced in Korean and
“jam” goes with toast.)

“Come on in and join the party!”

In the big front room, we joined in the

fun with the rest of the “family”—about

15 in all, including six children and a

high school girl. It wasn’t a special

party, but one of those spontaneous

things that sometimes just happens in

the evening after supper (more often,

perhaps, because they have no T.V.).

Someone had made doughnuts which
everyone was munching, a guitar and
piano were accompanying songs on

request, jokes were being shared and on-

the-spot skits being performed, and
finally we were all in the middle of the

floor dancing—from the oldest of 50

years to the 2 year old baby.
This kind of evening is not unusual at

the House of Daybreak, an intentional

community in Seoul, Korea, started five

years ago as an experiment in Christian

living. Its founder is Dr. Moon Dong
Whan (no relation to Moon Sun Myung
of the Unification Church), or Stephen
Moon, as many Western friends know
him, and his wife, Faye, whom he met
while studying at Hartford Seminary in

Connecticut.

The idea for House of Daybreak began
in 1971 when Dr. Moon, pastor of Sudo
Presbyterian Church in Seoul, gave a

series of sermons on Christian lifestyle.

He was much concerned about the

pattern of daily life that more and more
Koreans seemed to be adopting—the
materialistic, individualistic, competi-

tive lifestyle which left only marginal
concern for the church or the commu-
nity. Steve’s dream was to make the

church into a really Christian commu-
nity in which human value and meaning
is stressed and where authoritarianism,

consumerism, and cutthroat competi-
tion, are kept in their place.

Some of the church members were
much inspired by these sermons and
came to Steve saying, “If this is the way

Christians should be living, then why
aren’t we doing it?” This led to a weekly

discussion/planning group which met
regularly for nearly ayear and culmina-

ted in the decision of four families and

two single persons to begin living

communally, sharing all things toge-

ther, and putting into practice their

beliefs about Christian community.

So in November of 1972, the House of

Daybreak was born. At the opening
ceremony, all the members laid their

hands on the written covenant and
committed themselves to trying this

new way of life for an initial period of six

months. Since that time they have

renewed this covenant on a yearly basis.

During the more than four year life of

the House of Daybreak, some of its

members have moved away for various

reasons— to marry, to study abroad, to

go back to nuclear family life—but there

have always been others ready to move
in, so the total number has usually

stayed around 15 members. In addition,

there are many others who are vitally

interested in this idea of Christian

community and who keep in close

contact with the House of Daybreak.
These people make up the “outside

family,” meaning those friends who are

concerned, but who do not actually live

in the House of Daybreak. This larger

group is usually invited to important
functions and celebrations at the com-
munity, and are sometimes called on for

consultation or advice.

For the first couple of months of their

life together, the members found them-
selves feeling and acting like guests in

someone else’s house. But gradually this

feeling wore off and they began to

relate to each other more honestly.

Looking back, they say that sharing
their finances and possessions was the
easiest part. The hardest part was
working out relationships and person-
ality differences. Participation in their
weekly “family meetings” played an
important part in working out such
problems, as well as being a time for

discussing household business matters
and planning special activities.

The children seemed to adjust more
quickly than the adults to their new
lifestyle, and to really thrive in their

new family, which now included many
more playmates, as well as more adults
to relate to than just their own parents.
The adults found that it took fewer of

them working outside to bring in a

sufficient income for their numbers
than when they were all living separ-

ately in nuclear family units. This freed

up those who did not have outside jobs to

get involved with the larger community,
getting to know the people in the

neighborhood and discovering needs
there.

One of the important ways they have

reached out to this larger community is

by starting a kindergarten for the

neighborhood children, especially for

those who could not afford regular

kindergarten. They also began a Sun-
day School for children through ele-

mentary age. In both of these projects,

they were able to put into practice some
of the theories of education which allow

for more creativity and freedom, co-

operation and decision-making by the

children themselves, something that is

rarely found in the traditional Korean
school system.

Another activity which was very
successful was the forming of a group of

older women in the neighborhood who
were all “second wives.” These women
have no legal rights, are often treated
poorly by their husbands, and are looked
down on by society. The club, which they

named “The Drum Club,” was initiated

by one of the members of the House of

Daybreak, herself a widow. The group
met regularly once a month for a party
which usually included much singing
and Korean folk dancing, and playing
the Korean drum. In this group the
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women found friendship, fellowship,

and a place to share their mutual
problems. They were also a great help

with the kindergarten and the work
when House of Daybreak held special

celebrations on Korean cultural holi-

days for the the entire neighborhood
such as Children’s Day, Chusok
(Thanksgiving) and New Years.

Worship at House of Daybreak has

always been an important part of their

life together. When the decision was
made to live communally, Steve gave up
his pastorate at Sudo Church, and for

many months they debated about
whether to start a new church in the

neighborhood. Finally they decided that

they did not want to be in a position of

competing with the several already-

existing churches in the area, so they

just have regular periods of worship for

their own family members.
One of the models looked to for

inspiration by Steve and others was the

Confessing Church established in

Germany during the time of Hitler by
Dietrich Bonhoeffer and others. A
comparison to them seems appropriate,
for an important part of the worship and
daily life at the House of Daybreak is

related to the political situation that

exists in Korea today. Many of their

close friends and relatives, including
Steve, have been among the most
outspoken against the repressiveness of

the Park regime toward the Korean
citizens. Consequently House of Day-
break has been under rather constant
surveillance by the Korean CIA, almost
since its inception. Their movements are
monitored, people who come to visit are
watched, and even some of their own
members have received pressure from
the police to become informers.
Then in 1974 Steve was fired from his

position as Director of the School of
Missiology at Hankuk Seminary due to

government pressure on the school
board. Early the next year, another of
the original members of House of
Daybreak, Miss Lee Oo Jung, president
of Church Women United, was also fired
from her professorship at Seoul Wo-
men’s College. And several members of
the larger “outside family” have under-
gone detainment, torture, and impri-
sonment for various forms of protest. So
the political oppression in Korea is far
from being a theoretical or academic
question for the House of Daybreak—it

is something that directly affects their
lives every day.
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After Steve was fired from the
seminary, he began doing more reading,
including more about the relationship
between affluent nations and the Third
World, and he came uoon the book
Small Is Beautiful, by E. Shumacher.
The ideas put forth in that book made a
lot of sense to him and to others in the
community. They began to contemplate
the idea of getting out of the city and into

they rural area of Korea. They began to

talk about self-sufficiency, organic farm-
ing, small-scale industry, medical aid,

and the education that is so lacking in

rural Korea. They realized that the

system operating in Korea is one in

which the farmers are breaking their

backs to provide food for the city-

dwellers, while they themselves con-

tinue to live in poverty.

The possibility of a new direction for

House of Daybreak—that of moving to

the country—dominated their thoughts
and discussions more and more. The
weekly family meetings were held more
often, usually lasting late into the

nights, as the members tried to thrash
out the pros and cons; for not all the
members were as enthusiastic about
moving as some. Eventually a family
living in a Seoul slum area whom they
had come to know expressed interest in

joining them to help farm if they
decided to move. Then they met an older
landowner, a Mr. Oh, who had some
similar ideas about farming coopera-
tively. Finally— though certainly not all

the problems had been ironed out
sufficiently—the decision to move to

Mr. Oh’s farm was made. They decided
not to postpone the move, but to work on
the remaining problems day by day
while living communally and farming
cooperatively together.

In the meantime, however, Steve had
continued his political activities, and
just a few weeks after the decision to

move had been made, he, along with his
older brother and 16 other prominent
Korean Christians, signed a statement
criticizing the government’s policies

and asking for a restoration of demo-
cracy—a clearly illegal act under the
present laws. This statement was read
publicly on March 1st, Korea’s Inde-
pendence Day. Immediately
afterwards, all 18 Christians were
arrested and 11 of them, including
Steve, were imprisoned.

Back at the House of Daybreak, there
were mixed feelings about Steve’s

participation in this act. Though every-
one fully supported his stand opposing
the government, this act of protest came
at a very crucial time for the com-
munity, when they felt they needed all

the cooperation and mutual support of

each family member.
However, the decision to move had

been made, and in spite of the circum-
stances, it was felt by all that they

should go ahead with their plans. The
children transferred schools, and the

adults who were still working quit their

jobs, with the exception of Faye, who
continued her job as a social worker in

alcohol and drugs with the U.S. Army.

Much of their time in the beginning

was spent in fixing a building to live in.

Fortunately, one of their members was a

carpenter and he almost singlehandedly

transformed an old barn into a house for

them. By this time summer was fast

The political

oppression in

Korea is far from
an academic
question for the
House of
Daybreak— it

directly affects
their lives every
day.

approaching and there was much work
to be done in the fields, so they joined in

the farming and gardening.
However, from the beginning they

began to hit snags. They mostly had to

do with goals, expectations and rela-

tionships between themselves and the
landowner. Conflicts came between the

more democratic, participatory way of

working out problems that members of

the House of Daybreak were accus-
tomed to, and the more traditional
authoritarian, Confucian ways of the

landowner. Family meetings were all-

important, but with the physical fatigue
of the hard daily labor, the meetings
were often shortened or postponed,
making it even more difficult to work
out pressing problems. After about a
month, one of the families decided to

give up the experiment, and moved out,
leaving only three nuclear family units
at House of Daybreak, and Steve still in

prison.

It was at this point that our own
personal involvement with House of
Daybreak became deeper. Though we
continued to live in Seoul, we began
making the two-and-a-half hour trip to

the farm once a week to join the family
meetings. We did little more than
observe and make an occasional com-
ment, but our presence seemed to be
appreciated. Being very much inter-

ested in intentional Christian commu-
nity life, we enjoyed the extra time we
were able to spend with the members
and were grateful for the deepening

friendship. We also appreciated the

weekly break from city life—crowds,

noise, pollution—and the oasis of the few

hours each week in the beautiful, quiet,

peaceful countryside.

Throughout the summer, the struggle

for communication and understanding

between the House of Daybreak and the

landowner continued, but generally

relationships were not improving. It

was becoming more and more clear that

there were fundamental differences in

their goals and methods of doing things.

The constant surveillance and har-

rassment of the Korean CIA only made

the situation more tense and raised

suspicions among the villagers toward

the House of Daybreak.

Finally the break came when the

landowner decided that he and his

family were not suited to the lifestyle of

the intentional community, and said

that they would live separately, but he

hoped that the cooperative farm work
arrangement could continue.

At this point the House of Daybreak
considered what they should do: they

couldn’t move back to their city house

because they had rented it out for the

year; they weren’t enthusiastic about

finding another place to rent or move to,

and they had invested a good deal in this

year’s crop at the farm, including the

purchase of a rice paddy. So they chose

to remain on the farm for the rest of the

year and try to make the best of the

situation. They have tried not to look at

it too negatively; they are using the time
for evaluation and re-direction. They
are trying to see where they have made
mistakes; whether the idea of being in

the rural area is still a valid one for

them; whether they should return to the
city, at least temporarily, and if so, what
their contribution to the larger commu-
nity should be; and, in general, where
the future should take them. Of course
they are all hoping that Steve (now
serving a three-year sentence) will soon
be released from prison and can join
them in planning the next step in their
life together.

The purpose, courage, and strength
that come from living in community is

evident at the House of Daybreak. Being
together has certainly made this last
difficult year much easier for each of
them to bear, and although their
problems are far from being solved,
they are firmly convinced that their idea
of Christian community is right for
them, and is a viable alternative for
others who are seeking a more meaning-
ful Christian lifestyle. We wish them
blessings and Godspeed on their jour-
ney—a journey that many of us are on
too, in many different parts of the world.’

W-se and Walter Lhirst are United
Methodist missionaries in Seoul, south
Korea.
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Signs of the coming Spring.
For a long time I have dreamed of a

unification of God and revolution; of a
unification of bread and freedom, earth
and heaven, prayer and action. And now
I am experiencing this vision more
vividly than ever.

The immediate historical problem of
the Korean people is the unification of
North and South. However, this is not
simply a question of linking the ter-

ritories back together. The authentic
unification of the people themselves is

the essential basis of the philosophy of
unity of which I dream. It is only
through unity that our people can live; it

is only through unity that we can
conquer oppression from within and
from without the country, and arrive at
a world of true fraternity. This unity
can by no means be achieved by
makeshift artifice or strategems, nor by
forcing things. What is called for is an
entirely new philosophy, an entirely
new spirit, and the emergence of a
fundamentally new human being. It is

for this that I am crying out like a
madman in this courtroom. The ul-
timate objective of this philosophy of
unity is the state of what Christianity
calls koinonia.

The Christian philosophy of non-
violence and its teaching of love must be
mobilized to awaken the people’s con-
sciousness. This must not be carried out
in the realm of tactical negotiation and
compromise, but must be a true
unification. The resentment of the lower
depths—the same people that the Bible
calls “the least of these, my brethren”—
and the blood of Christ must be joined
into one. For those whe have suffered
under the immorality of starvation and
tyranny, this is the way to the restora-

tion of humanity. And I believe that this
is the true form of the revolutionary
religion which seeks to put the teachings
of Jesus Christ into practice in the
modern world.

The division between the North and
the South, which has already lasted for
an entire generation, is not only the
greatest symbol, but also the principle
cause which maintains and preserves all

the splits and contradictions which
control our lives. The established orders
of the North and South are equally
responsible for preventing the true

fraternity common to all humanity from
being realized among the people and
within the nation.

The Park government has made a
superficial pretense of desiring uni-

fication, and of promoting dialogue

between the North and South, but it has

long been known that this was only

deception to prolong the regime.

More recently, the government has

been publicly maneuvering to stabilize

and perpetuate the partition. This Park

regime is the greatest obstacle to

Korean unification, and is the faithful

servant of the neo-colonial powers which

desire the continued partition and

division of the Korean people. To

achieve unification, we must begin by

exposing this fact, bringing it out into

the open and making it clear. It is

entirely natural that the Park regime

responds to these efforts of ours with

imprisonment and execution. Therefore

I think that ultimately, as long as this

regime lasts, the only path to unification

is the path to Westgate prison. At least I

believe that there is no other way for me;

my life in prison for the last three years

has had its own significance.

Kim Chi Ha
However, the disintegration of dic-

tatorship in both the North and the
South is inevitable. Given that, and
considering all the conditions, I believe
that the National Democratic Revo-
lution will occur first in the South. I am
no prophet, but I can say with confi-
dence that the day will come soon when
the dictatorial regime, which represses
and exploits the people, will disintegrate
into nothing; that freedom of speech,
press, and assembly will be resurrected;

that the Anti-Communist Law will be
abolished; and that all the young people,

the young flowers who have been held
captive in prison, will be released.

The bright Spring of Athens is

coming to call on the Republic of Korea.
And when the Spring of Athens has
visited the South, it will then urge
change upon the North. Whether in the

form of intra-party democracy, or

whether through some other form of

popular awakening, in any case, the

Spring of Prague will come to the North
as well. In this way the Spring of Athens
and the Spring of Prague will gradually
envelop the entire Korean peninsula,

and a single, great overflowing Spring

will be achieved in our land. The
approach—and the welcoming— of this

bright, radiant Spring: this is the

unification of which I dream.

Some might think that these are

simply the ravings of a madman.
However, in my vision of unification, I

am convinced that the signs of the

approaching radiant Spring on this

peninsula can already be seen.

This is an abridgement of Korean poet

Kim Chi Ha 's final statement in court,

December 23, 1976.
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V.O.C, THRIFT STORE
The Voice of Calvary Church in

Mendenhall, in keeping with its belief

that the best relief for the poor of

Mississippi lies in developing a real

economic base in the community, open-

ed a cooperatively run thrift store last

April that makes about $1,000 each

month in net profit. Thus the store can

supply the emergency needs of destitute

families, and yet can add to the support

of other V.O.C. ministries such as

tutoring, feeding, and day care.

The thrift store presently operates out

of an old rented funeral home. However,

V.O.C. just bought land for a new

structure and hopes to construct a new

facility by summer, so that following

necessary interior finishing and mer-

chandizing, the new store will be ready

for operation when cold weather hits

again.

The initial cost for the new building

will be $25,000. Donations are tax

deductible; send them to Voice of

Calvary Ministries, 1655 St. Charles St.

Jackson, Mississippi, 39209.

KAHOOLAWE
Tensions over the pervasive Amer-

ican military presence in Hawaii, its

Westernizing influence, and insensi-

tivity to the rights of native Hawaiians

reached the breaking point early this

year.

On January 30 two native Hawaiians

stationed themselves on Kahoolawe, an

island near Mawi which holds religious

and cultural significance for the Ha-
waiian people, and which the military

continues to use as a training site. This

training includes the firing of ship-to-

shore howitzers as well as the dropping

of 500-pound live bombs. For one year

previous to the two Hawaiians’ action on

Kahoolawe, discussions had taken place

between the native people of Mawi and

OPPOSING CAPITAL
PUNISHMENT
The issue of capital punishment has

aroused responses from Sojourners

readers. Daniel L. Smith, our Portland

correspondent, participated in a prayer

vigil with Oregon members of the

Fellowship of Reconciliation and con-

cerned students of George Fox College’s

Quaker Fellowship. The vigil protested

Gary Gilmore’s execution as not in

keeping with the hope and love of Jesus

Christ. It held particular significance

for the Oregonians, since a bill to re-

enact capital punishment had been

considered earlier by the Oregon legis-

lature.



seeds

the military in a futile attempt to end
the desecration.

After a short search for the two on
Kahoolawe, the military announced that
the Hawaiians had knowingly placed
themselves in a situation of danger, and
that it would resume testing. On
February 20, 1977, 46 additional Ha-
waiians went to the island; presently,

the lives of these 48 people are in danger.
The situation has received little

publicity in mainland United States.

Some concerned individuals are trying to

alert the public and increase pressure
on Hawaii’s Congressional delegation to

respond. A fact sheet on the situation is

available from Rachelle Linner at the
Communtv for Creative Nonviolence.

1335 N St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20005;
or contact Linda Brown, P.O. Box 497,
Makawao, Mawi, Hawaii, 96768, for
suggestions on how you can help the
Hawaiian people.

METAMORPHOSIS WOODSHED
PRISON MINISTRY
Metamorphosis is a loosely knit

Christian fellowship scattered through-
out New Jersey working in several

directions for spiritual and social

change.

One of the areas of change is the
Woodshed Prison Ministry Project, a
furniture building program which has
developed after a year and a half of
consistent week-by-week visitation with
the inmates at the Yardville Cor-
rectional Center.

The ten men selected for the program
work at least eight hours a week in a
disciplined environment, learning furn-
iture building skills, and teamwork.
They are paid per item. The Correction
Department of New Jersey Institutions
has encouraged the Metamorphosis
fellowship to expand the program to
include more inmates at other penal
institutions.

A1 Zook, formerly of Koinonia Part-
ners near Americus, Georgia, and now
part of the Woodshed ministry, writes,
It’s exciting to see a young man who
once knew only how to steal a car, now
learn how to build a table—and love it.

He is beginning to formulate some new
plans for the future when he is on the
outside.”

The vision for the ministry includes
continuing such furniture shops outside
the prisons. Over 100 inmates are
currently on the waiting list for the
Metamorphosis Woodshed Prison Mini-
stry Program.
While the United Presbyterian

Church, the state of New Jersey, and
others have expressed interest in do-

nating funds, final approval may be
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$15,000 now to buy materials, payinmate salaries and get the finished
goods to customers. Checks should be
sent to Metamorphosis, c/o Schwenn 68
Hill St. Bogota, N.J. 07603. Write on the
check, for Woodshed Prison Ministry
Project.” Gifts are tax deductible.

WOMEN AND THE CH1IRPH
The Western Canada Conference onWomen and the Church,” held in

October 1975, has produced a report
that deals comprehensively and suc-
cinctly with the issue. Topics covered in
the 56-page report include discussions
of headship, submission, language and
imagery in liturgy and worship, as well
as Christian responsibility to the wo-
men’s movement, and the significance of
women in the Old Testament and the
early church. Copies of the report are
available from Canadian Women and
Religion, 1332 Ostler St., Saskatoon,
Sask. S7N OV2, Canada, for $3.00
(includes postage).

PUBLISHERS OF TRUTH
The Publishers of Truth is a growing

community of Christians living in five
locations in the United States and
England. The community seeks to be an
active Christian witness in surrounding
neighborhoods. Though located in pla-
ces as far apart as Lombard. Illinois,

San Antonio, Texas, and Gloucester,
England, the community feels a strong
unity in Christ’s call to discipleship,

remaining in frequent contact through
visits and letters.

The community does not participate

in war, nor pay any tax assigned for that
purpose. For more information contact
Jenny Duskey, 2236 Oakdale Ave.,

Glenside, Pa. 19038, or phone 215-884-

2959.

EMERGING COMMUNITIES
Sojourners is seeking more contact

with emerging communities, here in the

United States and around the world. We
recently sent out a letter to fifty

communities with whom we have a

growing relationship, telling of our

desire to share personally and sup-

portively with them and others who

have a variety of traditions, back-

grounds and experiences. One of So-

journers’ purposes is to make such

relationships possible, and to reflect the

commitments, life and actions of emer-

ging communities.

We are continually looking for ma-

terial on the building of community and

the ministry and action that grows from

rt. Our immediate need is for infor-

Z"- ab°Ut "ew comrnun ities, house
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arish edurches thatare self-consciously trying to build

community; our attendant hope is todevelop relationships to them. We would
welcome also material of value to other
communities— ideas. articles, interview
suggestions, teachings or Bible studies,
tapes, newsletters and other descriptive
i cms. lease send all such information
to Robert Sabath, Sojourners, 1029

20005°
nt AVe” NW

' WashinKt°n - D.C.

MCC PAMPHLETS
Two pamphlets of interest. "A Call for

Evangelical Nonviolence,” by Ronald
bider. and “Missions: The End and a
New Beginning,” by Frank Epp, are
available from the Mennonite Central
Committee, 21 South 12th St. Akron,
Pa. 17501. The papers deal briefly with
questions of the biblical basis for
nonviolent action and hope, and the
relationship between the kingdom of
God and the missionary task.

Quantities are available at 2<T per
copy.

ARC RETREAT COMMUNITY
The ARC Retreat Community, lo-

cated outside of St. Paul, Minnesota,
seeks to provide experiences in spiri-

tuality for people from various faith

backgrounds. The community is not a

church, but is committed to give

hospitality and open space to all who are

on journeys of search and renewal.

A resident community of twelve

people live year round in the center,

providing an extended family presence

for the guests, who together with these

residents form the spiritually based

community, sharing worship, prayer,

work, study, crafts, music, silence, food,

and shelter.

This summer, the ARC Retreat

Community is offering an opportunity

for a study/work experience in Christ-

ian community. The session, given twice

from June 3 - July 2 and from July 8 -

August 6, combines academic study,

manual work, shared life, worship, fine

arts and solitude. The sessions are open

to persons eighteen and over. The costs

are modest and are determined on

ability to pay. College and seminary

credit is available. For application

forms and information call or write:

ARC Retreat Community, 1895 Plea-

sant Street, St. Paul, Minnesota, 551 13.

612-633-9314.
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The Power

Undetected
Obedience

The revolutionary act of community

by Gordon Cosby
^^Christian community that co-

I ^heres in Jesus Christ, and in

^^Jkconnection with the pentecos-

# ^tal powers released by Jesus,A JLis in itself the ultimate re-

volutionary political act. To be in a faith

community is the ultimate claim on
every life which is grasped by Jesus

Christ. There are many calls and a great

variety of gifts, but one clear, inesca-

pable, central commitment: to be a new
people, a community undergoing inte-

rior transformation and witnessing to

the ultimate power of the kingdom.

One doesn’t come into the faith

community to get into the order of the
world and do battle there. One becomes
a part of the new reality, that revo-
lutionary force, the new power. The fact

that this new society exists is a witness
that the powers of death are doomed.
The revolutionary faith community is a
context in which one undergoes interior

transformation—the inner revolution in

which one is freed from the dominating,
victimizing powers, and thereby be-
comes a humanizing revolutionary force
in whatever institution one serves.

Now what’s the main task of the faith
community, if the central claim of Jesus
Christ upon a person is to become a part
of a faith community? The task of the
faith community is to witness to the
ultimate power in the universe, which is

the power released by Jesus Christ at
Pentecost—the power of weakness, the
power of love

—

dunamis. And the
reverse side of this task is to debunk
every other power—the powers of
darkness and death—the principalities
and powers.
The biblical understanding is that

there is a desperate struggle going on
between the power of the kingdom and
the powers of darkness and death. The
power of God versus anti-God. The
power of Christ versus the power of
antichrist. The power of Christ liberates
and brings a whole created order to
fuller freedom. Antichrist restricts,

oppresses, victimizes and ultimately
destroys.

The images used in St. John’s gospel
are those of light and darkness. In
Christ the light breaks. In him the light
was shining in the darkness and the
darkness was unable to put it out. In the
scripture, darkness and light are locked
in deadly combat, and nothing less than
God’s own personal involvement in the
incarnation in the death of his Son was
able to defeat the powers and make a
spectacle of them. Though all the
demonic powers embodied in the in-
stitutions of his time focused in rage
against him, they were unable to deflect
him from his perfect filial obedience to
his Father. And his obedience was the
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defeat of the powers. He, in the power of
his Father, scoffed at the powers, and
through his obedience made a spectacle

of them.
You remember that time when he was

standing there, having been scourged?
In the presence of Pilate he was not
answering accusations, and Pilate said

to him, “You’d better respond to me.
You’d better cooperate with me. I have
the power of life and death over you.”
This helpless creature was standing in

front of Pilate, who had all of the
accoutrements of worldly power, and he
said, “Pilate, I’d like to tell you
something ... I’d like to tell you you have
no power at all except the power that’s

been given you by my Father.”

And it was through his obedience that

a spectacle was made of the powers. His
dying cry was a cry of victory. He cried

out, “It is finished. I finished the work
that you gave me to do. Father, into your
hands I commend my spirit. I refuse to

use any power other than the power of
love. I will die rather than use any power
to oppress. I have loved them, those that

you gave me, even unto death.”

But though the decisive battle in the
conflict has been won and one has been
raised from the dead, the struggle
continues. The final liberation is not yet.
We are up against the principalities and
the powers if we accept the biblical

view.

William Stringfellow, in a book titled

An Ethic for Christians and Other
Aliens in a StrangeLand

,

has this to say:

The substantive questions here became
who or what are the principalities and
the powers ? How are the principalities
related to the moral reality of death

?

There are two sources of insightfor these
questions which complement and sig-
nificantly verify one another. Those
sources are the biblical references to the
principalities . . . and empirical
observation of the principalities.
According to the Bible

, the prin-
cipalities are legion in species

, number,
variety, and name. Just about the time
you think you get hold of them and can
identify them by name, there's another
species and your’re in trouble all aver
again. They are designated by such
multifarious titles as powers, virtues,
thrones, authorities, dominions, demons,
princes, strongholds, lords, angels, gods,
elements, spirits. Sometimes the names of
other creatures are appropriated for
them: serpent, dragon, lion, beast.
They include all institutions, all

ideologies, all images, all movements, all
causes, all corporations, all bureau-
cracies, all traditions, all methods and
routines, all conglomerates, all races, all
nations, all idols.

Thus the Pentagon, or the Ford Motor
ompany, Harvard University or thenu™°n Institute, Consolidated Edison

or he Diner s Club, or the Olympics, or

the Methodist Church, or the Teamsters

Cn^t T1 a
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Y:lPa lities. And so areCapitalism, Maoism, Humanism andMormomsm, Astrology, the Puritanwork ethic, science and scientism, whitesupremacy, and patriotism. Sports sex
profession or discipline, technology
money, thefamily. Beyond all prospect!}
full enumeration, the principalities andthe powers are legion.

Now, what the scripture says, andincreasingly I come to know it, is thatthere is no power that can confront andconquer these fallen creatures whointend us and the whole creation to be
their victims other than the name and
the power of Jesus Christ. To go udagainst these powers in our own human

The task of the
faith community is

to witness to the
ultimate power in
the universe—the
power of love—and
to debunk every
other power
power is extremely naive. It is to be torn
to shreds by a power that is utterly
beyond our capacity to understand and
to cope with. It is pathetic to watch
people try again and again and to watch
all that they do and build and spend
their lives constructing die.

There is one power of life and that is

the power of the God of Abraham, the
power of the God and Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ. In that power there is life.

And it is in the fuller release of that
power that there is life and freedom and
liberation. It is that power that con-

stitutes the only revolution that there is.

And the task of the faith community is

to affirm, to declare, to point to, to

rejoice in, and to praise that ultimate

power. Surely this is what the Lord’s

Prayer is reminding us of: Our Father

who art in heaven, hallowed be thy

name, hallowed by thy power which is

the only ultimate power. Thy kingdom
come. Thy will be done. No other

kingdom has the power to give life. Give

us this day our daily bread, that is, look

after the necessities of life as long as you

need us to declare the nature and reality

of your power. There is no reason to live

except for that. So you give to us your

faith community—the bread that we
need—as long as you need us to make

declaration of the nature and reality of

your power. Deliver us from evil

because we are apt to be caught by the

principalities and powers which are out

to get us. And they are the powers of
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oeing, and I m not awed by the seeming
Power. Nor am I awed by big cor
porations multinational or otherwise.And no longer do I need to be so
mesmerized by the state that I’m unable
to stand against it when I’m commanded
to by (jod. And no longer am I bound to
the orders of necessity; I am freed from
the necessity of a high level of con-
sumption and I’m freed from the
yranny of work and the tyranny of time
and I can begin to enjoy some sabbaths,
some sabbaticals, and the totality of my
life because I am no longer bound by
work. I do not feel that the kingdom is
coming because of my work, and I’m no
longer bound by the tyranny of time and
any of its orders and necessities.
No longer do I have to separate myself

from the victims of society, whether
they are in prisons or mental insti-
tutions, or the economically poor, unable
to buy time, health, space, leisure,
education for their children or a host of
other things. I know myself to be
victimized, because I am the victim of
these powers. I can be at home with
other victims. And I need no longer to be
bound by the hurt of ancient wounds in
my own life because the penetrating
light of Christ can pierce the darkness—
the deepest darkness. And no longer
need I fear the aging process. It has no
destructive power over me. My dimin-
ishing powers and your diminishing
powers in certain areas are the pre-
paration for a new depth ofcommunion,
with God, for which I was destined.

Death, which believes that I am its

victim, will be as thwarted with me as it

was with my Lord Jesus Christ who
slipped out from under its control.

The ultimate call on the life of the

Christian is to build a faith community.
That’s the revolutionary act. And to let

its own interior life be changed and
nurtured and increasingly freed from
the principalities, institutions, from

antichrist against which the human
being in his own and her own power is

totally and absolutely impotent. It’s the

power ofJesus Christ which is the power

to save.

Gordon Cosby is pastor of Church of the

Saviour in Washington, D.C. His art-

icle, “A sermon on power and ser-

vanthood," appeared in the June/July

1975 issue of the Post-American.
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I want to enter a subscription to

Sojourners, and, in doing so, let you
know why.

I come from a good central California

family. When I was a junior in high
school I came to the shocking realization

that Jesus desired a radical involvement
in my life. But the gospel, to me, was of

the heart— it had no social implications.

During the next several years I

learned more about the faith and
observed the rise and fall of the Jesus
Movement, Vietnam, Watergate.
Through many discussions with campus
radicals I came to see that all my reasons

for support of conservative politics were
based on very shallow observations. But
what bothered me was that they,

“pagans,” had a greater concern for

social justice than I, the Christian. But I

passed it off by saying that we
Christians were supposed to be apoli-

tical and just preach Jesus.

About two years ago I came across a

magazine with a funny name

—

Post-

American. As I looked through a copy
one afternoon I came upon an article

titled, “The Christian Radical,” by Bill

Lane (October, 1974). I had never heard

of that strange juxtaposition before so

out of curiousity I read the article. What
I discovered was the solution to the

dilemma I saw between working for

social justice and the futility of such
effort. Through Lane’s article I saw that

Christians don’t work for social justice,

they live it.

Lane’s article was rather revolution-

ary for me. Since then I have begun a

dialogue with the Lord about social

justice and concerns. I see Sojourners as

a vital part of that dialogue. That’s why I

want to subscribe.

Larry Krum
Mountain View, California

The honesty expressed in your article

about the growing pains of your
community was much appreciated. It

clearly revealed the necessity to be
rooted in Christ. Much has been said

about the forms of community, yet it was
good to learn once again that there is no
magic formula, rather all of us must live

the life of Christ. As one who is

interested in living a life of resistance to

the “pleasures” which constantly entice

postmark
us to bind up our lives, reading this

account of your journey to living the

truth of Christ has already been
immensely helpful.

I also enjoyed this edition for another

reason. Your emphasis upon being a

prophetic voice in a battered and broken
world has often left the impression that

your lives and interests were so grim
and serious, with no room for humor and
laughter. It warmed my heart to see

smiling faces, dancing in the streets,

and brothers and sisters in Christ

comforting each other. I praise the Lord
for your ministry through Sojourners

magazine as well as in your immediate
community.

Mark Ankeny
Newberg, Oregon

I have followed your pilgrimage of the

last five years from afar and with a good
bit of interest. I was so pleased to note

the definitive word concerning your
struggles, triumphs, failures and “vul-

nerabilities” as described in your Jan-

uary issue. Thanks!
We “establishment people” need to

hear you and learn from you. This issue

was most helpful. Keep on.

Ted W. Engstrom
World Vision International

Monrovia, California

I am deeply indebted to you for

sending the February 1977 issue of

Sojourners. In the 15 years that I have
been concerned with nuclear disarm-
ament, this is unquestionably the finest

periodical I have seen on the subject.

Bill Wickersham
Carterville, Illinois

Having grown up in a home and a
church which emphasized that “actions
speak louder than words,” I want to

acknowledge the consistency of Lee
Griffith’s words of alarm in “Confession
and Captivity,” in the February issue,

and his personal actions. Lee has con-

sistently worked to better the conditions

of farm laborers and other economically

deprived persons, to obtain better

treatment for persons incarcerated and
to protest weapon and military defense

expenditures. He has repeatedly been
arrested, abused, and imprisoned. Per-

haps his greatest suffering has occurred

because Christian sisters and brothers

(in the historic peace churches and other

religious bodies) have not really taken

his testimony seriously. People have, to a
large degree, ignored him, unsure of

what response to make.
I concur in Lee’s judgment that “the

faith of the church is held captive.” This
is true for most Christian bodies in

North America, Eastern Europe, Af-
rica, and any other area of the planet.

Among Christians all over the world
there are slight stirrings of protest

against nuclear proliferation. The
World Council of Churches has asked
for a consultation on disarmament and
another on militarism. While I do not

concur with the assessment that “there
is no sign that the church will block the
path to nuclear madness with its faith

and life,” I admit there is little sign of

such courageous action.

This response to a timely article is not
an easy one for me to write. I am
currently a denominational staff person
given the privilege of building pro-
grams for Christian witnessing and
action. In admitting that the church is

held captive by military, industrial, and
government propoganda I am admit-
ting my inability to do my job properly.
My hope is that the kind of confessing
movement Lee describes will touch
persons already in the church as well as
those who are outside the organizational
structure.

Lee Griffith, like any other person
who makes a radical Christian com-
mitment, needs the undergirding of a
supportive community. Most persons
working for basic changes recognize
this need and seek out persons to help
build such a base. I can only hope more
and more such communities of love and
caring are available to persons who
speak out against the hopelessness of
nuclear proliferation.

Charles L. Boyer
Elgin, Illinois
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Is poverty
really

inevitable?
by Guy Gran

A short guide to the world economy debate

A
s has been widely reported, President Carter filled all of his top ten
international policy positions from a single private group, a foreign
policy consortium called the Trilateral Commission. The Commission
was founded in 1973 by David Rockefeller and others to encourage the
industrial societies to work together more effectively in guiding the

world economy and in repelling or moderating the challenges of the poor nations.
Preserving vested interest by such direct means is not novel.
What is surprising, however, is such an open admission that control of the

international economic order debate is up for grabs. On the surface it would not

appear so. The initial challenges issued by the poor nations for a New
International Economic Order during 1974 and 1975 were not well grounded in

data or theory. The West was able to turn aside or coopt most issues despite the

financial growth of the oil states. That round of debates ended with the surrender
by Third World financial ministers (Western-trained) on the debt moratorium
issue at the International Monetary Fund meeting in Manila last September.

lo see why, one must first understand where the two sides have stood in public

debate. Current American policy holds to the soundness of the existing economic
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system, a system in which rich and poor
are said to have reciprocal interests. For
the poor nations to progress, the West
must remain prosperous. By proposed
institutional additions such as the
International Resources Bank, by facil-

itating technology transfer, and by
trade, aid, and debt concessions to the
poorest nations, former Secretary of
State Kissinger implied that the present
asymmetrical North-South interdepen-
dence will produce a “foundation of
security, fairness, and opportunity to

all.”

Most of the nonwestern world disa-
grees. They are joined by European
states sometimes including Britain and
France. The major Third World posi-
tion papers articulate a very different
development and strategy. They reject
dependence, “natural” economic laws,
and Western models in favor of policies

making better use of their own re-

sources. That means land reform,
industrialization designed to facilitate

rural transformation, appropriate tech-
nology, and “full permanent sovereign-
ity over natural resources and economic
activities.” Logically such policies lead
to highly selective participation in the
world market and multiple cooperative
arrangements among the less developed
countries, including their own mone-
tary system.

Underneath this international the-
ater an essential battle is going on, a
battle for the mindsof the policymakers
and the informed public. It is the core
battle that will decide the future of the
world economy. The participants fight
largely by trying to control the para-
meters of discussion, the analytic mo-
dels, the availability of data, and the
meaning of words. At stake is the nature
of human development and how it could
or should improve the lot of societies at
different historical stages. By becoming
familiar with a range of typical players
in this intellectual battle—their posi-
tions, assumptions and prescriptions—
one can surmount the kind of indirect
jabs and one-handed clapping that fills

the American scene, and place in global
and historical frameworks the initia-

tives of the new administration as they
evolve.

The majority of visible contestants are
tied together by the cultural and
ideological assumptions underlying
mainstream capitalist economics. In
brief, poverty is associated with laziness
and moral failure and wealth with
virtue and work. It is not primarily
resources or the exploitation of others
but the “free market” system, techno-
logical advance, and efficiency of pro-

duction and organization that accounts
for our high standard of living. Inter-
national trade has proven mutually
beneficial. This demonstrates the con-

tinued validity of the theory of com
parative advantage that underlies it.

Few would make the overall argu-
ment as baldly as did two Hudson
Institute authors in “Don’t blame the
U.S.” for world poverty (New York
Times Magazine, November 7, 1976). In

their view there is poverty because “the
world has been poor, and the process of

changing it isn’t finished yet.” The West
learned how to get rich first and the
others are still learning. Even the Times
is not usually given to dignifying that
degree of historical improvisation.
Most of the debaters instead proceed

without any historical analysis at all.

The poverty of the Third World is just
there by act of God and Nature. One
identifies a particular region, blockage,
or industry and applies an ameliorative
program of monetary and technical aid.

The major spokesmen of these views
are the development organizations and
lobbies which deal with these programs.
The Agency for International Develop-
ment’s views come through clearly in its

annual summary (Development Issues)

and in congressional presentations. The
World Bank, less publicly prolific,

produces much of the core development
data and analyses used by all aid efforts.

Supporting private groups, such as the
Overseas Development Council with its

annual Agenda for Action, help to guide
public discussion in the West.

The $8 - $10 billion a year of foreign
aid does not flow purely out of charity.

Western trade and investment in the

Third World is not unprofitable, and
business is urged by the Treasury and
Commerce departments to see devel-

opment loans to poor nations as U.S.
business opportunities. With saturated
markets and falling profit rates at

home, it takes little urging. The
International Monetary Fund, as inter-

national economic policeman, works to

restabilize national economies that run
too big a trade imbalance, fall behind in

debt payments, or bog down in any way
that might jeopardize Western inter-

ests.

With these overall perspectives no one
has written more in the last few years
than C. Fred Bergsten, once of Brook-
ings Institute and the Trilateral Com-
mission, now Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury for International Economic
Affairs. A 1976 Trilateral paper, “The
Reform of International Institutions,”
shows his basic incremental reform
approach and the underlying flavor of
the Trilateral universe. The phrases
“international stability,” “a world safe
for interdependence,” and “the impera-
tives of interdependence” recur fre-
quently. He does not see a single world
economy. But the origins and perpetu-
ation of poverty for 3/4 of the globe
remain outside his vision of a system at
work. His is an economics as if people do
not matter, for people are not there.
Not all Western voices assume such a

basic harmony of interests between the
West and the Third World. Among the
most substantive other Western efforts
are those of the International Labor
Office and the United Nations. Wassily
Leontief has been directing a major
project at the U.N., “The Structure of
the World Economy,” about to be issued
by Oxford University Press. Building
on massive mathematical models, it sets
out alternative scenarios for the period
1970 - 2000. One critical assumption
concerns a concrete goal of greater
equity, reducing the average income
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gap between industrial and poor coun-

tries from 12 - 1 to 7 - 1 over these three

decades. While Leontief sees the need
for drastic social and institutional

changes, he shares the prevailing
preferences for more foreign aid and
trade as core parts of the solution for the
poor countries.

Mahbub A1 Haq, Director of Policy

Planning at the World Bank, abandons
these orthodoxies and many others in

The Poverty Curtain (September, 1976
from Columbia University Press). He
calls market forces indifferentor hostile

to poor countries and the poor in a
country. He argues for a strategy of self-

reliance wherein a poor nation should

(1) “not introduce any consumption
goods which cannot be shared by the
vast majority of the population at that
particular stage of development; (2)

make maximum use of local resources
and technology; (3) make minimum use
of foreign assistance; and (4) deliber-
ately unlink itself from past dependent
relationships."

The Poverty Curtain is a remarkable
document also in its intimate portrait of
the intellectual growth of an orthodox
classical economist when faced with the
real world. Sadly, it also reflects a lack
of understanding of the unfolding
historical processes and how they are
guided. There is not a true systematic
analysis of forces at work, as is

demonstrated, for example, by the
approach of English sociologist-theo-
logian Charles Elliott in his superlative
book on development blockages—Pat-
terns of Poverty in the Third World
(Praeger, 1975).

There is work going outside the
United States, based on far more
complete historical models, which ar-
gues, therefore, far different theses to
explain the creation of maldistributed
wealth and power. Its roots lie predom-
inantly in Marxist traditions, although
Marx himself had relatively little to say
about relations between Europe and the
third World. Such work is as yet little
known in the United States.
Foremost among these analysts,

and perhaps the premier Third Wori
scholar is Samir Amin, Director of the
U.N.-sponsored African Institute for
Economic Development in Dakar, Sene-
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the Third World (called the periphery).

In particular he is concerned with the

role of unequal exchange as the most

elementary process in the blockage of

Third World development, especially

after 1880. It is worth exploring

unequal exchange both for its inherent

importance and as an example of the

historical and empirical basis of his

work. It clearly illustrates Amin’s point

about the ideological nature of classical

capitalist economics.

The mutual benefit of international

trade in classical economics is based on

the example of Renaissance England

trading cloth for the wine of Re-

naissance Portugal. The two societies

were at roughly equal levels of devel-

opment and technology. Wages and the

efficiency of labor were comparable.

Neither country could dominate or

monopolize the market. A relatively

equal exchange took place.

But in the 20th century none of these

conditions exist in trade between the

Third World and the industrial soci-

eties. Such exchanges are thus inher-

ently unequal, transferring value from

the less modern, low wage societies to

the more modern ones. Little wonder

that the core of the Western devel-

opment model endlessly forced on poor

nations by the International Monetary

Fund and the World Bank (both

controlled by the West) is to enlarge

foreign trade as the way to progress.

Samir Amin is less given to pre-

scription than to historical analysis. He
reverses conventional assumptions to

argue that it is more the level of wages
than the nature of supply and demand
that determine profits and production.

Exploring the changes of wages and

prices and the development of mono-
polies over the last century, Amin traces

how the need to find new ways to raise

the level of profits in industrial societies

led to the export of capital to the Third

World and to the structuring of those

societies for the needs of the rich

nations.

That structuring, called “devel-

opment” today, began as early as the

16th century in parts of Latin America
but not until the 20th century for parts

of Africa. The West seeks minerals,

agricultural goods, and cheap labor

with modern means. These require

modern roads, facilities, and personnel.

The poor nation is drawn into investing

a disproportionate capital investment

into that which facilitates exporting.

This leads to a new bureaucratic and
economic elite who spend high salaries

in part on imports (more value loss by
unequal exchange) and in part on
services. Urbanization happens too

quickly for the food supply or urban
employment to keep up. A very unbal-

anced, outward-directed and controlled,

socially irresponsible economy results.
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Thus by unequal exchange and

structural domination the development

of poor nations, compared to the

balanced, self-generating development

of the West, was and remains blocked.

Third World poverty thus cannot be

measurably removed without founding

a new international economic order. But

most such advocates do not seem to have

read or understood Amin, nor is it in the

personal interest of very many to do so;

those who are prone to read are wealthy

enough to enjoy the status quo.

There is a final school of economic

thought and practice that departs even

America holds
that “natural”
economic laws
mean that for the
poor nations to

progress, the
West must
remain
prosperous. The
nonwestern
world disagrees.

further from current Western models.

It is the autarchic path of Burma and

China in the 1950’s and 60’s and of

Cambodia today. In Burma’s case there

was no coercion applied, and virtually

no progress resulted. China’s progress

has been widely documented. Cambod-
ia’s extreme dependence on U.S. aid

until 1975 forced a high degree of

coercion to get people back to the land.

Apparently widespread starvation was
avoided. Western media focuses on the

totalitarian elements of this model and

ignores its full social consequences. Both

East and West still seek the proper

balance between freedom and social

responsibility. Indeed, humanity pro-

bably faces no greater dilemma.
This represents the spectrum of

prevailing debate and prescription for

the future of the world economy and the

alleviation of world poverty. One should

not expect, however, that many of the

participants or decision makers have
actually read very far across this

spectrum or know many of the works
cited. In the real world of Washington,
decision makers and their aides, people

don’t read or grow very much.
Why? Most of these people work for

large bureaucracies. Large bureaucra-
cies are concerned not with new ideas,

but with self-justification, perpetuation

and power. Toward these ends they

generate endless pen-pushing work.

This occupies time. As a result, time for

independent inquiry disappears. The

status quo goes unchallenged.

Just because the gap between rich and

poor continues to grow, as the World

Bank admits, that does not encourage

any aid agency to penalize people for

failure. No one even seems willing to try

to establish some criteria to measure

success. And symbiotic needs of the

World Bank, the International Mone-

tary Fund, and national governments to

maintain credibility lead them to keep

secret as much embarassing economic

data as possible, and thus avoid external

critique.

The American people are thus left

with a collection of new/old faces

masking a world model—a model under

increasing worldwide challenge. That

model reflects the groups and forces

behind the Trilateral Commission—
notably multinational corporations. The

pattern of domination is part the active

collaboration of the self-interested and

part the tacit, even unwitting, co-

operation of people sharing the same

values and perceptions about what

constitutes a “natural” order of progress.

But is there a natural order that some,

mostly Western and white, people

should be rich and most, and mostly

Third World and nonwhite, people

should be poor? Or are there historical

processes guiding world history that

were created by some people, but can be

changed by others? Such questions will

not be raised by the Trilateral winners,

who have neither incentive, time, nor

intellectual tools to do so. This leaves it

to the conscience of other individuals.

What is required is the courage to apply

creativity and ethical norms to every

level and kind of political and economic

discussion and decision making.

Until then, bureaucratic, economic

and personal self interest will mesh
comfortably to blur and then disin-

tegrate ethical impulses. Linguistic

conventions will add to the conspiracy.

Curiously self-serving norms will define

what is political and what is not. All of

this will work against tangible action

for a more socially responsible world.

And one will be left with the kind of

elegantly depersonalized approach to

human misery exemplified by this

recent World Bank discussion of Zaire:

“About one-third of the rural population
suffer from insufficient caloric intake;

and more seriously, a grave shortage of

protein is characteristic of most of the

population of the country.”

So who said it would be easy?

Guy Gran
,
formerly with the Indochina

Resource Center, is a freelance con-
sultant on international economic af-

fairs. His article, “What price peace in
Namibia?” appeared in the December
issue.



critique

Christians
__ and
Marxists*.

The debate goes on.

by Thomas Finger

I
s any alliance possible be-

tween an atheistic, materi-

alistic, despotic, and violent

system and one which af-

firms God, the spiritual

world, freedom, and suf-

fering love? Clearly, many
Americans perceive the relationship

between Marxism and Christianity in

such terms. For many, the word “Marx-
ism” operates as an emotive signal, un-

leashing ghastly images of slave labor

camps, secret police and robot pop-

ulations. Calm discussion of the theories

and movements the word denotes

becomes impossible. Evidence that any
“Christian” group is seriously studying

Marx becomes proof positive of its

apostasy.

Still, labor camps, secret police and
suppressed peoples do exist under
Marxist regimes mouthing glorious

slogans of humanization and justice.

Upon hearing that Latin America’s
popular “liberation theologies” often

urge cooperation with Marxists, most
Americans are understandably per-

plexed. Is “liberation theology” just one

more infamous example of Christendom
adopting a secular ideology and “bap-

tizing” it with a few scattered texts? Or
might there be a genuine path from

biblical revelation to at least some

Marxist tenets? If so, how might
committed Christians apply Marxist
insights? These are our major questions.

Though many liberation theologians
share its general perspective, Jose
Miguez Bonino’s latest book wrestles
more deeply and delicately with these
issues than most. Essential to his

treatment is his focus, not primarily on
issues of theory—on Christianity and
Marxism as doctrinal systems—but on
those of practice—on possibilities and
limits of cooperative action. Indeed, he
tells us, in Latin America Christians

and Marxists— to their mutual sur-

prise—have found themselves working
together to eliminate injustices. Dia-

logue and theoretical definitions have

arisen from this cooperation. (This

contrasts with Europe, where a“Christ-

ian-Marxist Dialogue” has preceded

cooperative attempts.)

Nevertheless, practical questions en-

gender questions of truth. Perhaps the

key facilitating Miguez’s rapproche-

ment between Christians and Marxists

is his notion of “truth.”

We normally think that truth has to do

with ideas or statements: a statement is

true if it correctly describes a state of

affairs or a proper course of action.

Further, for the standard view, know-

ledge precedes action and is distinct

from it. To act correctly, we must first

know the truth. Then, in a second step,

we may or may not apply it.

But for Miguez, active involvement in

our world precedes knowledge. True
knowledge must: 1 ) arise as reflection on
action and 2) guide further action (or

praxis). An idea is true if it leads to

meaningful results. Truth does not
mirror the world passively, but is an
active force transforming it.

Miguez’s formulation is indebted to

Marx. It has parallels in pragmatic,
existential, process, and other phi-

losophies. Does it, then, become a

criterion for purging from scripture the

things he dislikes and bludgeoning the

remainder into Marxian conformity?

Miguez says no. For we know about

God only through “specific manifesta-

tions and concrete demands in which

God comes—and has come— to us.”

Consequently, “we cannot evade the

need to look carefully to particular

Biblical passages because we have no

other source of final knowledge of God
that his own self-identification in Jesus

Christ. And this knowledge is not

available to us except in the witness of

the Old and New Testaments.”

Thus Miguez turns to scripture

(though his exegesis is indebted to

Miranda’s Marx and the Bible). Ex-

amining such texts as Jeremiah 9:23,

22:16, Hosea 4:1-6 and Isaiah 11:9,

M iguez concludes that, for the prophets,

to know God is to practice justice and

mercy. Turning to John, he argues that

“new life in Christ” and obeying Christ’s

commandments are nothing other than

loving (cf. John 15:17). And John



equates love and justice (I John 2:29,

3:10, 4:7).

Consequently, acting justly is no mere
consequence of knowing God (as the

traditional view, which separates the

two and makes knowing prior, would

have it). Rather, “obedience is our

knowledge of God. There is not a

separate noetic moment in our rela-

tionship to God.”

Let us evaluate this epistemology

later. For now we observe that Miguez,

by presenting Christianity as more
nearly a pursuing of justice than a

system of doctrine, has brought it closer

to Marxist concerns. Now, with Mi-

guez’s notion of truth, let us suppose that

Marx’s theories themselves are insep-

arable from praxis. Then they must be

seen “as an attempt to analyse the

specific conditions and relations ob-

taining in a particular society and to

abstract ... a ‘theory’ which can and

should be tested against other societies

and epochs and, to the extent that it

proves true, be used to guide and

illuminate a course of action . . . ’’That is,

Marx was developing not metaphysical

dogma, but tentative, revisable anal-

yses.

Marx’s deep concern, says M iguez, was
the development of human creative

potential through meaningful work.

But capitalism’s goal was to increase

production and profits. Thus human
energies were diverted, and often

stifled, by goals measured in dollars. As

its chief value, money became the god

this system worshipped; one which

enslaved and dehumanized its devotees.

Marx saw formal religion reinforce this:

by justifying the status quo and pro-

mising obedient workers a heavenly

compensation for unjust, earthly mi-

sery.

However, seen in this context, Marx’s

“atheism” does not primarily criticize

religious beliefs, but oppressive reli-

gion’s functions. Similarly, his “mater-

ialism” was largely a functional criti-

cism of metaphysical idealism. In these

senses, Christians can accept Marx’s

“atheism” and “materialism.” (How-
ever, Marx’s critique of capitalism is not

modified: for Miguez capitalism in-

evitably places dollars above people.)

Thus, Miguez’s view of truth has

opened a path from Christianity to

Marxism, and back. Yet, as we have

seen, Miquez intends to ground his

position not on tricky philosophical

compromises, but on God’s self-reve-

lation, far beyond philosophy’s reach.

What, more precisely, does revelation

say? First, that God himself is a

community, a Trinity: “In God, to have

one’s being in the relation to the other is

not a diminution of being but the

plenitude of reality . . . The ultimate

basis of power is absolute solidarity and

mutual sharing.”

This shared loving activity—God

—

calls people into covenants— relation-

ships of trust, justice and self-giving

with God and each other. The goal of

such covenant is to establish God’s

kingdom, or “God’s ultimate peace—his

shalom— . . . which embraces the total

welfare of the individual and com-

munity: health, abundance, just rela-

tions, prosperity, harmonious family

relations, personal fulfillment, faith-

fulness to God, a just government.” Sin,

however, is the breaking of the cove-

Miguez’s view of

truth has opened
a path from
Christianity to

Marxism and
back.

nant: an effort to be independent from
God (Adam and Eve) and from loving

relationships with each other (Cain and
Abel). (Miguez adds, not incidentally,

that a selfish quest for profits under-

girds capitalism.)

Christ appeared to rescue humanity
from its strife-filled, miserable situ-

ation—but not primarily by trans-

ferring individuals to an otherworldly

realm. Rather, redemption involves

restoring the relations intended at

creation. Conversion involves turning
from selfish individualism towards
communal “solidarity.”

Yet, salvation is more than individual

forgiveness. It “is man’s participation

by faith and love into the new realm
opened by the death and resurrection of

Jesus Christ—the new life that moves
towards its consummation in . . . God’s
new creation.”

Does this gospel display similarities

with Marxism? First, Miguez declares,

both view history as the realm where
humankind comes to self-realizaiton by
transforming the world through work.
Both see history moving towards a goal,

a just and fraternal society.

Second, both agree on humanity’s
solidarity:

“
‘man’ is not the single

individual but a communal unity” who
exists “in the context of a net of

interconnecting relationships which
embraces the whole of society ...” For

Marxists, this “solidarity” is so in-

fluential in shaping individuals that

meaningful change is seldom thought

possible apart from total social trans-

formation.

Third, both agree concerning his-

tory’s conflictive nature: revolutions

occur only through struggles of op-

pressed classes. Revolutions involve

violence. Christians must look for means

to minimize it, but they cannot avoid

involvement in movements which bring

about “the lesser evil.” In general,

Christians may occasionally form with

Marxists “a ‘strategic alliance’ in which

there is a common immediate—though

limited—goal.”

Fourth, although participation in the

kingdom means working for justice,

biblical revelation offers little concrete

guidance. Its precepts derive from an

age too distant for direct application.

Moreover, in scripture, truth is so

closely intertwined with praxis that

“love, justice or freedom are never

extolled or required as general values or

ideal norms but always embodied in

concrete relationships ...”

Here Marxism has much to offer: a set

of “scientific” tools for social analysis

and projection of strategy. Here many
liberation theologians distinguish

(though Miguez feels they oversimplify

it): between Marxism as scientific

analysis, with its own autonomy and

objectivity, and as a metaphyscial

system. Christians may accept the first

aspect (as a functional tool) while

objecting to the second.

But can Marxist analysis really be

“objective”? Since it arises out of praxis

and is designed to guide it, such analysis

cannot exist apart from value judg-

ments as to what must be changed and
what kind of society is desired. But these

(even if they be vaguely conscious) are

inseparable from philosophical or reli-

gious beliefs (perhaps also semi-con-

scious) about human nature and the

forces governing nature and history.

Here critical interaction with Miguez
can begin. Even if knowledge be

inseparable from praxis, knowledge can
hardly guide action unless it involve

criteria for evaluating action. Thus, to

define knowledge of God simply as

obedience, following Miguez, can be

misleading. For obedience is action in

line with criteria clarified in those

covenants Miguez stresses—though, of

course, obedience surpasses mere ad-

herence to norms.

Now, if biblical criteria exist for

delineating normative human nature

and the end of history, this vision of the

goal will guide a Christian’s use of any
“analytical tools.” Let us therefore ask

Miguez: to what extent do biblical

criteria control your application of

Marxist analyses, and to what degree
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does a Marxist outlook control you
approach to scripture?
Miguez’s biblical perspective facili-

tates insightful criticisms of Marxism’s
metaphysical materialism. For in-
stance, by grounding evil merely in
economic malarrangements, Marxism
underestimates sin’s depth. Full liber-
ation requires more than economic
readjustment. But what? Evangelicals
might ask whether this lies in the
personal sphere. Miguez agrees that
individuals are indeed freed from fear

Miguez intends to
ground his

position not on
tricky
philosophical
compromises, but
on God’s self-

revelation, far
beyond
philosophy’s
reach.

of death in a way Marxism cannot
achieve with “a simple appeal to the
welfare of future generation, or to the

solidarity of the species ...” Further,
justification by faith frees one who may
suffer persecution from fearing loss of

self-image or status.

Of course, by emphasizing redemp-
tion’s social aspects, Miguez says less

about personal salvation or eternal

destiny than some would like. But unless
this emphasis is taken as exclusive, a
biblical view of the latter might
possibly—though not certainly—be
compatible with his thought.

Further, Christians expect the king-
dom’s final coming only through “

. . .

God’s own sovereign and final act of
redemption, the coming of ‘that same
Jesus’ in judgment and fulfillment.” This
vision of the end affects praxis. Our
efforts are only penultimate. We cannot
coldly sacrifice individuals or gener-
ations to the historical struggle. Recog-
nition of everyone’s value must in-

fluence our search for “the lesser evil.”

Still, for Miguez the lesser evil will
involve violent, innocent deaths. So let

us ask: are specific biblical criteria,
inadequately consulted by Miguez,
available here? Miguez often asserts
that Jesus is normative for our vision of
the New Man. Why, then, did suffering
and nonviolent love pervade his be-
havior? To help us minimize and

1
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humanize our violence? Or does Christ

forbid violence?

Secondly, what does Miguez mean by

the final “coming of ‘that same Jesus’ . .
.”?

Is it, as for many liberals and liber-

ation theologians, simply a symbolic

affirmation that God’s historical in-

fluence goes beyond ours? Yet, isn’t any

more “literal” interpretation hopelessly

naive? Or might the relevant biblical

texts yield a serious, realistic under-

standing of history, like the following?

Perhaps God’s kingdom is indeed

present today, but also awaits future

consummation. However, its present

operation is quite unlike any discern-

ible, universal pattern (such as class

struggle). It is present more nearly in

called-out communities. Evil so per-

vades history’s general course that—

even should the lesser evil triumph-
violence will beget horrors wholly

unlike the kingdom.
Consequently, if evil is inextricable

from present historic existence, and yet

the kingdom is also a future historic

hope, the latter cannot fully appear

except for 1) a unique, revolutionary

act of God, and 2) a negative judgment

on many individuals and movements—
including some with humanistic aims.

Guided by this understanding, called-

out communities will not directly enter

the violent struggle to control history.

They will seek to live out and witness to

the kingdom, knowing this may well

have profound social effects and will

lead—with God’s timing and strategy—

to the kingdom’s final coming.

How might Marxist analyses function

within this perspective? “Solidarity” as

a slogan for universal, violent structural

change will be suspect. But as a

perspective opening our eyes to the

reciprocal influences of all peoples and

all spheres of existence, it will be most

helpful.

Marxist analysis challenges the in-

dividualism of American Christians,

probes their deepest economic and

social assumptions, and opens their eyes

to the Third World’s misery. Insofar as

capitalism is founded on selfish indivi-

dualism and monetary motives, Marxist

critiques can help flesh out, in economic

and social terms, biblical indignation

against these things. Marxist analysis,

understood in the light of scripture and

Christian praxis, can help shake one lose

from the idolatries of one’s culture. It

can help forge a true revolutionary—not

of Marxist vintage, but one challenging

that primal struggle for power and

control pervading Marxism and capi-

talism alike.

Dr. Thomas Finger is assistant pro-

fessor of systematic theology at Northern

Baptist Theological Seminary ,
Chicago.

He and his family are intentional
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“The book of Exodus is a theological essay

in the form of narrative. Its theme is Reve-

lation ... its chief character is God ... It is

the task of the modern commentator to

show how alive, how explosive the work of

this sixth century theologian is.
M

— George A. E Knight

In the book of Exodus you listen in on Moses,

arguing with himself about the impact of God on

Israel. His thoughts, according to commentator

George Knight, are “theology in narration.”

In this highly readable commentary, he takes you

through Exodus, asking of each chapter, “what

does this narration tell us about God?” His ap-

proach, thoroughly supported by biblical research,

indeed reveals an “explosive” work—one with

powerful meaning for today.

1685, paper, 224 pages, $4.95

_ll\\
Al your bookstore or write

WM. B. EERDMANS PUBLISHING CO.
?55 JEFFERSON AVE SE ORANO RAPIDS MICH 4950?

Theology
Narration
iA Commentary on the Book of Exodusi

neighbors of the Austin Community
Fellowship. His article, “Reformed/

A nabaptist conversation: Jesus as ethical

norm,” appeared in the December 1976

issue.

Annotations
by Donald W.

Dayton

John Perkins Tells HisOwn Story

X "Nearly a martyr .

surelya modem
flJ saint."

from the Foreword

by Sen Mark O. Hatfield

A Quiet Revolution. By John Perkins.

Word Books, 1976. $4.50 paperback.

In March we reported the publication

of Let Justice Roll Doum, the life story of

Sojourners contributing editor John

Perkins. Now Word Books has issued a

second book by John Perkins—this one

more about his ministry, the Voice of

Calvary. Though there is much material

in common (especially stories about the

key events in John’s life), this volume is

more a systematic statement of the

vision that lies behind the Voice of

Calvary—a unique blending of evan-

gelism, social action, economic devel-

opment, and justice all brought to

radical renewing of the church. The
book is a gentle and moving call to

others to follow the same principles and
join in the “quiet revolution.”

A Reason for Hope. By Lane T. Dennis.

Revel 1, 1976. $5.95.

Lane Dennis shares the pilgrimage of

many “young evangelicals.” Son of the

founders of Good News Publishers
(producers of so many of those tracts

that have been passed out on street

corners), he is now a Presbyterian
minister studying for his doctorate at

Northwestern University—and has
worked closely with The Other Side
magazine. This book, the author’s first,

is a record of his struggle for a Christian
way of life in modern society.

The first part records two years of

retreat to the North Woods of Lake
Superior to try to carve out of the wilds
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an existence closer to God and nature.

The rest of the book consists of social,

cultural, and theological analysis of

what would be involved in recovering a

vital Christian vision for our lives and
for society. The author looks particu-

larly to the Christian culture of medie-
val society for themes of permanent
validity: (community, significance,

meaning, and wholeness) that can
provide clues for the reshaping of

modern life. After portraying two
possible (probable) future scenarios(the

Eco-Apocalypse and Techno-Totalitar-

ianism) Dennis calls for the “Birth of a
New Spirit” in which Christians will

incarnate the values of an alternative

order.

What New Creation? By Paul A
Mickey and Robert L. Wilson. Abing-
don, 1977. $5.95 paperback.

In this intriguing little paperback two

Duke Divinity School professors ana-

lyze the crisis in the large mainline

denominations (American Baptist, Uni-

ted Methodist, Episcopal, and the two

large Presbyterian bodies) in terms of

the growth of church bureaucracies.

The authors sketch the process of

church restructuring that has taken

place over the last decade or two and
how this has resulted in the creation of

massive national agencies operating out

of their own dynamic and politics—

often at cross-purposes, theologically

and culturally, with the rest of the

denominations. They suggest, more-

over, that the restructuring took place

largely in response to a crisis of faith

and reveals fundamentally a theological

vacuum in American protestantism

that makes the churches susceptible to

fads and demands for relevance as well

as finding the solutions in the adoption

of managerial styles of organization.

Little is explicitly suggested in this

volume by way of solution—though the

authors appear to be optimistic about
the potential in these churches in spite of

predictions that these forces will con-

tinue to gain strength.

Dark Salvation. By Harry V R ich .

ardson. Doubleday. 1976. $10.00 BlackReligion and American Evangeli-
calism. By Milton C. Sernett. Scare-crow Press, 1975. $12.50.

An important part of the full
admission of blacks to American life is
the recovery and understanding of their
lost religious history. The flowering of
Afro-American studies in the late 1960s
still continues to bear fruit in the
production of works filling out these
stories. These books are two important
contributions to this process, and il-
lustrate not only the importance of
filling out black history itself but also
the insights such study can provide for
broader questions.

Sernett studies pre-Civil War Evan-
gelicalism and the flowering of “Negro
Christianity” in such a way as to not only
illuminate the origins of black denomi-
nations, but also the nature of"evangeli-
calism itself. Richardson concentrates
on one strand, that of Methodism, and
traces the variety of black experience in
that tradition to the present. The tale of
the racial splits within denominations,
the role of Christianity among an
enslaved race, and the black under-
standing of Christianity all carry
important implications for broader
theological reflection. One can only hope
that this history will continue to be filled

out by further study of missing areas of
black Baptists, pentecostals, and others.

Facing Up to Nuclear Power. Edited
by John Francis and Paul Abrecht.
Westminster, 1976. $3.95 paperback.

This volume reprints the background
study papers and the concluding con-

troversial report of the “Ecumenical
Hearing on Nuclear Energy” sponsored
in mid-1975 by the sub-unit on Church
and Society of the World Council of

Churches. The authors struggle be-

tween the great energy potential of large-

scale use of nuclear power and the

various risks and ethical questions

involved. This book provides an ex-

cellent overview of the questions

involved.

Jonah, Who
Will Be 25
In TheYear

2000.
Fable of the post-60s

The Swiss Alain Tanner’s French-

language film is a fable for the post-

sixties. It brings together the life-

threads of eight characters who have

(

orever changed by the 1968
student revolution, in whom the roots of
protest have twisted down deep and
hen sent shoots breaking up through
the mundane sidewalk again. The
greening takes different forms— insis-
tence on organic gardening, eroticism
according to the Tantra, devotion to
annual life. Indeed, these individuated
torms of revolution are the story ofwhat
happened to protest in the seventies.

io Max, a disillusioned Trotskyite
played by Jean-Lue Bideau, these
alternatives are poor substitutes for
social change, "Nothing changed after
the movement,” he complains. "Everv-
thmg is just crazes and fads. I see only
Kissinger circling the globe."
The film is an expression of poetic,

tleshed-out social thinking. The teddy
bearish Marco (Jacques Denis) teaches
theories of time and Marxism to his high
school history class by chopping up a
blood sausage to the beat of a metro-
nome, talking of rhythms of opposition.
Marie ( French actress M iou-M iou) com-
bats inflation by undercharging her
supermarket customers, especially the
elderly on pensions.

But as the expression of humans
breaking away from societal insti-
tutions, the film loses some of its pure
cinematic virtue and becomes tainted
by the director’s didactic impulse. Set in
Geneva, the film uses frequent shots of a
statue of utopian Rousseau, and sprink-
les the script with quotes from Piaget,
Octavio Paz, Pablo Neruda, and the

to the extent that bibliographic
citations are run with the credits.

Tom Stoppard’s plays Travesties and
Jumpers suffer from this same non-
dramatic conflict of interests. The
characters talk too much—much too

much. They talk positions at each other
instead of acting and interacting. The
characters do not really affect each
other; there is no chemistry, thus no
community.

One impediment to this sort of

relational development is sheer num-
bers. We attempt to follow all eight

characters’ dreams, daydreams, and
political ideas, without any more than a

sketchy story line. This is conscious on

director Tanner’s part, who disdains

"Hollywood’s mindless narrative tech-

nique.” He intends to stir up the viewer’s

ideas and motivations by presenting one

with embodied attitudes and the emo-

tional fields they exert.

Yet Robert Altman managed in

Nashville to follow and develop several

characters while conveying an overall

artistic idea. Jonah is both too explicit

and incoherent; hazy in cinematic

virtues.it is overclear in its "message.”

The characters are all daydreamers

and some are visionaries as well.

Marcel, played soporifically by Roger
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Jendly, is a misanthropic artist who
draws animals' portraits from photo-
graphs he takes. His diatribes against

the fifth

°

f

h
hUma

i

n
f
e ' ngs remind me ofthe filth-obsessed hitch-hiker in Fiiv

Earn./ Pieces “Only animals have mys-
tery. he declares. “Were the £
interesting animals. We have no mys-
tery. By mystery he seems to mean the
inexpressive cries of whales, in con-

trast to the meaningful sounds cats anddogs make.

In one of the film’s funniest scenes
Marcel convinces Mathieu (played by an
actor called Rufus), a printer and union
organizer out of work who has come towork on Marcel’s organic farm, that
there is a conspiracy to force us all to eat
shrimp—because they are killing the
whales who ordinarily eat the shrimp-
in order to make us wear whale-oil
lipstick and so there are mountains of
uneaten shrimp crowding the sea—
which we must eat with breakfast
dessert, and coffee! All this he declares
while vehemently circling the apolo-
getic Mathieu, who hardly knows
whether to offer his human hand as he
leaves.

Theirs is the only observable inter-
influence in the film. All the rest of the
characters bounce ideas off each other
and so further define themselves, but
remain unaffected. The only indenti-
fiable protagonist, Mathieu decides to

conduct his own alternative school in a
greenhouse, teaching the farm couple’s

children. He plays tape-recorded whale
cries and the children imitate them,
sounding like a stranded seal colony,

pleased with their successes. This idyllic

enterprise lasts until Marguerite, Mar-
cel’s hard-faced wife and manager of the

farm, threatens to fire Mathieu if he

doesn’t get back to shovelling manure.
Riding his motorcycle away in anger,

Mathieu reasons with himself and
decides to use the others’ hopes as

“levers”—to allow himself to be ex-

ploited, to go back to work to keep the

group of eight idealists together.

His dreams of community (in a black

and white sequence in which the eight

have their life-size portraits chalked on

a wall) contrast with the simply juvenile

and vengeful fantasies of Marguerite

(Dominique Labourier), who in imagi-

nation replaces a scheming bank exe-

cutive with a snuffling pig in his desk

chair. The blatancy of the symbol gives

it away as a mere stand-in for verbal

rhetoric, with none of the suggestive

mystery or hints at further abstract-

concrete correlations that a good symbol

should have. It is a cartoon sledge-

hammer where a sculptor’s chisel is

wanted.
Most of the dream sequences dis-

turbed me. Sometimes they revealed a

character’s significant memories and

associations, as in Max’s sudden mental

newsreels of the 1968 riots or of German
troops marching. But even then they
were simply black and white sequences
spliced into the film, apparently arbi-
trarily, without the kind of continuity
between them that could have made for
another stratum of ideas lacing the film.
Instead they were isolated vignettes of
the interior lives of the eight, as unrela-
ted to other fantasies as the characters
were to each other. The haphazard editing
threw the viewer’s attention from one
character to the next and from his
waking thoughts to his dreams, with no
indication of organizing principle or
conceptual line. Political positions and
emotions were set out in a curiously flat,

didactic way.

These failures must be laid at the
doors of Tanner and his editor, Brigitte
bousselier. Not enough attention is

given by the scenarist to deliberately
guiding the thoughts and associations
of the viewer by anticipating and
imitating his responses. So the dream
sequences and certainly muddy course
of events, as the eight meet and come to
live together, tend to rebuff each other.
The acting injects streams of mirth.

Miou-Miou creates her own Goldie
Hawn world, playing with an unself-
conscious zest refreshing to watch. Her
and Mathieu’s emotional authenticity
mark them out as three-dimensional in a
cast of two-dimensional figures, perhaps
because (with the possible exception of
Marco) they are the only vulnerable
characters open to influence and
change. By contrast, Myriam Boyer’s

Mathilde seems trapped by phony-
sounding lines: “J hate empty spaces—

a

womb or a breast. Y ou’ll have to give me
a baby.” Myriam Meziere as the erotic
philosophe Madeleine suffers the same
disbelieved/unbelievable fate. She is

obnoxiously static. This collection of

social ideas only in some cases trans-

lated well into the acted life of the film.

The title comes from a song sung
around the supper table as the group
proposes names for Mathilde’s expected

baby. Jonah, ‘‘who fell off this ship of

fools we’re on,” to be saved and birthed

by whale-rounded Mathilde, will be

their own age in the apocalyptic year

2000. The ironic and hopeful suggestion

is that the child may succeed where his

forebears have fallen short in realizing

their dreams for a more free, more
human society. The final shot of a

cheerful Jonah scribbling over the

group portrait on the garden wall points

with humor to the fragility of our plans,

and takes joy in the dialectic of the

generations.

Jonah is a vastly entertaining, if not

fully artistically realized, treat. It is like

a penny arcade moving picture ma-

chine, flipping through these leftover

dissidents’ thoughts.

Nancy L. McCann
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n the pages of Sojourners and in our lives, we
struggle with what it means for us to accept
God’s gift of Christ to us, to share in the life it

creates with one another, and to give forth this

love sacrificially to the world.

We hope that your faith has been deepened and your
discipleship nurtured by Sojourners. This is the gift

we want to give to you.

Why not give Sojourners to others? (Or subscribe
yourself, if you don’t already.) A subscription for

one year— 12 issues— is $8. (Two years, $14, three

years $18. Please add $1 per year in Canada and
Mexico and $2 per year all other foreign.)
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1029 Vermont Avenue NW. Washington. D.C. 20005
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Malaysia's beautiful hand-printed banks and rich

hand-woven songket (brocades) are famous the world

over They come in a riot of colours and patterns

In Sarawak, an Iban debutante dons her ceremonial

headdress lor a festival in the longhouse - an extended

communal home which can hold from 10 to 100 families.

A maior landmark of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia's capital,

the Moorish stylo Sultan Abdul Samad building was
completed in 1897 It overlooks the Selangor Club and

padang where sedate games of cricket aro still being played

If vou dream of a holiday

full with all the magic of the East,

there’s one place you must go.

All you ever dreamed of the East. All the people, the cultures

the foods, the costumes. The mosques and the temples. The

spice of cooking. The spice of living

Palm trees running down to deserted white beaches.

Bazaars to bargain for handmade treasures The warmth of the

sun only challenged by the warmth of the people

It's all here in Malaysia. We're just north of the equator

On our west coast the Straits of Malacca flows into the Indian

Ocean and the South China Sea cools the beaches on the east.

As traders of old found, Malaysia is a perfect stop on a

journey. But you'll very soon realise why so many people wish

t0

WeVave so much to tell you. About the beautiful hospitality

of our hotels How surprisingly inexpensive a holiday can be

here. Write your name and address on a piece of paper and

post it to us. Do it now You've waited long enough.

Tourist Development Corporation of Malaysia,

17, Curzon Street, May Fair, London WIY7FE,

UNITED KINGDOM.
Tel: 01-499 7388

MUTCH
It’s all here.

Thompson 144B (291)
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so does the Multi-role
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fighter specifically

designed for both air-

to-air and air-to-ground
roles.

In the traditional air

combat arena, the F-16
is superior to existing

threat aircraft. Com-
pared to the operational

F-4, the F-16 goes
twice as far, turns in

half the radius and
accelerates twice as
fast— yet weighs half

as much. Its provision
for radar missile delivery

can give it added
air-to-air authority.

The F-16’s all-weather
radar acquires both
aerial or surface targets.

Its ground-mapping

feature plus the F-16’s

head-up display and
integrated fire control

computer offer the latest

in air-to-ground delivery

of more than 15,000

pounds in bombs and
missiles. What’s more,
the F-16’s life cycle
costs are less than any
tactical fighter in the
inventory.

Low cost. Multi-role.

The F-16.
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Two billion people

Norman Macrae, the deputy editor of The Economist, has been visiting east Asia, In the
following pages, he puts forward some unconventional ideas about how best it can hope to
grow, both economically and in freedom

Tomorrow's workshop
This is a survey about the half of the

people of the world whom I know least.

They are the more important half to

discuss just now.
Two thousand million people live in

Asia east of Iran. They include three

fifths of the world’s teenagers and
children, which means three fifths of all

our futures. The majority of them live

in households with a cash income under
$7 a head a week. Less than halfare being
brought up in a democracy. Although
most westerners politely do not notice

this, the only consistently democratic
country in Asia since 1952 has been rich

Japan, which has continued with the

world’s fastest-ever economic miracle
by regularly re-electing politicians who
are paid to keep out of big businesses’

way.
But in the past decade-and-a-half a

thrilling thing has happened in undemo-
cratic Asia, possibly the most significant

development in the world in our life-

time. After many centuries during
which the real problem of poverty in

Asia has been rural underemployment,
two different sorts of society have begun
to break through to creating full

employment at last.

One of them is communist China,

which has established full employment
through what this survey will call a sort

of “rural Keynesianism” attained by
mistake. The other breakthrough is

being made by the capitalist roaders,

such as South Korea and Taiwan, who
are following the trail blazed by Japan.

Neither group of countries is demo-
cratic. Both face unsuspected problems

immediately ahead. In China the next

stage of advance, namely large industry,

looks like being incredibly inefficient so

long as the present communist system

subsists. In the capitalist countries,

industry is spectacularly more efficient

than in communist China, but urbanis-

ation is setting problems (drugs, cor-

ruption, terrorism, crime) which would
overwhelm decent police forces and
democratic prime ministers.

So many of the police are not decent

and all of the prime ministers are not

democratic. This is true even of

Hongkong (where the corrupt police

have been British) and Singapore

(where the prime minister is a reader of

The Economist
,
who has disgracefully

locked our local stringer up). And these

two tiny resource-less gobbets of land

are the two most successful developing

countries. In the left-wing countries

like China and the right-wing countries

like South Korea the repression of the

human spirit is worse. That sets a

journalist a dilemma of guilt by
association. I found myself overcoming
it shockingly fast.

Dear dictators

During research for this survey I have
talked with a lot of people who figure in

some of my friends’ demonology: rather

junior demons on the communist side,

but ones with better-known horns and
tails in Asian governments periodically

called neo-fascist. I have liked nearly

all of these men, and even some of the

women.
Most leaders of east Asia arc in

politics because they have a genuine

desire to see their peoples advance in

income and happiness. They just have

an even more insistent desire not to be

shot during a coup . d’etat before

breakfast tomorrow morning; they find

themselves riding crises where men to

both right and left of them are giving

comfort to those who threaten to murder

them and their families in such coups

d’etat; that is why they turn authorit-

arian and imprison their “democratic

opponents” first.

Of the 16 non-communist govern-

ments in the area, there arc only two

for whom I could in no circumstances

vote. Of seven communist countries in

the area, I think that only two have a
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really rotten ruling system. But many
do not seem well-fitted to seize what

could now be the opportunity of

bringing the biggest sudden upsurge in

living standards in the history oi the

world. That opportunity springs from

demography.

The labour bulge
More than half of the populations of

these temporarily very poor countries

are under the age of 21. That is one

reason why they are temporarily very

poor countries. They arc now nations

of children (Who produce mainly

nothing) and teenagers (who produce

mainly trouble). In the next two de-

cades the age bulge will surge into the

twenties and thirties. During 1977-97

more than a billion people arc going to

flock into the most productive age

groups in these east Asian countries, a

surprising majority of whom will be

literate. This will be an accession to the

labour force out of all proportion to any

that the world has ever seen before.

If we can provide most of these

people with the opportunity for a job

approximately in accord with their

capabilities—and this is what a toler-

ably sensible political-economic system

should do—then there could in 1977-97

be the biggest upsurge in production

and living standards that the world has

seen.

Surbiton or Calcutta?

As these countries turn from being

nations of children and teenagers into

being nations of initially underem-

ployed cohabiting adults in their

twenties and thirties, everything for our

futures will depend on whether this

Asian majority of the world’s adults

follow during the next imminent 15

years one of the three roads to hells.

These roads would bring them to be

either (a) urban guerrillas; or (b)

nationalist soldiers under some Genghis

Khan (or wretched new bespectacled

Tojo) but throwing nuclear bombs

around; or (c) mainly parents, which

could be worst.

Or may they become mainly like the

suburban Japanese, planning ever

smaller families, falling into besotted

love with consumer durables? One can

think of many finer prospects than this

last—including a spiritual surge that

would make a Sino-Japanese-led

twenty-first century into a time of

cultural renaissance, which the

American-led twentieth century and

British-led nineteenth century dis-

appointingly have not been. But any

outcome upward from the Asian subur-

ban society will allow our own grand-

children in Europe and America to

survive in rather a nice world. Any-

thing downward from that will

probably blow us up.

Lessons to come
By its end this survey will have ranged

impertinently wide. In economic policy,

it will include speculation that the

poorest great Asian land masses (India,

Pakistan, Bangladesh) should learn

something from the Chinese system of

“village infant industry protection”,

based on “electricity before transport”,

and that some of their urban port

areas should be split off under separate

sorts of government (make India into a

hundred Hongkongs?). It will argue

that government-to-government aid

from rich to poor countries (which all

worthy people in rich countries most

especially want to increase, because it

makes them feel worthier) should pro-

bably be abruptly reduced, because it

now sets both politics and investment

into tragically the wrong directions.

The survey will delineate, I hope not

too schoolmarmily, a theory that devel-

opment depends on three main suces-

sive processes: (a) the establishment of

rural total employment (which itself

usually involves—my apologies for

sounding like a memo-writer four sep-

arate steps)
;
then (b) the introduction of

cost-conscious technology and (more

important) of a mechanism for con-

stantly changing it; then (c) some way

of making big business beloved and get-

ting small government out of its way.

Each of these processes is the opposite

ofwhat may seem progressive and politi-

cally populist at the appropriate time.

So development rather frequently takes

place under absurd governments (Mao’s,

Taiwan’s, General MacArthur’s, Park

Chung Hee’s, colonial Hongkong’s)

and sometimes by mistake.

In the political field, the views in this

survey will be a bit more unconventional.

Five examples
The method in the survey will be to

discuss most fully the experience of

China, Japan, Korea, Hongkong and

Malaysia; and then draw the lessons

and guesses for the other 18 countries by
comparing them with these five ex-

emplars. Unless I am cheating, which I

don’t think I am, one would have drawn
the same conclusions by doing things the

other way round.

My principal economic guess will be

that the rest of Asia probably will win
through to present Japanese and west

European living standards by the end of

the lifetimes of most Asian babies being

born today, although with more vicis-

situdes than would occur if only

politicians and planners would (once

rural full employment has been
achieved) get out of Chinese-type busi-

nessmen’s way. My principal political

guess will be that the differing systems

of Asia’s communist autocracies and
capitalist autocracies may coalesce into

a new mix of systems that will work just

in time, with no need for post-colonial

hegemonies after all: perhaps with
communist China evolving into a

Swedish version of modern Japan. But it

will be a close-run race.

We start the survey with the biggest.

Three of the next four articles are about

The 23 and their standard of living
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China, a country which (because of visa
problems) I will only be visiting for

effectively the first time later this year.
But it seems clear from the diaries and
consistent statistics that so many people
have brought out that China has won
through to: (a) rural full employment;
(b) an agricultural policy which may
work (mainly because, like China’s
macroeconomic policy, it is now rather

China’s historic economic success dur-

ing the reign of Chairman Mao was to

achieve what might be called “rural

full employment”, through a sort of

“rural Keynesianism” or “very infant

industry protection”.

Within limits and with regional

qualifications—but never mind those

pedantic qualifications—the rural Chi-

nese (nearly 80% of the population)

work something like an 8-hour day.

The typical farmworker may work 6

hours a day on the commune during

the crop seasons, and 2 hours on his

private plot. Rural workshops, making

things for the very local market, em-

ploy everybody who would otherwise

be underemployed. The products of

these workshops would not be com-

petitive ifgoods from more sophisticated

areas of China were allowed in. They

are not allowed in.

Busy means better

In an equivalent Indian village or

town, most of the women and many of

the men are underemployed for much of

the year. Calculations (ie, guesses)

here are as erratic as the other tittle-

tattle Pekingology on which most

western journalism about China neces-

sarily rests. But J. K. Galbraith opined

in his “A China Passage”.

“I once estimated that you could cross

the whole of Madras from the airport to

the American Consulate and not see

more than ten people in each hundred

employed or moving in any visibly

purposeful way. The rest were unem-

ployed or anyhow not working. Here (in

Canton), children apart, the correspond-

ing proportion of purposeful people is

about 90%.

On principle, I rarely agree precisely

with Galbraith. I merely pinch his

jokes. Anyway, if children are included,

a 9-to-l ratio is too high.

But my supinely wide-varying and

constantly changing guess is that if you

took an Indian and Chinese rural

right wing)
;

(c) an expanding chain of
small rural and suburban sweatshops,

which can draw for their grateful and
exploited labour force on a quarter of

the women of the world. Unfortunately,

because of the lack of cost-consciousness

in its technology, its large industry is

still incredibly inefficient—in some fac-

tories at only 2% of the productivity per

worker of the Japanese.

sample of population exactly equal "as

broken down by age and sex” (to quote

a heading in British population statistics

which I always consider rather rude,

but you’ll see what I mean), then the

(Chinese sample would put in between

2 and 5 times as many working hours as

the Indians. In the towns, the propor-

tions may not be much smaller, al-

though a lot of urban make-work in

China (as in Russia) consists of wasteful

military conscription and godly na-

tional cleanliness, such as constantly

sweeping the streets.

If China’s productivity per manhour

were equal to India’s then China’s real

gnp per head would be between two and

five times India’s. Actually, the figures

available suggest China’s annual $350

per head may be just over twice India’s

$150 per head. This is because in

many workplaces China’s productivity

per manhour is still lower even than

poor India’s. But let nobody doubt

the improvement in the lot of China s

1

1

common people that has come through
the establishment of full employment
during the rule of Mao.

Before 1949 people in many parts of
China’s countryside had no public

services, no medical aid, no transport.

If crops failed, they starved. There was
no redress if those in the countryside

were oppressed by (to take the oppres-

sors in ascending order of nastiness)

:

(a) landlords and moneylenders and
associated protection rackets; (b) hus-

bands, who sold wives to buy opium;
and (c) Kuomintang generals, who
billeted troops without compensation
and periodically turned redundant sol-

diers loose with, to quote Peter Fleming,

“a rifle, a few rounds of ammunition,
and a grievance against society”, plus

an urge to rape.

Mao brought electricity, storage of

food as insurance against famine, and a

system whereby all sorts of influential

people were encouraged to inform

against all other influential people,

which was an ombudsman system of a

sort. Rural full employment gave

everybody an income, on which families

could save to buy a radio, two bicycles

and a sewing machine. It did not allow

everybody freedom to work in the way
that would most efficiently earn the

family most money, but the cultural

revolution after 1966 brought eventual

improvement even on that score,

through the usual Maoist process ofout-

rageous historical mist ake. Which leads

to aeon trovers! al section

.

No more thoughts

Some commentators say that the world

is irreparably changed because a quar-

ter of its people are impregnated with

the thoughts of Chairman Mao. I lie

most logical guess seems to me the

Making things for the very localmarket

China's village

Keynesianism
Suddenly, 900m people switched from underemployment to a

regular 8 -hour day. They will now want to get more out of it
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opposite one.

Nine hundred million of these in-

nately intelligent Chinese people have

been obliged to spend several hours a

day studying the little red book and

other works of Chairman Mao, from

which the following is a not untypical

quotation :

It is well known that when you do any-

thing unless you understand its actual

circumstances, its nature and its relations

to other things, you will not know the

laws governing it, or know how to do it,

or be able to do it well.

The forced feeding of Samuel Smiles

banalities of this sort has been an

insult to anybody of ordinary intelli-

gence and hard going for anybody of

inferior intelligence. It cannot have

been a popular diet unremitting, all

the time. The people of China in these

next decades seem to me about as

likely to be addicted to further study of

the thoughts of Chairman Mao as my
generation of British preparatory school

boys in the 1930s was to become
addicted to eating stewed prunes.

Now starts the growth
Instead, there will probably be an end

to boring ideology, and an emphasis on
economic growth—or on whatever

policy gives least worry and most
enjoyment to the band ofmen at the top.

All evidence from the most useful

visitors to China (the Japanese who go
there on business, not sightseeing) is

that the spirit of economic man is re-

viving in China under Chairman Hua.
“Now”, say those Chinese who want
economic development, “we are on our

way”. If the 900m Chinese on the

Busy today, productive tomorrow ?

mainland achieve in 1977-1994 the

same fourfold growth in productivity as

the 20m Chinese in Taiwan-Hongkong-
Singapore achieved in 1960-77. or as

the 100m Japanese achieved in 1950-67,

then the world market for every com-
modity is going to be transformed.

Smoother than Russia?
A drive for economic growth seems

likely either if Chairman Hua has a

long reign, or if (as may be more
probable) Mr Hua proves a fleeting

Malenkov, to be succeeded by a super-

revisionist Khrushchev (who will not

call himself that). There is no import-

ance in speculating whether super-

Khrushchev will be named Ping or Pong
or Teng, but there is importance in

judging whether the communist infra-

structure left in post-Mao China will

check the expansion into a decent

consumer society as thoroughly and
sadly as it did in post-Stalin Russia.

My own hope is that the course for

China’s new leaders should be easier

than it was for the original Malenkov
and Khrushchev, largely because the

apparatchiks across post-Stalin Russia

were nervous men who had lived for

20 years with the thought that they

might be shot tomorrow morning and
meanwhile had better keep sharp so as

to shoot any underlings who might be
plotting to liquidate them. This was not

As Mao’s troops swarmed south in 1948,

they delighted the Chinese by being one
of the gentlest warlords’ armies that the

country had seen—much more humane
than the Kuomintang. Since they may
have killed 800,000 blood enemies,

humanity in old China was a relative

term. Remember that Mao was a

rebellious student at the time of the

death of the dreadful old last Dowager
Empress of China, whose method of

responding to quite mild critics was to

slice them in half at the waist.

In the first 3£ years after 1949, mild
foreign critics were right to regard red

China’s humanity as continuing to be
relative. Landlords and medium-rich
peasants were hauled before “accusa-

tion meetings” in a deliberately pro-

tracted process of mental torture. They
were executed, or imprisoned, or put to

humiliating work, or mercifully made
ordinary peasants, according to random
local cruelty or sometimes the availa-

bility of overseas relatives’ bribes.

The land was at first given to the

peasants, which was the quickest way
in this great and at times ungovernable

the ideal substructure for a burst of cut-

throat competitive entrepreneurship,

on which (see later) a successful second

stage of industrialisation probably ab-

solutely depends

Less terrified rigidities

During the rule in China of the good

but erratic wiseacre warlord Mao, who
wrongly thought he was a philosopher

king, various awkward neuroses will

also have been built up. But there seems

reasonable ground for hoping that his

system of government will not have left

behind such terrified institutional rigi-

dities, although it probably will have

left behind a desire for a sort of con-

servatism which in China will only

sometimes be the right policy. It has also

left behind 900m proud and (for the

first time) well-fed cohesive citizens of

the world’s most business-like race: the

Chinese.

During his 27 years of rule over the

world’s largest nation, Mao made many
breathless zigzags in economic policy,

which often ended up in an opposite

direction to the one which he had
originally intended. It was rare for him
to understand what he was doing; that

is one reason why, in economic terms,

what he did seems to have been rarely

understood. The next article will dis-

cuss the zigzags in rural policy, which
have a good chance of being a success.

subcontinent of encouraging brutal
local lynch rule. The land was then, of
course, soon taken away again. By 1959
China’s 500m peasants were organised
into 26,000 communes.
On a commune, a farmworker

initially became a hired hand, with his

wage fixed nominally in accord with his

team’s assessment of his worth, but in
fact by local political authority. The
system based on these communes
eventually worked, although for the
magnificent reason that it turned 180°
right round. Mao’s zigzags began.

Public rice and private ducks
Already by the early 1960s peasants
across that vast China were absenting
themselves from the communes for
long periods, in order /to produce from
their private plots more lucrative up-
market foods than gruel. Chairman
Mao expressed the worrying thought
that “the spontaneous forces of
capitalism have been steadily growing
in the countryside”, and this capitalism
of the peasants was one of the subsidiary
reasons why in 1966 he launched the

China agricultural
China has zigzagged back to output-oriented incentives in the
countryside, and so can now usually feed itself
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“great proletarian cultural revolution”.

There were other reasons (see later)

for that extraordinary decision to

become the only leader in history to

launch a revolution against his own
authority. But the basic impulse in the

countryside was to ‘‘get zealots to

inspire people to produce more food on
the communes including for export to

the towns, instead of becoming devia-

tionist entrepreneurs interested in pro-

ducing their own ducks, chickens, eggs

and vegetables”.

As so often with politicians’ slogans,

the consequence has generally been the

happy reverse of what was intended.

In some rural areas the cultural revolu-

tion did overthrow the old communist
party ruling committees and establish

revolutionary committees which gave
people a species of vote for the organisa-

tions that most affect their daily lives.

Peasants with no income tax
People coming out of rural China say

that “contrary to the opinion of some
people abroad, there is more freedom
than there used to be before the cultural

revolution—including more black-

market traders moving from place to

place”. There is also a more intelligent

use of monetary incentives than before

on the common land, and some com-
munes have become loosely democratic
forms of organisation.

When people have some means of

choosing those who take the decisions

most nearly affecting them, they natur-

ally choose those who decide to give

them more freedom rather than make
them do more forced labour on the

communes. This drift towards freedom
has been increasing efficiency in the

rural areas.

The unit is the team

The unit of production on the com-
mune is now the team, often of 150-200

people. The vital unit is not the brigade,

or command headquarters, still less the

commune itself. The value of the pro-

duce of the team (less certain deduc-

tions) is paid to the team, and then

divided among members according to

hours worked plus agreed individual

bonuses. The team is not a welfare

organisation. If a man falls sick, he gets

no share. The more that is produced by
the team, the more each active member
gets. And remember that China is a

society without income tax. This is a

very entrepreneurial system of rewards.

It means that perhaps 60% of workers
in communist China are earning their

livings in a much more output-oriented

way than all except about 7%-8% of

self-employed workers in Britain and
America are doing. Rural China has

created its confederations of entrepre-

neurs.

There is supposed to be a land tax on
the whole commune, but it is dwindling
as a proportion of the harvest. The tax

is odd, because simultaneously central

government subsidises the communes,
by giving them high off-farm prices

while keeping retail prices low, so that

the cost of much of the transport and
distribution is effectively paid by the

central government (which imposes a

much higher tax—or rather demands a
higher profit margin between off-

factory price and retail price—for

manufactured goods). Mrs Joan Robin-
son, the distinguished economist who
always likes to think something good
about the Chinese, opined that land
tax was kept in being because the

peasants liked paying taxes to the

beloved state, “making it an occasion

for a festival, with flags and drums”.

There is evidence that they don’t

like paying taxes, and that those drums

meant to convey a different message.

But China is now deliberately turning

the terms of trade in favour of the

countryside, which (we will argue in

the next article) is a prerequisite for

development at this crucial stage of

pre-industrial take-off.

A scurry of statistics

There are good grounds for hoping that,

after these extraordinary zigzags, *

China’s agricultural system will hence-
)

forth work. It may even have hit upon t.

the right mix of small farming for
*

luxury foods and bigger farming for f

grain, with the same people givenj

varying incentives to divide their work/
ing hours between them. This is not tfo

swallow the propagandist picture thalt

China has achieved an agricultural

miracle because its communes, inspirejd

with the spirit of Chairman Mao, haye
tamed floodwaters and flattened tlie

farmland by hand, to create a people’s
republic of controlled, flat, irrigate/d,

rectangular fields much larger than tnie

traditional contourised terraces-—mak-
ing it possible to mechanise ariid

standardise farming in all sorts of ways.
All these heavy feats of manual

engineering have indeed been accom}-
plished in some show areas, but th£
yield per unit remains disappointingly
low. The best estimates now put
China’s rice production at an erratic
average of 2j-3J tons per hectare,
twice what it was before 1949. This com-
pares with around 1.7 tons per hectare
in the Philippines and 6 tons in Japan.
At IRI, the research station that
developed the “miracle rice”, the record
output is 24 tons per hectare with 4
crops a year under ideal conditions.
My guess is that, except in years of

bad weather like 1977, China can now
feed itself, provided (a) the Chinese eat
the grain themselves instead of feeding
too much of it to animals in the usual
process of getting a better diet, although
(b) China uses far more labour on the
farms than a country with its educa-
tional standards should, and although
(c) total food production would be
higher if more individual incentives for
commercial farmers now began to re-
place the role of the communes (as an
agricultural entity, as distinct from as a
sensible organiser of village Keynesian-
ism, so this last criticism is perhaps a
cheat).

These three criticisms still leave
China’s agricultural story a triumphant
one. Let us draw our first general lesson
for less successful areas like India,
Pakistan, Bangladesh and Soviet Asia—
a lesson which will not sound too
academic, I hope.
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Four steps to take-off
A methodology for the first and pre-industrial (ie, under about $400 per

head) stage of development. Readers who hate the didactic may feel

tempted to skip this article, but unfortunately I will keep referring back
to it

Without being too tidily methodo-
logical, I am going to argue in this

survey that all the successful recent

Asian developers (South Korea, Ma-
laysia, Taiwan, as well as China) have

found themselves fulfilling “four pre-

requisites for rural and early industrial

revolution”, often without their plan-

ners originally intending them. So did

earlier successful developers, including

Britain in 1770-1850 and Japan in

1870-1960, which I will cite as examples.

The four prerequisites, which admitted-

ly become a bit mixed with each other

in time and content, are

:

(1) Go for total employment in the

countryside, at iust~tie moment when
unsuccessful poor countries are usually

industrialising.

(2) Put a lot of money into the hands

of ruraRandlords, at just the moment
when “progressive” poor countries are

usually expropriating them. If it is

politically necessary to expropriate or

murder landlords before gnp reaches

about an annual $300 a head, then find

some alternative high-investing and

above all wide-investing new squires

(like the chairmen of revolutionary

committees of Chinese rural com-

munes) .

(3) Then go through a period_qf

exploiting urban workers (ie, paying

them wages below their marginal

productivity), in order to increase

industrial profits. Unfortunately, the

economically right moment at which to

exploit the urban workers will usually

come at just the moment when they are

most liable to launch revolutions.

(4) Then, but generally at this late

stage only, with annual gnp over about

$300 a head, tactfully overthrow__the

rural sq uires
T
by a land reform̂ jhat

transfers ^agricultural production to

entrepreneurial small farmers, but with-

out causing class Bitterness.

There are two other essential steps

to development, which are (5) intro-

duce cost-conscious technology, and

(6) maEePSIg business beloved and get

government out of its way^_But the

first Tourare our subject in this article.

(i) We want feudalism

It was a prewar Japanese economist

who defined the best first objective of a

developing country as “total employ-

ment, rather than full employment, in

the countryside”: meaning, says JL)r

Saburo Okita with that admirable

vagueness of phrase but specificity ot

target which is a secret of the Japanese,

“everybody somehow kept busy in the

rural areas”. Rural total employment
was secured early in post- 1870 Japan,
partly because its agriculture emerged

from a stern paternal feudalism “with a

tradition of everybody working to

maximise yield per field without any-

body thinking of yield per man”, but

mainly because of the “dual wage”

system which enabled workers to be

employed off farms into workshops at

one-quarter of the wage paid in large

firms if they had one-third of the

productivity.

In the 18th and early 19th century

Britain, a friendlier feudalism and the

lack of modern inconveniences like

transport and trade unions allowed a

similar progression from village share-

out of work through cottage industries

to a dual wage system.

In a country like post-colonial (and

thus an insufficiently native feudalist)

India, with a moneylenders’ tradition

rather than a squires’ one, the free

market mechanism for attaining rural

total employment does not exist.

China’s “village infant industry pro-

tectionism” has restored the virtues of a

caring feudalism, and its dual wage

system (wages based on low produc-

tivity in tiny rural or suburban work-

shops) gives it good hope of developing

along the Japanese sweatshop road.

In the United States during the

nineteenth century rural total employ-

ment was easy because even the bravest

migrants went west to the empty lands

only when there was work for them to

do. The others stayed at sweatshop

wages in New York. The most dynamic

and quickly-prospering section of the

population was that in the wide

countryside. They automatically pr°"

vided nineteenth century America with

the second prerequisite for development,

which is

:

(2) Featherbed the squires

The second prerequisite for develop-

ment in a very poor country is a shift ol

income, at exactly the right and often

politically embarrassing moment, in

favour of the powers-that-be in the

countryside, so that the next stage o

higher investment is managed by the

successful squires or Turnip Town-

shends or real McCoys or (in modern

Chinese) chairmen of communes revo-

lutionary committees.

Both post- 1770 Britain and post-1870

Japan found it politically convenient to

cosset the squires. When Japan started

to modernise in the 1870s, 90% of all

central government revenue came from
the land; 40 years later only 10% did;

there was a deliberate transfer of money
to landlords, who then invested at a

calculating countryman’s pace in in-

dustry, banking, shipping and in the

rural workshops.
In the successful Asian developing

countries of the past 100 decades there

has usually been an accidental political

reason for this desirable switch to rural

income, so that the efficient govern-

ments have often been those with

improper motives. For racial reasons,

the Malaysian government happily

aided rural Malays rather than urban

Chinese. South Korea’s President Park

Chung Hee rested his illegitimate

starting political base on being the son

of a poor peasant. Chiang Kai-shek had

a different pattern of political debts

once his loyal old soldiers wanted to

settle in the Taiwanese countryside.

Communist China has made a desirable

switch of investors’ power to the rural

areas because Mao’s system works

better there than in the towns, mainly

because outside the towns China is no

longer really a communist country.

But in most developing countries,

there has been a disastrous “urban

bias” the other way. It is splendidly

attacked in the opening sentences of

Michael Lipton’s brilliant new book

“Why poor people stay poor” (Temple

Smitn, 1977)

:

The most important class conflict in the

poor countries of the world today is not

between labour and capital. Nor is it

between foreign and national interests. It

a . u § 1* v r
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is between the rural classes and the urban
classes. The rural sector contains most of

the poverty, and most of the low-cost

sources of potential advance; but the

urban sector contains most of the

articulateness, organisation and power.

So the urban classes have been able to

“win” most of the rounds of the struggle

with the countryside
; but in so doing they

have made the development process

needlessly slow and unfair. Scarce land,

which might grow millets and bean-

sprouts for hungry villagers, instead

produces a trickle of costly calories from

meat and milk, which few except the

urban rich (who have ample protein

anyway) can afford. Scarce investment,

instead of going into water-pumps to

grow rice, is wasted on urban motorways.

Scarce human skills design and admin-

ister, not clean village wells and agricul-

tural extension services, but world

boxing championships in showpiece

stadia.

This urban bias is especially apparent

in poor planned economies run by

bureaucrats, and in countries dependent

on foreign aid whose donors have no

means of fathoming that the investment

of each $1 in small rural projects *%_11

(according to Mr Lipton’s careful

estimates) have in most very poor

countries an impact on output two or

three times as high as investment

elsewhere.

The most tragic example of urban

bias was Stalin’s supertax on Russian

peasants after 1928 as he tried to seize

a surplus for investment in industry.

“Peasants”, says Mr Lipton, could

respond in three ways”. They could

reduce total crop production; they

could consume a larger proportion of it

in the farm household; or they could

shift production towards crops so

consumable. As Stalin drove them into

collectives, they responded in all three

ways, thus reducing the food available

for the cities, as once also seemed likely

in response to the first collectivisations

of Chairman Mao. The results were that

from 1929 to 1936 the cumulative l°ss of

agricultural output was around 40%w-
Russia’s already inadequate 1928 gnp;

and that, even by Stalin’s death in 1953,

food output per Russian was less than

in 1913.

Once these figures became known—

and as an owlish 13-year-old I knew

Moscow in that terrible 1936, when my

father was British consul there it

seemed to me all through my emotional

youth that anybody who advocated

socialism for poor hungry countries was

either ignorant or an unspeakable

rogue, interested (if a politician) mainly

in power for himself and (if an aca-

demic) in enjoying the warm glow of

being regarded as progressive while

encouraging people to starve. If capi-

talists prosper in the countryside they,

can decide when it is most economic to

start investing more of their savings

in the towns. If central planners sit in

the cities they are likely through urban

bias to invest there too early; but, even

if some planners improbably started

drawing wealth into industry only at the

right time, they could get it only by

relying on forced saving, and the

elasticity of supply in agriculture means
that such forced saving is likely to cause

agricultural production to stay tragic-

ally below what it otherwise would have

been.

After Mao’s triumphant Pooterism, a

mechanism has been discovered for

allowing a surplus accumulation in even

a socialist countryside to be invested

according to a rural community’s

desires, and it becomes intellectually

non-horrific (although, in practical

terms, still not very sensible) for those

who like being bossed around to say

that they would favour socialism in poor

countries again. But they had better

recognise the third prerequisite for

development, which has so far been

obeyed by most developing communist

countries but is not advertised for

democratic socialist ones

:

(3) Exploit the workers
Since it is desirable for a fairly poor

country (say, one moving above $250 a

head annual gnp) to make investment

in industry very profitable while also

putting much power over investment

decisions into the rural areas, all

successfully developing countries have

to ensure that their industrial workers

do not get a fair share of the expanding

cake (ie, do not get an increase in real

m

Aid is not dynamic

wages commensurate with their rising

productivity)

.

In Britain, we know from the

researches of Professor Hobsbawn, em-
ployed workers suffered 35 years of

static or falling standards of living from

1815 to about 1849 even as the middle

classes waxed fat. An earnest bearded

German sat in the British Museum
misunderstanding this obviously tem-

porary phenomenon, and a lot of sub-

sequent misfortunes for other countries’

working classes sprang from Karl

Marx’s inability to understand dialec-

tical materialism. In Japan the rise in

industrial wages was kept below the

rise in industrial productivity right

down to the late 1960s—so investment

and profits soared.

Soviet Russia (like China) has kept

down the real incomes of industrial

workers through rigid national wage

fixing and dictatorial direction of labour.

This exploiting of the workers is the one

prerequisite for development that has

everywhere been achieved under com-

munism (which was originally created

to stop exploitation of the workers), but

in Russia, where the money saved has

gone largely to wasteful government

expenditure (including on the secret

police), the urban workers’ protest

against this is muted.

In third world countries subject to

coups d’etat there are barriers against

curbing industrial workers’ real in-

comes, because these workers (eg, in

Argentina) can be an important force

in sponsoring coups d’etat.

Whereas in the early industrialising

days of Britain and Japan workers were

underrepresented in semi-democratic

(but largely middle-class) elections,

today in some third world total unde-

mocracies they are overrepresented

in urban political clout. 1 here arc some

signs that even Chairman Mao, when

starting his cultural revolution against

his own authority, may have sparked

in some factories the sorts of trouble

that are usually caused by communist

shop stewards only in non-communist

countries.

(4)
Entrepreneurial farmers

The final stage of early industrial and

agricultural revolution often needs to be

the overthrow of the squires (or chair-

men of revolutionary committees) by a

land reform that transfers agncultura

production to entrepreneurial small

farmers, but without causing class

bitterness. The crucial point about land

reform is that you must make the

farmers rich enough to be high investors

first, because it is nonsense to transter

land ownership to peasants with un-

prepared farms that will sink quickly

into debt. Awkwardly, this often means

that you must take away power from
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the squires only at a time when they are
already a politically respected force.

Often this transfer can be made only
after what at first seems an intolerable
disaster, such as defeat of a nation in

war. In Japan in the 1940s the unbitter
land reform came when it was wrongly
felt that everybody had lost everything
in the atom-bombed country anyway.
Britain in the 1840s escaped with a
tragedy that destroyed only the Irish;

the potato famine forced Britain into

freer trade, which in turn forced
the squires to allow mainland British

farming to become more productively

entrepreneurial. America destroyed red
Indian chiefs.

China’s 1949-51 agrarian reforms,

carried through by murdering land-
lords and their families after accusation
meetings, merely shifted agricultural

entrepreneurship from one sort of squire
to a less inefficient one. China’s great
hope is that the movement down to

reliance on incentives for the “produc-
tion teams” may bring in the high
productivity of small farms at just about
the right moment as China goes over
$300- $400 annual grip per head.

Ifso, the Chinese will have most of the
prerequisites for industrial take-off.

But one sort of industrial prospect in
China looks tolerably bright, and one
looks pretty glum.

officials, received orders from Peking to

treble particular sorts of production
forthwith. They tried to obey roneoed
instructions to the letter. In some areas,

parts of the harvests lay uncollected in

the fields because the cadres were
organising all in the commune to obey
the roneos. Amid undisguised hilarity

from the Russians, which infuriated and
humiliated the Chinese, the predictable

output was chaos. In 1960 the Soviet
technicians went abruptly home, many
in the course of a single week, often

adding to the chaos by taking the blue-

prints of uncompleted capital projects

back with them.
By 1961, China’s real gnp per head

was estimated to be 31% lower than
three years earlier when the great leap
forward was proclaimed, perhaps the
fastest great leap back ever created by a
dash for growth in any modern country
save Stalin’s. China then imposed its

own version of a dash for financial
orthodoxy. As is now usual in Asia, this

brought a quick recovery. Intriguingly,
Chinese macroeconomic policy since
then has been Friedmanite at the centre,
while the policy of encouraging “self-
reliance” has permitted a sort of do-it-
yourself Keynesianism in the country-
side. In most other countries govern-
ments run deficits at the centre, but
local governments balance budgets.

For a certain stage of economic
development, China’s reversal of this
usual rule may unexpectedly have
got things the right way round. And the
next shock from Peking, Mao’s cultural
revolution of 1966, accidentally speeded
policy down the same road.

Although some part of the motivation
for the cultural revolution was Mao’s
half-fear of (and half-sympathy with)
the sort of students’ revolt that he
himself would have liked to lead 50

China industrial
China has efficient small sweatshops, and inefficient large factories

The level of productivity in some large

factories in China is incredibly low. The
best guides here are not the Europeans
and Americans, who go on package
tours to gawk at show-factories (eg.

those which use Lancashire 19505-

style textile machinery in a manner to

which it has long been accustomed).
The best guides are the Japanese, who
go to China to assess prospects for

eventual possible joint ventures behind
politely hooded eyes. Says one such
Japanese executive

:

We visited a jeep factory near Peking
with 7,000 workers, the same size of
workforce as at Nissan’s Oppoma plant.
Oppoma produces 35,000 vehicles a
month. This Chinese factory produces
700 vehicles a month, or at one-fiftieth of
Nissan’s productivity, although it has
quite extensive and modern-looking
foreign equipment which admittedly
doesn’t work. The real surprise was that
Chinese organisation works at snail’s

pace.

rural and suburban sweatshops which
carry some hopes of dynamic advance;
and (b) a small number of large
factories and enterprises (eg, the oil-

fields) which seem stuck in the com-
munist mud. They got there along the
usual Maoist road, by setting off in
the opposite direction.

Leap forward, leap back
For the first decade after the people’s
republic was founded in 1949, China
employed Russian technicians and Rus-
sian methods of planning from the top
down. The Russian technicians acted
like colonial officials; and as in the
Soviet Union and everywhere else their
system of planning from the top down
did not work.

China’s own attempt to emulate that
system was an even crasser failure. In
1958 Mao proclaimed the “great leap
forward”. Cadres, which broadly means

True, Nissan’s workers—besides out-
producing the Chinese by 50 to 1—
produce many times as many Datsuns
per man as British Leyland workers
produce Minis. True, all such compari-
sons are unfair because of differences in
brought-in components, and because
jeeps are not like Datsuns or Minis.
The facts remain that some Japanese

assessors think that they could use
industrial workers of China’s present
high calibre up to 50 times as pro-
ductively as they are used now, and
that a 50-fold increase in particular
forms of Chinese industrial production
would alter world economics and
politics rather a lot. Remember, too,
that such surges are not unusual im-
mediately after industrial take-off. The
dollar value of South Korea’s exports is

200 times what it was 16 years ago.
But China’s industrial structure at

present consists of (a) a large number of Not a speedy assembly line
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Godis an inefficient foreman

years before—hence his cruel and

intendedly permanent rustication of

some millions of educated teenage

children to clean pig-styes in the

countryside—Mao was also afraid that

the bureaucracy he had created was a

threat to his aging self (which was his

real subconscious fear) and to his

genuine continuing ideal of ensuring

that power was not always wielded by a

self-perpetuating mandarinate divorced

from labour and the people (which he

naturally codded himself and sur-

prisingly codded most western Peking-

watchers to be his total motivation).

The cultural revolution therefore

brought dissolution of the communist

party committees and para-party

organisations such as the trade unions,

as well as admirably cutting almost

overnight the 60,000 administrative

civil servants in the central government

at Peking to 10,000. As would also

happen in Britain, this 83% cut m t^ie

civil service had the beneficial effect or

making much of the detailed central

planning suddenly administratively im-

possible, a decade-and-a-half after it

had anyway all been revealed as

operationally absurd.

After 1969, the residual planners

concentrated mainly on “planning (ie,

muddling up) the output of big

factories. Production in the 80% rural

part of the Chinese economy was largely

freed from planning from the top down.

The rural communes speeded their

entrepreneurial revolution from the

bottom up, based on village infant

industry protectionism of an interes-

tingly autarchic sort.

In most of the 25,000 communes of

China today there is a strong presump-

tion against having any outside trade at

all. Outside trade does not merely mean

with foreign barbarians, but with the

rest of China. If the commune cannot

make all its needs in its own workshops,

then it prefers to import from within its

own province.

Electricity before transport

Two points need to be made about

this village infant industry protection.

First, it is possible because China has

put much more emphasis on bringing

electricity to rural areas than on

bringing roads. Some of the communes

now assemble—and most repair their

own 12 horsepower “walking tractors”,

an all-purpose device that could become

of great importance to self-reliant

village communities. To quote Senator

Hugh Scott’s report to America’s

Senate Foreign Relations Committee

after his visit to China last year:

Walking tractor may be a misnomer.

This piece of machinery, operated by one-

man, is used for earth-moving and

ploughing, but also in connection with

pumping water for irrigation canals,

hauling heavy loads, and generating

electricity for domestic use.

I found myself a few months ago

discussing China’s choice of electricity

before transport” with a distinguished

group whose names I cannot quote. I

think this is a fair condensation of their

consensus

:

The sensible men in China chose

development through electricity rather

than roads partly for defence reasons, so

that thousands of communes would be

self-reliant even if the Soviet Union

overran Peking; partly because they

wanted to shift production away from

the ports lest red Shanghai went Mrs

Maoist in any post-Mao civil war; and

partly because transport takes lo /0~M /0
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of public investment in other developing

countries and Chou En-lai decided

China couldn’t afford that. Only the

third reason was economic, and therefore

sensible. But the policy has totally

justified itself by making possible rural

full employment, by preventing the

drift of carpenters etc from the rural

areas, and by saving China from having

any sort of urban crisis.

Next, contrary to the general assump-

tion, China’s rural infant-industry-

protection is becoming an efficiently

market-oriented sort of development.

Communes decide what they want, and
make it unless the imported product is

much cheaper; and they have the

advantage that they pay wages con-

siderably lower than the national wage
scales. This is now openly admitted by

Chinese officials. As a spokesman told a

delegation from America’s World

Affairs Group, led by Cyrus Vance,

although workers in Chinese urban

industries are

:

paid on a national wage scale, people in

rural communes get a good deal less.

During the socialist period this realistic

equality is acceptable. The central task

of communism is to eliminate inequality,

but it can’t be done all at once.

A key element in Japanese development

has been the ability to pay lower wages

in developing small firms than in big

ones. These smaller workshops—in

the suburbs as well as the rural areas—

are the dynamic element in the Chinese

industrial system. Bigger plants are in

a bigger mess.

Big isn’t beautiful

In all the big factories of China, the

workers are paid on eight standard

grades, ranging (with a few regional

differentials) from $15 a month at the

bottom to around $50 a month at the

top, with an average that has stayed

stuck—as have prices—at around $30 a

month for many years. There is no

such thing as wage bargaining. If you

think you should be promoted out of a

lower to a higher grade, then the fixed

wage fund of the factory means that

somebody else must get less. A hier-

archical structure hands down quotas

and rules about company hours. I hcse

are six-day weeks with no holidays

except that workers living away from

their families arc given a fortnights

leave and railway pass once a year.

There are two reasons why the level

of production in these large Chinese

factories is disappointing. The principal

reason is that the Chinese system does

not encourage, or even allow, the

relentless hunt for new cost-eflective

ways of doing things, which has been

the secret of the role of big industry in

Japan. This will be the subject of the

lollowing article.
. .

The second reason for malaise in tne
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big factories of China lies in workers’
unrest.

The great proletarian cultural revolu-
tion, which increased incentives in the
countryside, reduced them for the great
proletariat in the factories. Promotions
to higher grades were stopped for a
while, and bonuses for exceeding pro-
duction quotas stopped too. In some
factories, as in some schools, there was
physical conflict as the workers took the
advice to demonstrate rather too liter-

ally. The army had to move in to stop
them. Some more power moved down
to shopfloor militants. There was a new
caution about ordering people about,
and a new wariness among the educated
against “showing off” their superior
technological knowledge. This proved
hampering to advance.

It also started ructions. There have
been strikes, and possibly sabotage on
the railroads, from formerly privileged
workers who showed they were not
going to allow the left wing to mess up
their differentials and bonuses. There
were explosions in some factories, which
probably reflected left wing versus right
wing rows. A revealing joke in China is

that, on the day last autumn when it

became clear that Chairman Hua’s
“pragmatists” had overthrown Mrs
Mao’s “messianics”, the liquor stores
and the hospitals both emptied. The
liquor stores because everybody bought
booze to celebrate. The hospitals be-
cause out came all the malingerers, who
had been hiding in hospital to keep out
of the way of the ceaseless factory
demos which the messianics had been
staging during their final bid for power.

Big industry in China is likely to
succeed only if it follows the Japanese
road. 1 he next article discusses what
that Japanese road is.

Japanese lessons
Japan has based its industrial advance on a relentless daily hunt to

increase productivity, and on keeping small government out of big

businesses' way. Could China follow this ?

share of investment under the current
five-year plan.

No sort of daily productivity hunt can
be set in motion under those conditions.

1/
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Militancy went a bit far

When I went first to Japan at the be-
ginning of the 1960s, its gnp per head
was that of a less-developed country
today ($380 in 1960), but it was going
to break through breathlessly to above
British levels at over $5,000 per head
by 1977, for three main reasons:

(1) total employment in the country-
side; (2) cost-conscious installation of
technology; (3) the Japanese managed
to make big business beloved, and to
keep government out of its way.
Communist China has learned the

first of these three lessons, but the other
two may present Mao’s heirs with cer-
tain problems.

Cost-conscious investment
Japan led the world’s 1960-75 manu-
facturing revolution because of heavy
investment of a totally output-oriented
kind. A Nissan or Sony factory in recent
years has been an assembly line which is

under scrutiny during the off-production
shift by a tribe of skilled engineers,
whose purpose is to find constantly new
ways of getting a larger number of
fault-free cars or television sets down
through all stages, past those stern
quality-checkers at the end, each year,
or rather each month, or rather each
day, or rather each hour. At Toyota
and Hitachi, engineers are doing the
same, so there is a most especial hissing
at the daily meetings of all workers each
morning when in any respect a rival is

doing better. In non-assembly-line pro-
duction, the hunt for new productivity
has to be still keener, because there (see
later articles) the Koreas are coming up.

This daily productivity hunt is the
secret of industrialisation. So much of it

A central five-year plan is a document
which helps to ensure that tardily-

delivered new equipment will come into

operation when it is obsolete and with-
out anybody having any means of
driving daily to update its method of
use.

That is the story of the Peking jeep
factory (see last article) and the Pyong-
yang paper factory (see later article). It

hits any investment project where the
investment is not the fruit of a continu-
ing entrepreneurial operation, but
springs from some outside study group
(including most projects supported by
government-to-government aid).

Multinational muddle
More “liberal” developing countries
than Japan have started their indus-
trialisations with the aid of foreign
multinational corporations. This at
least saves them from Peking jeep
factories. The operators know how to
use the imported machines from the
start. But the usual claims are that an
American multinational brings with it in
packaged form (a) the best possible
technology, (b) the necessary mana-
gerial knowhow, and (c) the great boon
of a businesslike atmosphere. By defini-
tion, none of these claims can be true.

(a) Japanese experience has con-
firmed the unsurprising fact that a
country will do better if its local entre-
preneurs can shop around to buy tech-
nology in the open world market—buy
one part of a process from one foreign

is imitative that one would have though, firm "and another” comped^
it should have become rather easy. But instead of being tied to only the one’
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eS th3n American managerialVnowhowJapan (like China and Russia) keep on cannot easily be imported into a countrymaking one huge m,stake, and freer like communist China, because AmeH-market countries than Japan (like those
that rely mainly on foreign multi-
nationals) make a smaller one.

can managerial knowhow appropriate
for a society like China’s is something
which does not exist.

(c) Because of nationalist feelings
aroused among students and others, an
industrialisation based on foreign multi-
nationals is unlikely to repeat the third
great success ofJapan.

They will import (or, more budn^s beloted whde^
Wg

plagiarise) for it the most" mode/n me”ut rtZty ^
equipment available m the world. They Y '

Will HplniAr f Uio U « 1 11 _ .1 •
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Castles in Siberia
Centrally-planned countries will some-
times announce in speeches to their
people’s congress that their widget
industry is to be thoroughly modernised.

will deliver this to be installed, without
much regard to whether anybody knows
how to operate it. They will then say
that the widget industry has had its

Old MacArthurs fade away
Since modern governments so often
obtain the opposite of what they seek,
postwar Japan gained from the fact
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Korean road
Korea s exports are 200 times larger in dollar value than 1 6 vears aaoas its competing entrepreneurs have made the breakthrough

'

In the 16 years since the military coup
of 1961, which ushered in the rule of
President Park, the 36m people of
South Korea have enjoyed the fastest
export-led economic growth ever known
by anybody. They have enjoyed some
other things rather less.

technology, and (3) making the business
system beloved (or at least acceptable)
while keeping government out ofits way.

South Korea followed the rules for
rural full employment in almost exag-
gerated manner.

Exports ($41m in 1961) have soared
an incredible 200-fold in sixteen years,
to !>/.8 billion in 1976 but to over an
annual $8 billion now and still rising.
The green shoot is being driven through
the bud by about a dozen cost-conscious
entrepreneurs, all competing with each
other like crazy, all self-made industrial
toughies in this generation, all now
heading large and expanding conglome-
rates. One started as a wig-maker, one
as a self-employed lorry driver who 30
years ago carted night-soil round the
streets of Seoul, one as a small general
trader, one as a small building contrac-
tor for the Americans in the Korean
war.

Yet Korea is (with Taiwan) one of
the few developing countries with a
more equal income distribution than
Sweden, see final article in this survey.
Almost every economic indicator in

Korea has gone marvellously right since
1961, except that of urban price infla-

tion. The export-led surge has brought
the country from a gnp per head of $85
in 1961 to $700 in 1976, and it will be
over $800 in 1977. Half of the increase
since 1961 has been due to the rise in

even dollar-expressed prices, but real

income per head has quintupled in these

16 years. There have been the best of
consequences from rising gnp, especially

for the very poor: a halving of the rate of
annual population growth to a Euro-
pean-like 1£%, as birth rates have
plummeted even though death rates

have fast declined; a soaring intake of
protein; Seoul is one of the safest cities

in the world in which to walk about
unmugged, despite its many drunks.

Korea in the pattern
This is not entirely because there is a
midnight curfew and so many police
and soldiers about. The share ofgovern-
ment spending in gnp—at just under
20%—is incredibly low for a country
that daily fears a communist invasion.

There have been political nastinesses

as President Park has thus made the

charts run on time, but consider the

pattern ofeconomic miracle first.

I had convinced myself before reach-
ing Korea that development in Asia de-

pended on (1) rural full employment,
then (2) cost-conscious installation of

Farmer’s boy pays back
President Park, who is himself the son
of a poor peasant, early rested his politi-
cal constituency in the countryside.
Especially after 1968 he has supported
off-farm prices in a way that turned the
terms of trade dramatically in favour of
agriculture, at the cost of quadrupling
urban food prices in 1967-76 (while
other urban prices little more than
doubled). This coincided with the
arrival of new high-yield varieties of
rice and some barley, and made poor
farmers much richer.

The unusual result was that by 1974
average household income in South
Korea was higher on the farms than in

the towns; Michael Lipton’s “urban
bias” has in Korea been turned almost
the other way round. Because farm
households are larger, income per head
is still fractionally higher in the towns;
and, because the marginal productivity
of the farm family’s last member does
not add much to family income, the
necessary incentive to move into in-

dustry continues.

WMflrrHwami

Korea is quite automated
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In industry, Korea has taken the
Japanese road, as Britain should have
done 1 5 years ago.

Cost-conscious investment
In a survey called “Consider Japan”
(
Ihe Economist

, September, 1962), writ-
ten when the average earnings of
Japan’s regular workers in industry and
commerce were just over £6 a week
(less than hall the average at that time
in British manufacturing industry), I

argued that the average 16-year-old
Japanese in 1962 was more extensively
educated (especially in technical sub-
jects) than a Briton, and that:

This new generation of more skilled
Japanese is moving into factories where
entrepreneurs are currently putting be-
hind each one of them in the larger
factories a greater force of new and
modern capital equipment per head than
is being put behind their rather less

educated and less well trained contempor-
aries in Britain; in a few years’ time, on
present trends, logic would suggest that
they could beat us competitively in a
much wider field of industry than most
people in Britain at present begin to
imagine—even if their wage rates in this
modern section of industry do at last go
up towards our standards too.

One indignant letter-writer to this paper
asked that “when your special corres-
pondent next goes abroad you should
buy him a hat, to protect his head from
the rising sun”.

Fifteen years later, still without a hat,
I walked straight back into those days
when this February I visited the Hyun-
dai (which means “Modern”) Group
heavy machinery plant outside Seoul in

South Korea.
The Hyundai plant concerned makes

excavators, bulldozers, cranes, cement
machinery, pulp and paper machinery,
textile machinery, automobile parts,

air conditioning equipment, dredges.

The research staff combs the world for

the most cost-effective machinery to use

or the best licensing agreement to have,

and then buys it. If new technology puts

Hyundai’s existing technology out of

date, as has happened with the “old”

foundry shop built in 1969, then a new
foundry shop is built next door, and on
May 1st all workers will move into it;

this is expected instantly to raise labour

productivity three times over. Half the

machinery in use by number (but one-

third by price) comes from Japan; the

more expensive half comes from North

America and Europe. Since more than

80% even of peasants’ kids in Korea

now stay on at school after 14 (although

after the age of 14 parents have to pay

for the education), and since the num-
bers staying on through university have

quadrupled in ten years, the workers on

these machines are youths of high
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towns, but most specially outside them
—to run the sorts of welfare services

that big Japanese companies run. This

would accord with the spirit of the

There is now a danger of serious slow-

down in Japan’s economic growth. In

the boom days, when total investment in

Japan was over 35% of gnp, industry’s

investment in new plant and equipment
alone reached 25% of gnp. That 25%
has now dropped to 13%-14%. This is

an enormous subtraction from the

element in gnp which did most to make
Japan grow.

All Japan’s boomtime manufacturing
industries of yesteryear—cars, ship-

building, consumer electronics (except

video)—now face stagnant demand
(indeed, mere replacement demand) at

home. They are efficient enough to win
a larger share of export markets, but if

they tried to use export markets simply
to get the 20%-30% annual growth in

production that these boom-leaders
used to know, then foreign export
markets would not allow them in.

Europe has excess capacity in most of

these industries too.

So Japan’s big manufacturing firms

are not going to invest to increase

capacity. Shatteringly for Japanese
business executives, who are used daily

to seek to increase efficiency, they are
not going to invest to make themselves
more efficient either.

Greater efficiency in investment
generally means labour-saving invest-

ment. The largely-automated manu-
facturing plants ofJapan already have a
surplus army of lifetime employees,
whom they cannot sack but also cannot
use productively even at present levels

of automation. When I asked big
Japanese firms about their investment
plans, during a trip to Japan this

February, the answers were ofa pattern.

Acknowledgments
With a party of other British journalists, I

saw all the main decision-makers in Japan,
from Prime Minister Fukuda down. On my
own, I saw everybody in South Korea whom
I wanted to see. In the past 18 months, I’ve
been to two high-powered conferences in
Malaysia and one in Hongkong (definition
of high-powered : everybody else there more
important than me) ; and to three thought-
ful international seminars on the problems
of poverty in areas like south Asia (including
an especially useful one at Aspen Berlin).
After filling several notebooks with other
people’s ideas and my prejudices, these 24
pages are the result. They are meant simply
as a goad to discussion.

communes.
Unfortunately, at this moment, the

Japanese themselves have problems
ahead.

“We will invest to make the paint shop
environmentally more pleasant”. “We
will invest to meet auto-emission stan-

dards”. “We will invest to make our
company hospital, which is already one
of the most advanced, even better.”

Japanese businesses, in short, may
be going to invest mainly in order to

provide still more of a private enterprise

welfare state. This will reduce growth,
reduce tax revenue, and also reduce
business profits. There will therefore be
a demand for still lower taxes on
companies. The private enterprise wel-
fare state will then be financed out of a
still larger budget deficit—a classic

recipe (in a low growth, low investing

Japan) for a renewed burst of inflation.

English sickness?
In a Japan which has now nearly the
highest urban living costs in the world,
higher inflation will be unpopular with
the voters. The aged (72-year-old) new
prime minister, Mr Takeo Fukuda, may
have other reasons for unpopularity to

come; there are bribe scandals brewing.
The Liberal Democrats might lose the
Upper House elections this summer.
The leading opposition party, theJapan
Socialist Party, is a Marxist mess.
Investment could then drop further.

tea breaks

It has long been apparent that Japan,
having raced fastest in the latest stage of

world manufacturing revolution, would
come early to the need for post-

manufacturing revolution after that.

I had thought until 1977 that Japan,
because so many of its middle-rank

businessmen have been used to large

annual investment all their working
lives, would lead the world smoothly

into that post-manufacturing revolu-

tion. In February of this year, it showed
no sign of doing so. Efficient feasibility

studies had indeed been set afoot to

study whether redundant shipbuilding

yards should now switch to producing
pre-fabricated houses or ocean-explor-

ing equipment or hovercraft, and all had
efficiently reported that it would be at

least 10% cheaper to make such things

in brand new plants built from scratch,

which hard-pressedjapanese conglomer-
ates seemed to have no intention of
building. Like the Australian aborigine
who wanted to take up a new
boomerang, Japan seemed set to bust
a gut as it worked out how to throw the
old one away.
The reasons whyJapan—and Europe

and America—seem at present unable
to advance into the post-manufacturing
age provide a serious problem for the
rich one-third of the world. But it is not
the problem discussed in this survey. We
are concerned with Asians.

To the west of the faltering rising sun,
a new country is advancing in economic
strength—with economic indicators re-

markably similar to those of Japan
when I first went to Tokyo in the early
1960s. The new pacesetter is a politi-

cally embarrassing one. It is the South
Korea of President Park Chung Hee.

continued on page 4

1

Sun stops rising?
For the next few years Japan will probably be one of the slower
growers in Asia
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stage as it had said it would. We quite
realise that we will have to meet the
Japanese head on some day; but their
payrolls are now too fat, and their
enterprises are becoming lazy. Japanese
no longer think or work very hard.”

The more sophisticated answer, from
an official, was

:

“Our exports are up to 30% of gnp now,
against under 5% in 1961, and due to
pass 40% of gnp soon. We quite realise
that a country with as many as 36m
people won’t be allowed to go over 40%,
if that. But we are preparing in the early
1980s to go from export-led growth to
domestic-led growth.”

Domestic switch?
This seemed optimistic to me, and
Korea has lost some lustre in Britain
because Mr George Turnbull, the
former whizz-kidd of the British motor
industry, has not renewed his contract
as vice-president of Mr Chung Ju
Yung’s Hyundai Motor. But, on closer

inspection, the Turnbull story is prob-
ably the best indication that Korea
could switch in the 1980s to domestic-
led growth. Mr Turnbull’s objection

was precisely that he had a plant cap-
able of producing 100,000 cars a year,

but can find a market for less than half

that. The Korean government wants its

car industry to export much more than
Japan’s tiny 1961 export of 11,000 cars

a year (ah, those dear, dead days),

while deliberately holding down the

Korean home market to not much more
than a tenth of Japan’s 1961-63 home
market of 300,000 cars a year.

J “Korea”, those of Mr Turnbull’s

school of thought suggested, “could now
have a home market of 150,000 cars a

year, if government relaxed (a) its high

tax on running a car (including a

sophisticated annual licence fee which is

twice as large in the two biggest cities,

so as to discourage Tokyo-like conges-

tion) and (b) its traffic laws (as a typical

piece of puritan populism from Presi-

dent Park, upper-income drivers in-

volved in even blameless traffic acci-

dents are apt to find themselves in an

unpleasant gaol for a day or two, so

most businessmen mitigate urban un-

employment by employing poor chau-

ffeurs to go to gaol instead). The Ph Ds
among the economic planners grin at

this sad story, and say “you see, we can

switch on the domestic market when we
want”.

China tomorrow?
Could the Chinese swamp world trade

in the next 16 years, by following

something like Korea’s road? Don’t

panic. The best present guess is that

China’s gnp this year will be over $300

billion for nearly 900m people, which

means near to $350 per head, and with

exports around $7 billion which means

about 2J% of gnp. The best forward
guesses

:

(1) China may indeed achieve some-
thing like 10% a year growth in 1976-90
and thus quadruple its real gnp by 1990
to around $1.2 trillion for one billion

people, or about $1,200 a head.
This would probably lift it from being
the country with the sixth largest gnp
in the world (behind America, Russia,

Japan, West Germany, France) to

either fourth or fifth. It would lift it

from being about the 173rd richest

country in the world (in terms of gnp
per head, and on the rather bogus
classification which divides the world
into 2 1 6 countries including the Vatican,

Guernsey and Tuvalu) up to probably
about the 1 1 0th. But

:

(2) Even if China achieved this large

growth in gnp, the dollar value of its

exports would be unlikely to grow by
anything like Korea’s 200-fold in 16

years. China is a continental area, and

its ratio of exports to gnp will be like

that of other continental areas (the

United States 7%, Russia under 5%).
Even if China’s exports doubled as a

percentage of gnp to around 5%, and

thus octupled as gnp quadrupled, that

would put China’s exports in 1990 at

around $56 billion in terms of today’s

dollars, which would probably raise it

from being about the 25th largest

exporter in the world to somewhere

around 11th (after America, Germany,

Japan, Britain, France, Italy, Canada,

Holland, Belgium, Russia). Even if

China achieved Saudi Arabian levels of

oil production by 1990, which is quite

possible, it might export only about
$10 billion of oil a year, keeping the rest

for itself.

The real questions raised by these

quite optimistic guesses for China’s
economic growth, in short, are not any
dangcrsofworldtradebeing“swamped”.
The real questions are one for the inter-

national financial mechanism, and one
for the world’s political good sense.

World Keynesianism
The coming economic growth in east

Asia, including China’s, will not be as

export-led as Korea’s has been. This
will create some balance of payments
problems, including for China. I do not

think these should be met by govern-

ment-to-government aid, which has had
all the wrong economic effects (en-

couraging cost-unconscious technology)

,

the wrong anti-freedom effects (be-

cause it increases the power of govern-

ments against their people in third

world countries, in each of which it is

much more desirable to increase the

power of the people against their

governments instead), and which would
fortunately be regarded as insulting by

countries like communist China any-

way.
Instead, there should be a return to

the original ideas behind SDRs and

and other devices of the International

Monetary Fund. When a country is

developing at a good annual rate of

growth without excess inflation, then

its growth should not be stunted by

balance of payments problems. A
sufficient number of SDRs should be
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intelligence. One of the machines in

another modern factory came from

Britain; it was apparently tag oPf
ated at three times the productivity

with which it is operated on Teesside

at under one third of the labour cost

And remember that in the next two

decades one thousand million Asian

kids will pass the age of 18, and enter

the most productive age groups. 1 hat

is about 10 times the existing manu-

facturing labour force ofNorth America,

Western Europe and Japan combine .

Manufacturing will go east.

Once a country has reached Korea s,

or China’s, level of human competence

and of rural full employment, the trick

for the second stage of development is to

find institutions or individuals who will

strive constantly, unbureaucratically,

taking sensible risks, in order to push

the country forward into cost-conscious

technology.

The entrepreneurs

Korea has found its entrepreneurs in

about a dozen sprouting business

groups. I visited two of them.

Daewoo is the youngest of the giants,

founded only in 1967 as a general

trading company by the brothers Kim.

It expanded into owning a textile

factory, and then into electronics. Then

it took control of a formerly-nationalised

(and at that time unprofitable) heavy

machinery company which had been

expropriated by the government from

the departing Japanese m 1945. Today,

Daewoo manufactures diesel engines,

machine tools, electronics, all kinds of

textiles, cosmetics and leisure goods; it

owns a shipping company, a construc-

tion company, a merchant bank. It

organises, controls and profits from the

exporting efforts of 550 smaller associa-

ted firms. All this in the ten years since

it was founded.

Chairman Chung Ju Yung, the

founder of the Hyundai Group, is an

older legend than young Daewoo. He

was a 32-year-ord garage proprietor in

1945, who went into small building and

became the American forces’ favourite

(because most front-line) builder of air

strips etc in the Korean war. He has a

habit of visiting his factories at 4 am,

and nearly drowned when he drove at

that hour into what he thought was his

dry dock.

But the construction business has

kept him more than afloat. After

building military installations for the

Americans during the Korean war,

there was plenty of rebuilding work in

his own ruined country after it. Then he

picked up military construction con-

tracts, from the Americans again, in

Vietnam and Thailand. When the

Vietnam war ended, Saudi Arabia and

other Middle East countries were ready

to place contracts, worth an extraordin-

ary $2 billion, for Hyundai construction

works in their countries. About 5,000

Korean workers are labouring in the

Middle East for Hyundai, and nearly

20 000 Koreans for other firms which

have followed it to the pot of gold it

found. Most of these Korean labourers

in Araby are on two years’ contract,

but come back for a fortnight’s holiday

after one year. At the end of their two

years, they are likely to have saved

enough to buy a small house when they

come home to Korea; so the volunteers

for the brawn drain were large at hrst,

but more restless now.

Hyundai agrees that it went into

Saudi Arabia after experiencing, ap-

parently to its annoyance and surprise,

some trade union troubles on construc-

tion projects in Alaska and Australia. In

Saudi Arabia it is allowed to operate

within Korean labour law. That could

presage some problems. Will Korean

workers be willing to accept Korean

labour law for long even at home. I

hope not. See later.

to be asked by any economist in boutn

(l)Korea’s probable 1977 gnp per head

of over $800 translates into around **>U

m terms of 1961 dollar pnces quite

near Japan’s gnp per head in 1961 ,
and

Korea’s 9£°/n a year average growth

since 1961 has been slightly larger than

Japan’s average annual growth m the

decade before 1961. First question,

might the 36m South Koreans emulate

the 110m Japanese also in the next 16

years, and pass west European standards

°f

(2) Korea’s 1961 gnp of $85 a head

translates into about $200 m terms of

1976 dollar prices, so Korea started th

Park Chung Hee era from an income

per head even lower than Hua s China

has now. Second question : could China

now take the Korean road, and what

would happen to world markets in

practically everything if China s e

ports were to multiply 200-fold

16 years?

If China's Korea, and

Korea's Japan...
Expect a very large growth in gnp from the poor east Asian countries in

1 977-90, but no longer so huge a growth in exports

The booming business conglomerates of

Korea are watched over, encouraged,

disciplined, sometimes aided but

stopped from becoming politically pow-

erful and kept competitively at each

others’ throats by the Korean doctors ol

philosophy from American universities

who are economic advisers to President

Park. They are as sophisticated as their

colleagues across the corridor from the

Korean CIA are not, but about

equally entrepreneurial.

Tomorrow’s Japan
The answer of one of these planners to

my first question, whether he expects

Korea 1977-90 to emulate Japan 1961-

74, is breathtaking. “Oh”, he says in his

best Ohio University American, I

think we will do a bit better in this next

stage than the Japanese did’’. He thinks

that Korea will reach Britain s present

$3 000- $4,000 a head in the second

half of the 1980s, but is unwilling to

guess whether after that he expects to

go past us fast.
,

His basic calculation is that Korea s

near 10% annual growth so far has

come from “a 3£% annual growth in

the labour force and a 6£% one in

productivity”. The 3J% labour growth

will continue up to the late 1980s be-

cause birth rates were high until the

mid-1960s, and there will be a further

drop in the 45% of Korean workers still

in agriculture (a figure itself down from

a Chinese-type 80% in 1962). As for

productivity ;
“we are only now entering

the industrial stage where Japan had its

big productivity growth in the 1960s .

The Koreans say that about half of

Korea’s $5 billion ofcommodity exports

in 1975 were still basically the exports

of a less developed country: like primary

products, textiles and footwear. Only

the other $2.5 billion of exports were

“modern manufactures”—like machi-

nery, shipbuilding, cars, electronics,

etc—Up 1 700 times in dollar value since

1962, and due, think the Koreans, to

soar and soar and soar.

Even if this lovely self-assurance was

not being smoothly relayed in a worried

dictatorship in a Seoul skyscraper with-

in 30 miles of the guns ofKim II Sung, I

would have felt bound to carp

:

“These are just the products whose

exports Japan is being forced to restrict.

You won’t be allowed to expand exports

of them 1700-fold every 16 years for

long. There is a limit to export-led

growth.”

The more bellicose response to this,

from a businessman, was

:

“Yes, it is disappointing that Japan has

not moved into the next technological
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mQsl of the heavy manufacturing in-
dustry. The Japanese had made the
north of Korea part of the Manchurian
manufacturing complex, while south
Korea was agricultural except for the
textile factories. This was Germany in
reverse (as if the communists had the
Ruhr)

;
and north Koreans’ income per

head immediately before liberation was
probably nearly twice south Koreans’
Today, South Korea’s $800 gnp per

head in 1977 is much higher per North
Korea’s probable $450. Since the
North Koreans spend twice as much on
defence (about 14% of gnp versus 7%)—and also more on investment (which,
in the communist manner, is cost-
unconscious and inefficient)—the con-
sumer’s standard of living in North
Korea is probably only a half of that in
South Korea. And yet when some
South Korean officials went north after
the partial easing of relations between
the two halves in 1971, they were im-
pressed with Pyongyang’s town plan-
ning and clean streets.

The North Koreans were even more
impressed with South Korea’s capi-
talism. They reported back home that
the secret of prosperity was to borrow.
North Korea therefore did borrow from
capitalist countries’ banks, and became
the first communist country to default
on its debts, even although North
Korean embassies started to import
drugs in the diplomatic bag, and flog
them to gain foreign exchange. The
fruits of these intendedly invisible

exports, and of the borrowing, were
wasted on purchases like the paper-
making equipment from Finland; it

was stored in the snow for a winter
because the North Koreans did not
know how to use it, and then rejected
as unusable, so the North Koreans
asked for their (unpaid) money back.
And yet . . . The indications are that

the North Korean government prob-
ably is popular with its people; and
probably would win a free general
election now. Asian governments would
not always win ballot box elections in

the order that would be desired by
Southern Baptist moralists newly come
to Washington. This needs to be re-

membered even more soberly by those

who call for righteous forced draughts
of much more western democracy for

ASIA SURVEY

the much less appalling societies ofSouth Korea and China—despite the
glorious come-uppance recentlv de-
livered to all of us pessimists, and toMrs Gandhi, by the electors of India.

The fair requirements
The forms of democracy imposed on
Asia by the richer occupying powers
were ditched as soon as occupiers had
gone, including, where America paid
in military aid for the myth that a
bogus western democracy continued.
These American-aid clients (eg, South
Vietnam and pre-Park South Korea)
were usually the least successful in
maintaining social cohesion.

All the countries of Asia, except
Japan, and the temporary new geronto-
cracy of India, now have authoritarian
governments. But most, including the
middle-aged communist and the sup-
posedly fascist ones, are at present
becoming more relaxed, and respond
to their people in some degree. Most at
present command the acquiescence of
their populations. There is an inter-
national business sentiment in the
region, which has been spread further
during Derek Davies’s brilliant period
of editorship of the Far Eastern
Economic Review (from which I have
unceremoniously pinched some of the
points in the last two paragraphs).
The sensible aims for new freedoms

in Asia are to try to ensure that there
are some new forms of competition
between institutions, as well as some
openings for dissent. Let’s start with the
new freedoms that seem desirable in
China.

China’s passive
China has since 1949 had an honest
government instilling national pride,

so its 900m people seem unconcerned
that they had no say whatever in who
should succeed Mao.
The main remaining repressions in

China are that nobody can change his

job, that everybody is put under appall-
ing proselytising pressure to conform,
and that justice is erratic. Until
recently there was an additional tyranny
because too much power over ordinary
people in factories was given to what
might be called the “militant shop
steward type”: those unlikeable crea-

tures who turn up to work early, shout
most loudly the slogans of Chairman
Mao, and lead the bullying of unortho-
dox folk.

China could move most smoothly to
more democracy if people were allowed
to change jobs when they want to, and
" industrial combines (as well as rural
communes) competed with the offer of
linerent workstyles and lifestyles so
that people could choose the ones they
want. This sort of competition is also
what is needed to increase industrial
efficiency. The lack ofany plebiscite for
the government might then not matter
much, although lack ol free speech still
would.

Park’s precinct
South Korea is the non-communist
country whose wealthy authoritarian-
ism causes most pain to western liberals.
How far is it “anti-democratic and
corrupt”?

“If there were a genuinely free elec-
tion in South Korea tomorrow”, says
one shrewd observer, “President Park
would win a majority in most of the
country, but there would be a majority
against him in Seoul”. A second obser-
ver agrees, then adds: “But the
majority against Park in Seoul would be
won by a coalition of quarrelling people
who would say they would be less

authoritarian in suppressing civil liber-
ties and more populist, but wouldn’t
be.” A new lot would tend to be more
authoritarian because they would face
the same threats of assassination from
North Korea (remember, there have
been many attempts on President Park,
including the shots that killed his wife)

;

plus even greater dangers of a coup
d’etat in Seoul than Park faces (because
each section of any opposition coalition
would soon be plotting against each
other section, and they would lack
Park’s genuine support in the country-
side). They would also get slower
economic growth. “The great virtue
ofPresident Park” says one sophisticated

Korean, “is that he has kept the

bureaucracy civilian. Under anybody
else, it would have turned military”.

And the military (or rather the

military-run Korean Central Intelli-

gence Agency) have landed Korea in

its greatest present trouble, although

With the love of a real father
This tells of the noble virtues and profound love of PRESIDENT KIM IL SUNG the great leader of the Korean people
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created to tide it over such deficits. It

is unlikely that the excess creation of

SDRs would have to be over $30

billion a year. This would add only a

fraction of one per cent to the world s

internal money supplies and would not

be excessively inflationary.

Human rights

The political problem is much rougher.

One Korean economic planner the

man who thought his country should do

better than Japan—said to me:

“In Japan, the decision process is talk,

talk, talk until you reach consensus. In

Korea and in China, it is talk, talk, but

then somebody on top makes a decision.

You see that in the humblest Korean

peasant’s home, where he is master. You

sec it, and criticise it, in our politics.

We see it in our big businesses like

Hyundai, where there is excellent

research, but the final decision is Mr
Chung’s. This can create problems as

our pattern of industry becomes more

complicated, but it is very good for the

early stages of industrial growth.”

This fitted well with the comments of a

senior Japanese civil servant on the

decision process in Japan

:

“Every decision in Japan is taken by

consensus. In Japanese government most

policies are originally suggested by

officials. Their suggestions then go

through many forums, of which the

cabinet is only the last. Even in cabinet,

talk can continue for hours without

anybody being very precise. Then, at

the end, the prime minister says: this is

our consensus. He is not very precise

either. But action can then be taken in

line with that unprccisc consensus, and

Korea: talking sometimes stops

with everybody feeling he has had some

say in what is being done. The con-

sequence is that in Japan every decision is

mediocre.But execution is then excellent.”

Economic dynamism and power in

Asia are now moving from Japan to

areas where political democracy based

on “talk, talk, talk” is not a natural

culture in the blood. And where leaders

regard impatience as no vice.

Give me liberty, or...
in North Korea, China and

The desirable extensions of freedom

South Korea

If I had been born a citizen of North

Korea, South Korea or China, I would

probably have been tortured by the

present governments of each of them,

because I am rather loquacious of my
views. This article will seem to condone

that civil liberties be granted only in

measured pace to Asians as loquacious

as me, and will thus copy Kipling’s

beastly butterfly:

The toad beneath the harrow knows

Exactly where each tooth-point goes.

The butterfly upon the road

Preaches contentment to that toad.

But the butterfly can take his text from

the relative popularity of the worst

government in the world.

Pyongyang pattern

Mr Kim II Sung’s government of North

Korea (1) is led by a man who has had a

dangerous and identifiable mental ill-

ness for the last 1 5 of his 30 years as a

dictator; (2) has infringed every con-

ceivable human right, including for-

bidding North Korean men to marry

until age 32 and North Korean women
until age 29; (3) has had a disastrous

economic record, having inherited a

country probably 100% richer than

South Korea and made it poorer;

but (4) would probably win any im-

mediate free election in its country

without difficulty, and can appallingly

calculate that it might have a more

eagerly-dedicated conscript army than

either the Americans or the South

Koreans if it marches south.

The unfortunate 16m North Koreans

are meant to spend two hours a day

studying Kim II Sung’s thoughts,

which (as the advertisements he has

expensively placed in several British

newspapers show) do not intellectually

exist. Said the Pyongyang newspapers

after one such advertisement: “Lon-

don’s The Times prints entire Kim II

Sung speech on phosphate develop-

ment”. His handbook “The People’s

Korea” proclaims himself as “the sun

of mankind, the great leader who has

led hundreds of millions of once op-

pressed people in the globe to take

their place in the arena of history.”

Mr Kim has for some years had a

pain in his neck. It is not a malignant

cancer, or else he would be dead by

now, but it is said to have slowed his

participation in government as distinct

from in crazy evangelism for himseli,

like Nixon in Watergate days, he m^y

now be a sort of fulltime chairman of

Creep, and would like his son to suc-

ceed him. North-east Asia is used to

allowing the worship of mad and

declining old emperors, and then

occasionally their feeble sons, while

preparing for different real transfers of

power.
The mechanism of transfer used

recently in North Korea has been to

leave the local cells of the communist

party stewing in Kimilsungism, and

then diminish their power in relation

to the power of the central government.

This diminution is very popular among

North Koreans, who during the heydays

of Kimilsungist cells were dreadfully

oppressed.

Nominally, a North Korean worker

can still be expected to be at work from

0800 to 2230 each day, including 2-3

hours of studying Kimilsungism. Food

and daily necessities are rationed at

assigned job sites, so that belonging to

the system is the only way of surviving.

Each adult is supposed even at home to

belong to various communal organisa-

tions, including the ‘5-unit household

surveillance system’ under which a

trusted party member is assigned five

households to watch over as informer,

and helps fill in forms dividing people

into 51 categories (on a system which
once classified 40% of them as “un-

trustworthy”). Nobody is supposed to

marry or have love affairs without the

permission of the organisations to

which she or he belongs. In practice,

some of the hours of study are now
devoted to selected sports (in which
young North Koreans have some hopes

of becoming Asia’s East Germans), and
the more looney rules may be stealthily

more honoured in the breach than in

the observance. North Korea would
like to switch its attention to economic
growth. It needs it.

The Ruhr went east
When the Russian invasion in 1945
sliced Korea in two halves at its waist,

the communist North Korea inherited

55% of the land, about 30% of the

people, over 90% of the electric power,

70% of the mineral production and
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employment) because it has not got a
rural area. It passed through the
second stage (cost-conscious import of
modern technology) because its ex-
patriate

.

Chinese entrepreneurs from
Shanghai compete ferociously with
multinational corporations who are
allowed full free entry. It has ac-
complished the first part of the next
requirement (keeping small govern-
ment out of big businesses’ way) because
its colonial officials realise that colonial
government is an absurd anachronism,
so had better not be obtrusive. The big
half-question remains: can it keep big
business beloved ?

That is a question which, para-
doxically, will soon have to come up for
judgment in the puzzled forum of
Peking.

Boundary Street (sweeping into China
Hongkong’s airport, water supply and
most of its manufacturing capacity),

thus making the colony ungovernable.
But as China does not recognise any of
the treaties with the Ching dynasty
anyway, 1997 is not an important date
save in one respect: namely, that

international businessmen think it is

important, so that some time in the

1980s under the present system—let’s

say 1985—they would start to reduce
investment in Hongkong.
The worst course for China would be

to wait while there is this rundown, and

while capital and skilled businessmen
and workers gradually emigrate to
Taiwan. So either China will abruptly
take over Hongkong by force during
the 1980s (it need not be by great force,
because with a threatening telephone
call and a decent interval for evacua-
tion Britain would scuttle). Or else
China will announce some time in the
1980s that the post- 1997 lease will be
renewed, although possibly at a high
rental.

It is doubtful if Britain should pay a
high rental, because it gets almost no
advantages from Hongkong. The
biggest remaining ones are the natural
bias of a colonial government with
even a tiny budget to buy British for
public service equipment and the
supposed advantage that British Air-
ways gets additional foreign air routes
(but often loss-making ones) by bogusly
claiming that any foreign airline which
lands at Hongkong is using a British

airport. But the merchants of Hong-
kong might be willing to pay higher
tribute to China.

China’s choice
It is sometimes argued that China will

have to close Hongkong as 1997
approaches, because politically it can-
not afford to relicense this embarras-
singly popular showplace for capitalism,

which advertises to the world that

wicked neo-colonialism brings living

standards on a tiny barren peninsula
and island up to 5 times what are
being achieved under mighty com-
munism in great resource-rich mainland
China herself.

g ml
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If this were how the Chinese were
loolish enough to feel, they would have
closed Hongkong already. It is more
logical to believe precisely the opposite.
II colonialism in Hongkong ever be-
came unpopular with its subjects,
then China would liberate the island by
a single threatening telephone call to
London. But so long as colonialism is

popular, China may as well share the
prosperity from it.

That Chinese share of Hongkong’s
prosperity surprised intelligent previous
calculators like Chou En-lai, and we
had better admit that it also surprised
us on The Economist. The gain does not
come wholly through the usual bogus
calculations that China gets so much of
its foreign exchange by direct exports to
the colony (food, water, raw materials,
some textiles and curios for the tourists)

;

by China’s use oi Hongkong’s free
port to send exports to foreign countries;
and from remittances to families in
China from overseas Chinese in Hong-
kong or through Hongkong banks, as
well as the receipts from communist
banks, hotels and real estate in the
colony. The real advantage to Peking
of this rich little magnet of a country
is that it allows China a centre for

gathering commercial intelligence

about western technology and it pain-
lessly and flexibly teaches China how
next to fit itself into the mysterious
world economy.

Even more interestingly, the Chinese
can calculate that: (a) if they took over
Hongkong they would be running a

peninsula and island that had tasted

the joys of free market capitalism, and
would in a poorer communist country
turn resentful (and therefore Mrs
Maoist like Shanghai ?) ;

(b) a Hong-
kong incorporated into China would
be no more a source of dynamism than

is the present Bombay incorporated into

India.

Would India and other Asian lag-

gards, then, gain from floating off ports

like Bombay as wholly independent and
wholly free market countries ? Ofcourse,

they would. But sec the final article of

this survey.

How to love capitalism

A businessman setting up shop in

Hongkong finds low taxes, no foolish

government interferences, no require-

ments that a certain proportion of the

labour force be locally recruited or a

certain proportion of profits be locally

re-invested, and a government leaning

over to encourage him to make as much
money as he can. He finds, blessed

discovery, no politics. In a normal

colony, the way to the top is to become

a very militant politician and thus

possibly prime minister and dictator

when just out of the nappy stage at age
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It is normal to smooth deals with much
business hospitality, which has a special

meaning in a country where “sex tours

for Japanese businessmen” are part of

the invisible exports drive. But it is

wrong to suppose that money buys

more official favours in Korea than in

pre-Park days. It is still eagerly accep-

ted, but it buys less. And government

expenditure is under 20% ofgnp.

Vote Tweedledee?
The important way towards more

democracy in South Korea is not by

changing some Park for some Kim. The
real need is to imitate Japan by building

some rival power centres to an authori-

tarian government. Two of these are

now growing up, in the Japanese

manner: big business and the (largely

American-trained) bureaucracy. But

Korea, and possibly all mainland Asia,

will need another countervailing force,

which lucky Japan has been cohesive

enough to be able to do without.

Korea will need trade unions, or else

it will create them in a socially explosive
Democracy in Bangladesh
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form. In Japan, trade unions have

become militant only in unsuccessful

government employment, because profi-

able big Japanese business is beloved

by its employees. In Korea when

Chairman Chung makes his 4 am

inspection visits, he inspires holy terror

into a sycophantic senior management

and rattled workforce, not the Japanese

worker’s genuine feudal loyalty and

respect. The shadow of the shop steward

will spread across most of mainland

Asia, I think. There will have to be a

balance of democratic sorts struck be-

tween him and the Chairman Chungs.

A wise Korean government will en-

courage this. Japan has passed from

leadership to democracy with the same

social cohesion as West Germany has

done. But as South Korea and other

mainland Asian countries reach Spanish

and Portuguese sorts of gnps of $2,000-

$3,000 per head, they will face the

same entry problems into democracy as

Spain and Portugal have done. Spain

will be an interesting country for them

to watch.

Adam Smith's bazaarpartly through bad luck. The sort of

democracy which the Americans

brought to a bewildered Korea ori-

ginally starred America’s CIA as one of

the soap opera heroes, and it was in

Korea’s tradition to seek to make the

KCIA even more entrepreneurial. If

you are trying to run a developing

country which is under threat ofmilitary

attack, and want to keep military

spending to less than 7% of gnp, then

some of those dollars are spent most

cost-effectively on buying American

legislators to vote to keep American

troops in their buffer place on the

Korean border (which sensibly helps to

cool a frontier where North Koreans

and South Koreans, if left alone eyeball

to eyeball, could allow arguments

about the proper foliage for a poplar

tree to blow the world up).

Puritan in trouble
This year the revelations about the

KCIA’s bribes in Washington and
Tokyo, and probably elsewhere, will

hit the headlines juicily. President Park

already has an unlovely image since he

started kidnapping mild opposition

critics from Tokyo hotels, and putting

them in prison in Seoul; his apologists

say that he misses the softening influence

of his murdered wife (who was assassi-

nated by a North Korean terrorist who
came from Japan), but his repression of

dissidents is Soviet style. Oddly, despite

the KCIA scandals, President Park is,

in his personal puritanism, more a

Cromwell than a Charles II. It is

customary in Korea, as in other Asian

countries, for officials to find favoured

jobs for their relatives and classmates.

The strange lessons of Hongkong

Hongkong is ruled by a tiny expatriate

elite of upper class British bureaucrats

who conduct all official business in a

language which is foreign to 98% of

its 4|m people. The colony has no raw

material resources, so little arable land

that it has to import 85% of its food,

and has built most of its factories on

land on arguably illegal 20-year ground

lease from its communist neighbour of

900m class enemies, from whom three

quarters of its then inhabitants fled as

traitors 28 years ago. That flight

quadrupled Hongkong’s population

overnight—from 600,000 at the end of

the Japanese war to 2.4m at the end of

1950—and in 1950 the general expec-

tation was that this vast refugee camp
could survive (if at all) only through

international charity, careful planning

and huge welfare handouts.

The colonial officials met this crisis

with precisely the opposite policy. There
has been no international aid to Hong-
kong, but until the sterling area

fortunately collapsed there was far too

much international aid from Hongkong
that helped to debilitate Britain. There
is no planning, but an internal policy

which an official handbook has boasted

makes “Hongkong probably the only

territory still completely faithful to

liberal economic policies of free enter-

prise and free trade”, which has kept

public expenditure to a tiny 14% of

gnp. Subsidisation of lame ducks does

not exist, in either the public or private

sector. Says Hongkong’s ablest recent

chronicler “The provision of electricity,

gas, telephones and public transport is

left to private companies. Where ser-

vices are provided by government,

either a handsome profit is made
(eg, the post office, the railway, airport,

car parks) or an attempt is made to

recover the greater part of the cost

from the actual users (eg, the water

supply, housing, Trade Development
Council, the Tourist Association)” .

.

Economic policy turned most especi-

ally right-wing while Britain’s Labour
government of 1964-70 was nominally
in charge. Selsdon man on the south

coast of China was wholly successful.

Hongkong in the pattern
Hongkong maintained an average an-
nual real growth rate of 9% from
1963-70, and of over 6% so far through
the 1970s despite a screeching stop
(including stark reductions in some
workers’ wages) during the world
recession in 1974-75. The 4Jm people of

Hongkong now have a gnp of about
$2,000 a head a year, and on present
trends could grow richer than the
people of Britain in the 1980s.
Hongkong passed easily through the

first stage of development (rural total

See “The Government and Politics of Hong
Kong”, by N. J. Miners, OUP. I found this the
best textbook before going to Hongkong, and
still found myself pinching most points from it

even after being there.
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rubber research estates have already
invented trees which can produce nearly
four times as much rubber a year as the
average present tree on a Malaysian
smallholding, which means ten times as
much as the average present tree in
Indonesia. Replanting of rubber trees is
enthusiastic when prices are high, and
any artificial boost to the rubber price
would lead quickly to a smugglable-out
rubber mountain.
My guess is that ten years after the

next surge in replanting of much-
improved rubber trees, nearly all the
rubber conceivably needed will be
producable by elderly Malays (or
inhabitants of poorer countries) as a
part-time job. The Malaysian govern-
ment’s policies of rural bias will need to
turn to encouraging rural production of
other goods (including small local
industries). It is important to discourage
too large an emigration to the towns.

Cost-unconscious
The educated young Malays in the
towns go into the civil service and
government corporations, becoming a
pressure group in favour of running
more of the economy through govern-
ment corporations (inevitably with some
corruption). Vast publicity has been
given to the misleading statistic that in

the early 1970s over 60% of the total

share capital of all limited companies
in Malaysia was owned by expatriates,

and only 2% by Malays; so unattain-
able targets have been set for the per-

centages of stockholdings and industrial

jobs which by the 1990s must be held by
Malays. This and ivory tower rules

about the fields in which foreign joint

ventures will be especially encouraged
(those that are labour intensive, that

process Malaysian raw materials etc)

have frightened some foreign industrial-

ists during the world recession. Indus-

trial investment is the one part of

Malaysia’s ambitious third plan which
is therefore lagging. With the Malaysian
Chinese inhibited as well as the multi-

nationals, Malaysia is not as vibrant

with cost-conscious entrepreneurship as

Korea, Taiwan, Hongkong, Singapore.

By contrast, the Malaysian govern-

ment has half-a-dozen of the most
intelligent cabinet ministers of any
government in the world. This is a

disadvantage, because in a developing
country the best men ought to go into

business instead of politics. But in this

land near the dominoes it is comforting
that one star is the extrovert minister

of home affairs, who is in charge of

security.

Guerrilladom
Malaysia’s security problem during and
before its independence has centred on
rebellious bands of (nowadays) prob-

ably 2,000-3,000 young Malaysian Chi-
nese, encamped across the border in
southern Thailand. At any one time
about 300 are active in Malaysia,
carrying bombs for the greater glory of
the revolution or (increasingly) drugs to
sell to hippies on the black market. The
involvement with the drug culture has
made political banditry slightly more
multiracial, with one result that it has
become even easier to put government
informers in all the guerrilla bands.

Earlier in Ghazali’s term as home
affairs minister, some of the Malaysian
communist party’s guerrilla chiefs issued
a gruesome Herod decree: they ordered
the execution of all their recent recruits
over the age of 12, in the hope of killing
the Malaysian spies with the rest. This
order was naturally unpopular with
groups containing many recent recruits
and spies, so they split with communist
enthusiasm in bands—called (eg)

Malaysian Communist Party (Marxist-
Leninist). The splits sounded good
news, especially as the comrades in-

formed eagerly against each other.

Vietnam after the 30-year war
But the Malaysian Chinese guerrillas
against Malaysia have traditionally

looked for support to Peking, which has
traditionally responded with only a
polite minimum of aid. The other bands
are now searching high and very low
for aid from Russia, Vietnam, Cuba,
North Korea, the Mafia, anywhere. If

(say) North Korea tried to play a small-
scale Guba-Angola on the Thai-Malay-
sian border, would China have to

support its Malaysian Chinese com-
munists, whom the Marxists-Leninists

were killing while both killed Malays?
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I he good news is that in triumphant,
heavily-armed, military-efficient Viet-
nam, which has had the usual internal
communist struggle between messianics
and pragmatists, the pragmatists have
so far won. The victorious soldiers
returning from the south are telling their
villages how rich under capitalism the
south had become, and new Vietnam
now needs to get richer quickly because
the southerners are bound to remember
that too.

The governments of the Association
ofSouth-east Asian Nations (the success-
ful ASEAN group—Malaysia, Thai-
land, Singapore, Indonesia, the Philip-
pines) are eager to bring Vietnam into
any free world organisations that could
help make it richer. That welcome is

extended even by the shrilly anti-
communist new government of Thai-
land, which could look to be the
tempting next domino for communism
to puff over. With 400,000 drug addicts
among its young people, it is now diffi-

cult for lovely Thailand to be govern-
able.

The Malaysians say hopefully that
the Russians have ordered their allies

like Vietnam not to invade across the
frontiers of the Buddhist and Moslem
worlds. If Russian-supported Vietna-
mese found themselves in southern
Thailand supporting Chinese commu-
nist guerrillas against Moslem Malays
who (like neighbouring Indonesia) are
steadily strengthening their ties with
Islam’s Opec rich—well, the area’s old

rival religions, like its new rival com-
munisms, do now make cross-frontier

subversion rather complicated. There
are hopes that it is a declining regional

sport.

North Vietnam's triumphant army isn't cheering



The young may think differently

29 as the colonial administrators leave.

If and when the colonial administra-

tors leave Hongkong, China will take

over and militant local politicians will

be chopped down. They do not there-

fore officiously rise up.

The lack of involvement extends to

trade unions. They are entirely legal,

but less than 15% of workers choose to

belong. The industries that attract trade

unions attract less investment, and this

may lower wages. Critics say there is

also rough subconscious pressure on
“subversives” in a country where the

majority of the adult population is liable

to deportation. Brutal pressure is not

very evident, but it is true that the

country is held together by the desire of

almost every adult not to depart to the

communist heaven that is across the

border.

Generation gap
During the cultural revolution there

was a brief period when communist
China tried to rent strikers in Hong-
kong. They were available for rent as

everything in Hongkong is, but most
made it clear they would not welcome
this as lifetime employment.

It is possible that this preference for

colonialism over communism is felt

only in a country with so high a propor-

tion of first generation immigrants (all

of them coming in pursuit of business

opportunities, not of any welfare state).

Hongkong’s youngsters may be less

ready to tolerate Hongkong’s inequality

of incomes, its use of child labour, its
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colonialists’ arrogance, its corruption

and crime. If they react in militant anti-

capitalism, prosperity in Hongkong will

wilt to the stage where communist

China will unwillingly feel obliged to

take over. But the temporary success of
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Hongkong—and Singapore—suggest

that other miracle mini-economies will

take their place. Independent merchant

venturers’ enclaves, like the Hanseatic

ports of the middle ages, make sense

in Asia.

Not playing dominoes
Malaysia is not likely to allow communism to spread from Vietnam

Since their Merdeka day of independ-

ence in 1957, when so many people

believed that communism would soon

blow their house of dominoes down, the

12m Malaysians have lived in one of

south-east Asia’s miracle capitalist econ-

omies: 6% annual average economic

growth even in the 1960s, 7% in the

first half of the 1970s, and in 1976 they

started the “third Malaysian plan

1976-80” by astonishingly beating even

its 8J% annual average target, which

at compound rates would mean doub-

ling their real national income every

eight years. Inflation last year was
under 3%.

Malaysia’s main social problem is

supposed to be its explosive racial mix,

but in 1957-77 this accidentally helped

to turn economic policy in the right

directions.

The land is Malay
Traditionally, Malaysian Chinese (34%
of the population) run most of the

businesses, while the Malays (just over

50% of the population) run most of the

government. The main political dis-

tortions to otherwise tolerably free

market economic policy are the desire

to see that poorer Malays prosper even

more quickly than richer Chinese.

Since the Malays are the poorer

countryfolk, this has in 1957-77 brought

a rural bias to policy, which is what was

needed as Malaysia’s real gnp doubled

every decade to its present US $750

per head.

The diversion has not gone particu-

larly to growers of food, some of which

Malaysia (a small country which is the

world’s largest exporter of rubber, palm

oil, tropical hardwood, and tin) can

well afford to import. Instead about a

third of Malays get their main cash

incomes from rubber smallholdings.

There are constant calls for a “price

stabilisation” scheme for rubber, or

preferably an Opec-like cartel. To say

this in 1977 is like saying in 1957 that

the EEC’s common agricultural policy

should make Brittany rich by encourag-

ing it to produce much more butter.

The Malaysian government’s efficient

Malays want to grow richer
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about a quarter of what they urge) to
start calling for automatic IMF print
the-foreign-exchange facilities for poor
developing countries which are not
suffering inflation (“if you’ve got 8°/
real annual growth and under 5°°
inflation, then have as many SDRs as
you want”), and for eventual unilateral
free trade in admitting exports from
the Indian subcontinent.
Among the smaller countries in

table I that are not merely hill tribes
Burma is ruled by soldiers who are also
socialists, the worst contemporary com-
bination. Sri Lanka has followed one of
the right policies, in the teeth of opposi-
tion from western advisers: it has
consistently turned the terms of trade in
favour of the countryside, and made it

profitable to grow rice. Unfortunately it

has also followed the wrong economic
policy for its stage of development in
having too high government expenditure
and too much restriction of free enter-
prise. But it is the least unsuccessful
country in table I, mainly because it is

second smallest. Note the high life

expectancy in Sri Lanka, which (like
lack of inflation) is also a virtue ofsome of
table II’s communist group. By breaking
the doctors’ monopoly, Shanghai, as
Professor Galbraith has said, probably
has a better health care delivery system
than New York.

Red Asia
The figures for seven communist
countries in table II are incomplete,
tentative and presumably wrong. I have
guessed China’s population at 900m
throughout this survey, rather than the
lower figures officially cited, because in

today’s China (a country with some
production norms per workers still

dictated from the top down, but no
central welfare handouts) there is an
incentive for everybody to underrecord
the number of souls in his charge. The
income levels for Soviet Asia are the

impurest of guesses, but the Japanese
have stopped believing in any early

prospect of Soviet efficiency in develop-
ing Siberia.

China’s communist model has pro-

Table II—Communist seven
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Table III—ASEAN five
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Singapore

Malaysia

Philippines

Thailand

Indonesia

population growth 2% 3%).

Population Gnp per Av. annual real
head, 1975 gnp growth

per head
1965-74m $ %

2 2500 10
12 700 4
43 400 3
43 350 4
135

235
200 4

Life expectancy
at birth

years

70
59

58
58
51

duced a rural total employment from
which the poorest capitalist nations will
be wise to gather hints. But in industry,
so far, communism means cost-uncon-
scious entrepreneurship. Communist
Asia will have to develop competitive

the more capitalist rule of General
Suharto since then, Indonesia has
enjoyed fast real gdp growth (over 6°

0
per annum), with inflation that dropped
t0 2!°o in 1971 (although it is up to
British levels again now). It has also

f :

i
,

, , . i , ,

1 ivwjo agmu iiuwi. ii nas alsomodels (though probably not including suffered from incredible corruption both
pnvate ownership) adapted from capit- among ruling politicians’ families and
alist lands.

ASEAN miracles
The five ASEAN countries have entered
the age of capitalist miracles. Table III
sets them in order of income, with the
now developed resourceless island of
Singapore at the top. Singapore’s
economic policy, like Hongkong’s, is

Adam Smith’s (“we welcome multi-
nationals, and tax their profits at 40%”,
says a Singapore minister). Singapore’s
social policy, like President Park’s, is

puritan: by government order anybody
with long hair is sent to the back of the
queue at a post office. Its politics are
anti-communist (“remember, we are
only two dominoes away from Viet-
nam”), and repressive of the press.

Singapore’s ministers are, probably
rightly, convinced that only free market
capitalism can allow the ASEAN
countries to break through into con-
sumer societies and contentment, so

they wrongly itch to shut up anybody'
left of about the average British compre-
hensive school headmaster.

In Indonesia (the world’s fifth largest

country, an archipelago of 13,700

islands), the socialist rule of Dr Sukarno
ended in 1966 with negative growth and
an inflation that year of 640%. Under

Population Gnp per

head, 1975
Av. annual real

gnp growth
per head
1965-74

Life expectancy

at birth

m $ % years

China 900 350 62
Soviet east Asia 45 (500?) n/a over 60
Vietnam 45 150 -1 48
North Korea 16 450 61

Cambodia 7 100 -6 45
Laos 3 100 2 40

Mongolia 2

1020

700 2 61

Sources: see table I. Figures for Soviet East Asia are guesses. / believe most figures here are too optimistic

the bureaucracy: there are de facto
auction prices for every sort of permit,
which is why unnecessary controls arc
kept in being so that the permits can still

be sold. Indonesia also still has over
100 nationalised enterprises which (led
by the nationalised oil company) have
run up the world’s biggest debts. Its

students say “even if this country
trebles real income by the late 1990s,
wc will still be poorer then than
Malaysia is now, which does not excite
us”. Because there has not been a
proper policy for rural full employment
there is absurd overpopulation in Java,
Madura and Bali, which have 7% of
Indonesia’s land area but half its

cultivated acreage. On present trends

there are serious prognoses that by fhe
end of the century Jakarta could have a

population of 21m, and become the

largest and least manageable city in the

world. In the Philippines (the world’s

second largest archipelago “our coun-
try”, says one Filipino businessman,

“contains 7,000 islands, but unfor-

tunately I own only two of them”),
there has been the same story of high

capitalist and urban growth, but with

rural guerrilladom. In Thailand there

was another right wing military coup
last year.

One need in the archipelagos is,

once again, rural development based on
electricity rather than transport in the

Chinese style. It would be sensible to

allow devolution (rather than revolu-

tion) in the self-reliant communities

thus formed: including a march to

local democracy through such Asian

devices as the Indonesian tradition of an

elected village headman. In the cities

go for the freest of free markets but it

will be wise to build up trade unions as

workers’ representative bodies and
eventually co-operative groups, not as

political explosion points. In pioneer

industries in Malaysia, a man cannot
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in sum
The lessons for two billion people

Parts of this final article are going to

sound outrageous. Here goes.

Table 1 shows the rough statistics of

the seven poor countries of the old

Indian subcontinent. The great political

need in most of this area is to have

smaller and weaker governments. The

great economic needs are to shift the

terms of trade in favour of the rural

areas, and to allow pure free enterprise

in the cities. With these policies there

would now be fast growth. The main

potential advantages of India (all until

recently most especially repressed) are

the high elasticity of supply in its

agriculture, the merchant spirit of its

bourgeoisie and the marvellous argu-

mentativeness ofits people.

India has approximately the same

cultivated area as the United States,

which it uses to get half America’s

production per acre, and about one

fiftieth of its production per under-

employed man, although lucky India’s

land ought to be lusher than America’s:

nearly a year-round growing season,

plenty of untapped water, and an

additional productivity after the applic-

ation of each ton of fertiliser which is by

now about three times that of America’s

tired soil. The first surge ofproduction in

last decade’s green revolution showed

the opportunity, but India was chary

of allowing farmers enough profits.

The other growth areas in India

should be Adam Smithian (or Hong-
kong-style) free enterprise in the cities,

but with an awkward political rider. The
cities should, like Hongkong, be able to

restrict free immigration into them-

selves. The most economic structure for

the rest of the country, outside the free-

enterprise cities and the commercial

farming regions, would be either to

move back to a caring feudalism or

forward to Chinese-style communes,
which are now in practice the same
thing: they are mechanisms for aiming

at rural full employment in the self-

reliant Japanese feudal tradition of

“everybody somehow kept busy in the

countryside”.

It will not be easy to re-knit the right

political structures for this. It is a mis-

fortune for most Indians that India is

not still split into petty principalities. In

this age when constitutional monarchs

and colonial governors are generally

more output-oriented and canny rulers

(in terms of government money not

wasted) than elected politicians and

unelected bureaucracies, most of the

princes would by now be competing as

slightly more democratic mini-Shahs,

not as playboy investors in palaces,

temples and polo grounds.

But the sins of the Raj were inherited

by its rightly rebellious children. Nehru
was the last intelligent world statesman

to feel there was glory if the flag of his

beloved Indian Union fluttered ever

wider over Goa, Kashmir, the Nagas.

What went wrong?
The continuing curse from the old

British empire is that elongated British

rule taught a generation that the most

successful heroes were those who went

into politics via gaol, whereas in Japan’s

ex-colonies (where the political future of

a gaoled rebel was about ten minutes)

the boyhood dream was to turn into the

equivalent of Korean Hyundai’s Chair-

men Chungs who became millionaires

through carrying hods.

The rural policy of successive Indian

governments during the wasted years

since 1948 has been to keep announcing

land reforms that would not yet be the

right production-increasing policies even

if implemented: Bangladesh has long

had small and rather egalitarian under-

financed peasant holdings, but look

what’s happened to it. And, anyway,

they are not implemented because they

would require various layers of civil

servants to redistribute land away from

their own parents and uncles. So under

Table I—Indian seven
Population Gnp per

head, 1975
Av. annual real

gnp growth
per head
1965-74

Life expectancy

at birth

m $ % years

India 610 150 1 50

Bangladesh 80 100 -2 36

Pakistan 70 150 2 50

Burma 30 100 1 50

Afghanistan 20 150 1 40

Sri Lanka 15 150 2 68

Nepal 13

835

100 0 44

Sources: Allfigures are very rough and rounded. Most income and population figures and growth rates are rounded

up or down from the World Bank Atlas. 1976

both Nehru’s social-democracy and his

daughter’s social-undemocracy Indian

agricultural reforms have aimed mainly

at a shabby half-egalitarianism that has

stopped new farmers from growing too

rich.

The similar social-democrat and

social-undemocrat industrial policy has

been to check a growth of exactly the

new zaibatsus and Chairman Chungs

that India needs, because the politicians

see such get-India-rich-quick entre-

preneurs as challenging either their

ascetic ideals or their monopoly power.

The good news from India has been

the growing commonsense of ordinary

people in reacting against overgovern-

ment which probed as far as one s

testicles, even though the choice offered

at the recent happy election was pretty

bizarre. The electorate did what it

could by replacing a strong foolish

authoritarian government with a brave

foolish divided one. There is more hope

of a retreat from overgovernment by the

new lot, but not much.
The best course for the rich one third

of the world is to see that aid to India is

not government-to-government aid,

which props up the power of the

central administration. The same is true

of Pakistan and Bangladesh.

How to go right

As exposes of what actually happened
to the taxpayers’ dollar become the

fashion, there is going during the 1980s

to be a reaction against government-to-

government aid, and progressives should

be preparing to put something in its

place instead of losing rearguard actions

on a retreat into a nasty-minded
nothing. It would be much better for all

good men (who will anyway get only

The present way is wrong
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REPUBLIC OF CHINA

TAIWAN TODAY

Taiwan's economic achievement dur-
ing the last twenty or so years is well
known to those who have either visited
it or traded with it. What is not
generally realized is that this has come
about with enlightened leadership and
co-operation between government,
employers and employees for the
national good. The Government gov-
erns. Employers are encouraged to
reinvest and are not taxed to extinc-
tion. Employees are encouraged to
work hard. They are duly compensated
and have gained a higher and higher
standard of living for themselves and
for their families.

In the formation stage of Taiwan's
development, United States aid was
crucial. This aid was endeci in 1965.

The excellent opportunities that
Taiwan now offers for investment and
trade merit greater attention in The
United Kingdom, in view of increased
two-way trade from US$94.3 million in

1972 to US$325 million in 1976.

Taiwan's overall foreign trade in 1976
totalled US$15,670 million, with a

favourable balance of US$490 million,

and is expected to rise this year to

US$18,500 million, with a surplus of

US$500 million.

The investment climate in Taiwan is

considered among the best in Asia
because of political stability and
economic conditions that the Republic
of China enjoys.

Still greater opportunities for invest-

ment and trade have opened up under
a six-year economic development plan

launched in 1976 following five suc-

cessive four-year plans initiated in

1953.

Before the new plan ends in 1981, ten

major construction projects designed
to bolster the economy will have been
completed at an estimated cost of

US$6,500 million. By thattime, Taiwan
is expected to emerge from the status

of a developing to a developed coun-
try. This will be an outstanding
achievement considering the Island
reverted to Chinese rule in 1945 after
half a century of Japanese occupation.
Its economy had been crippled by
allied bombing and had to be de-
veloped virtually from scratch.

One of the ten projects, already com-
pleted, is the world's second largest
ship-building yard. This is situated at
Kaohsiung, on the southwest coast of
Taiwan, the world's largest ship-break-
ing centre. The yard, capable of build-
ing million ton tankers, is now putting
the finishing touches to a 540,000-ton
tanker.

At the end of 1976, foreign and over-
seas Chinese investment in Taiwan
totalled more than US$1,500 million.
The investment amounted to only a
few million dollars before 1960, but
increased dramatically with the prom-
ulgation in that year of the "Statute
for the Encouragement of Invest-

ment"which provides tax and other
attractive incentives.

A further stimulus was the opening in

1966 of an export processing zone and
the subsequent creation of two others,

all three combining the advantages of

free ports and industrial parks.

The foreign trade of the three zones in

the 10 years through 1976 totalled

US$4,216 million, with exports of

US$2,612 million against imports of

US$1,604 million. The total in 1976 was
a record US$1,049 million with exports

of US$675.9 million against imports of

US$373.3 million.

The Ministry of Economic Affairs esti-

mates that US$1,100 million in foreign

investment will be needed during the

current six-year economic develop-

ment plan. Investment is particularly

welcome in industries producing pre-

cision machine tools, motor cars,

motor car parts, farm machinery,

petrochemicals, colour television sets
and other electronic products, and
heavy-duty machinery.

Among the various bodies formed to
promote Taiwan's foreign trade is the
China External Trade Development
Council (CETDC), a non-profit making
organization financed by industrial and
commercial firms. The Council's ad-
dress is 201, Tun Hua North Road,
Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China.

"The Council," says its secretary gen-
eral, Mr. K. H. WU, "is a unique
organisation because, unlike trade
bodies in other countries, which de-
vote their entire efforts to promoting
exports, we assist both exporters and
importers. In other words, we encour-
age two-way trade, not just outward
trade."

REPUBLIC OF CHINA
AT A GLANCE
(END OF 1976)

Area under control: Just under 14,000

square miles (including Taiwan, the

Pescadores, Quemoy, Matsu, Pratas,

and other small Islands.

Population: 16.5 million

Gross national product: US$17,150 mill-

ion

Per capita income: US$810
Economic growth: 1 1.8 per cent (man-
ufacturing, 18 per cent, agriculture, 5.3

percent).

Money supply: US$3,436 million

Bankdeposits: US$2,169 million

Foreign exchange reserves: US$3,504
million

Inflation: Wholesale, 2.8 percent.

Retail, 2.4 percent.

Foreign trade: US$15,670 million

Foreign investment: US$1,547 million

Power generation: 26,877 million

kilowatts

Motorvehicles: 2,350,000

Television networks: Three (All colour)

TV. sets: 3 million

Telephones: 1,260,000

Life Span: 68 for men, 72 for women.
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Table IV—Other capitalist
Population Gnp per

head, 1975
Av. annual real

gnp growth
per head
1965-74

Life expectancy

at birth

m $ % years
Japan 110 4500 8* 73
Hongkong 4 1700 5* 70
Taiwan 16 900 7 69
South Korea 35

170
550 9 61

hold office in a trade union until he has

worked in that industry for three years;

this is often assailed as a fascist device
(“it gives employers time to spot and
sack those showing an interest in

organising their fellow-workers”), but
it could be a forerunner of growing
trade unions with greater rights.

New Japans
Table IV above shows the pacesetters

which are lifting Asia out of poverty.

Politically, they are an unpopular
bunch.

Taiwan blazed the trail that South
Korea followed. Taiwan started in 1950
with a sound agricultural base from the

days of Japanese occupation, and used
the years of farmers’ technological
revolution (new seeds, fertilisers, multi-
cropping) to get an average increase in

agricultural production over 1952-69 at

above 6% a year. In the 1950s Taiwan
based its economic growth on import
substitution; in the 1960s it switched
like Korea to export-orientation, and
really took off. As in Japan, most farm
households now get much of their in-

comes from sending a family member to
work in industry while living at home.
The Koreans say that Japanese farm
households now get 70% of their

Table V—Equality of incomes

Share of Share of
poorest richest
40% 20%

Japan* 20.7 40.0
Taiwan* 20.4 40.1
(USA) (197) (38.8)
(Britain)* (18.8) (39.0)
South Korea 18.0 45.0
(Spain)* (17.6) (45.7)
Pakistan* 17.5 45.0
Thailand 17.0 45.5
Sri Lanka* 17.0 46.0
Burma* 16.5 44.8
India* 16.0 52.0
(West Germany)* (15.4) (52.9)
(Sweden)* (14.0) (44.0)
Philippines 11.6 53.8
Malaysia 11.6 56.0
(Brazil) (10.0) (61.5)
(Kenya)* (10.0) (68.0)
(South Africa)* (6.2) (56.0)

incomes in this way, Taiwanese farm
households 50%, and Koreans 20%;
Korea means in the 1977-87 decade to

catch up.

Table V shows some of the countries
we have here discussed, in order of
equality of pre-tax incomes. It does not
include figures from the communist
countries, because their statistics in this

field are untrue. It does include some
selected developed capitalist countries:
broadly, those whose place surprised
me. The table provides a shock for

democratic socialists.

The so-called fascist countries (Japan,
1 aiwan, South Korea, Spain in the
1960s) fill four of the first six places for

equality of pre-tax incomes; this is one
reason why they have been able to

concentrate on growth and not on
egalitarian income taxes. Surprisingly,
some social-democrat developed coun-
tries like Sweden of the 1960s, or poor
countries with a better image on the
left like Kenya, come much lower
down the list.

It would be wrong to put much

emphasis on Table V, with all the'

qualifications mentioned in the footnote.

But so many of the conventional

arguments about development put for-

ward by the nicest people in the de-

veloped countries are arguments which

are going to keep poor countries poor

and undemocratic. The essential needs

are to create rural full employment, an
entrepreneurial framework for industry

and then to keep government out of

the way.

I was asked in Asia which European
country Asian lands should imitate in

their development. I always said the 6m
people of Switzerland, that most im-

moral country. Switzerland gives practi-

cally no government-to-government aid.

It almost certainly has a large reverse

capital inflow from the nastiest people iri

the poor countries because Swiss banks
tout for their funk money in tax-dodging
numbered accounts (“Your Excellency”;
says a letter written on spec by one Swiss
bank to Asian cabinet ministers, “we all

need to think about our retirement”)
1

.

The Swiss have an uneconomic system
of agricultural support. They have
puritan prejudices like the present
leaders of Singapore and South Koreai
They have total free enterprise in theif

business affairs. Nobody has ever heard
of any of their politicians. If the two
billion people of poor east Asia could
split themselves into 400 Switzerland*,
their abdicating rulers from Samarkand
to Taipei would secure the greatest
happiness for the greatest numbers in all

the history ofhumankind.

1. to mciuamg communist
ones) drawn from tables in "Redistribution with
growth", by Hollis Chenery and others

(OUP. €5.
1974). Unfortunately, dates are for scattered years in
past. All those marked * are before 1970. Missing the tram in Hanoi
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naaress. Ml UITRUST SINGAPOR

We are the oldest trust bank in Japan and our total assets exceed

14 billion U.S. dollars.

However, what we are proud of is not the age, nor the size, but

the quality and standard of our services.

We command a key position in the Mitsui Industrial Group and

also extend our services far outside the Group. We are confident in

giving you advice in project financing, medium-term financing and

security investment, as well as normal commercial banking, in the

area where those Japanese industrial activities are concerned.

Needless to say, our services are backed up by a thorough

research capability, a worldwide network and, above all, the best of

personnel to cope with any project anywhere.

Total Assets Y4,260,391 million (US$14,821 million)

Capital Funds . V 92,946 million (US$ 323 million)

(as of September 30, 1976; US$1=¥287.45)

MITSUI TRUST
THE MITSUI TRUST & BANKING COMPANY LIMITED
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Novelist Hong Gets

Top Prize for

Novelist Hong Sung-won
was yesterday accorded this

year’s 2 million-won

Presidential Anti-Communist

Literature Award in an

presentation ceremony held at

the Korean Culture and Arts

Foundation. He had been
selected as the year’s best

anti-Communist literature

author for his long novel,

“South and North. ’-’

The award was delivered by

Minister of Culture and
Information Kim Seong-jin.

Ministerial awards, mean-
while, went to playwright Cha

Bom-sok, poet Kim Yong-sam,

novelist Park Ki-won and

scenario writer So Yun-sam.

The ceremony was observed

by Lee Byung-do, director of

Writers Body

Plans to Hold

Confab Today
The Korean Writers’

Association will hold a con-

vention in the Doksong
Women’s College auditorium

at 10 a.m. today.

A slection of 30 outstanding
poems will be recited by
leading poets during the
meeting.
Lectures will be also given

by poet Mo Yoon-suk, critic

Cho Yon-hyon, historian Lee
Song-gun, and novelist Kim
Dong-ni.
“The meeting is aimed at

encouraging writers in their

creative efforts,’’ said poet So

Jong-ju who heads the
association.

the National Academy of

Science, Park Jong-hwa,
director of the National
Academy of Arts, and 200

representatives from cultural

and artistic societies.

In an address he delivered

after conferring the awards,
Minister Kim stressed that

“Anti-Communist literature

should be more than a simple
expression of nihilism in war.

It should contain high literary

and artistic Value at the same
time.
“The current award-

presenting system was in-

vocated in line with the

demand by literary circles of

the country. I expect more
successful works would come
out in the future.”

The five awardees were
selected from among 155

contending works. Their
works regarded as “subliming

the tragedy of the Korean War
into anti-Communist con-
sciousness,’’ according to

Kwak Jong-won, a senior

judge.
Cha Bom-sok wrote “Dens

of Massacre” and Kim a

narrative poem, “How Shall

We Forget the Taedong
River” while Park “Father
and Son” and So “Operation
Wonsan.”
Novelist Hong, the top

awardee, said he has made a

10-year effort to make his

“South and North” fiction

“based on facts.” His work
has 34 persons as main
characters. It deals with so

many episodes happening
around them during the war
days that its length amounts to

3,000 pages. It was published

last month in seven volumes.

Korea Herald Photo

Recipients of the year’s Antl-Communlst Literature Awards are attending the presentation

ceremony. Left is Hong Sung-won, the Presidential awardee.

Seminar Bares Korean Origin

Ch rist-L itera tu re Tie Begins in 1570
The first contact * between

Korean literature and
Christianity was made in the

1570s by Ho Kyun, the author
of “Hong Kil-dong,’’ who
became a Catholic after
studying scriptures procured
in Peking, said a literary

critic in a recent seminar
devoted to the relationship

between Korean literature
and Christianity.

Koo Chung-so said that the
emergence of Catholics
among scholars of the school
of Practical Learning in the
18th century of the Yi Dynasty
resulted in the publication of

many verses by the scholars
who tried to propagate the
gospel among the general
public adhered to the Con-

fucianism.
Such works include “The

Song of The Ten Com-
mandments” by Chong Yak-
jon, “The Song for God” by
Lee Pyok and “The Heaven”
by father Choi Yang-op, he
said.

“The scholars contributed
much to the development of

Korean literature and to the
propagation- of the gospel at

that time,” he said.

In modern literature, he
said, such novelists as Lee
Kwang-su (1892-?) and Yom
Sang-sop frequently dealt with
their themes under the in-

fluence of Christianity.
“Merciless” by Lee and.
“Three Generations” by Yom
reflected their interest in

-Director Kirn Jong-ok Says-

Asian Drama Needs to Stand on Own Feet
Asian dramatists need to

rid themselves of their long

attachment to Western
drama, and promote their

understanding of one
another’s indigenous
theatrical heritages and
contemporary develop-
ments, contended stage
director Kim Jong-ok
yesterday.
"For many decades,” he

observed, “we’ve spent so

much time and effort to

import Western drama. On
• the contrary, we know very

weekend after attending the

16th ITI Congress held in

Stockholm, from May 30 to

June 6.

The bi-annual
congregation of the
UNESCO-affiliated institute

for international exchange of

theatrical arts was par-
ticipated by some 500 theater

personalities from 50

countries. They discussed
the intersection of dramatic
inheritance of nations and
coordination of music and
dance with drama.

1/ ~ n fi.UO

Study Committee, Dance
Committee and Music
Committee.

Calling for a wider concern
among musicians and
dancers in ITI activities,

Kim viewed the dramatic
tradition of the Korean
people will be able to attract

an increasing concern of

world theatrical circles, as

within it co-exist music,
dance and drama in very
vivid forms.
The lbtn ITI Congress

withdrew the memberships
nf I laanHa and Chile, on the

Christianity, he said.

“Novelist Kim Tong-ni and
Chu Yo-han were born to

Christian familes,” he said.

“Their fathers were a church
minister and a church elder.

And novelist Chon Yong-taik

was a minister himself.”
• “We know that a number of

literary men of today are

Christians or Catholics.
Among them are poets Pak
Tu-jin, Kim Hyon-sung and Ku
Sang,” he said.

Despite the widespread
contact made between the

Korean people and
Christianity, he said, one
cannot say that Christianity

has played a vital role in the

development of traditional
Korean literature since the
adoption of the religion in the
country.

“The religion’s failure to

remain pivotal a spirit in

Korean literature can date
back to the 18th century,” he
said. “The verses retaining
Christian themes of the period
could not be developed since
the Catholic church banned
them from being sung in

churches during the period.”

He said that most modern
works of the last decades dealt
with Christianity as a minor
theme to only explain the
aspdcts of Western culture.
“Christianity was understood
as part of the Western culture
among the writers” he said.

‘‘Powerful Christian
literature can emerge if the

Southern Literati Painters Follow
Eccentric Style of ‘Che’ School

Following is the second
half of an- article by Choe
Sun-u, director of the National

Assembly — Ed.

By Choe Sun-u

In “Landscape" by Yang
Paeng-son (1488-1545) the
overlapped mountains, deep
middle distance, and the

treatment of rocks, and trees

indicate successful digestion

of the early Che school style.

This type of Korean land-

scape seems to have in-

fluenced Japanese ink
painting of the Muromachi
period, as witnessed in

paintings attributed to the

famous Japanese master
Shubun, who once visited

Korea ' as a member of a
Japanese embassy.
Yun Ui-rip and Yi Kyong-

yun were also noted painters

who worked in the Che school

style.

Kim Myong-guk was
probably the most famous
artist . who painted in the

manner of the Che school.

Flourishing in the seven-
teenth century, Kim was an
eccentric painter. His free,

strong brush work is indeed

remarkable.
Yang Paeng-son, Yun Ui-

rip, Yi Kyong-yun, and Kim
Myong-guk were the most
representative painters who
worked in the Che school style

before the literati painting of

the Southern school became
fashionable in the late Yi

period.

'

The works of Yi Am and Cho
Sok, who successfully re-

presented unique humorous
scenes in their paintings of

animals, birds and flowers,

are important in the seven-

teenth century.

In the late Yi period, which

ranges from the first half of

the seventeenth century, a
uniquely Korea style became
even more distinctive than
before.

It is typically exemplified in
the works of the academician
Chong Son (1676-1759) and his
followers.

In their own unique style,
Chong and his followers
painted real Korean scenery
rather than imaginary
Chinese landscapes.
On the other hand, there was

another group of painters who
had a more conservative
attitude and worked in the
traditional Chinese styles of
the Che and the Wu schools.
Such prominent painters as

Sim Sa-jong (1707-1769) and Yi
In-mun (1745-1821) are noted
for their mastery of the
Chinese styles.

Pragmatism Sought

The work of Chong Son
contrasts that of these pain-
ters. Aiming at representing
the true nature of Korean
landscape, Chong produced a
remarkable number of works.
But his genuine style is

probably best represented in

large scale paintings such as

“Mt. Inwang Clearing After

Rain” and “Ch ongp ung
Streams."
These works clearly

demonstrate his unique
personal style in brush work,
texture, and ink washes.

In creating this style of the

Southern school, thereby
contributing to the develop-

ment of Korean painting in the

late Yi period.

Another great figure in th6

history of the late Yi period is

Kim Hong-do, who, on the

basis of Chong Son’s

achievement, developed his

own independent style and
formed models for later

painters.

Kim’s landscapes, in which
human fugures often play a
significant role, are unusual.
Unlike most of his con-

temporaries who painted the
traditional subject such as
landscapes, Buddhist and
Taoist figures, birds and
flowers, Kim along with his
junior contemporary Sin Yun-
bok, pioneered genre painting.
This sokhwa, or “vulgar

painting,” well reflects the
common society of the late Yi
period.

In the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth century, new
trends developed in every
branch of the arts and
humanities.

With the introduction of

Catholicism, western science
and technology were in-

troduced to Korea.
In the humanities

pragmatism was eagerly
sought. A numbers of novels

sympathetic to commoners
was published in the Korean
alphabet, or hangul.

Genre paintings by Kim
Hong-do and Sin Yun-bok
‘coincide with theso new
general trends of the period.

Kim’s genre paintings
reveal the happiness and
humor in the daily life of the

common people, whereas
paintings by Sin Yun-bok
illustrate love and the gay life

of playboys and kisaeng
(entertainning women).
The blossoming of the genre

painting did not last very long,

but the fact that life of the late

Yi period is important.

Among painters active in

the late Yi period were such

literati painters as Yi In-sang

(1710-1760), Kang Se-hwang
(1713-1791). Kim Chong-hui

(1786-1857) and Ho Yu (1809-

1892).

Russ Ban Show
MOSCOW (UPI) — Inter-

nationally known artist Ilya

Glazunov said Tuesday he

would like to present to the

United Nations a painting

authorities have barred him
from showing publicly on
grounds it does not correspond

to the Soviet view of history.

Glazunov refused to permit
the scheduled opening of an
exhibition of 300 of his works
Monday when the Ministry of

Culture prohibited the display

of the painting called “The
Mystery of the 20th Century.”
The huge 6 meter long by 3

.meter tall canvas depicts

world events from the Russian

Revolution to the space age. It

incluHpc the figures.

Company

Bv Nat’l Drama Comnanv

Anti-Red Work
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]|ttle about what is going on

in our very neighbor coun-

tr

To "promote their un-

derstanding of one another^

the new chairman of the

Asian regional division of the

International Theater

Institute (ITI)

Committee sa,d
, e

hopes, above anything else

to invite stage artists of the

Asian countries to a con-

ference and theater festival

in Seoul within the next two

years of his term.

Kim

“If not exactly formal

performances,” he insisted,

“we could make it an in-

structive occasion, for in-

stance. by organizing

demonstrations of virtuoso

players of the traditional

theater of each country.

A professor of Chungang

University and leading

director of the Chayu

(Freedom) Theater Group,

Kim returned home over the

dance with drama.
Korea dispatched five

delegates. They included Yo

Sok-ki. professor of English

literature at Korea

University, Mrs. Lee By°n8*

bok, representative of the

Chayu Theater Group,

drama critic Kim Mun-

hwan, and Miss Lee Sun-ock,

a Korean traditional dancer

based in New York.

Kim explained the week-

long congress was divided

into five committees, such as

the Third World Committee,

New Theater Committee,

of Uganda and Chile, on the

ground that their govern-

ments are applying

repressive measures on

stage artists, according to

him. “They said the director

of the national theater in

Uganda was recently

assassinated, and many
theater people in Chile were

also learned to be under

suppression,” he said.

The next ITI conference

will be held in Sofia, the

capital of Bulgaria, he ad-

ded.
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anathema in the Soviet Union,

of murdered revolutionary

Leon Trotsky, dictator Josef

Stalin and exiled writer

Alexander Solzhenitsyn
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Faust Performance Scheduled
The National Drama role.

Company will stage “Faust” Miss

by Goethe, translated by Suh

Hang-sok and directed by Lee

Hae-rang, at the National

—Exhibition of 18‘cen
.

tUry

French paintings, drawings,

tapestries and ceramics

Museum of Modern Art in

Toksu Palace, July 2-Aug. 30.

A preview will be he!

invited guests at 9:30 a.m.

Iu
iverdi's Don Carlos by

Seoul Opera Group, National

Theater”? :30 p.m. July

'

—Amerlcan-Korean Frlena

ship Yonpo Beach F lshin
^

Contest, organized by Touns

Fishing Club, July 2^. The^bus

will depart Seoul USO at y

a m. July 2 and return at 2

p.m. July 4. For information

call Tel. 28-5058.

—Screening of the film

“Pygmalion” by Be
F
n®*?!

Shaw, British Embassy

Reading Room, 6:30 p.m. Jun

29, 30, and July 1- F^ee

tickets are available at the

British Council office.

—Exhibition of pamtings

and sculptures by
_
s*oul

,

Group.Museum of Modern Art

in Toksu Palace, through June

30. .

—Exhibition of paintings by

Nambu group, Growrich

Gallery, through June 30.

Exhibition of paintings by

Ha Dong-chul, Son Gallery in

Insa-dong, through July i.

—concert by Seoul

Philharmonic Orchestra
Chamber Music Group,
Citizens Hall Annex
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m. June 30.

—Exhibition of patintings

by Gary Wlngert, USIS

Cultural Center, through July
o

' —Exhibition of paintings by

the late Ho Paek-nyon, Press

Center, through July 1.

—Evening of sonatas by

violinist Park Mln-chong and

pianist Shin Soo-chung,

Citizens Hall Annex

Auditorium, 7:30 p.m. July 1

—Exhibition of paintings by

Ecole de Seoul, Museum of

Modern Art in Toksu Palace,

through June 30. *

—Exhibition of sculptures

by Choe Hyo-ju, Art Hall near

the Aunguk-dong intersection,

July 6-12.

nae-rang. a».

Theater, from June 29 through

July 3. Curtain times are 7:30

p.m. on weekdays, and 3:30

and 7:30 p.m. on Saturday and

Sunday.

Chang Min-ho will act as

Faust, a perpetual scholar

with an insatiable mind and a

questing spirit. Kim Dong-

won will appear as

Mephistopheles, the Devil

incarnate, and Sohn Suk as

Gretchen, the beautiful lover

and savior, and Paek Song-hi

as her mother.

The 19th-century classical

drama based on spiritual

salvation was first performed

in the country in 1964, also

with Chang Min-ho in the title

ivuss Kim Hak-cha, a

leading dancer of the National

Ballet Company,
choreographed dances for ihe

upcoming production, to

music by Kim Dal-song. Kim
Dong-jin designed sceneries,

and costumes were done by

Choe Song-hak.
The middle-aged Faust, in

spite of his enthusiasm for a

newly discovered source of

power in the sign of

macrocosm, finds his in-

tellectual searches un-

satisfactory and longs for a

life of experiences in the world

of man. The drama traces his

making a wager with the

Devil, search for sensual love,

murdering and the final

salvation of his soul thanks to

the unselfish love of the in-

nocent, beautiful young

maiden, Gretchen.

SEGI _ Majestyk

•American film), 600 won,

11:00. 1:30, 3:50, 6:20, 8:40.

KUKJE — Tenacious

Oriental Herb Doctor (Korean

film). 500 won, 10.00, 12. w.

5:45, 8:20.

TAEHAN - Motherless

Children (Korean film), 500

won 10:00, 12:00. 2:00. 4:00.

G

’ TANSONGSA — Rocky

/American film). 700 won,

10 40 1:10. 3:40,6:10. 8:40

SCALA— Horror of Dracula

(American Film), 700 won,

10:50, 12:50, 4:50, 8:50

HOLLYWOOD — An Urchin

(Korean film). 900 won, 10:30,

1 00, 3:30. 6:00, 8:30.

CHUNGANG — The 18

Bronze Men (Chinese film).

650 won, 10:00, 12.10, 2.20,

4 30 6:40, 8:50. ^
m’yONGBO, ASIA — The

Outlaw Josey
ecn

Wales

(American film), 650 won,

11:00. 1:30. 13:30, 6:00, 8:30.

KUKDO — From Noon Till

Three (American film). 700

1
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*Aid to English Studyfor those learning English
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A Response to the Resolution of the Presbyterian Church of Korea

Concerning the Reduction of American Troops in Korea

1 as participatants in the life and mission of the worldwide Church and in our

partnership relationship with the Church in Korea we have become aware of the ]oys

and sorrows, the successes and the tribulations being experienced by our Christian

brothers and sisters in Korea during these days. We rejoice in the rapid growth

of the Presbyterian Church of Korea, in its significant new ministries in health,

education and service in the community. We are deeply thankful for the opportunity

to be in partnership with such a church.

? We are deeply disturbed by the continued restrictions placed upon human rights

and social justice for the people of Korea. We are inspired by the courageous and

sacrificial struggles for human rights being carried on by Christian leaders,

including:

— Eighteen eminent laypersons, theologicans ,
ministers and priests who

signed the March 1, 1976 Declaration of Democratic National Salvation,

who have now been declared guilty of criticizing their government, for

which seven are now in solitary confinement.

— Participants of the National Council of Churches of Korea Human Rights

Committee and urban industrial ministry, twelve of whom were detain

in April by the police for activities related to the March 22, 1977

Charter for Democratic National Salvation signature campaign.

— five Hankuk Theological Seminary students who await trial for reading

S Mcl^aUon for luff.ring at th. Seninary'. Maundy Thur.day Service

of Worship, April 7, 1977

- Rev. Dr. Ik Whan Moon, Professor of Old Testament at Jemnary,

sentenced to five years imprisonment as one of the
hunger

deration of Democratic National Salvation, who carried out a 1hunger

strike for the restoration of human rights from May 15 to June 7,1977

while in solitary confinement in Chounju Prison.

more than forty students, youths and their leaders, variously associated~
“tb STkoS Student Christian Federation, th. Methodist Theological^

seSnS in Seoul. Ewha women's University, Mokpo .Chris.Iran ^Tenth Fellow

ship, aid the group of young people «ho gathered during Holy «.ek at

Kwangju YMCA, all of whom are being detained for par lcipa

activities aimed at restoring human rights m Korea.

These persons seek to have the people of Korea and of the whole world hear and under-

stand their hopes for their nation.

Typical of these aspirations is the foiloving "Declaration on Human Dignity^ issued

by the Consultation on Human Dignity sponsored by the National

in Korea, November 17, 1976:

"We believe that strong national unity can be established "^
en
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people , not through pressure; and only when the pursuits aim at the
freedom, conscientiousness, faith and human rights of the people."

3. During recent months great concern has also been expressed by the Christian commun-
ity for the security of the people of the Republic of Korea. This was reflected in the
Resolutation on Korea approved by the 187th General Assembly (1975) which stated:

"...the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. (5.d.) urges the Govern-
ment of the United States to continue to support the Republic of Korea -

for the sake of the people - against outside threats but to warn the
Republic of Korea that its present policy of oppression divides the nation,
weakens its defense, and, if continued, makes it difficulty for the American
people to maintain their support of the Republic of Korea."

The present plans of our government for the phased withdrawal over a five-year period
of 30,000 U.S. ground troops from Korea combined with the continued assignment there
of 7,000 Air Force personnel has led many Korean Christian groups to express concern.
Withdrawal of these forces is viewed by many Christians in Korea as making the nation
more vulnerable to the threat of invasion from north Korea. A special assembly was
called by the Presbyterian Church of Korea on May 25, 1977 which voted to adopt,
"A Resolution Opposing the Withdrawal of the United States Army Ground Troops in Korea,"
and to send representatives to convey this message to the General Assemblies of the
Presbyterian Church in the U.S. and to the United Presbyterian Church. In the fellow-
ship of the church we welcome d them and in love we have sought to understand
as fully as possible their concerns for national security.

As a nation and as a Church we have shared our life, resources and prayers for peace,
security and the welfare of the Korean people. At this time we must recognize with
contrition the ways in which our nation has been involved in shaping the basic problems
which the Korean people confront: the division of the Korean nation north and southl-
and the adoption of a model of economic development which must operate within a world
economic framework which places extreme constraits on the nation. We also affirm that
too often decisions were made unilaterally by our nation and other major powers which
profoundly affected the Korean people. It is to be regretted that the negative impact
of many of these has been compounded by the decisions and policies of national leader-
ship in both north and south Korea.

As Christians we are called upon to accept moral responsibility in relation to the tragic
situation of Korea and to seek ways in which positive contributions can be made for peace
and security and the promotion of human rights on the Korean peninsula.

4. Be it resolved, therefore, that the 189th General Assembly (1977) of The United
Presbyterian Church in the United States of America:

a. Affirms our solidarity in Christ with the Korean Christian community
as it witnesses to Jesus Christ through the concern for renewal of
life for individuals and society, and expresses support and prayers
for that community as it confronts the threats of this worldly
"principlaities and powers" both from within and from without their nation.

b. Urges all judicatories of The United Presbyterian Church to continue in

study and prayer for the Korean situation and in support of those who,
out of Christian conscience, are struggling for the full exercise of
human rights and participatory democracy in that nation.
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c. Affirms deep concern for peace and security for the Korean people.
Urges the Government of the United States to make every effort to
reduce the level of tension to the Korean peninsula while continuing
to assist the Republic of Korea in maintaining its defenses against
outside threats, with each step in the reduction of American ground
forces carefully examined with the view toward supporting the security
of the Republic of Korea, keeping such American military presence as
will demonstrate the determination of the United States Government to
assure the security and peace in Korea.

d. Affirms support of the emphasis being placed by the Government of
the United States on human rights as important factors in carrying out
foreign policy, and the importance of applying them to the Korean
situation.

e. "Requests the Program Agency to convey the message of solidarity that
we American Christians expressed in the deliberations of this resolu-
tion to Christian brothers and sisters in Korea through the represent-
atives of the Presbyterian Church of Korea."

LNT/SP
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/ ^ P.s. TO JOISIT--BY PHILIP POTTERVIO THU REPUBLIC OP KOREA
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It was a warm Seoul Friday evening, Jun^^? , 1977, the first day of the fifth month

according to the lunar calendar. Chuffgdong Methodist Church, the first Methodist Church

established in Korea, was the scene of an evening worship service centered around a

lecture highlighthg the World Council of Churches, its life and work, given by visiting

General Secretary Philip Potter. The church was full of students, old women, middle-aged

male ministers, several church bureaucrats, a sprinkling of foreigners, and wives and

relatives of political prisoners. Following the hymn Are Ye Able Dr. Potter spoke

eloquently for about 45 minutes.

Within the framework of the overall mission of the W.C.C, he raised the question ,"What

is the ministry of reconciliation?" He affirmed that the W.C.C. is deeply concerned

about the structures of injustice in the world, among these structures, those that cause

and perpetuate the denial of human rights, especially in the name of national security.

At that point clapping was heard in the congregation. He continued to say that The

true security of the nation lies in recognizing the rights of its citizens. , and at the

end of this statement, the previous sporadic clapping turned into vigorous applause.

He then re-iterated the concern which cannot be audibly expressed by many who were listening

to him, saying "A nation is secure when itz citizens share in the good things it
j

produces." For the third time, in this sedate and conservative-appearing worship service,

applause broke out.

The benediction was pronounced by Rev. Won -Young Kang, a Korean member of the Executive J
Committee of the W.C.C. Worshippers rose to leave the sanctuary and filed slowsly out the|

main door, greeting each other. As they were doing so, some young women passed out informg.-

Uon about deteriorating labor conditions at the Nam Y&ng Nylon Factory (see box in Newsweek ,

June 6, 1977 related to "The Koreans are Coming"), and a diary written by one so n of Reyjj

Timothy M0on, impriso^nd Presbyterian minister who recently ended a long fast, ^as dtetri

buted. Just before the benediction several of the prisoners wives had pulled from their 2

bags some home-nade white sashes an! small tenners which they put on and wore as they

came out of the church.
n

Suddenly several loud shouts were heard, some women's screams, ate those of us still insidel

the sanctuary hurried to windows and doors. Dr. Potter, just on his way out the side door*

was able to see the commotion out%de and declined the urging by a few that he leave at orfee.

The churchyard, directly across from the Supreme Court building, was where the struggle waj

going on. In the street were several jeeps, both black and white, and a bit farther do n|

a large "bus ‘with tarred windows.

As the *»«, had c«. out of the church, the plainclothes OIA ag.hte tad heard
i

singing "We Stall Overcome" and had seen the narrow sashes they were wearing. n » 1

Sn ta'th. .«« and trial to ter off the saah.s anl topOl a»« fro.

a banner which said "LEt's Safeguard Freedom of Speech. ^ of the
proclaimed "Free the Prisoners". The struggle wasn * to cry ate i

-

group moved back and forth, several women a e
eeneral secretary of the Korean

a man near Dr. Potter was seen sobbing. Kev. Klm,^'So rt to Sd the incident. Miss
< ;

N.C.C. put his body into the middle of the group in an
of white cloth. In £ \

Lee Oo Chong tried to keep the agents from grabbing away the pieces "Ar|Z Sdst this, soverai people started the refrain fro. the h,«» sc recently suns, Arc
,

Ye Able."

Dr. Potter who was standing only feet away from tee fracas seemed move,£
an aspect of one of the structures of injustice of which he *******

£

tee so-call ed £
Wives o-& tee men who had been condemned two years ago n

t in many months that they*

People's Revolutionary Party cried and screamed; it was the first in many mon

had attended a worship service with the others.
; |

•

1
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After about 10 minutes, the noise and pushing ended. The plaireldxthesmen retreatedl The
women put on their sashes again, held the banners and sang. Elder Quaker leader Ham Sok Hon
came to the middle of the circle outside Chungdong Church and, raising his hads high above
his radiant face, led the crowd in shouting "Manseil" Dr. Potter walked slowly, leaning
on his cane, through the crowd, shaking hands, smiling, and bidding farewell to these
people whom he would leave behind the next day as he departed for Australia. In the street
he got into a car and went away with Rev. kirn and others. The plainclothesmen gathered
together and walked slowly to their waiting bus. It had been the first such disturbance
in some time and perhaps represented a visible appearance of the growing tension these days. 4

It had also been a poignant demonstration of the fear which the government seems to feel
because of a small group of worshippers who wear white sashes but who may just have tapped
the source of Power to turn the world upside down. *
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Korea: To Stay, or Not toStay

By Donald S. Zagoria

The unconditional withdrawal of the

American Second Division from South

Korea is ill advised for several

reasons. First, it will weaken the de-

terrent against North Korean aggres-

sion The North Korean border is an

hour and a half jeep ride from Seoul,

a massed armor attack by the North

thQ support of both his Communist

allies.

Apart from the risks of a new war,

there are other strategic risks involved.

In Japan, virtually the entire defense

and foreign policy establishment op-

poses withdrawal. Too precipitous a

withdrawal will raise Japanese doubts

about American willingness to honor

the United statp.s-.Tapan Mutual Se-
*
pH armor attack by the North, ahe United Stat^pan_^autuai ae-
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hv- dawn, forced to accommodate increasingly to

chance of reaching Seoul by dawn,

even against American air opposition.

The North Koreans are now deterred

from such a gamble by the automatic

involvement of American troops, who

must be overcome before they get to

S^oul.

There can be little doubt in anyone s

mind that the United States would go

xo war rather than accept the defeat

of the Second Division. It is this auto-

matic United States involvement that

makes deterrence work. If American

, combat troops are removed from South

Korea under present conditions of

extraordinary tension between North

^band South Korea, i&ybt will be raised
urgently seek to develop a nuclear-
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in everybody’s mind, including weapons capacity. This can only spark
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'of a new Korean War.

Ambiguity will increase the risk of

war as it did in 1950. It could tempt

curuy .

forced to accommodate increasingly to

growing Russian military power in the

Pacific.

China, for its part, might begin to

question American credibility as an

Asian power willing and able to

help counterbalance growing Russian

strength. This uncertainty about Amer-

ican intentions in Asia could under-

mine Chinese inteiest in normalizing

relations with the United States and it

could increase the risk of a Sino-

Soviet accommodation.

South Korea and North Korea will

renew the arms race that was tempo-

rarily slowed, and North Korea will

urgently seek to develop a nuclear-
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Asia. North, Korea, Taiwan and Japan

will all seek nuclear weapons once the

nuclear genie is let out of the bottle.
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though both Moscow and Peking want

to avoid a new Korean i
War, their

competition for influence in Pyong-

yang, and the strategic importance of

Korea to both of them, would certainly

torce them to give at least logistic

support to the North Koreans in the

event of military action.

•Kim II Sung, who runs one of the

most repressive, militarized and ca-

pricious political systems in the entire

world, might thus be emboldened to

launch a new war at an appropriate

moment, certain that he can claim

ouuui Korea, the situation will likely

worsen. As American forces are phased

out, President Park will undoubtedly

use the phaseout as further rationali-

zation to intensify repression of his

domestic opponents. At the same time,

American leverage on Mr. Park will(g

diminish. That is one of the reasons

why virtually the entire South Korean

opposition is against an American

withdrawal.

Along with other evidence, the with-

drawal from Korea suggests that the

Carter Administration has not given

cprinus attention to TTn,fpt1

States priorities in Asia. If it had, it

would have recognized that strength-

ening our relations with Japan, nor-

malizing our relations with China, and

quieting post-Vietnam fears about

American intentions of withdrawing

from Asia are our three most urgent

priorities. The withdrawal from Korea

conflicts with all three of those pri-

orities. It makes us look more untrust-

worthy in the eyes of Tokyo and

Peking; it will make it much more

difficult for the Administration to

withdraw its few remaining forces

from Taiwan, a necessary step for

normalization of relations with China,

and it raises anxieties throughout Asia

about our future intentions.

If we had moved to normalize rela-

’

tions with China first, we might then

have enlisted China in an effort to

help resolve the Korean problem. By

putting Korea before China, we sue-

ceed only in making both problems

worse.

By withdrawing our combat troops

unconditionally, the Administration

fails to educate the American public

about the real obstacle to a Korean

settlement, namely North Korea’s per-

sistent refusal to accept the reality of

South Korea. Although South Korea

is prepared to recognize North Korea

and to have both Koreas enter the

United Nations, the North insists that

it is the “sole, legal sovereign state

on the Korean peninsula and persists

in its effort to isolate and delegitimize

the South.

Finally, by withdrawing our combat

forces unconditionally, we remove a

very good bargaining chip which could

have been "used" to coax North Korea

into an accommodation with the South.

A more sensible and prudent strat-

egy would make the completion of

U.S. withdrawal conditional upon

progress toward a. North-South ac-

commodation. If the North were to

wh Knreas at the United Na-

tions, “cross recognition” of the two

Koreas by the great powers, and a

rew security arrangement to replace

the present armistice line, American

troops could be withdrawn in the

knowledge that they had contributed

to a permanent political settlement.

But if we withdraw our troops without

such quid pro quos from the North,

we will jeopardize 25 years’ worth of

United States sacrifices in blood and

money and South Korean economic ac-

complishments which have been pains-

takingly. built up and are among the

mos^ impressive of all of those in the

underdeveloped world.

In the larger sense, what is at stake

in the Korean situation is American

staying power in the western Pacific

and east Asia. No matter how we

attempt to justify, or to compensate

for, the removal of the Second Divi-

sion, most of the world will see that

withdrawal as a further indication o

the decline of American power and

interest in Asia.

The Administration cannot want

such an outcome. It should not act in

haste on such an important issue.

Northeast Asia remains one of the

most volatile regions of the world

where the interests of all four major

powers intersect. By withdrawing our

troops unconditionally, we will unwit-

tingly contribute' to an instability from

which only North Korea, and none of

the great powers, can hope to gain.

Rather, the Administration should now

announce that although the with-

drawal will begin, there is no fixed

date for completing the removal of

American troops ar.d that the careful y

phased withdrawal of these troops: wi) 1

be conditioned upon substantial prog

less toward a North-South accommo-

dation. To settle for anything less from

the North Koreans is irresponsible.

Donald S. Zagoria teaches politics at

Uimfoi- rnlleee.
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PERSONAL INCOME in June rose to a
seasonally adjusted annual rate of $1,530
trillion from $1,520 trillion a month earlier,
the Commerce Department reports.

Much Has Changed

In Ok Chung Smce
Mr. Lee Was a Boy

# # *

Native Son Finds Fleetncity

And a New Sense of Hope
In South Korean Hamlet <

kVi!

By Mike Tharp
Sta/f Reporter of The Wall Street Journal
OK CHUNG, South Korea— You don't

"Good morning” here. You say ”Achim ja
shyottsum-nika?” which translates as
"Have you had breakfast?”

There is a point to thrft. Often enough
over the years, the people of Ok Chung (now-
numbering 447) have lacked for breakfast—
and other meals as well. "When I was a boy
here during the Korean war,” recalls Lee
Young Ho, “we used to peel new pine branches
and eat the skin under the bark We also ate
bean leaves and roots.”

Things have changed for Mr. Lee. and
for Ok Chung. He now is an eminent but
nonresident native son, a graduate of Am-
herst College in Massachusetts, holder of a
doctorate from Yale, and currently profes-
sor of political science at Ewha University
in Seoul, the world’s largest university for
women.
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Princeton, New Jersey
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Development of the rural, agricultural

areas is a linchpin of the South Korean gov-

ernment's plans for economic growth, and

Mr. Lee also believes that the fate of towns

like Ok Chung will do much to shape the na-

tional future. Not so long ago. with a re-

porter in tow. he boarded a bus in Seoul and

bounced along the muddy, pitted roads lead-

ing southeast to visit his family-for the

first time in eight years— and to take a look

at the place where he was born.

The Lights Go On
Ok Chung has electricity. It is a major

development. Although most villagers still

can only afford lighting and a rice cooker,

there are four television sets, and the most

affluent families even have telephones.

When Mr. Lee (he now is 42) was a boy, the

fanciest gadget in town was a manually op-

erated gramophone. “All the kids would

gather around and listen to it," he says with

a smile, “but we couldn't figure out how it

worked." .. . .

Mr. Lee strolls about town, amid huts

with newly tiled red and blue roofs. Sturdily

built, and tall for a Korean, he is speedily

recognized and given a warm greeting-by

an old woman working in a rice paddy who

hurries over and welcomes him with smiles,

nods and bows, by local officials, and by his

family, among others.

His brother-in-law. in fact, works here for

Saemaul, or New Community Movement, a

program organized by President Park

Chung Hee to stimulate self-reliance among

South Koreans Walking over a dike Hanked

by rice paddies, Mr. Lee sees evidence of

that program in action: Vinyl sheaths cover

each furrow, protecting the young plants

from rain and wind and helping, along with

chemical fertilizers, to spur grain produc-

tion in this valley.

The government, which has voluminous

statistics even on a town as small as Ok

Chung (including the fact that 832 birth con-

trol pill dispensers and 480 boxes of con-

doms were sent here for birth control pro-

grams in 1976), says that rice production in

the village has risen to 62.4 metric tons last

year from the 1969 figure of 56.8 metric tons.
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Bringing in the Crops
Barley production rose too, to 38.3 metric

tons from 31.5 metric tons, and the apple
crop has more than doubled, to 24.3 metric
tons from 12 metric tons eight years ago.
Mr. Lee was pleased to see also that there
now are 44 agricultural vehicles and several
4-H clubs. Government economists say
that household income in this region has
more than tripled, to the equivalent of
$1,898 a year from $598 eight years ago.

When Mr. Lee was growing up, the near-
est secondary school was a five-hour walk.
Today his nieces and nephews walk 10 min-
utes to a new school building. And now there
are 13 doctors and three dentists in the

county, and three pharmacists in Chun San,
a community of about 5,500 nearby.

A new spirit is visible to Mr. Lee as he
ambles about, past the village well and 10-

foot-high stacks of firewood covered with
straw. “These people look so different from
the ones I left behind," lie says. “Before,
they were so slovenly, and if something
didn’t grow, they just shrugged their shoul-

ders and tightened their belts.”

Not that Ok Chung is any model town.
Few of the residents have running water. In
fact, the current population of 447 is a drop
from 470 during the late 1960s, reflecting the

migration of South Koreans into the cities

Nostalgia suffuses Mr Lee's two-day
visit. Now thoroughly Americanized himself,
he recalls seeing Americans for the first

time, just after World War II. Having been
taught by the Japanese that Americans
were “devils with horns," the young Korean
and his friends ran.

But the Yanks merely poured gasoline on
the grpund and started a fire to warm them-
selves, then “gave us‘ candy and chewing
gum, which we swallowed," he says with a
smile.

The high point of Mr. Lee's return home
Please Turn to Page 31. Column 2
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Much Has Changed

In Ok Chung Since

Mr. Lee Was a Boy

Continued From First Page
is seeing his family. Dodging some chicks
that scurry under a cart, and flanking a ri-

vulet that runs through the front yard, he
goes up to a single-story stucco and wooden
house and shakes hands warmly with his

brother, then embraces his stepmother (his

mother died a decade ago, and his father in

1969 ).

That afternoon there is a family reunion;

22 relatives by blood and marriage clamber
over sodden roads through rain to a feast at

the home of his stepmother — bowls of

chicken soup, noodles, rice, kimehee (the

fiery pickled cabbage dish favored by Kore-
ans), apples, barley tea and, as a special

treat, chewy homemade candy.
On the second morning Mr. Lee rises qui-

etly from his sleeping mat in his stepmoth-
er’s house. He walks along the dike to the

river and washes his face in the cold water.
Then he hikes through thick underbrush to

the top of a hill looking down on the valley

and the village.

He remembers, as a boy, reading books
here until it became too dark to see the

pages. And he recalls fleeing over these hills

when Communist soldiers came near the

town. Now, he finds much to be hopeful
about.

“I felt we were so small and unimportant
then," he says. "Now I see a new sense of

confidence here. It is so new and fragile that

I hope nothing disturbs it before it takes
stronger roots."
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Concern About Rights and Troops
Well before last week 's visit to Seoul

by Under Secretary of State Philip Ha-

bib and General George Brown , Chair-

man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Asian

leaders were getting seriously worried

about U.S. foreign policy in the Pacific.

Time Inc. Corporate Editor Ralph Graves

talked with several of them during a

three-week visit to South Korea, Japan.

Hong Kong. Singapore, Indonesia and

the Philippines. His assessment of Asian

attitudes:

The real business of Asia is now un-

mistakably business. Every country

seems to be chasing after the Japanese

economic miracle. Everybody is talking

about growth rate, per capita income,

foreign investment, development loans.

Office skyscrapers and luxury hotels are

blooming in Seoul, Manila, Jakarta and

Singapore. Hong Kong is wall-to-wall

skyline. It is all very heady and hopeful.

But two subjects that have little to

do with economic development are pre-

occupying the leaders of Asia. Both is-

sues have been raised by the Carter Ad-

ministration, both are unpopular, and

both cause deep concern. They are the

proposed withdrawal of U.S. ground

troops from South Korea, and the abrupt

new emphasis on human rights.

Two Pillars. South Korea’s Prime

Minister Choi Kyu Hah, a genial bear

of a man, calls the U.S. troops in Korea

and Europe “two pillars of policy” that

deter Russia from any adventures either

eastward or westward. In his view, as

long as both pillars stand, Russia must

be cautious. If one is removed, Russia

may feel free to behave differently.

Seoul, South Korea’s capital, does

not seem beleaguered. Now a city of 7

million, it was 1.5 million in 1950. Its

streets are clogged by construction work,

traffic jams and other symbols of its

emerging prosperity. Traffic is so bad,

in fact, that the government has taxed

gas up to $1.65 per gal. and has put a

33% tax on new cars. Can a city with

this kind of problem really be worried

about military matters? It can; North
Korea’s forces along the 38th parallel

are only 30 miles away.

South Korea sees itself as militarily

strong, but facing an extreme hazard.

Every Korean leader seems to have a

map in his mind and a geographic lec-

ture on his lips; the country is the tip of

a small peninsula at the edge of the

Asian continent. It faces not only the in-

transigent opposition of North Korea on

its only border, but beyond that the land

mass of both China and Soviet Russia.

At its back and sides. South Koreans re-

peatedly point out, there is only the sea.

In capital after capital, Asian lead-

ers ask what will happen in the area

when U.S. forces are gone. History be-

devils them. Will the Japanese defense

force become a real defense force at last?

Perhaps even a nuclear force? One head

of state—speaking very much off the

record—suggests that by the 1980s there

will be a new generation of Japanese

leaders with no sense of war guilt and

with none of the restraints that such guilt

imposes. He does not care for this

prospect one bit. Whatever happens,

he predicts that the U.S. withdrawal

will create “a new situation with deep

implications.”

The concerns about President Car-

ter’s human rights offensive are also

deep but quite different in nature. Asian

leaders are not afraid of Carter’s insis-

tence on human rights, but they are baf-

fled and irritated. The national security

repressions in South Korea, the martial-

law regulations in the Philippines, the

THE WORLD

political imprisonments in Indonesia, m
are all violations of democratic rights. ~
But since these countries consider them-
selves allies or friends of the U.S., they

wonder if the President really under-
stands their problems. “Carter must
know who his friends are in Asia,” said

Imelda Marcos, wife of the Philippine

President and second only to him in per-

sonal power. In the course of a passion-

ate four-hour plea for understanding,

she observed; “You will never get an-

other friend in Asia like Marcos. We
both grew up saying the Pledge of Al-

legiance to the American flag in school.

But Marcos is a Filipino. Don’t ask him
to be an American.”

The human rights campaign strikes

many Asians much the same way it does

the Russians—as interference in their

private affairs and problems and an af-

front to their sovereignty. Even Com-
munist Chinese in Hong Kong, huddled
around a lunch table in a local restau-

rant, shake their heads in disbelief.

“Why does Carter want to cause such

trouble with his own allies?”

Over and over, Asian leaders ask if

the U.S. appreciates the difference be-

tween their situation and ours. Nam
Duck Woo, the mild-mannered, profes-

sorial Deputy Prime Minister of South

Korea, normally speaks so softly that

one must listen with close attention. But

his voice rises clearly on human rights:

“There is not one developing country

in the world where Western democracy

really works. The government in a de-

veloping country must give guidance, di-

rection, stability. It is the only way to

grow. If students are in the streets all

the time, everybody is nervous, business

suffers. We cannot afford it.”

The students have not been in the

streets of Seoul for two years, partly be-

cause the universities are under close

government supervision and partly be-

cause the academic program has been

stiffened so that the students have

something to do besides raise hell. The
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peatedly point out, there is only the sea.
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will be a new generation of Japanese
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imposes. He does not care for this

prospect one bit. Whatever happens,

he predicts that the U.S. withdrawal

will create “a new situation with deep
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The concerns about President Car-

ter’s human rights offensive are also

deep but quite different in nature. Asian
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are all violations of democratic rights. ~
But since these countries consider them-
selves allies or friends of the U.S., they
wonder if the President really under-
stands their problems. “Carter must
know who his friends are in Asia." said

lmelda Marcos, wife of the Philippine

President and second only to him in per-

sonal power. In the course of a passion-

ate four-hour plea for understanding,

she observed. “You will never get an-

other friend in Asia like Marcos. We
both grew up saying the Pledge of Al-

legiance to the American flag in school.

But Marcos is a Filipino. Don’t ask him
to be an American.”

The human rights campaign strikes

many Asians much the same way it does

the Russians—as interference in their

private affairs and problems and an af-

front to their sovereignty. Even Com-
munist Chinese in Hong Kong, huddled
around a lunch table in a local restau-

rant, shake their heads in disbelief.

“Why does Carter want to cause such

trouble with his own allies?”

Over and over, Asian leaders ask if

the U.S. appreciates the difference be-

tween their situation and ours. Nam
Duck Woo, the mild-mannered, profes-

sorial Deputy Prime Minister of South

Korea, normally speaks so softly that

one must listen with close attention. But

his voice rises clearly on human rights:

“There is not one developing country

in the world where Western democracy

really works. The government in a de-

veloping country must give guidance, di-

rection, stability. It is the only way to

grow. If students are in the streets all

the time, everybody is nervous, business

suffers. We cannot afford it.”

The students have not been in the

streets of Seoul for two years, partly be-

cause the universities are under close

government supervision and partly be-

cause the academic program has been

stiffened so that the students have

something to do besides raise hell. The
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Koreans set security and the avoidance

of chaos as their highest priority. If that

results in a bad human rights image, says

Prime Minister Choi, “we will just have

to accept a bad image.”

The Filipinos have fewer rights and

freedoms than they did before President

Ferdinand Marcos imposed martial law.

It is instructive to watch Marcos con-

duct a session of the Batasang Bayan,

the hand-picked legislative council,

which assists him in drafting new laws.

He stands on the podium, cool and

handsome in an open-necked barong

tagalog (formal shirt), gavel at the ready.

“Is there any objection? The Chair hears

no objection.” There is no discernible

pause between the question and the

statement. Bang goes the gavel, and the

motion is carried. So much for debate

and dissent. Yet there is wide agreement
among Filipinos and foreign business-

men that before martial law the coun-

try was on the verge of disintegration.

“It is easier to run a revolution than a

government,” Marcos says.

Lee Kuan Yew, Prime Minister of

Singapore for the past 18 years, is prob-

ably the shrewdest, most effective lead-

er in Asia. He sits in a comfortable easy

chair, a cushion at his back. He wears a

light gray windbreaker, a sort of Asian
Eisenhower jacket that seems singularly

informal for a man reigning from Istana,

the gorgeous white palace that once be-

longed to the British Governor. Carter is

sincere about human rights, Lee Kuan
Yew believes, but he should accept the

world as it is: many different societies,

different cultures, different stages of de-

velopment. “Now we hear that we have
to be like you, or else we are not civilized.

The Russians say that there are many
different roads to socialism, and that

sounds good to new nations. But the U.S.

seems to be saying that there is only one
road to democracy.”

High Standard. Lee thinks the U.S.

is in danger of setting such a narrow def-

inition of democracy that only a few
West European nations can possibly
comply. He suggests that instead of im-
posing the highest common factor for

human rights compliance, the U.S.
should encourage the lowest common
denominator for democracy. It is Lee’s
contention that the direction of a soci-

ety, especially a developing society, is

more relevant than its ability to meet
some unrealistically high Western stan-
dard. He sums it up this way: “You
should ask whether a country is trying
to move toward a more tolerant society
where the individual has value, or to-

ward a more repressive society where
the individual is subservient to the
state.”

American influence, investment and
protection are welcome to many Asian
countries. But the leaders of these coun-
tries are saying that America’s latest ini-

tiatives are unwelcome. We are being
ssked if what we are now trying to ac-
complish is worth the price. Or if we
even realize what the price is.
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SOVIET UNION

Unhitching Podgorny from the Troika

The first announcement that the

President of the Soviet Union had been

stripped of power was not even the lead

item on Radio Moscow's 5 p.m. news-

cast. After a droning, ten-minute report

last week on a speech by Party Chief

Leonid Brezhnev came a terse sentence:

“At a plenary meeting of the Central

Committee Nikolai Podgorny was re-

lieved of his duties as a member of the

Politburo.” Next morning Pravda bur-

"

ied the news in the 26th paragraph of a

29-paragraph story on the meeting.

Kremlinologists expect that Podgorny,

74, will be formally ousted from the pres-

idency when the Supreme Soviet, the

U.S.S.R.’s rubber-stamp parliament,

gathers later this month.
Even by Kremlin standards, it was

an ignominious end to the career of a

stolid, dutiful party leader who had
served for 17 years in the 15-man Po-

litburo. As chief of state for nearly

twelve of those years, he had been
hitched to Brezhnev and Premier Alek-

sei Kosygin in the ruling troika. Even
Nikita Khrushchev, who was ousted

from his posts as Party Chief and Pre-

mier at the age of 70, was ushered out

more gracefully. The official 1964 bul-

letin declared that he had resigned “in

view of advanced age and the deteri-

oration of his health.”

The news of the shake-up puzzled

Kremlinologists. In March, Podgorny

had made well-publicized state visits to

Zambia, Tanzania and Mozambique
(Time, April 4). There had been no ad-

vance notice of the Central Committee
meeting needed to legalize a top-level

change. On the very day of Podgomy’s
dismissal, Pravda had front-paged a

proclamation bearing his name. More-
over, neither Podgorny’s health (visibly

robust) nor his advanced years have of-

fered any cause for speculation. By con-

trast, both Brezhnev, 70, and Kosygin,

73, suffer from ailments that often pro-

voke retirement rumors.

The full story of Podgorny’s dismiss-

al may remain forever behind the scrim

that veils the Kremlin’s backstage dra-

mas. Still, specialists hurried to put to-

gether plausible reconstructions. With

hindsight, it seemed likely that Podgor-

ny had somehow managed to arouse

Brezhnev’s ire, but that the row between

them did not involve matters of high-

level policy. Having yielded all real

power to Brezhnev a decade ago, Pod-

gorny had settled cheerfully into the

highly prestigious but largely ceremo-

nial post of chief of state. That, some ex-

perts thought, had been his downfall.

By their accounts, Podgorny stood

in the way of Brezhnev’s wish to add

the presidency to the host of new titles,

honors and decorations that he has gar-

nered since his birthday in December.

“It may have been that Podgorny dug

in his heels and refused to go," says Brit-

ish Sovietologist Leonard Schapiro. Pod-
gorny may also have opposed one of

Brezhnev's pet projects: a new consti-

tution, which is scheduled to be made
public this week. The first since 1936,

the constitution is believed to call for

the Party Chief to be President as well.

Brezhnev has long fumed that, unlike

many East bloc leaders, he is not en-

titled to the full protocol honors due a

head of state when he travels abroad.

The unhitching of Podgorny from

SOVIET PRESIDENT PODGORNY

In the way of a pet project.

the troika may also have been Brezh-

nev’s first step in breaking up the ruling

hierarchy. Also dismissed last week was

Konstantin Katushev, 49, once the

youngest member of the powerful Secre-

tariat of the Central Committee, who
was believed to be on a meteoric rise.

Katushev apparently lost favor for hav-

ing organized last June's summit meet-

ing of Europe’s Communist parties, at

which several party bosses flaunted their

independence from Moscow. His re-

placement is Konstantin Rusakov, 68, a

Brezhnev protdgd with long experience

in Eastern Europe who may have better

luck in dealing with Moscow’s wander-

ing comrades in the Communist world.
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Come Home?
the peninsula under Communist rule,

might well attack the south if he thought

the U.S. would not spring to Seoul’s

aid. The departure of U.S. ground units,

critics claim, could prompt Kim to mis-

calculate and unleash another Korean
War.

This is what worries Major General
John Singlaub, whom Carter ousted as

the third-ranking U.S. officer in Korea
for telling a Washington Post reporter

that withdrawal of the 2nd Division

“will lead to war” (Time, May 30). In

an appearance last week before the

House Armed Services Subcommittee
on Investigations, Singlaub repeated this

charge. He also warned of new intel-

ligence indicating that Pyongyang’s
military buildup—especially of tanks,

speedy patrol boats and trucks—is mov-
ing fast and is “far out of proportion to

what we thought they had.”

Singlaub told the Congressmen that

the overwhelming majority of military

officers agree with him and that it was
his “impression” that many top officials

in the U.S. Embassy in Seoul feel the

same way. Added Subcommittee Chair-

man Samuel Stratton, a New York
Democrat: “Most of the generals and
members of the House are opposed to

pulling ground forces out of Korea.” (At

week's end, Singlaub was reassigned to

an important new post: Chief of Staff of
the U.S. Army Forces Command at Fort

McPherson in Georgia.)

Deterrent Value. Another critic of
the withdrawal decision is Edward Lutt-

wak, associate director of Johns Hop-
kins' Center of Foreign Policy Research.

“South Korean forces are not a substi-

tute for U.S. ground troops in deterring

a North Korean attack,” Luttwak ar-

gues. “As long as American troops re-

main there, deterrence is higher because
the U.S. will be more active in defend-
ing the country.” Says retired Korean
Major General Kim Chum Kon, a re-

spected strategist who was a division

commander during the Korean War and
is now dean of the Graduate School of
Business and Public Administration at

South Korea’s Kyung Hee University:

“When U.S. troops are deployed along
the main invasion route, they cannot be
avoided in the event of an attack. That’s
the deterrent value.”

Opposition to the Administration's
decision has created a rare consensus
in South Korea. In rallies and demon-
strations throughout Seoul last week,
Koreans called on the G.I.s to stay. Even
bitter enemies of the Park regime joined
the protests. The Rev. Kim Kwan Suk,
Secretary General of South Korea's

SOLDIERS OF THE 2ND DIVISION STAND GUARD WITHIN SIGHT OF FENCE MARKING KOREAN DMZ

National Council of Churches and an
outspoken critic of Park, urged the Car-
ter Administration to reverse its deci-

sion. South Korea’s 79-year-old former

President Yun Po Sun, who received a

suspended prison sentence for speaking

out against the regime, told a press con-

ference in Seoul that U.S. troops were

in his country to protect “freedom and
democracy”; without them, he warned,

the north would attack. The dissidents

also worry that Park’s repression might
intensify without the moderating pres-

ence of U.S. ground troops.

Some strategy experts argue that the

withdrawal decision disregards relevant

geopolitical realities. Luttwak, for ex-

ample, is bothered by what sort of sig-

nal a reduction in U.S. forces in the

northwest Pacific might transmit to Ja-

pan—a country understandably sensi-

tive to the power balance on the nearby

peninsula. Washington’s Korea policy,

coupled with the growing power and
presence of the Soviet navy around the

Japanese islands, might eventually coax

Tokyo toward a stance of neutralism or

even accommodation with the Soviets,

out of fear for its own security. There is

also concern about Peking’s reaction.

The Chinese probably want U.S. forces

out of Korea; on the other hand, Pe-

king may fear that Moscow—to increase

its leverage in Pyongyang—would en-

courage North Korea’s Kim to attack

the south.

There are risks in the withdrawal,

as Administration policymakers pri-

vately admit. Conceded one U.S. offi-

cial last week: "There is no doubt that

we lose some part of our deterrence. But

how much? How strong will the South

Koreans become? What will the North
Koreans perceive? Actually we don’t

know.” They do know, however, that

Jimmy Carter has made up his mind,

and as the abrupt reassignment of Gen-
eral Singlaub proved, he is most unlike-

ly to change it. All that needs to be de-

cided now, in the consultations that

began last week with Seoul and Tokyo,

is the timetable for the 2nd Division’s

departure.

KOREA'S PARK GREETING GENERAL BROWN

4?
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MERRY-GO-ROUND
By Jack Ander>ati

and Les Whitten

Life in Red Korea
smacks of ' J 984'

Having written about repression in South
Korea, we have sought to put the story in per-
spective by investigating conditions in North
Korea. By all accounts it is ruled by one of the
crudest regimes in the world.

Western analysts don’t have a full picture of
what goes on above the 38th Parallel, except that
it is one of the most isolated societies.

The border is tightly controlled. The few de-
tails that have leaked out provide a dim outline of
a highly authoritarian government and a brutally
regimented society. In the words of One Ameri-
can analyst: “It is ‘1984’ — in spades.”

Every aspect of North Korean life is con-
trolled. The day is literally divided into 480-min-
ute segments: Eight hours are spent at work;
eight hours are spent in study and mass organiza-
tion; eight hours are given to eating, sleeping and
other necessities,

r *

THE DEGREE of party membership is greater
in North Korea than in any other Communist
country. The Communist Party is supplemented
by mass organizations for every element of soci-
ety — youth, women, labor. There is tremendous
psychological pressure upon everyone to join, to
conform, to participate, to show a “positive” atti-

tude.

Even children of 5 and 6 are regimented into
organizations, where they are taught to run
wooden bayonets through the “U.S. imperial--
Sr-S-r. »»
101.0 .

All property in North Korea belongs to the
state. People are permitted to work garden plots,
for example, but they don’t own them; they are
merely on loan.

Food and clothing are rationed; travel is J

restricted. When North Koreans leave their home *

districts, for whatever reason, they must carry ,

their travel permit and ration cards.

The few who travel abroad are thorougly
screened beforehand. While in another country,
they are required to remain virtually to them-
selves. They avoid all contact with foreigners,
remain in their hotel rooms, visit no restaurants,
attend no movies, stroll in no parks.

Of course. North Koreans have no freedom of
expression. The common man is convinced, not
without reason, that someone is watching him at
all times. There is no free press; religion has been
outlawed. A former Christian mission complex in
Pyongyang, for instance, has been converted into
Kim II Sung University.
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that the only contact be-
tween the two Governments
is by radio.

South Korean officials are
confident that by 1980 they
will have far outstripped the
North economically. How-
ever, they express the fear
that Kim 11-suug might
launch an offensive against
them before the gup becomes
too wide. They are confi-
dent of being able to repel
a full-scale invasion but
realize that any outbreak of
violence on the peninsula
could scare off needed
foreign investment.

Cd, uiciciy armed
truce which brought the
Korean war to an end on
July 27, 1953. More than one
million troops are ranged on
either side of the Demilitar-
ized Zone (DMZ), a two-and-
a-half-mile-wide corridor
which cuts diagonally across
the 38th Parallel. Despite
detente between the United
States and the Soviet Union
and. the rapprochement
between the Americans and
the Chinese the cold war on
the Korean peninsula re-
mains bitterly intense.

It is estimated that South
Korea has an army of
520.000, an air force of
30.000, a navy of 25,000 ami
a 20,000-strong division of
Marines while reserves and
para-military forces amount
to more than two million.
The period of conscription
for the Army and Marines is

two and a half years and
three years for the Navy and
Air Force.

As a consequence of a
mutual defence treaty signed
in 1953, South Korea is assis-
ted by about 41,000 Ameri-
can troops, including 33,000
from thc United States Army
(one division with support
troops), 8,300 from tho
United States Air Force (one
air division with support)
and 200 sailors and marines

covers the remainder of the
country and is divided into
four district commands. The
United States Air Force has
combat sqaadrons behind the
front line at Osan and Kun-
san.

In the event of renewed
warfare with the North,
operational command of the
South Korean Armed Forces
would be exercised by the
Commander-in-Chief, United
Nations Command, who is
also commander of United
States forces in Korea. This
means that the South cannot
embark on full-scale military
action without American
consent.

The North Koreans have
an Army estimated at
430.000 men, an Air Force of
45.000 and a Navy of 20,000.
Reserves arc put at more
than two million. Military
service is seven years for the
Army, five years for the
Navy and three to four years
for the Air Force. North
Korea has received substan-
tial military aid from the
Soviet Union and China but
does not have the close inter-
locking military relationship
with those countries that the
South has with the United
States.

The strategy of the Ameri-
cans. and £outh Koreans is
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relations with its closest ally, tively.

the United States. These
have been shaken by a

bribery scandal in which
agents of tlie Korean Gov-
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businessman called Park
Tong-sun, are said to have
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He said these had been
inflicted to make b>'m admit
to being a communist.
The Human Rights Com-
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1' 11 Korean workers and farmers
been dismissed. President weie being exploited by
The Ford Administration blte„tioii of ^ntrodurine^a

foreign capital. Its conclu-
made it clear to the Korean nlora i note : . ro nd„rt

sio11 was that “ the way 10

Government that the scandal American foreien nob™ defeat communism and the
would not fundamentally According m rfinlnmatfr short cut to national unitica-

affect their relationship and sources in Seoul this^s like'lv
tion is in develoPin8 the

it appears that its successor
'the form of driS democratic potential”,

will '“he the same line. How- pressure 0n President Park Among the signatories of
e\ei, investigations by the (0 rc ] ax nolitical control at the declaration were Kim
United States Department of hmne.
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are likely to sour bilateral Yushin (Revitalizing Re- Po-sun, the President of
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tieS f°r S°me time t0 forni s) Constitution of 1972 South Korea before the mili-

c and then by Emergency tary coup d’etat in 1961. Both
heoul is also worried tliat Decree No 9, imposed under received eight-year sentences

protectionism in Washington Article S3 of that constitu- which were reduced to five
could put at risk its plans tion. The decree became years by the Appellate Court

economic development, effective in 1975, after the and have now been referred
About a third of Korean ex- f an 0f Indo-China to tlie to the Supreme Court.
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tes Communists, in order to On December 8 a similar
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lhe Koreans expect bar- for criticizing the constitu- decree and punishment for
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the import of non-rubber In its defence of such ington bribery scandal, was
footwear, under which they drastic curtailment of civil launched during a demon-

a ” le 10 sell only liberties the Government stration by about 500 stu-

9,200,000

pairs on a 10 pei- points to tlie fate of Soutli dents at Seoul National
cent tariff (compared with Vietnam, arguing that dis- University,
about 50 million pairs last sension in South Korea if dismantling of the inter-
y "g above that could be taken by Pyongyang nal security apparatus de-
wouldbe subject to a 40 pei as evidence of disintegration pends on the conclusion of a
cent duty. H is feaied rhat and t ile Slgna | for invasion, non-aggression pact with
restrictions will also be Kirn Seong-jin, the Minis- North Korea, as suggested

ler of ^formation and chief by the Minister of Informa-
vision sets, wire ropes, hand- government spokesman, told tion, the future for oppo-
bags and canned mushrooms. The Times that political coil- neats of President Park
However, the central issue ditions would be eased only looks grim. Relations be-

between the two countries is when North Korea had tween North and South are
the future of the 41,000 signed a non-aggression pact confined to working-level
American servicemen in with the South. Referring Red Cross meetings on
Korea. Mr Walter Mondale, to possible pressure from the humanitarian problems
United States Vice-President, United States on this score, (about 10 million families
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Mr Mondale made it even if political rights are tion of the peninsula. The

clear that there is no danger limited. This view is sup- hot line between Seoul and
of a precipitate removal of ported by the New Demo- Pyongyang was cut soon
American military support cratic Party, the only oppo- after the axe killings at
for President Park. Too much sition group in the National Panmunjom last August so
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that the only contact be-

tween the two Governments
is by radio.

South Korean officials are
confident that by 1980 they
will have far outstripped the
North economically. How-
ever, they express the fear
that Kim Il-sung might
launch an offensive against
them before the gap becomes
too wide. They are confi-
dent of being able to repel
a full-scale invasion but
realize that any outbreak of
violence on the peninsula
could scare off needed
foreign investment.

Visiting South Korea you are
soon struck by that country’s
obsession with security. In
the course of daily life you
come across so much evid-
ence of military prepared-
ness.

This includes the curfew
from midnight to 4 am in

Seoul, which has been in

force since the Second World
War and has conditioned the
nocturnal habits of an entire
generation of Koreans

;
the

allocation of more .than one
third of the budget to
defence

; the monthly civil

defence drill in which traffic

comes to a halt and people
seek shelter in buildings

;

stretches of motorway with-
out central reservations so
that they can quickly be
turned into airstrips

;
the

lowering of blinds on a civil-

ian flight at night over Taegu
to hide the air force base
there

;
the shout of pil seong

(ever victorious) by soldiers

as they salute and the march-
ing songs of the presidential
guard.
No peace agreement exists

between North and South
Korea, merely an armed
truce which brought ihe
Korean war to an end on
July 27, 1953. More than one
million troops are ranged on
either side of the Demilitar-
ized Zone (DMZ), a two-and-
a-half-mile-wide corridor
which cuts diagonally across
the 38th Parallel. Despite
detente between the United
States and the Soviet Union
and. the rapprochement
between the Americans and
the Chinese the cold war on
the Korean peninsula re-

mains bitterly intense.

It is estimated that South
Korea has qn army of
520.000, an air force of
30.000, a navy of 25,000 and
a 20,000-strong division of
Marines while reserves and
para-military forces amount
to more than two million.
The period of conscription
for the Army and Marines is

two and a half years and
three years for the Navy and
Air Force.

As a consequence of a

mutual defence treaty signed
in 1953, South Korea is assis-

ted by about 41,000 Ameri-
can troops, including 33,000
from the United States Army
(one division with support
troops). 8,300 from the
United States Air Force (one
air division with support)
and 200 sailors and marines.

Clear signs of obsession with security
The western sector of the

151-mile armistice line, be-
hind which Seoul lies, is
guarded by a joint American-
Korean corps under an
American general. This con-
sists of the United States 2
Infantry Division and the 10
divisions of the Korean
Third Army. The American
division lies in reserve about
IS miles back from the DMZ
astride the most likely main
invasion route from the
north. Apart from an Ameri-
can brigade, which in the
event of war would be
responsible for evacuating
Panmunjom, the meeting
place of the military armis-
tice commission, the front
line is manned entirely by
the Third Army, the most
highly trained and best
equipped of Korea’s three
armies. The Han river
estuary and the islands
beyond are garrisoned by
Korean marines.'
The Korean First Army,

comprising eight divisions,
guards the eastern sector of
the frontier. The Second
Army, which is responsible
for logistics and training,
covers the remainder of the
country and is divided into
four district commands. The
United States Air Force has
combat sqnadrons behind the
front line at Osan and Kun-
san.

In the event of renewed
warfare with the North,
operational command of the
South Korean Armed Forces
would be exercised by the
Commander-in-Chief, United
Nations Command, who is

also commander of United
Slates forces in Korea. This
means that the South cannot
embark on full-scale military
action without American
consent.

The North Koreans have
an Army estimated at

430.000 men, an Air Force of
45.000 and a Navy of 20,000.
Reserves are put at more
than two million. Military
service is seven years for the
Army, five years for the
Navy and three to four years
for the Air Force. North
Korea has received substan-
tial military aid from the
Soviet Union and China but
does not have the close inter-
locking military relationship
with those countries that the
South has with the United
States.

The strategy of the Ameri-
cans and South Koreans is

to hold the front line come quent rotation of the force

n
a
' £

nay
: Th,s means ®bove 300,000 .South Korean

all the defence of Seoul, soldiers sow action in Souch
which has more than Vietnam.
7,250,000 inhabitants, nearly
one fifth of the population .

M'btary observers in Seoul
There are about 300,000 com- bel

,

,.* v* ,1,at North Korea is

bat-ready Korean soldiers de-
unlikely to launch a full-scale

ployed to a depth of 32 miles attac *c on tbe South. The
behind the DMZ. American presence, which
At its nearest point the

,,,cludes battalions of Honest
front line is only 25 miles J°bn and Sergeant missiles

from Seoul. The capital is
Wlth nuclear capability and

already within range of
tl,e abl,| ty to call on power-

North Korea’s Frog missiles ful air and naval reinforce-

and its northern outskirts ments
, « thought sufficient

could be hit from artillery t0 deter any such action,

positions around Kaesong. The nature of the Ameri-
If the North Koreans ad- can commitment to South
vanced a few miles to the Korea cannot have been lost
Imjin river all of Seoul on the North after the killing
would be within range. By 0 f two American soldiers on
air the capital is only a few the border last August. With-
minutes flight from North in 24 hours of that incident
Korean bases. a squadron of F-llls had

In 1975 the Americans crossed the Pacific from
enunciated a nine-day Idaho and was ready to go
strategy to smash an invasion into action against the North,
from North Korea. In the Phantoms and RF4s came up
first five days about 1,000 from Okinawa and B52s front
waves a day of B52 strategic Guam. Also a naval battle
bombers and tactical aircraft squadron was sent by the
would be sent over the Seventh Fleet.
North. It would also be - ... , c
pounded by artillery and

,
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field guns. The succeeding |5
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mopping-up operations bv
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temP ,ed t0 make a minor

the infantry. “ray a8 ai,
?
st them ln the

hope that its success would
- detract attention from the

political and economic diffi-
culties he faces at home or
to test the resolve of the new
American administration.

Possible heavy

loss of life
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actions against the North the Nortf, would in attack
Then' experience in South ing them Their lo^ wouldVietnam, where they had two not seriously affect the
divisions and a brigade, balance of power on the
taught them the limitations Korean peninsula but it
of fire power alone and would be regarded as a
provided experience of severe blow to the prestige
countering guerrillas. It is of the South and one which
estimated that through fre- could detei potential foreign

lan
the
lies

investment. As President
Park's Government is deter-
mined that nothing shall
stand in the way of the
country’s industrialization
one can assume that it would
be prepared to fling every-
thing into the fray to hold'
the islands.

Last year South Korea em-
barked on a five-year Armed
Forces improvement plan by
the end of which it aims to
be able to repulse any attack
from the North on its own,
apart from American logist-
cal support. The programme
is expected to cost between
$4,500m and S5,000m
(£2,353m and £2,941m), of
which about two thirds could
come from a defence tax in-

troduced in 1975.
South Korea is weakest vis-

3-vis the North in air power,
having just over 200 combat
aircraft compared to the lat-

ter’s 600. Many of the South’s
aircraft are veterans of the
Korean war and are being
replaced by F4s and F5s. A
squadron of S2F anti-
submarine aircraft is also
being formed.
South Korea has the capa-

bility to overhaul aircraft and
helicopters and' in a few
years should be up to assem-
bling them as well. High-
speed patrol boats are
already being built for the
Navy at Ma,san.

For the Army, rifles,

machine guns, and sub-
machine guns are manufac-
tured, and artillery is

assembled, Jocally. South
Korea 1 expressed the wish
to produce the M-60 tank
at the beginning of last
year bur has so far been
confined by the Americans to
improving the M-47s and
M-48s it already possesses.
The Koreans also wanted to
increase the calibre of their
tank guns from 90mm ro
105mm. although the Ameri-
cans think that the smaller
bore is sufficient for the
Korean theatre.

Since October 1975 the
United States lias been sup-
plying Korea with Tow anti-
tank guns and almost all

front line divisions are now
believed to have a Tow bat-
tery. The Koreans already
have the capability of turning
out large-calibre artillery
such as the 155mm. howitzer
but have yet to go into mass
production.

S.S.P.
,

Nature born and
quality controlled

chemical or other' artificial fertilizer is allowed. Same
garden is not permitted to be cultivated again for 15
years after its previous cultivation. Government
officials are especially appointed to see and guide the
cultivation of Korean Ginseng that requires a more
than six years of ceaseless attention. Superior quality
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realize that any outbreak of
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30,000 a navy of 25,000 and
a 20,000-strong division of
Marines while reserves and
para-military forces amount
to more than two million.

The period of conscription
for the Army and Marines is

two and a half years and
three years for the Navy and
Air Force.
As a consequence of a

mutual defence treaty signed
in 1953, South Korea is assis-

ted by about 41,000 Ameri-
can troops, including 33,000
from the United States Army
(one division with support
troops), 8,300 from the
United States Air Force (one
air division with support)
and 200 sailors and marines.

guards the eastern sector of
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Army, which is responsible
for logistics and training,
covers the remainder of the
country and is divided into
four district commands. The
United States Air Force has
combat sqaadrons behind the
front line at Osan and Kun-
san.

In the event of renewed
warfare with the North,
operational command of the
South Korean Armed Forces
would be exercised by the
Commander-in-Chief, United
Nations Command, who is

also commander of United
States forces in. Korea. This
means that the South cannot
embark on full-scale military
action without American
consent.

The North Koreans have
an Army estimated at

430.000 men, an Air Force of
45.000 and a Navy of 20,000.
Reserves are put at more
than two million. Military
service is seven years for the
Army, five years for the
Navy and three to four years
for the Air Force. North
Korea has received substan-
tial military aid from the
Soviet Union and China but
does not have the close inter-

locking military relationship
with those countries that the
South has with the United
States.

The strategy of the Ameri-
cans and South Koreans is

bombers and tactical aircraft
would be sent over the
North. It would also be
pounded by artillery and
field guns. The succeeding
four days would be spent in
mopping-up operations by
the infantry.

Possible heavy

loss of life

It is felt that the loss of
Seoul would knock the heart
out of the South Koreans

;

thus the decision to stand
fast on the DMZ even though
it would entail severe clashes
and possibly heavy loss of
life from the outset. There
is no established second line
of defence in South Korea.
In fact the military appear
to think that there would
he little to stop the enemy
once the front line had been
breached until one readied
the extreme south.

The South Koreans are
prepared to fight both con-
ventional and guerrilla
actions against the North.
Their experience in South
Vietnam, where they had two
divisions and a brigade,
taught them the limitations
of fire power alone and
provided experience of
countering guerrillas. It is

estimated that through fre-
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squadron was sent by the
Seventh Fleet.

Despite this show of
strength the South Koreans
feel rhal Kim Il-sung might
be tempted to make a minor
foray against them in the
hope that its success would
detract attention from the
political and economic diffi-
culties he faces at home or
to test the resolve of the new
American administration.

The most vulnerable point
in southern defences appears
to be five islands in the West
or Yellow Sea called Pek-
lyong, Taechong, Sochong,
Yonpyong and U. They lie
close to the 38th Parallel but
well north of the line of theDMZ in the west and face
the North Korean' coast. A
radar station on Peklyong
monitors the movements of
North Korean aircraft. The
islands are garrisoned by.
Korean marines and come
under United Nations Com-
mand.

Because of their remote-
ness South Korea would have
greater logistical problems in
defending the islands than
the North would in attack-
ing them. Their Jos's' would
not seriously affect the
balance of power on the
Korean peninsulii but it
would be regarded as a
severe blow to i the prestige
of the South and one which
could deter potential foreign
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United States has been sup-
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ADVERTISEMENT

GREAT
CULTURAL
REVIVAL

CHERISHING THE PAST
WHILE BUILDING FOR

THE FUTURE

“The promotion of culture should begin

with the rediscovery of our national culture

and restoration of our cultural identity.”

President Park Chung Hee, January 1977
Dancers of the Korean Folk Arts Group.

While the rapid economic development of
Korea over the last 25 years has naturally had
first claim on world attention, there have also
been considerable achievements in other spheres
of the nation’s life, equally impressive in their
own way. Not the least of these achievements
can be found in the great cultural revival which
the country is experiencing, and which has been
gathering momentum in more recent years. This
revival, a process of rediscovery and restoration,
is much more than an expression of national pride.
It is a reaffirmation and strengthening of national
identity and a source of inspiration for the future.

Almost as soon as the Republic of Korea was
established in 1948 work began on compiling a
list of National Treasures for permanent govern-
ment protection and support. These National
Treasures—there are now more than 180 of them—are not merely historic sites and buildings, rare
works of art and precious artefacts

; they also
include folk dramas, dances and music, many of
which can be traced back 1,000 years or more,
and the artistes and groups whose performances
keep them alive. Old crafts and traditional sports
are also cherished. The weave of cultural heritage
is rich and varied.

Uniquely Korean

Above: 17th-century white porcelain vase (Yf
Dynasty).

Below : early 13th-century celadon ware (Koguryo
Dynasty).

What is more surprising is that in most cases
the cultural heritage is uniquely Korean. One
would expect the Korean peninsula, historically
a much-fought-over land bridge between the
Asian mainland and Japan, to have been subject
to powerful cultural influences from without and
so to have developed strongly imitative art forms.
But while it is true, for example, that early
Korean painting was much influenced by Chinese
painting, Korean artists soon moved away from
the more formal aspects of Chinese painting,
abandoning its disciplines for an altogether lighter
and more uninhibited style of their own which in
time became an unmistakably national style, most
evident in paintings of animals and mist-shrouded
mountains and reaching its apogee during the
later Yi Dynasty (1392-19101. Today some Korean
painters are content to base their work on that
of famous Western painters. Others find their
inspiration, and sometimes their styles, in Korea's
past and this trend seems likely to increase. Plans
are being made to bring a small but representative
collection of modern Korean paintings for exhibi-
tion in London.

Sculpture received its impetus from
Buddhism, an imported religion, and was directly
based on Chinese techniques. Metalwork was also
closely associated with Buddhism, outstanding
exceptions being the moulded bronze artefacts
from tombs dating from the third century BC
and the superb gold crowns and ornaments from
royal tomb mounds of the Unified Silla Kingdom
(668-935 AD). One of the most famous of these
tombs, the Flying Horse Tomb in Kytingju has
recently been refurbished as a display centre for
replicas of objects found in the tomb, many of the
originals being in the Kyungju National Museum
nearby.

Korea is justly known for its ceramics, parti-
cularly the exquisite celadon ware of the Korvo
Dynasty (935-1392 AD) and the white porcelain
of the Yi Dynasty, in which the natural artistry
of Korean craftsmen found its highest expression.
Ceramics, too, provide an example of outgoing

Yioono
Ces

;

During 11,6 Japanese invasions of
1592-98, the Japanese not only made off with
valuable books and priceless art treasures

; they
also took to Japan many Korean potters whose
skills were used to establish a fine ceramics
industry.

The Performing Arts

religious origins. All are colourful and a delight
to the eye.

Since World War II Korea has proved re-
markably receptive to Western influences in the
performing arts and now has symphony orchestras,
opera and ballet companies and drama groups.
Some artists such as the gifted Chung family have
won international reputations. Art, music,
literature, drama—there are few spheres of cul-
ture which have not been penetrated to a greater
or lesser extent by Western ideas and techniques,
and the question now exercising Korean minds is
the extent to which these foreign irruptions
should be allowed free rein. Has not the time
come to be far more selective in accepting cultural
trends from abroad ? Has not the country been
unduly exposed to the harmful and spurious as
well as the good and beneficial ?

Such cfuesiions have particular relevance.
Small countries with troubled histories like Korea
need everything they can lay hands on to preserve
and strengthen their sense of nationhood against
povverful external pressures. A strong sense of
national identity, rooted in an indigenous and
thriving cluture, will enable a people to survive no
end of storms and stresses.

In the case of Korea this much was realized
when the First Five-Year Plan for Restoration of
Literature and Arts was launched in 1974 with a
budget of $52 million. To implement the plan
a Cultural and Arts Promotion Council and an
Arts Promotion Institute were set up and a
nationwide campaign begun to assess what has
to be done. The Folklore Museum, King Sejong
Memorial Hall and the Korean Folk Village were
all products of the plan, and much has also been
done to promote creative activities and literary
appreciation. There has been careful discrimina-
tive appraisal of Western influences throughout.

The campaign to preserve and extend tradi-
tional culture has recently received strong support
from President Park. At his New Year Press
Conference in January, 1977, he called for a " re-
discovery ” of Korea’s national culture. He made
the point, however, that this did not mean un-
conditional rejection of all foreign cultural
influences, a course which would leave Korea in
unhealthy isolation. It is judicious selectivity he
is after and many people, looking at what often
passes for culture in the West nowadays, will
sympathize with his aims.
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President Park Chung Hee, January 1977
Dancers of the Korean Folk Arts Croup.

While the rapid economic development of

Korea over the last 25 years has naturally had

first claim on world attention, there have also

been considerable achievements in other spheres

of the nation’s life, equally impressive in their

own wav. Not the least of these achievements

can be found in the great cultural revival which

the country is experiencing, and which has been

gathering momentum in more recent years. This

revival, a process of rediscovery and restoration,

is much more than an expression of national pride

It is a reaffirmation and strengthening of national

identity and a source of inspiration for the future.

Almost as soon as the Republic of Korea was
established in 1948 work began on compiling a

list of National Treasures for permanent govern-
ment protection and support. These National
Treasures—there are now more than 180 of them
—are not merely historic sites and buildings, rare

works of art and precious artefacts ; they also

include folk dramas, dances and music, many of

which can be traced back 1,000 years or more,
and the artistes and groups whose performances
keep them alive. Old crafts and traditional sports

are also cherished. The weave of cultural heritage
is rich and varied.

Uniquely Korean

/A

Above: 17th-century white porcelain vase (YI

Dynasty).

Below : early 13th-century celadon ware (Koguryo

Dynasty).

What is more surprising is that in most cases
the cultural heritage is uniquely Korean. One
would expect the Korean peninsula, historically

a inuch-fought-over land bridge between the
Asian mainland and Japan, to have been subject

to powerful cultural influences from without and
so to have developed strongly imitative art forms.

But while it is true, for example, that early

Korean painting was much influenced by Chinese
painting, Korean artists soon moved away from
the more formal aspects of Chinese painting,

abandoning its disciplines for an altogether lighter

and more uninhibited style of their own which in

time became an unmistakably national style, most
evident in paintings of animals and mist-shrouded

mountains and reaching its apogee during the

later Yi Dvnasty (1392-1910). Today some Korean

painters are content to base their work on that

of famous Western painters. Others find their

inspiration, and sometimes their styles, in Korea’s

past and this trend seems likely to increase. Plans

are being made to bring a small but representative

collection of modern Korean paintings for exhibi-

tion in London.

Sculpture received its impetus from
Buddhism, an imported religion, and was directly

based on Chinese techniques. Metalwork was also

closely associated with Buddhism, outstanding

exceptions being the moulded bronze artefacts

from tombs dating from the third century BC
and the superb gold crowns and ornaments from
royal tomb mounds of the Unified Silla Kingdom
(668-935 AD). One of the most famous of these

tombs, the Flying Horse Tomb in Kyungju has

recently been refurbished as a display centre for

replicas of objects found in the tomb, many of the

originals being in the Kyungju National Museum
nearby.

Korea is justly known for its ceramics, parti-

cularly the exquisite celadon ware of the Koryo
Dynasty (935-1392 AD) and the white porcelain

of the Yi Dynasty, in which the natural artistry

of Korean craftsmen found its highest expression.

Ceramics, too, provide an example of outgoing

influences. During the Japanese invasions of

1592-98, the Japanese not only made off with

valuable books and priceless art treasures ; They
also took to Japan many Korean potters whose
skills were used to establish a fine ceramics

industry.

The Performing Arts

This coming August the Korean Folk Arts

Troupe will be visiting London for a two-week

season at the Sadler’s Wells Theatre. This will be

a rare opportunity to see some of the leading

performers of Korea’s National Classical Music

Institute and National Dance Company. The music,

performed on flutes, double reeds, drums and

gongs, may hark back to the royal courts of more
than 1,000 vears ago or may be of a much livelier

kind associated with village life. The repertoire

includes the stately and stylized dances of the

court and the simpler folk dances evocative of

the countryside and agriculture. Some dances have

religious origins. All are colourful and a delight

to the eye.

Since World War II Korea has proved re-

markably receptive to Western influences in the

performing arts and now has symphony orchestras,

opera and ballet companies and drama groups.
Some artists such as the gifted Chung family have
won international reputations. Art, music,

literature, drama—there are few spheres of cul-

ture which have not been penetrated to a greater

or lesser extent by Western ideas and techniques,

and the question now exercising Korean minds is

the extent to which these foreign irruptions

should be allowed free rein. Has not the time
come to be far more selective in accepting cultural

trends from abroad ? Has not the country been
unduly exposed to the harmful and spurious as

well as the good and beneficial ?

Such questions have particular relevance.

Small countries with troubled histories like Korea
need everything they can lay hands on to preserve

and strengthen their sense of nationhood against

powerful external pressures. A strong sense of

national identity, rooted in an indigenous and
thriving cluture, will enable a people to survive no
end of storms and stresses.

In the case of Korea this much was realized

when the First Five-Year Plan for Restoration of

Literature and Arts was launched in 1974 with a

budget of $52 million. To implement the plan

a Cultural and Arts Promotion Council and an

Arts Promotion Institute were set up and a

nationwide campaign begun to assess what has
to be done. The Folklore Museum, King Sejong
Memorial Hall and the Korean Folk Village were
all products of the plan, and much has also been
done to promote creative activities and literary

appreciation. There has been careful discrimina-

tive appraisal of Western influences throughout.

The campaign to preserve and extend tradi-

tional culture has recently received strong support
from President Park. At his New Year Press

Conference in January, 1977, he called for a " re-

discovery ” of Korea’s national culture. He made
the point, however, that this did not mean un-

conditional rejection of all foreign cultural

influences, a course which would leave Korea in

unhealthy isolation. It is judicious selectivity he
is after and many people, looking at what often

passes for culture in the West nowadays, will

sympathize with his aims.
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Students relaxing between classes at Korea Uni-

versity, Seoul.
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Sponsored by the

International

Cultural

Society of

Korea

C.P.O. Box 2147

Seoul, Korea

Members of the National Classical Music Institute perforin

native Korean music with different types of instruments.
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National museum of Kyungju.
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Dancers of the Korean Folk Arts Croup.
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Since World War II Korea has proved re-

markably receptive to Western influences in the
performing arts and now has symphony orchestras,

opera and ballet companies and drama groups.

Some artists such as the gifted Chung family have
won international reputations. Art,

,

music,
literature, drama—there are few spheres of cul-

ture which have not been penetrated to a greater
or lesser extent by Western ideas and techniques,

and the question now exercising Korean minds is

the extent to which these foreign irruptions

should be allowed free rein. Has not the time

come to be far more selective in accepting cultural

trends from abroad ? Has not the country been
unduly exposed to the harmful and spurious as

well as the good and beneficial ?

Such questions have particular relevance.

Small countries with troubled histories like Korea
need everything they can lay hands on to preserve

and strengthen their sense of nationhood against

powerful external pressures. A strong sense of

national identity, rooted in an indigenous and
thriving cluture, will enable a people to survive no
end of storms and stresses.

In the case of Korea this much was realized

when the First Five-Year Plan for Restoration of

Literature and Arts was launched in 1974 with a
budget of $52 million. To implement the plan
a Cultural and Arts Promotion Council and an
Arts Promotion Institute were set up and a

nationwide campaign begun to assess what has
ro be done. The Folklore Museum, King Sejong
Memorial Hall and the Korean Folk Village were
all products of the plan, and much has also been
done to promote creative activities and literary
appreciation. There has been careful discrimina-
tive appraisal of Western influences throughout.

The campaign to preserve and extend tradi-
tional culture has recently received strong support
from President Park. At his New Year Press
Conference in January, 1977, he called for a “re-
discovery ” of Korea’s national culture. He made
the point, however, that this did not mean un-
conditional rejection of all foreign cultural
influences, a course which would leave Korea in

unhealthy isolation. It is judicious selectivity he
is after and many people, looking at what often
passes for culture in the West nowadays, will
sympathize with his aims.
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Korean literature lies in

detecting the vigour of die
original Korean inspiration

as it has survived, sometimes
flagging but never quite
dying, under the increasingly
heavy overlay of Chinese
taste and learning.

The earliest significant

named author is Ch’oe
Ch’iwon of the ninth cen-

tury. He was sent to

China to study and there
succeeded in gaining em-
ployment ns a minor official

of the T’ang administra-
tion. After some years he
returned to Korea, withdraw-
ing to live and die in the
south-eastern mountains,
apparently disappointed by
the lack of opportunity in

what to him was a rustic

corner of the world.
His surviving writings are

now printed in a single small
volume, but they suffice to

show that he had mastered
the technique of the late

T'ang.
By the twelfth century

Korea’s rulers had begun to

feel a responsibility for the
editing of iiistory. Two
major works are extant:

Samguk sagi, a Confucian-
inspired account of Korean
history, compiled at the royal

command
;

and Samguk
yusa, the slightly later, more
anecdotal work of a

Buddhist monk which pre-

serves better the flavour of

the non-Chinese tradition.

The Koryo period, reach-

ing its cultural peak about
the time of the Mongol ex-

pansion into China in the
thirteenth century, de-

veloped a highly literary

culture at the royal court.

Verse compositions were a

qualification for political

office.

The earliest writer to

leave a considerable quantity

of writing, Yi Kyubo (1168-

1241), gained his first

appointment to the Civil Ser-

vice by writing a poem about

a blossoming pomegranate
in the garden of the military

dictator’s- ostentatious town
house. Yi Kyubo and his

friends admired the poets of

Sung China. The unaffected

emotions of Su Tung-po’s

appealed to them.

a v iiuj siccicu uy ,,vuicau
writers. Historians] reex-
amined Korean origins,
poets took an interest in
textual questions, and every-
one aimed at becoming ,a
scientific polymath.

A dismissed
tradition

The Korean poetic tradi-

tion has been too easily’: dis-

missed as a pale imitation
of the Chinese. The foster-
ing of criticism led to a
'deepened appreciation of
native elements.

Poetry in Chinese was the
delight of tire ruling class.

Vernacular folk literature
was abundant but
ephemeral, and even after

the invention of the native
script in the fifteenth cen-
tury, little was printed in

Korean. From the eight-

eenth century onwards, how-
ever, care was 'taken to pre-

serve the lyrics of vernacu-
lar songs.

The typical form is the
sijo, usually three lines of

about 15 syllables to the
line. Sijo were usually
sung by professional

singers. Some of them were
love poems, some philo-

sophical and moral lyrics,

many political satires. The
majority are anonymous or
pseudonymous.

“ Love ”. It is a lying word.
That you love me, another

lie.

"Tlie loved one is seen in

dreams
That is still a greater lie.

How can 1, who can never
sleep,

hope to see you. jn my
dreams ?

At the end of 10 years’ work
I have a hut with a straw

roof.

The clear wind lives in one
half.

and the bright moon in the
other.

There’s no space to invite

the hills

—

they will have to stay
outside.

Lmnese setting.

Novel-writing never deve-
loped in Korea ,as u did in
China and Japan, The reason
for this lay in Korea’s social
structures.

.
,Thcre was nd

urban middle glass, no hour-
geoise to support the publish-
ing of novels. The Confuciaq
establishment esteemed
poetry but despised fiction

;

the peasantry was largely illi-

terate.

For the same reason—lacl^

of a middle class—the
theatre failed' to emerge iij

Korea. Medieval religious
plays turned into crude
social satires about the gem
try and the monks. They
continued tb be performed in

country districts even after
the KoreAn War of 1950-S3,
and maiiy of them retained
religious ceremonies con-
nected with them.

They were earthy, and
both plot and dialogue were
transmitted by word of
mouth, belonging rather to
folk-lore than to literature.

Korea’s' puritanical Confu-
cianism regarded drama as
trivial, and stifled its literary

development.

Korean literature is not
great in quantity in compart
son with the literatures of

China and Japan. Seeing
that the population of Korea
was never much more than
seven million before the
beginning of this century, id

is .remarkable that a typical:

bibliography of traditional

literature contains 5,500
titles.

These writings have been
little studied by westerners;
although any student oc
literary Chinese is equipped
to read most of them, for
the vernacular stories and
poems are quantitatively a
minor • part of the whole
Korean oUlput before 1900.
It is a pity that the. charm
of old Korea’s singularly
cbhesive world-view has not
yet been more widely
enjoyed in the English-
speaking countries.

The author has published
widely on Korean culture
and literature in both
English and Korean.

Tales of three

by Chon Syng-boc

One cannot discuss the main-
stream of Korean literature

today without acquainting
oneself with three novelists

in their early sixties —
Hivang Sun-won, An Su-gil

and Kim Tong-ni.
Hwang Sun-won was born

in 1915 in Pyongyang and re-

ceived higher education in

Tokyo where he specialized

in English literature. He
returned to Korea and was
living there at die time of

the Japanese surrender ro

the Allied Forces in 1945.

Like other people in arts

and letters he remained
hopefully in die north but
eventually made his way
south in 1946 and has Jived

in Seoul since.
Hwang’s major work, a

novel entitled The Descend-
ants of Cain, appeared in

19S4 and was an instant
success. The events' take
place in and around a small

village in north Korea
shortly after the division of
Korea along the 38th Paral-
lel in 1945. Hwang draws on
his own experiences at that
epochal period in Korea’s
history to describe what
takes place in the character
of, and relations between,
various individuals under the
impact of communism and
redistribution of land.

The novel, however, is

essentially a romance, not a

political study. An English
version of this novel was
entitled The Cry of Cuckoo
and published by Pan Korea
Book Corporation in 1975.

Another translation is being
prepared by Richard Kim,
author of The Martyred, for
publication' in the United
States.

A year after it first

appeared the novel won the
Asian Literary Award and its

success resulted in Hwang’s
election to the Korean
Academy of Arts.
Hwang’s approach to his

themes is often described by
critics os “ artisan His in-

novelists
terest lies in the problems
of overcoming the conflicts

between man and society, a

theme no doubt thrown
sharply into relief during the
sweeping changes that took
place in Soviet-occupied
North Korea after the sur-

render of the Japanese.

Hwang’s themes are some-
what compartmentalized.
Thus we can see a dominant
attachment to exploring the
man-woman relationship in

Folding the Umbrella and
Nature. The ties of friend-
ship come under scrutiny in

One for the Road and
Shadow of Voice and, the
ultimate standpoint, the in-

dividual vis-A-vis society, in

Winter Flower. Parents and
children are also put under
the microscope in Chats with
my Mother in June. This
series is more thnn a little

evocative of the traditional
Confucian emphasis on the
Five Relationships as the
underpinnings of society.

A talented

father

All Su-gil fb 1911) was
born in Hamhung, a port
city on the north-eastern
coast, son of a talented but
defenceless father who
drifted down financially, his

family moving from house to
house. Like his characters,
he suffered hardship for a

long rime, and his lean face
seamed with deep wrinkles
seems to illustrate, his early
deprivation.

He spent his youih in

Manchuria, where he moved
from city to city, teaching
children of Korean emigrants
and wiring for a newspaper.
Scenes

_
in his novels take

place either in Manchuria or
the north-eastern province of
Korea, with which he is

familiar.
His two major works are

The Passage (1968) and The
Songchon River, which was

serialized in the monthly
journal Shin-Tonga in re^

cent years. In effect, the
two works form one novel in

two volumes.
In the novels, An deals

with Korean society from:

1890 to 1919 seen through
the eyes 'of: an ordinary old
man of the Hamgyong-do pro|
vince. The aged hero desi

cribes in detail reactions of

his countrymen, and his owrr

reactions also, to chaotic

changes made by foreign
powers and in turn by Kor-
eans themselves.
He portrays a sequence of

many dazzling events, such
as the abortive Toughak Rer
volt (a coup by the school of

eastern or Korean learning);

the ambitious Japanese war
against Tsarist Russia, the
strange enlightenment periocj

in Korea, the Japanese an-

nexation of Korea, and fin-

ally the momentous national
uprising on March 1, 1919;

against the Japanese colonial

rulers. In between thd
events, the writer also desT

cribes curious riistoms of the
times.
For all the hero’s objective

narratives, there is a pecu-
liar pathos in his novels, a
pathos of a nation which was
deprived of liberty as a re-

sult of the almost magical
rise of Japan at_ an insular1

period of die Orient
Kim Tong-ni (bl913- ) was

bom in Kyungju, the ancient

capital of the Silla KingJ

dom (S7BC-918). Son of a
devoted Christian family, ho
reminisces about many of

his childhood memories
which are related to a
church in his neighbourhood
where he used to go with his

mother every Sunday.
Kim spent his childhood

and youth in a seriously re-

ligious atmosphere and this

affected his writings. His
major novels are somehow
related to Christianity, Bud^
dhism, Confucianism and
Shamanism as well, and to

tile impact of the religions

continued on next page
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Dancers 0/ the Korean Folk Arts Group.

t as tlie Republic of Korea was
8 work began on compiling a

ensures for permanent govern-
and support. These National
ire now more than 180 of them
listoric sites and buildings, rare

precious artefacts
;
they also

as, dances and music, many of

:ed back 1,000 years or more,
nd groups whose performances
)ld crafts and traditional sports

The weave of cultural heritage

orean

surprising is that in most cases
tage is uniquely Korean. One
Korean peninsula, historically

er land bridge between the
ad Japan, to have been subject
al influences from without and
>ed strongly imitative art forms,
true, for example, that early
/as much influenced by Chinese
artists soon moved away from
aspects of Chinese painting,

ciplines for an altogether lighter

ited style of itheir own which dn

nmistakably national style, most
gs of animals and mist-shrouded
eaching its apogee during the
1392-19101. Today some Korean
ent to hase their work on that
rn painters. Others find their

imetimes their styles, in Korea’s
d seems likely to increase. Plans
bring a small but representative
;rn Korean paintings for exliibi-

eceived its impetus from
orted religion, and was directly

techniques. Metalwork was also

I with Buddhism, outstanding
the moulded bronze artefacts

ig from the third century BC
>ld crowns and ornaments from
Is of the Unified Silla Kingdom
e of the most famous of these

; Horse Tomb in Kyungju has
irbished as a display centre for
found in the tomb, many of the
the Kyungju National Museum

y known for its ceramics, partl-
;ite celadon ware of the Koryo
AD) and the white porcelain
in which the natural artistry

en found its highest expression,
ovide an example of outgoing

g the Japanese invasions of
mese not only made off with
id priceless art treasures

;
they

;n many Korean potters whose
to establish a fine ceramics

mins Arts

religious origins. All are colourful and a delight

to the eye.

Since World War II Korea has proved re-

markably receptive to Western influences in the

performing arts and now has symphony orchestras,

opera and ballet companies and drama groups.

Some artists such as the gifted Chung family have
won international reputations. Art,

,

music,
literature, drama—there are few spheres of cul-

ture which have not been penetrated to a greater
or lesser extent by Western ideas and techniques,

and the question now exercising Korean minds is

the extent to which these foreign irruptions

should be allowed free rein. Has not the time
come to be far more selective in accepting cultural

trends from abroad ? Has not the country been
unduly exposed to the harmful and spurious as

well as the good and beneficial ?

Such questions have particular relevance.

Small countries with troubled histories like Korea
need everything they can lay hands on to preserve

and strengthen their sense of nationhood against

powerful external pressures. A strong sense of

national identity, rooted in an indigenous and
thriving cluture, will enable a people to survive no
end of storms and stresses.

In the case of Korea this much was realized

when the First Five-Year Plan for Restoration of

Literature and Arts was launched in 1974 with a

budget of $52 million. To implement, the plan
a Cultural and Arts Promotion Council and an
Arts Promotion Institute were set up and a
nationwide campaign begun to assess what has
to be done. The Folklore Museum, King Sejong
Memorial Hall and the Korean Folk Village were
all products of the plan, and much has also been
done to promote creative activities and literary
appreciation. There has been careful discrimina-
tive appraisal of Western influences throughout.

The campaign to preserve and extend tradi-
tional culture has recently received strong support
from President Park. At his New Year Press
Conference in January, 1977, he called for a “re-
discovery ” of Korea’s national culture. He made
the point, however, that this did not mean un-
conditional rejection of all foreign cultural
influences, a course which would leave Korea in

unhealthy isolation. It is judicious selectivity he
is after and many people, looking at what often
passes for culture in the West nowadays, will
sympathize with his aims.

mm
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Charming writings

little studied

by western readers
by Richard Rutt

Korean literary culture re-

ceived its initial impetus
when, in the eighth century,
the kings of Silla deliber-

ately modelled their state

and its administration on
Buddhist ’ ideas received
from T’ang China. At the
same time Chinese script,

and with it Chinese literary

language, began to dominate
Korean culture.

Previously there had been
verse and narrative in the
Korean languages. The frag-

ments that remain have been
transmitted in demotic Chin-
ese transliterations, and since
there was as yet no native
Korean script, our knowledge
of Korean at this stage of its

development is meagre. Con-
sequently our

.
appraisal -of

the early literary fragments
must be tentative.

They convey impressions

of a north-east Asian culture

wi tit ail indigenous Shaman-
ism and a tribal organization

that had survived through
several centuries of Settled

agrarian society. The spon-
taneity of that primitive cul-

ture has never been lost, and
the fascination of studying
Korean literature lies in

detecting the vigour of the
original Korean inspiration

as it has survived, sometimes
flagging hut never quite

dying, under the increasingly

heavy overlay of Chinese
taste and learning.

The earliest significant

named author is Ch’oe

Ch’iwon of the ninth cen-

tury. He was sent to

China to study and there

succeeded in gaining em-
ployment as a minor official

of the T’ang administra-

tion. After some years he
returned to Korea, withdraw-
ing to live and die in the

south-eastern mountains,
apparently disappointed by

the lack of opportunity in

what to him was a rustic

comer of the world.
His surviving writings are

now printed in a single small

volume, but they suffice to

show that he had mastered
the technique of the late

T’ang.
By the twelfth century

Korea’s rulers had begun to

feel a responsibility for the

editing of history. Two
major works are extant:

Samguk sagi, a Confucian-
inspired account of Korean
history, compiled at the royal

command ;
and Samguk

yusa, the slightly later, more
anecdotal work of a

Buddhist monk which pre-

serves better the flavour of

the non-Chinese tradition.

The Koryo period, reach-

ing its cultural peak about
the time of the Mongol ex-

pansion into China in the

thirteenth century, de-

veloped a highly literary

culture at the royal court.

Verse compositions were a

qualification for political

office.

The earliest writer to

leave a considerable quantity

of writing, Yi Kynbo (1168-

1241), gained his first

appointment to the Civil Ser-

vice by writing a poem about

a blossoming pomegranate
in the garden of the military

dictator’s- ostentatious town
house. Yi Kyubo and his

friends admired the poets of

Sung China. The unaffected
emotions of Su Tung-po’s
appealed to them.

They cared less for the Later collections show the
writers of T’ang. Li Po’s wit development of an expanded
and technique was admired, form with domestic and vul.
but Kyubo significantly pre- gar subjects drawn from the
ferred Po Chii-i to other department of folk song that
T’ang poets and echoed Po tells of culinary disasters
Chii-i in his own poems of dnd the faults of mothers-m-
social protest and in the law. These songs are quin-
rusticity of his humour. tessentiallv Korean, often

In later years Yi Kyubo witty and earthy, and do-

turned to Buddhism under rightfully uncontrived.

the influence of the dhyana Fiction is a more limited
school, and wrote poems field. Those who wrote uj
about it that provide a fasci- Chinese from the twelfth
nating demonstration of thir- century onwards produced
teenth-century lay Buddhist large numbers of essays,
devotion. many of which were in the
From then onwards form of anecdotes. But nil

Korean wiring reflects the were brief. Shortish ’novels
changes of Chinese taste, in Chinese appear from the
With the Yi dynasty, at the seventeenth century otir

end of rhe fourteenth cen- wards,
tury came the eclipse of Subject include lovl
.Buddhism as a political force stories, often with high
and cultural influence in, the mora | tone but with franl .

Korean court. Confucianism eroticism and racy dialogue jim the synoreristic form of ta ics of valour in the form
Chu Hsi and lus school, be- 0 f fictionalized history, using
came , the country s sole bol |, Korean and Chinese
orthodoxy until the end of themes

;
and realistic report,

the nineteenth century. nge of events in Korean Ins-

After 1640 the Ch’iug em- tory.

perors received only grudg- One of the longest and
tng loyalty from Korea, but best is Kim M.mjung’s Ku-
the Ching development of un .mon e (nine cloud dream)',
critical scholarship was an elaborate tale with a
avidly greeted, ;by,

;
Korean chihese setting.’-

writers. Historians reex-
,

amined Korean origins,
Novel-wntingT never devej

poets took 'an interest in !" dldc

scientific polymath.

A dismissed
tradition

The Korean poetic tradi*

striipulres,.
,
jTherc.- was

urban middle glass, 'no bour*
geoise to support the publish-
ing of novels. The Confuciaq
establishment esteemed
poetry but despised fiction

;

the peasantry was largely illi-

terate.

For the same reason—lack

,
.• of a middle class—the

tion has been too easily idis- theatre failed' (o emerge in
nussed as a pale imitation Korea. Medieval religious
of the Chinese. The foster-

p |ays turned int0 crudd
ing of criticism led to a soc ja [ satires about the gen-
deepened appreciation of ^ aild the monks , Xh£.y
native elements. continued to be performed iri

Poetry in Chinese was' the country districts even afteif

delight of the ruling class, the KoreAn War of 1950-53;

Vernacular folk literature and mady of them retained

was abundant but religious ceremonies con-

ephemeral. and even after nectcd with them,

the invention of the native They were earthy, and
script in the fifteenth cen- both plot and dialogue were
tury, little was printed in transmitted by word of
Korean. From the eight- mouth, belonging rather to
eenth century onwards, liow- folk-lore than to literature,

ever, care was 'taken io pre- Korea’s' puritanical Confu-
serve the lyrics of veraacu- cianism regarded drama as

lar songs. trivial, and stifled its literary

The typical form is the development.

sijo. usually three lines of Korean literature is not

about 15 syllables ro the great in quantity in compari-
line. Sijo were usually SOn with the literatures of

sung by professional China and Japan. Seeing
singers. Some of rhem were that the population of Korea
love poems, some philo- was never much more than

sophical and moral lyrics, seven million before the

many political satires. The beginning of this century, it

majority are anonymous or j s remarkable that a typical

pseudonymous. bibliography of traditional

, T „ „ . ,
. . literature contains 5.50Q

“ Love . It is a lying word.
t j t ies

That you love me, another
Theje writings have beeiJ

*»• Sus

6r^by.=r
""i

That is still a greater lie.

student
literary Chinese is equipped

How can who can never to read most of them, forHow can 1. who canMjer ^ vernacular stories am{

hope to see you }n my P®«®« are quantitatively -

dreams ?

At the end of 10 years’ work
1 have a hut with a straw

roof.

The clear wind lives in one yct
.

“een
.

half, enjoyed

minor part of the whold
Korean output before 1900.

It is a pity that the charm
of old Korea’s singularly

cohesive world-view has not
more widely
the English-’

and rhe bright moon in the speaking countries.

other. r,;

There’s no space to invite The author has published

rhe hills— widely on Korean culture

they will have to stay and literature in both

outside. English and Korean.

by Chon Syng-boc

One cannot discuss the main-
stream of Korean literature

today without acquainting
oneself with tliree novelists

in their early sixties —
Hwang Sunjwon, An Su-gil

and Kim Tong-ni.
Hwang Sun-won was horn

in 1915 in Pyongyang and re-

ceived higher education in

Tokyo where he specialized

Tales of three

novelists
terest lies in the problems
of overcoming the conflicts

between man and society, a

theme no doubt thrown
sharply into relief during the

sweeping changes that took
place in Soviet-occupied
North Korea after the sur-

render of the Japanese.

Hwang’s themes arc some-
what compartmentalized.
Titus we can see a dominant
attachment to exploring the

serialized in the monthly
journal Shin-Tonga in re

:

cent years. In effect, the

two works form one novel in

two volumes.
In the novels, An deals

with Korean society front

1890 to 1919 jy; seen through

the eyes of ! an ordinary old

man of the Hamgyong-do pro»

vince. The aged hero des-

cribes in detail reactions of

his countrymen, and his own
roarn'nnc nlcn tn rhanfii*
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Art is missing link between

China and Japan
by Peter Hyun

To the average western art

lover, Korean art will no

doubt prove to be a revela-

tion. For if the art of China

and Japan is well known in

the West, that of Korea is

almost totally overlooked.

Yet Korean art is the miss-

ing link between that of

China and Japan. There was

li e direct contact between

the Japanese and Chinese

until the nineteenth century,

and before then the Koreans

acted in a way as catalytic

agents for those cultures.

The Chinese first came

down into the northern part

of the Korean peninsula as

early as 400 nc. When they

were finally driven from the

country, they had left a

lasting cultural imprint on

the natives. They were, how-

ever, able to retain the

colony of Nangyang far in

the north, which served until

the third century ad as a

cultural bridge between

China and Korea.

But, despite the strong im-

pact of Chinese culture upon

Korea, Korean art has

always managed to maintain

a peculiarly Korean quality,

a kind of tranquil attitude in

contrast to the rigid form

of China or the highly deli-

cate, if not nervous, style of

Japanese art.

From the first century ad

until the seventh century,

Korea was divided iuto three

kingdoms, each with its own
distinctive form of art.

Kokuryo, in the north, be-

cause of its accessibility to

Chinese influence, was the

first to mature.

The cave tomb murals un-

covered around Pyongyang

are startling in their forceful

and even monumental ex-

pression. Recent excavations

there have brought to light

the most exquisite objets

d’art, among others the

beautiful gold filigree buckle

in the National Museum in

Seoul.
Paekche, in the south-west,

with its more temperate

climate, produced works of

a more refined and subtle

character. It is known,

among other things, for its

architecture, but as almost

all of this was destroyed

during successive invasions,

only a slight idea of its

beauty can be given in the

museum exhibition by tiles

depicting mountains topped

with pines, stylized floral

designs, and fierce-looking

dragons.
The museum also features

comma-shaped jade orna-

ments (circa 700-300 DC) ex-

cavated recently from a

royal tomb near Puyo,

Paekche’s ancient capital.

These jade objects are older

than the oldest relic of then-

kind in Japan, where

scholars have for years

asserted that comma-shaped

jades, historically associated

with the founding of the

nation, existed only in

ancient Japan.
Interestingly enough, it is

from the kingdom of Paekche

that Korean artists and arti-

sans first went to Japan,

taking with them a tradition

which subsequently became

what is now characteristic of

Japanese art.

Silla, in the south-east,

cut off from the main-

stream of Chinese influence,

developed more slowly, but

produced objects of great

originality. For centuries,

the royal tombs lay hidden

among the gentle hills and

pine trees at Kyongju,

Stlla's capital. First brought

to light by archaeologists in

1921, they have revealed a

great number of magni-

ficent treasures among die

ancient royal graves.

Among them is a royal

crown made of thin sheets

of gold. From its tree-

shaped uprights dangle

bluish jade jewels and gold

spangles. Gold wire attaches

them to the main stem of

the crown and allows them

to swing freely. The slight-

est movement would cause

all the tiny ornaments to

glitter in the sunlight and
create an effect of dazzling

splendour.
This form of art has almost

no parallel today, but its

closest equivalent is perhaps

the mobiles of Alexander
Calder. From the base of

the crown two pendants fall

freely down past the ears

and over the shoulders like

braids. Clusters of leaf-

shaped gold spangles hang-
ing from their chains would
brush against each other and
make a dignified, yet delight-

ful. tinkling sound.

There are also gold ear-

rings whose design varies.

Some are simple and pure,

ageless in their appeal.

Others form complicated
clusters, with thick gold

lobes decorated with delicate

filigree patterns, resembling
early Grecian works and the

contemporary Florentine

jewelry.

The Kingdom of Silla grew
in power until in' the seventh

century she was able to unite

with the other kingdoms to

form the United Kingdom of

Silla, thus inaugurating the

golden age of Korean art.

The bronze gilt statues front

this period are little master-

pieces of symmetry. The
Koreans have always been

masters of form and line,

while the Chinese excelled

in texture and the Japanese

in colour.

The beauty of the Korean

celadon has always been ad-

mired. The Chinese them-

selves praised its unique

shape and colour. This in-

comparably delicate blue-

green often served as a back-

ground for incised" decoration

filled with white and black

slips. Chrysanthemums,
cranes and clouds were

among die favourite subjects.

Korean celadon is always

harmonious in form and dis-

creet in design ;
the gaudy

colours fouind on many hin-

ese porcelains were never
used. Besides making vases

and wine jars of lovely and
dignified simplicity, the pat-

terns also produced such
technically intricate objects

as incense burners, cosmetic
boxes, pots and bowls.

If the Koryo dynasty is

famous for its celadon, -the

Yi dynasty is of interest be-

cause of its painting. Here,
too, the influence is un-

deniably Chinese, but the

Koreans managed to take the

painting of China to the next
stage of artistic evolution,

even before the Chinese did.

Some of the Yi painters

adopted Chinese Sung Period

ink painting and then imme-
diately switched to a more
relaxed or individualistically

stylized technique, a tech-

nique found later in the

Yuan period in China.

As a whole, Yi paintings

are almost monochrome, re-

lying for effect on shading

and a few subdued touches

of colour. The general im-

pression is one of serenity,

of meditation and a pro-

found sense of oneness with

nature. This is in contrast

to the more flamboyant
Japanese paintings in which
form and composition are

somewhat sacrificed in

favour of exuberant ex-
1

pressiveness.

There is seldom anything

violent or disquieting about

Yi paintings. Their beauty

lies in their quiet dignity—

a

trait which prevails through-

out the history of Korean

Conservation faces

conflict

with industrialization

by Michael Gore

Wild animals and birds have

always held a special fascina-

tion for the Korean people.

Flying cranes were a favour-

ite decoration on the mag-

nificent celadons of the

Koryo period, when Korean

potters were considered to

be the finest in Asia, if not

the world. Today tigers,

cranes, egrets, wildfowl and

a host of other birds con-

tinue to be portrayed as the

most popular subjects in

paintings and as incised or

painted decoration on pot-

tery ;
and most, if not quite

all,' can still be painted from

the wild, for the Republic

of Korea has a surprisingly

Urge and varied wildlife.

Sadiv, though almost in-

imitably in such a densely

populated country, the tiger

has disappeared. Well into

tliis century tigers could be

heard at night just outside

the gates of Seoul but die

last is believed to have been

killed during the Korean

War.
Cranes, however, are still

to be seen and Korea is

probably the main wintering

ground for two species, both

of which are endangered, as

indeed ar6 most species of

crane, around the world.

Flocks of Manchurian and

white-naped cranes spend the

winter in the open fields

around Panmunjom in the

demilitarized zone (DMZ) and

on die marshes which form

the estuary of bodi the Han
and Imjin rivers.

The DMZ is, in fact, a

wildlife refuge and many spe-

cies of animals and buds

which are scarce elsewhere

are now resident, and some

of them quite common, in

the belt of natural vegeta-

tion which stretches across

the peninsula dividing the

republic from North Korea.

Almost pntouched by man for

nearly a quarter of a centuty

the vegetation has grown

naturally and in the lowlands

particularly, the DMZ pro-

vides an example of how die

Korean countryside probably

looked before man cleared

die land for cultivation.

Outside die DMZ large

mammals are rarely encoun-

tered though occasionally

one conies across a small

party of Chinese water deer.

Bears and wolves occur in

the mountains and there are

still a few leopards to be

found in the more remote

areas.

Birds, however, abound,

some 370 species having been

recorded i n the republic. I he

many residents include the

ring-necked race of the phea-

sant, brought to Europe and

interbred with the western

Asiatic race which was the

one originally introduced for

sport but which lacks die

white ring.

The mixture has produced

die familiar birds with par-

tial white rings around their

necks. In summer the num-

ber of birds 5 increases as

locally-bred birds which left

die country during die bitter

Korean winter return to nest.

Of these the most familiar

are die herons and white

egrets which nest in colonies

in tall trees usually in the

centre of villages.

Both the pheasant and the

egret are familiar subjects

in Korean paintings but

while the former has been

hunted to the point where

the Government has had to

ban shooting on the main-

land to preserve stocks, no

villager would harm a white

egret which brings good luck

to a village fortunate enough

to be chosen by a breeding

colony, i

It is during the spring and

autumn migrations, however,

that the bird population is

at its highest for the Korean

peninsula provides one of

the main migration routes

for birds which breed in

Siberia, eastern China and

Manchuria and winter far-

ther south from southern

KQREA
New Pearl of

the Orient

This land of ancient culture and

friendly people is fast modernizing

into an up-to-date industrial nation,

without losing the unique flavor of

its old traditions and historic relics.

Your clients can alternate visits- to

colourful temples and imposing

palaces with enjoyment of swinging

night-life, plush hotels, and shopping

bargains. Whatever your clients are

seeking, they can find it in Korea.
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by Michael Gore
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(1011 for die Korean people.

Flying cranes were a favour-
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nificent celadons of die

Koryo period, when Korean
potters were considered lo

be the finest in Asia, if not

die world. Today tigers,

cranes, egrets, wildfowl and
a host of other birds con-

tinue to be portrayed as the

most popular subjects in

paindngs and as incised or

painted decoration on pot-

tery ; and most, if not quite

all. oan still be painted from
die wild, for die Republic
of Korea lias a surprisingly

large and varied wildlife.

Sadly, though almost in-

imitably in such a densely

populated country, die tiger

has disappeared. Well into

this century tigers could be
heard at night just outside
the gates of Seoul but die

last is believed to have been
killed during the Korean
War.

Cranes, however, are still

to be seen and Korea is

probably the main wintering
ground for two species, both
of which are endangered, as

indeed are most species of

crane, around the world.
Flocks of Manchurian and
white-naped cranes spend the

winter in the open fields

around Panmunjom in. the

demilitarized zone (DMZ) and
on the marshes which form
the estuary of bodi the Han
and Inijin rivers.

The DMZ is, in fact, a

wildlife refuge and many spe-

cies of animals and birds

which are scarce elsewhere
are now resident, and some
of them quite common, in

the belt of natural vegeta-

tion which stretches across

the peninsula dividing the

republic from North Korea.
Almost untouched by man for

nearly a quarter of a centuty

the vegetation has grown
naturally and in the lowlands
particularly, the DMZ pro-

vides an example of how the
Korean countryside probably
looked before man cleared

the land for cultivation.

Outside the DMZ large

mammals are rarely encoun-
tered though occasionally
one comes across a small

party of Chinese water deer.

Bears and wolves occur in

the mountains and there are

still a few leopards to be

found in the more remote
areas.

Birds, however, abound,
some 370 species having been
recorded in the republic. The
many residents include the
ring-necked race of the phea-
sant, brought to Europe and
interbred with the western
Asiatic race which was the
one originally introduced for

sport but which lucks die
white ring.

The mixture lias produced
die familiar birds with par-

tial white rings around their
necks. In summer the num-
ber of birds increases as
locally-bred birds which left

the country during the bitter

Korean -winter return to nest.

Of these the most familiar

are die herons and white
egrets which nest in colonies

Both the pheasant and the
egret are familiar subjects
in Korean paintings but
while the former has been
hunted to the point where
the Government has had to
ban shooting oil die main-
land to preserve stocks, no
villager would harm a white
egret which brings good, luck
lo a village fortunate enough
to be chosen by a breeding
colony. ,

It is during die spring and
autumn migrations, however,
that the bird population is

at its highest for the Korean
peninsula provides one of
the main migration routes
for birds which breed in
Siberia, eastern China and
Manchuria and winter far-

ther south from southern
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Japan through South-east
Asia to Australia.

In the autumn the migrat-
ing birds move southwards
through the lowlands follow-
ing Ghengis Khan‘s classic
invasion route south of
Uijongbu and keeping oil the
western side of the country
to disperse from the offshore
islands of Cholla-namdo and
Kyongsang-namdo. Many rest
for a few days on the beau-
tiful islaud of Clieju-do
which enjoys a much milder
climate than the mainlaud
and in October and Novem-
ber this island is often alive

with small birds of many
species.

It is impossible to estimate
the number of - birds which
pass through Korea in

autumn but it is many
millions. One small planta-
tion on the outskirts of

Seoul which for many years
lias been used as a roost by
migrating birds, and has now
become a tourist attraction,

accommodates up to 250,000
swallows and pied wagtails
each night at the height of

the migration.

As well as providing an
important jumping-off point
for migrating birds Korea is

a vital winter refuge for

millions of waterfowl. The
sheltered waters on the south
coast, particularly the com-
plex of mudflats and
marshes which comprise the
estuary of the Naktong river,

are normally ice-free in win-

ter and provide a wintering
ground for huge numbers of

swans, geese and ducks.

In January it is quite pos-

sible lo see a flock of 700 or

more wliooper swans, several
larger flocks of white-

fronted and bean geese and
up to 10,000 ducks of a

dozen species in the air at

any one time.
Most ducks prefer to

remain in the sheltered

waters of the estuary but a

few, particularly harlequins
and scoters, stay out on the
open water, the former
invariably being found on
broken water in the channels
between the many islands

dotted offshore. Numbers of

auks and divers also congre-

gate offshore at this time of

the year.
Preying on the wintering

wildfowl are two magnifi-

cent spe
while-tail
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on the Korean mentality and
their significance in the life

of the mankind in a broader
sense.

His most famous novel,

The Sliaplian’s Cross, written
ill 1958, derives its theme
from the Bible, as the title

implies. The hero. Shaphan,
is one of the two thieves who
were crucified with Christ

at Golgotha.

He commands a group of

bandits awaiting the advent
of the Messiah, whom they

believe will deliver the

Jewish people from the
colonial rule of the Roman
Invaders. He is a prototype
of revolutionary heroes who
are bent on warfare.

The stories of the bandits

and Jesus unfold in parallel

from the beginning to the
end. At intervals, the
thieves make allusions to the

preaching and miracles of

Jesus, and the two separate

stories reach the climax in

the crucifixion of Jesus and
Shaphan, the murderer.

The Shaphan's Cross is

one of the most controversial

novels in
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rhaps cranes and clouds were violent or disquieting about
mder among the favourite subjects. Yi paintings. Their beauty
.e of Korean celadon is always lies in their quiet dignity—
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s fall harmonious in form and dis- trait which prevails through-
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like colours found on many Thin- art.

“Tiger”, attributed to Shin Sa-jong (1707-1770), who
died unrecognized and in poverty.
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Birds, however, abound,
some 370 species having been
recorded in tiie republic. The
many residents include the
ring-necked race of the phea-
sant, brought to Europe and
interbred with the western
Asiatic race which was the
one originally introduced for

sport but which lacks the
white ring.

The mixture has produced
the familiar birds with par-

tial white rings around their

necks. In summer the num-
ber of birds increases as

locally-bred birds which left

the country during the bitter

Korean winter return to nest.

Of these the most familiar

are the herons and white

egrets which nest in colonies

in tall trees usually in the
centre of villages.

Both the pheasant and the
egret are familiar subjects
in Korean paintings but
while the former has been
hunted to the point where
the Government has had to
ban shooting on the main-
land to preserve stocks, no
villager would harm a white
egret which brings good luck
to a village fortunate enough
to be chosen by a breeding
colony. ,

It is during the spring and
autumn migrations, however,
that the bird population is

at its highest for the Korean
peninsula provides one of
the main migration routes
for birds which breed in
Siberia, eastern China and
Manchuria and winter far-

ther south from southern
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Japan through South-east
Asia to Australia.

In the autumn the migrat-
ing birds move southwards
through the lowlands follow-
ing Ghengis Khan’s classic

invasion route south of

Uijongbu and keeping on the
western side of tne country
to disperse from the offshore
islands of Cholla-namdo and
Kyongsang-namdo. Many rest
for a few days on the beau-
tiful island of Cheju-do
which enjoys a much milder
climate than the mainland
and in October and Novem-
ber this island is often alive

with small birds of many
species.

It is impossible to estimate
the number of birds which
pass through Korea in

autumn but it is many
millions. One small planta-

tion on the outskirts of

Seoul which for many years
has been used as a roost by
migrating birds, and has now
become a tourist attraction,

accommodates up to 250,000
swallows and pied wagtails

each night at the height of

the migration.

As well as providing an
important jumping-off point

for migrating birds Korea is

a vital winter refuge for

millions of waterfowl. The
sheltered waters on the south
coast, particularly the com-
plex of mudflats and
marshes which comprise the
estuary of the Naktong river,

are normally ice-free in win-

ter and provide a wintering
ground for huge numbers of
swans, geese and ducks.

In January it is quite pos-

sible to see a flock of 700 or
more whooper 'swans, several
larger flocks of white-
fronted and bean geese and
up to 10,000 ducks of a

dozen species in the air at

any one time.
Most ducks prefer to

remain in the sheltered
waters of the estuary but a

few, particularly harlequins
and scoters, stay out on the
open water, the former
invariably being found on
broken water in the channels
between the many islands

dotted offshore. Numbers of
auks and divers also congre-
gate offshore at this time of
the year.

Preying on the wintering
wildfowl are two magnifi-

cent species of eagle, the
white-tailed sea-eagle and the
rare and local Steller’s sea-

eagle, probably the largest
eagle in the world. Add to

these the flocks of waders
which use the estuary as a
staging post on migration or
as a wintering ground and
it is evident that the Nak-
tong delta is a vitally import-
ant wetland area and as such
has been declared a “ natural
treasure ” by the Korean
Government, thus affording
it the necessary protection.

Over the past 10 years the
Government has been faced
with the conflicting pres-
sures of rapid industrializa-
tion versus conservation,
Wisely a policy of concen-
trating factories into
regional industrial centres is

being followed so that the
resulting development does
little damage except f>here
a highly specialized habitat
or species is concerned.
And the increase in gen

eral prosperity has enabled
the Government to embark
upon a far-reaching re-
afforestation programme to
make good the damage of
past centuries and, in par-
ticular, the war. Accord-
ingly conservationists now
confidently look forward to
an increase in the numbers
of woodland species, particu-
larly the larger mammals,
which have decreased in
recent years.

Wildlife conservation is

the responsibility of the Cul-
tural Properties Preserva-
tion Bureau of the Ministry
of Culture and Information
advised by the Korean Com-
mission for the Conserva-
tion of Nature and Natural
Resources and the Korean
National Section of the
International Council for
Bird Preservation. A num-
ber of endangered species, as
well as areas of particular
importance, are protected as
natural treasures and a

series of nature reserves is

being established through-
out the country encompass-
ing some of the most magni-
ficent mountain scenery to
be found in east Asia.

Michael Gore Is co-author
(with Dr Won Pyongoh) of
The Birds of Korea.

otuer revolutionary ideas.

The most, tragic martyr of
this movement, commonly
known as neo-realism, was
Lee Yuk-sa (1905-1944), who
was reading sociology and
writing poetry at the Univer-
sity of Peking in 1944 when
he was tortured to death by
the Japanese military police.
Although he turned to lyric
poetry for his verse of pro-
test, the Japanese said they
found his work extremely
dangerous for security rea-
sons. As the following poem
shorn, his verse is melancho-
lic in tone and colour and is
noted for its sharp imagery
and vivid symbolism.

THE SUMMIT
Whipped by rhe bitter

season’s scourge,
At last I am driven to this

north.
I stand upon the swordblade

frost,
Where numb circuit and

plateau merge.
I know not where to bend

my knees,
Nor where to lay my vexed

steps.
Naught but to close my eyes
And think of winter as a

steel rainbow.
Although he died prema-

turely at rhe age of 31, Kim
So-wol (1903-1934) is un-
doubtedly one of the most
beloved poets in Korea to-
day. His verse is remark-
able for its simple minyo, or
folk song, quality.

TIIE AZALEA
When you tire of my love
And leave me behind,
Meek and silent, I shall let

you go.
I shall pick azaleas
From the Yaksan hills of

Yungbyung
And strew them upon your

path.
Then, step by step.

You will tread upon the
flowers

As you walk away.
When you tire of my love
And leave me behind.
Though the pain be as death
I shall not weep.
Kim Ki-rim (b 1909) is a

pioneer of the avant garde
movement in Korean poetry.
With the publication of his

collected poems entitled The
Butterfly and the Sea, he by-
passed the prevailing inter-

ests—neo-romanticism, neo-
realism or symbolism—and
declared that poetry should
serve as the prophet of a

new world, of a new history.
In the title poem he pre-
sents his argument allegori-

cally.

THE BUTTERFLY AND
THE SEA

The white butterfly had no
fear of the sea

For she was not told of its

deep deep death.
Mistaking the sea for a

green green field,

She soaked her wings over
the waves

And shivered like a poor
little queen.

In the month of purple-blue
violets

There was no fragrance of
flowers on the sea

;

And seek happiness bit by

D -
bit.

By warming our hearts
Before the flood overflows

us.

O a shattered people 1

With eyes clear as the
distant autumn hike 1

.
Pak Tai-in (b 1921) is an

intellectual poet who is
known for his highly refined
modern sensibility. Few
poetS

)

of his generation
equal him in his feeling for
our times and for the pre-
sence of .the idea in the
image.

CUL-DE-SAC
At the corner of a dead-end

... allev.
Where a black dog barks
, darkly.
Stands an old man selling

chestnuts
;

And a crumpled leaf, falling,
Brushes past his wrinkled

cheek.

In the chilly alley.
Where the aged windows are

,

shut tight,
The distant sky seems

narrow.
The sky is reflected in the

old man’s eyes
That read the big letters of

a newspaper
As a newsboy yells into the

• alley.

In the autumn eve of the
fresh burnt chestnuts

Is it for the chorus of agony
from the streets

That dead calm falls on the
alley

Where a black dog wanders
around ?

Consciously or subcon-
sciously, most modern
Korean poets have been in.
fluenced somewhat by Lee
Kwang-su’s poetics. There
are exceptions, of course, and
Sub Chung-choo (b 1915) is
one of them. In the mid-thir-
ties, Suh edited and publish-
ed die celebrated poetry
magazine, The Poets’ Village,
and among his poetry collec-
tions are The Flower-
Patterned Snake, /I Journey
to Cathay and The Notes on
Silla Dynasty. A leading Bud-
dhist scholar-poet, Suh
Chung-choo lectures on Kor-
ean literature at Tongkuk
University in Seoul.

MIDDAY
Over rhe path between

flaming flowers
Whose taste, they say, causes

a drowsy death.

Over the winding ridge
Stretched limp as though

opium-drugged,
My love runs away, calling

me after,

I pursue her. holding in my
hands

The tangy blood dripping
from my nose.

In the searing midday calm,
still as night.

Our twin bodies burn and
glow.

P.H.

Tales of three

novelists

continued front previous
page

on the Korean mentality and
their significance in the life

of the mankind in a broader
sense.

His most famous novel,
The Shaphan’s Cross, written
in 1958, -derives its theme
from the Bible, as the title

implies. The hero, Shaphan,
is one of the two thieves who
were crucified with Christ
at Golgotha.

He commands a group of
bandits awaiting the advent
of the Messiah, whom they
believe will deliver the
Jewish people from the
colonial rule of the Roman
Invaders. He is a prototype
of revolutionary heroes who
are bent on warfare.

The stories of the bandits
and Jesus unfold in parallel

from the beginning to the
end. At intervals, the
thieves make allusions to the
preaching end miracles of

Jesus, and the two separate
stories reach die climax in

the crucifixion of Jesus and
Shaphan, the murderer.

The Shaphan’s Cross is

one of the most controversial

novels in the contemporary
Korean literary scene. Kim
explains why he wrote the
novel :

“ When I was young,
Korea was under Japanese
colonial rule. The sufferings
of the Koreans acutely
touched my heart. I com-
pared the pains of the
Koreans to those of Jews
under Roman control

He recalls that lie planned
to write a novel based on
die repressed Jewish people
in his teens. The novel was
finished in 1958, decades
later, when Korea was no
longer under Japanese con-

trol.

In this novel, rhe author
deals with more funda-
mental things in human life

chan the mere symbolic
picture of national suffer-

ings. Shaphan bears his own
cross and is blessed by
Jesus: “Whoever will come
after me, let him deny him-
self, and take up his cross,

and follow me
Conflicts of diverse ele-

ments are pursued in this

novel ;
humanism against

deity ;
reality against ideal-

ism, nationalism against uni-
versalism, life on earth

against life in heaven, and so
on.

In Dung Shin Bui (Life-

size Image of a Monk), Kim
traces the revelation of a
young man to the teaching
of Buddha in an auto-
biographical approach. The
image is preserved in an old

temple by the Yangtse River
in China. The narrator of
diis story is a Korean
soldier recruited by the
Japanese during the
Second World War.

He happens to visit the
temple and seek refuge dur-
ing rhe Japanese invasion
of China. The narrator is

moved by the noble appear-
ance of the image bearing
a faint smile in the midst
of pain and is awakened to

the benevolent nature of
Buddhism.

Portrait of a Sorceress,
another representative story
by Kim, deals with the con-
frontation of the old shaman-
istic belief of the Koreans
and the newly introduced
Christian faith. Mohwa, the
heroine, is famous not only
for her captivating beauty
but also for her ability to

invoke spirits. She has a

son and a daughter bom of
different fathers.
The boy, Uk-i, brings about

a sudden tragedy to her
shrine in a hermit village,

when lie returns from a
long absence as a devoted
Christian. He tries to per-
suade her to abandon her
“ superstitious ” practice but
in vain. Her mother exor-

cises “ the evil ghost of
Jesus” from her son’s body
and happens to stab him
while exorcising.
The sorceress fails to

recover from the shock of

his death. She eventually
throws herself in a lake at

the height of her ritual

ecstacy. Her death is sym-
bolic of the waning of sha-

man belief in Korea with the
surging influx of western
civilization at the turn of the

century.
Since his literary debut

In 1935, Kim has written five

full-length novels and more
than a hundred short stories.

His two other widely read
novels are A History of Free-

dom and The Wind from the
Sea.

The author is cultural editor,

The Korea Herald.
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k between

the braids. Clusters of leaf-

in shaped gold spangles hang-
ing from their chains would

It is brush against each other and
•Jcche make a dignified, yet delight-

arti- ful, tinkling sound,
span, There are also gold car-
lition rings whose design varies,
came Some are simple and pure,
ic of ageless in their appeal.

Others form complicated
•east, clusters, with thick gold
noin- lobes decorated with delicate
ence, filigree patterns, resembling
,
but early Grecian works and the

great contemporary Florentine
tries, jewelry.
dden The Kingdom of Silla grew'
and in power until in the seventh

ngju, century she was able to unite
mght with the other kingdoms to
ts in form the United Kingdom of
ed a Silla, thus inaugurating the
flgni- golden age of Korean art.

the The bronze gilt statues front

this period are little master-
royal pieces of symmetry. The
heets Koreans have always been
tree- masters of form and line,

angle while the Chinese excelled
gold in texture and the Japanese
idles in colour.
n of The beauty of the Korean
them celadon has always been ad-

light- mired. The Chinese them-
:ause selves praised its unique

s to shape and colour. This in-

and comparably delicate blue-

?.ling green often served as a back-

ground for incised decoration
,

most filled with white and black

t its slips. Chrysanthemums,
haps cranes and clouds were
mder among die favourite subjects,

e of Korean celadon is always
i fall harmonious in form and dis-

ears creet in design
;

the gaudy
like colours found on many Chin-

ese porcelains were never
used. Besides making vases
and wine jars of lovely and
dignified simplicity, the pat-

terns also produced such
technically intricate objects
as incense burners, cosmetic
boxes, pots and bowls.

If the Koryo dynasty is

famous for its celadon, the
Yi dynasty is of interest be-

cause of its painting.
_

Here,
too, the influence is un-
deniably Chinese, but the
Koreans managed to take the
painting of China to the nexc
stage of artistic evolution,
even before the Chinese did.

Some of the Yi painters
adopted Chinese Sung Period
ink painting and then imme-
diately switched to a more
relaxed or individualistically
stylized technique, a tech-
nique found later in the
Yuan period in China.

As a whole, Yi paintings
are almost monochrome, re-

lying for effect on shading
and a few subdued touches
of colour. The general im-
pression is one of serenity,
of meditation and a pro-
found sense of oneness with
nature. This is in contrast
to the more flamboyant
Japanese paintings in which
form and composition are
somewhat sacrificed in

favour of exuberant ex-
pressiveness.

There is seldom anything
violent or disquieting about
Yi paintings. Their beauty
lies in their quiet dignity—

a

trait which prevails through-
out the history of Korean
art.

“Tiger”, attributed to Shin Sa-jong (1707-1770),

died unrecognized and in poverty.

who

Tragedy colours

poetry
To study the achievements
of modern Korean poetry is

to experience its tragic back-
ground, for the poetry has
grown out of foreign domina-
tion and cataclysm. In 1910,
the Japanese occupied the
country and converted it into
a colonial governorship. The
" thought police ” tried to
control the thoughts and feel-
ings of every Korean

; many
of the Korean thinkers were
sent to prison or executed
for “ having dangerous ideas
and ideals "

; and for a while
the use of the Korean lan-
guage was prohibited.
The Allied victory in 1945

did not bring the liberty
and independence Koreans
expected; instead Koreans
were faced with the tragic
division of their small penin-
sula and consequently the
Korean war.

Lee Kwang-su, the father
of modern Korean literature,
published in 1912 his first
experimental verse in Blue
Spring, an avant garde liter-
ary monthly. He disregarded
what George Santayana
called the genteel tradition
of the past; instead he intro-
duced a new declamatory and
cojloquial style of diction,
using sprung rhythm in the
manner of Gerald Manley
Hopkins. This free verse
movement advocated free
love, personal freedom and
other revolutionary ideas.

The most tragic martyr of
this movement, commonly
known as neo-realism, was
Lee Yuk-sa (1905-1944). who
was reading sociology and
writing poetry at the Univer-
sity of Peking in 1944 when
he was tortured to death by
the Japanese military police.
Although he turned to lyric
poetry for his verse of pro-
test, the Japanese said they
found his work extremely
dangerous for security rea-
sons. As the following poem
shows, his verse is melancho-
lic in tone and colour and is
noted for dts sharp imagery
and vivid symbolism.

But dyed in pale blue was
the new moon

On the shoulders of the
butterfly.

Cho Byung-hwa (b 1920), a
leading scientist-poet, is dean
of the College of Arts and
Sciences at Kyunghee
versity in Seoul. A modern
humanist, he grieves in many
of his poems at the present
worship of mechanization.

SQUEEZED BETWEEN
CITY AND CIVILIZATION

Squeezed between city and
civilization.

We are a shattered people
That seek happiness bit by

bit.

I ask my heart to put out
its fire.

I spend many a night,
hollow and vigilant.

Waiting does not tire me
;A promise is too precious to

miss.
When the fallen leaves glow
In the bright autumn sun
We tell our old tales
On a street corner.
In the boiling hot summer
We endure good-humouredly
Tire long painful days.

Let us build a dyke
Against the rising flood
Of city and civilization.
Let us meet by the water.
Where the twinkling stars

nestle,
And seek happiness bit by

_ .
bit.

By warming our hearts
Before the flood overflows

us.

O a shattered people !

With eyes clear as the
distant autumn lake I

.
Pak Tai-in (b 1921) is an

intellectual poet who is
known for his highly refined
modern sensibility. Few
poets of his generation
equal him in his feeling for
our times and for the pre-
sence of .the idea in the
image.
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Birds, however, abound,
some 370 species having been
recorded in the republic. The
many residents include the
ring-necked race of the phea-
sant, brought to Europe and
interbred with the western
Asiatic race which was the
one originally introduced for

sport but which lacks die
white ring.

The mixture has produced
die familiar birds with par-

tial while rings around their
necks. In summer the num-
ber of birds increases os

locally-bred birds which left

the country during the bitter

Korean winter return to nest.

Of these the most familiar

are the herons and white
egrets which nest in colonies

in tall trees usually in the
centre of villages.

Both the pheasant and the
egret are familiar subjects
in Korean paintings but
while the former has been
hunted to the point where
the Government has had to

ban shooting on the main-
land to preserve stocks, no
villager would harm a white
egret which brings good luck
to a village fortunate enough
to be chosen by a breeding
colony. ,

It is during the spring and
autumn migrations, however,
that the bird population is

at its highest for the Korean
peninsula provides one of
the main migration routes
for birds which breed in

Siberia, eastern China and
Manchuria and winter far-

ther south from southern
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Japan through South-east
Asia to Australia.

In the autumn the migrat-
ing birds move southwards
through the lowlands follow-

ing Ghengis Khan's classic

invasion route south of

Uijongbu and keeping on the
western side of the country
to disperse from the offshore
islands of Cholla-namdo and
Kyongsang-namdo. Many rest

for a few days on the beau-

tiful island
.
of Cheju-do

which enjoys a much milder
climate than the mainland
and in October and Novem-
ber this island is often alive

with small birds of many
species.

It is impossible to estimate
the number of birds which
pass through Korea in

autumn but it is many
millions. One small planta-
tion on the outskirts of

I Seoul which for many years
mas been used as a roost by
migrating birds, and has now
become a tourist attraction,

accommodates up to 250,000
swallows and pied wagtails

each night at the height of
the migration.

As well as providing an
important jumping-off point
for migrating birds Korea is

a vital winter refuge for

millions of waterfowl. The
sheltered waters on the south
coast, particularly the com-
plex of mudflats and
marshes which comprise the
estuary of the Naktong river,

are normally ice-free in win-
ter and provide a wintering
ground for huge numbers of

swans, geese and ducks.

In January it is quite pos-

sible to see a flock of 700 or

more whooper swans, several
larger flocks of white-
fronted and bean geese and
up to 10,000

_
ducks of a

dozen species in the air at

any one time.
Most ducks prefer to

remain in the sheltered
waters of the estuary but a

few, particularly harlequins
and scoters, stay out on the
open water, the former
invariably being found on
broken water in the channels
between the many islands
dotted offshore. Numbers of
auks and divers also congre-

cent species of eagle, the
white-tailed sea-eagle and the
rare and local Steller’s sea-

eagle, probably the largest
eagle in the world. Add to

these the flocks of waders
which use the estuary as a
staging post on migration or
as a wintering ground and
it is evident that the Nak-
tong delta is a vitally import-
ant wetland area and as such
has been declared a “ natural
treasure ’* by the Korean
Government, thus affording
it the necessary protection.

Over the past 10 years the
Government has been faced
with the conflicting pres-
sures of rapid industrializa-
tion versus conservation.
Wisely a policy of concen-
trating factories into
regional industrial centres is

being followed so that the
resulting development does
little dajnage except .here
a highly specialized habitat
or species is concerned.
And the increase in gen-

eral prosperity has enabled
the Government to embark
upon a far-reaching re-
afforestation programme to

make good the damage of

past centuries and, in par-
ticular, the war. Accord-
ingly conservationists now
confidently look forward to
an increase in the numbers
of woodland species, particu-
lar^ die larger mammals,
which have decreased in
recent years.

Wildlife conservation is

the responsibility of the Cul-
tural Properties Preserva-
tion Bureau of the Ministry
of Culture and Information
advised by the Korean Com-
mission for the Conserva-
tion of Nature and Natural
Resources and the Korean
National Section of the
International Council for
Rird Preservation. A num-
ber of endangered species, as
well as areas of particular
importance, are protected as
natural treasures • and a
series of nature reserves Is

being established through-
out the country encompass-
ing some of the most magni-
ficent mountain scenery to
be found in east Asia.

Whipped by the bitter
season’s scourge,

At last I am driven to this
north.

I stand upon the swordblade
frost,

Where numb circuit and
plateau merge.

I know not where to bend
my knees,

Nor where to lay my vexed
steps.

Naught but to close my eyes
And think of winter as a

steel rainbow.
Although he died prema-

turely at the age of 31, Kim
So-wol (1903-1934) is un-
doubtedly one of the most
beloved poets in Korea to-

day. His verse is remark-
able for its simple minyo, or
folk song, quality.

THE AZALEA
When you tire of my love
And leave me behind,
Meek and silent, I shall let

you go.
I shall pick azaleas
From the Yaksan hills of

Yungbyung
And strew them upon your

path.
Then, step by step.

You will tread upon the
flowers

As you walk away.
When you tire of my love
And leave me behind,
Though the pain be as death
I shall not weep.
Kim Ki-rim (b 1909) is a

pioneer of the avant garde
movement in Korean poetry.

With the publication of his

collected poems entitled The
Butterfly and the Sea, he by-

passed the prevailing inter-

ests—neo^romanticism, neo-
realism or symbolism—and
declared that poen-y should
serve as the prophet of a

new world, of a new history.
In the title poem he pre-

sents his argument allegori-

cally.

THE BUTTERFLY AND
THE SEA

The white butterfly had no
fear of the sea

For she was not told of its

deep deep death.
Mistaking the sea for a

green green field,

She soaked her wings over
the waves

And shivered like a poor
little nueen

At the comer of a dead end
allev.

Where a black dog barks
. darkly.
Stands an old man. selling

chestnuts
;

And a crumpled leaf, falling,
Brushes past his wrinkled

cheek.

In the chilly alley,
Where the aged windows are

shut tight,
The distant sky seems

narrow.
The sky is reflected in the

old man's eyes
That read the big letters of

a newspaper
As a newsboy yells into the

alley.

In the autumn eve of the
fresh burnt chestnuts.

Is ic for the chorus of agony
from the streets

That dead calm falls on the
alley

Where a black dog wanders
around ?

Consciously or subcon-
sciously, most modern
Korean poets have been in,
fluenced somewhat by Lee
Kwang-su's poetics. There
are exceptions, of course, and
Suh Chung-choo (b 19151 is

one of them. In tile rhid-thir-
ties, Suh edited and publish-
ed die celebrated poetry
magazine, The Poets' Village,
and among his poetry collec-
tions are The Flower-
Patterned Snake, A Journey
to Cathay and The Notes on
Silla Dynastxj. A leading Bud-
dhist scholar-poet, Suh
Chung-choo lectures on Kor-
ean literature at Tongkuk
University in Seoul.

MIDDAY
Over tiie path between

flaming flowers
Whose taste, they say, causes

a drowsy death.

Over the winding ridge
Stretched limp as though

opiumdrugged.
My love runs away, calling

me after,

I pursue her, holding in my
hands

The tangy blood dripping
from my nose.

In the searing midday calm,
still a< niehr.
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Korea looks confidently ahead after

A YEAR OF UNPRECEDENTED PRO
In the Republic of Korea they will remember 197G

as a year of wonders filled, as President Park Chung Hee
said in his New Year Message, “ with greater rewards and
rejoicing than any year in the past It saw the

triumphant completion of the Third Five-Year Plan, with

results exceeding the most optimistic expectations, a

bumper harvest despite various natural disasters, and
dynamic industrial growth. Taking into account the un-
settled state of China following the death of Mao Tse-tung
and the unrest in other neighbouring countries, it was the
year in which Korea emerged as the most stable economy
in the Far East. A nation made prosperous by capitalism
(the agreeable face), Korea now stands ready to make
further advances through its Fourth Five-Year Plan, confi-

dent in its economic strength and at last poised to reap
the rich rewards of long, hard years of toil. Economically
the Republic of K^-ea has accomplished what it said it

would, accomplish. It has arrived.

The “Managed Miracle”
This was the name given by the world of industry and

commerce to the transformation of Korea from a back-
ward, war-stricken country to one that now bids fair

to become a leading industrial nation of the western
Pacific. The change has been brought about in the
amazingly short period of 15 years and it has been
wrought not so much by a miracle but, as President Park
lias said, by “ the blood, sweat and tears 35 million people
of Korea have given for the country ”. To which must be
added skilful planning and a natural aptitude for creating
the sort of climate that would attract foreign investment.

The First Five-Year Plan, launched in 19G2, restored
national confidence and by developing infrastructure and
export-oriented light industry provided a basic foundation
for further development. The Second Five-Year Plan,
launched in 19G7, saw the promotion of other export
industries including synthetic fibres, electrical equipment
and petrochemical products, and the development of the
heavy and chemical industries. Both the export of con-
sumer goods and the; imppgt 'substitute of raw materials
increased, and there ’was considerable expansion of the
road and communications networks. The Third Five-Year
Plan, just completed, has seen impressive advances in
iron and steel production, shipbuilding; the automobile
industry and the manufacture of electronic and electrical
equipment. As a result the Gross National Product has
increased 12 times over 1961, the per capita GNP increase
being eight times. Exports, which in 1961 amounted to

little more than $49 million, soared to over $8,100 million
in 1976, an increase of about 200 times, the export expan-
sion rate in that year alone being SO per cent.

The Pattern for the Future
The Fourth Five-Year Plan (1977-81), based on the

principles of “ growth ", “ efficiency “ and “ social equity ”,

aims at nothing less 1 than a selLsufficient economy. The

training highly skilled technicians for precision engineer-

ing and other advanced industries. Special emphasis will

be placed on developing the machine industry as part of

the upgrading of the industrial structure and more par-

ticularly to meet defence requirements. The export target

of $10,000 million is expected to be reached well ahead
of schedule and to exceed $20,000 million by the end of

1981. By that time at the latest balance should be achieved
in international payments and the per capita GNP should
exceed $1,500.

The plan also provides for the advancement of living

standards and the social welfare of the people. A free

medical aid prografnme has already been introduced and
a start will soon be made on a medical insurance system.
More and better housing, improved water supply and
more funds for education come within its scope, the ulti-

mate aim being “ to create a society in which all the

pepple equally share in the affluence

Growth and Investment
Although the Fourth Five-Year Plan envisages a

considerable increase in domestic savings—indeed the

hope is that Korea will be able to provide all her invest-

ment needs from domestic resources in 19S1—investment

from abroad will almost certainly be needed during the

plan period though perhaps not on the scale envisaged

a few months ago, when some sources were talking in

terms of $10 billion. So there are still opportunities for

foreign enterprises wishing to invest in Korea’s success.

The active encouragement of foreign investments has

been basic government policy since planning began in

the early 1960s. To attract the investor valuable incen-

tives, guarantees and privileges under such measures as

the Foreign Capital Inducement Act of 1964 have been
provided. They include complete exemption from
corporate, income, property and acquisition taxes for

the first five years of operation, and 50 per cent of these

taxes for a further three years. Foreign investors are

guaranteed repatriation of capital and remittance of

profits, and the full protection of their property by law:*

There is no legal limit on the foreign investment ratio,

but for the post part joint ventures with 50 per cent
foreign participation are preferred to those involved 100
per cent foreign ownership. The minimal foreign invest-

ment in certain industries—for examole shipbuilding,

petrochemicals and metals—is $200,000. But in others such
as electronics and machinery it may be only $100,000
provided the project is economically viable, or even

S50 000 for export projects using domestic raw materials

and requiring advanced technology.

* Further information can be obtained by toriting direct

to the Bureau of Foreign Investment Promotion, The
Economic Planning Board , Seoul. Korea ; or by contact-

Free Export Zones

and Industrial Estates

A vital part in the balanced developme
economy has been played by the free export
industrial estates established by the governn
the benefit of foreign business interests." There
24 of them and they are already contributing i

20 per cent of Korea’s exports. By the early 1

share of exports will have increased to more th

cent.

The estates have all the infrastructure ant
one might expect and offer all the usual incei

privileges to the foreign investor. The two fi

zones have excellent port facilities and, like

industrial estates, have management office

Jndustial Estates Administration (IEA) on site

the administrative and other problems of

industries. The industrial estates have been so

that experts have come from a number of other
to study the Korean way of going about things.

The older and slightly larger of the two fi

zones is Masan, occupying more than 233
reclaimed land near the south coast seaport-ci

name. More than 100 foreign companies are e

in MAFEZ, as the zone is called, occupying i

vately-constructed factories or government-buili
factories.

Lack of space at Masan led to the eslabli.

1973 of the Iri free export zone (IFEX) on
acres near the west coast port of Gunsan. Intend
for light industry Iri, like Masan, is a bonded gt

estate where tax and customs regulations are

suspended to allow the free flow of equipn
materials and semi-finished goods for the ast

manufacture of export products.

The Gumi Export Industrial Estate covers i

2,600 acres beside the Nagdong River and adjc

SeouJ-Pusan Express Highway. It was establish*

to promote the growth of the electronics in

concentrating it in one area, although Gumi also

textiles and other more general products. T
Export Industrial Corporation has six estates c

tptal of 820 acres in the Yongdungpo and Inc

near Seoul. Established in 1964, the Corporatio
first of its kind in the republic and today i

accommodate some 343 companies including n

90 joint-venture firms.

The Korean Government has established s

complexes in the eastern and southern coastal

expansion of the machinery, shipbuilding, petr
and iron and steel industries. One of the most i

is the new industrial city of Changwon in the s>
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Korea looks confidently ahead after

YEAR OF UNPRECEDENTED PRO
In the Republic of Korea they will remember 1976

as a year of wonders filled, as President Park Chung Hee
said in his New Year Message, “ with greater rewards and
rejoicing than any year in the past”. It saw the

triumphant completion of the Third Five-Year Plan, with
results exceeding the most optimistic expectations, a

bumper harvest despite various natural disasters, and
dynamic industrial growth. Taking into account the un-
settled state of China following the death of Mao Tse-tuiig

and the unrest in other neighbouring countries, it was the

year in which Korea emerged as the most stable economy
in the Far East. A nation made prosperous by capitalism
(the agreeable face), Korea now stands ready to make
further advances through its Fourth Five-Year Plan, confi-

dent in its economic strength and at last poised to reap
the rich rewards of long, hard years of toil. Economically
the Republic of lvj-ea has accomplished what it said it

would, accomplish. It has arrived.

The “Managed Miracle”
This was the name given by the world of industry and

commerce to the transformation of Korea from a back-
ward, war-stricken country to one that now bids fair
to become a leading industrial nation of the western
Pacific. The change has been brought about in the
amazingly short period of 15 years and it has been
wrought not so much by a miracle but, as President Park
has said, by “ the blood, sweat and tears 35 million people
of Korea have given for the country To which must be
added skilful planning and a natural aptitude for creating
the sort of climate that would attract foreign investment.

The First Five-Year. Plan, launched in 1962, restored
national confidence and by developing infrastructure and
export-oriented light industry provided a basic foundation
for further development. The Second Five-Year Plan,
launched in 1967, saw the promotion of other export
industries including synthetic fibres, electrical equipment
and petrochemical products, and the development of the
heavy and chemical industries. Both the export of con-
sumer goods and the; import Isubstitute of raw materials
increased, and there ’was considerable expansion of the
road and communications networks. The Third Five-Year
Plan, just completed, has seen impressive advances in
iron and steel production, shipbuilding, the automobile
industry and the manufacture of electronic and electrical
equipment. As a result the Gross National Product has
increased 12 times over 1961, tire per capita GNP increase
being eight times Exports, which in 1961 amounted to
little more than $40 million, soared to over $8,100 million
in 1976, an increase of about 200 times, the export expan-
sion rate in that year alone being 50 per cent.

The Pattern for the Future
The Fourth Five-Year Plan (1977-81), based on the

principles of “ growth ”, “ efficiency ” and “ social equity ”,

aims at nothing less 1 than a self-sufficient economy The
plan gives top priority to the iron and steel, nonferrous
metal, petrochemical and electronics industries and to

training highly skilled technicians for precision engineer-
ing and other advanced industries. Special emphasis will
be placed on developing the machine industry as part of
the upgrading of the industrial structure and more par-
ticularly to meet defence requirements. The export target
of $10,000 million is expected to be reached well ahead
of schedule and to exceed $20,000 million by the end of
1981. By that time at the latest balance should be achieved
in international payments and the per capita GNP should
exceed $1,500.

The plan also provides for the advancement of living
standards and the social welfare of the people, A free
medical aid programme has already been introduced and
a start will soon be made on a medical insurance system.
More and better housing, improved water supply and
more funds for education come within its scope, the ulti-

mate aim being "to create a society in which all the
pepple equally share in the affluence

Growth and Investment
Although the Fourth Five-Year Plan envisages a

considerable increase in domestic savings—indeed the
hope is that Korea will be able to provide all her invest-
ment needs from domestic resources in 1981—investment
from abroad will almost certainly be needed during the
plan period though perhaps not on the scale envisaged
a few months ago, when some sources were talking in
terms of $10 billion. So there are still opportunities for
foreign enterprises wishing to invest in Korea’s success.

The active encouragement of foreign investments has
been basic' government policy since planning began in

the early 1960s. To attract the investor valuable incen-
tives, guarantees and privileges under such measures as
the Foreign Capital Inducement Act of 1964 have been
provided. They include complete exemption from
corporate, income, property and acquisition taxes for
the first five years of operation, and 50 per cent of these
taxes for a further three years. Foreign investors are
guaranteed repatriation of capital and remittance of
profits, and the full protection of their property by law.*

There is no legal limit on the foreign investment ratio,

but for the post part joint ventures with 50 per cent
foreign participation are preferred to those involved 100
per cent foreign ownership. The minimal foreign invest-
ment in certain industries—for examnle shipbuilding,
petrochemicals and metals—is $200,000. But in others such
as electronics and machinery it mav be only $100,000
provided the project is economically viable, or even
$50 000 for export projects using domestic raw materials
and requiring advanced technology.

* Further information can be obtained by writing direct
to the Bureau of Foreign Investment Promotion, The
Economic Planning Board. Seoul

,
Korea ; or by contact-

ing The Korean Embassy, 4 Palace Gate, London W8 SNF
{Tel : 01-581 0247).

Free Export Zones

and Industrial Estates

A vital part in the balanced developme
economy has been played by the free export
industrial estates established by the governi
the benefit of foreign business interests.” Then
24 of them and they are already contributing
20 per cent of Korea’s exports. By the early 1

share of exports will have increased to more tl

cent.

The estates have all the infrastructure am
one might expect and offer all the usual ince
privileges to the foreign investor. The two fi

zones have excellent port facilities and, like
industrial estates, have management office
Industial Estates Administration (IEA) on site
the administrative and other problems of
industries. The industrial estates have been so
that experts have come from a number of othei
to study the Korean way of going about things.

The older and slightly larger of the two f

zones is Masan, occupying more than 233
reclaimed land near the south coast seaport-c
name. More than 100 foreign companies are i

in MAFEZ, as the zone is called, occupying
vately-constructed factories or government-buil
factories.

Lack of space at Masan led to the establi
1973 of the Iri free export zone (IFEX) on
acres near the west coast port of Gunsan. Intent
for light industry Iri, like Masan, is a bonded g-

estate where tax and customs regulations are
suspended to allow the free flow of equipi
materials and semi-finished goods for the as
manufacture of export products.

The Guini Export Industrial Estate covers
2,600 acres beside the Nagdong River and adj
Seoul-Pusan Express Highway. It was establish
to promote the growth of the electronics in

concentrating it in one area, although Gumi alsc
textiles and other more general products. J

Export Industrial Corporation has six estates •

tptal of 820 acres in the Yongdungpo and Ini
near Seoul. Established in 1964, the Corporatit
first of its kind in the republic and today
accommodate some 343 companies including i

90 joint-venture firms.

The Korean Government has established
complexes in the eastern and southern coastal
expansion of the machinery, shipbuilding, pet
and iron and steel industries. One of the most"
is the new industrial city of Changwon in the ;

heavy and chemical industrial belt near the P

export zone. Changwon is essentially a machin

Left: The Ulsan oil refinery; Right: "Pony >
‘ car assembly line;

Above: shipbuilding at Mipo Bay, Ulsan.
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PRECEDENTEB PROGRESS
ghly skilled technicians for precision engineer-
her advanced industries. Special emphasis will
on developing the machine industry as part of
ling of the industrial structure and more par-
> meet defence requirements. The export target
million is expected to be reached well ahead

e and to exceed $20,000 million by the end of
•at time at the latest balance should be achieved
ional payments and the per capita GNP should
300.

Ian also provides for the advancement of living
and the social welfare of the people. A free
d programme has already been introduced and
1 soon be made on a medical insurance system.
better housing, improved water supply and

s for education come within its scope, the ulti-

being “ to create a society in which all the
tally share in the affluence ”,

h and Investment
igh the Fourth Five-Year Plan envisages a
le increase in domestic savings—indeed the
at Korea will be able to provide all her invest-
s from domestic resources in 1981—investment
ad will almost certainly be needed during the
d though perhaps not on the scale envisaged
nths ago, when some sources were talking in
i 10 billion. So there are still opportunities for
terprises wishing to invest in Korea’s success.

:tive encouragement of foreign investments has
: government policy since planning began in

1960s. To attract the investor valuable incen-
antees and privileges under such measures as
n Capital Inducement Act of 1964 have been
They include complete exemption from
income, property and acquisition taxes for

ve years of operation, and 50 per cent of these
a further three years. Foreign investors are
1 repatriation of capital and remittance of
d the full protection of their property by law.*

is no legal limit on the foreign investment ratio,
le post part joint ventures with 50 per cent
rticipalion are preferred to those involved 100
oreign ownership. The minimal foreign invest-
.ertain industries—for examnle shipbuilding,
irals and metals—is $200,000. But in others such
lies and machinery it may be only $100,000
the project is economically viable, or even
export projects using domestic raw materials

ing advanced technology.

information can be obtained by writing direct
reau of Foreign Investment Promotion, The
Planning Board, Seoul, Korea ; or by contact-
orean Embassy, 4 Palace Gate, London W8 5NF
1 0247).

Free Export Zones

and Industrial Estates

A vital part in the balanced development of the
economy has been played by the free export zones and
industrial estates established by the government "for
the benefit of foreign business interests.” There are some
24 of them and they are already contributing more than
20 per cent of Korea’s exports. By the early 1980s their
share of exports will have increased to more than 30 per
cent.

The estates have all the infrastructure and facilities
one might expect and offer all the usual incentives and
privileges to the foreign investor. The two free export
zones have excellent port facilities and, like the other
industrial estates, have management offices of the
Industial Estates Administration (IEA) on site to handle
the administrative and other problems of resident
industries. The industrial estates have been so successful
that experts have come from a number of other countries
to study the Korean way of going about things.

The older and slightly larger of the two free export
zones is Masan, occupying more than 233 acres of
reclaimed land near the south coast seaport-city of that
ian

i!*'A ,^£
ore tban foreign companies are established

in MArEZ, as the zone is called, occupying either pri-
vately-constructed factories or government-built standard
factories.

Lack of space at Masan led to the establishment in
1973 ot the Iri free export zone (IFEX) on some 228
acres near the west coast port of Gunsan. Intended mainly
tor light industry Iri, like Masan, is a bonded government
estate where tax and customs regulations are waived or
suspended to allow the free flow of equipment, raw
materials and semi-finished goods for the assembly or
manufacture of export products.

The Gumi Export Industrial Estate covers more than
Z.600 acres beside the Nagdong River and adjoining the
Seoul-Pusan Express Highway. It was established in 1973
to promote the growth of the electronics industry by
concentrating it in one area, although Gumi also turns out
textiles and other more general products. The Korea
Export Industrial Corporation has six estates covering a
t9tal ot 820 acres in the Yongdungpo and Inchon areas
near Seoul. Established in 1964, the Corporation was the
first of its kind in the republic and today its estates
accommodate some 343 companies including more than
90 joint-venture firms.

The Korean Government has established six special
complexes in the eastern and southern coastal areas for
expansion of the machinery, shipbuilding, petrochemical
and n on and steel industries. One of the most impressive
is the new industrial city of Changwon in the south coast
heavy and chemical industrial belt near the Masan free
export zone. Changwon is essentially a machine industry

material’s
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Contrasts, South and North

Nothing could be more marked at the end of 1976
tlian the contrast between the confident, busy, booming
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1 or if 1976 had been a year of wonders for the South itwas certainly a year of disasters for the North. Economic-
ally the North was in dire straits, dependent on importedraw materials for many of its factories yet weighed down
l>y debt to foreign creditors and with barely enough food
to sustain its people. It is always difficult to get reliable
information about the North, but experienced Pyongyang
watchers considered that 80 per cent of factories depend-
ing on imported raw materials and more than 50 per cent
ot .'hose usnjg domestic materials were not operative
during 1976. Shortage of food and other daily necessities
were as good as admitted by Kim II Sung himself in his
morose New Year message.

.i m
was

.

a bad year
’ t00

>
in international affairs for

the North. Attempts at Colombo to drum up support for
anti-Americanism failed, and if the noiialigned nations
represented at that conference had any floubts about the
true nature of Kimilsungism, they were soon rudely
awakened by the axe murders at Panmunjom on 18
August With a 1 hope of success at the UN Ceneral
Assembly gone, the North suffered fresh degradation when
its narcotic smuggling activities ranging aS far afield as
ocandmavia and Peru were exposed.

,Tbe S°uth, with its customary and seemingly
inexhaustible patience, once more urged the North tocome to the conference table so that the future of the
Korean peninsula might be determined by Koreans and
1 resident Park undertook to agree to the departure of
American troops from the republic if only Kim II Sung
would sign a non-aggression pact. But Pyongyang pre-

v-
r

ti c°
remain roofed in its ancient prejudices andKim 11 Sung in his family power struggles and plans for

a grandiose palace which, it is said, is to be larger than
the Kremlin.

Sponsored by the

INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL SOCIETY OF KOREA
C.P.O. BOX 2147 SEOUL, KOREA
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PRECEDENTED PROGRESS

ead after

ADVERTISEMENT

f the Republic of Korea, and its underground. The city, the largest in Korea, has a population of over 7.2 million.

ghly skilled technicians for precision engineer-
her advanced industries. Special emphasis will

on developing the machine industry as part of
ling of the industrial structure and more par-
> meet defence requirements. The export target
million is expected to be reached well ahead
e and to exceed $20,000 million by the end of

lal time at the latest balance should be achieved
ional payments and the per capita GNP should
500.

Ian also provides for the advancement of living
and the social welfare of the people. A free

d programme has already been introduced and
1 soon be made on a medical insurance system.
better housing, improved water supply and

s for education come within its scope, the ulti-

being “ to create a society in which all the
tally share in the affluence ”,

h and Investment
jgh the Fourth Five-Year Plan envisages a

ile increase in domestic savings—indeed the
at Korea will be able to provide all her invest-

s from domestic resources in 1981—investment
ad will almost certainly be needed during the
id though perhaps not on the scale envisaged
ntlis ago, when some sources were talking in

>10 billion. So there are still opportunities for
iterprises wishing to invest in Korea’s success.

ctive encouragement of foreign investments has
; government policy since planning began in

1960s. To attract the investor valuable incen-
antees and privileges under such measures as

;n Capital Inducement Act of 1964 have been
They include complete exemption from
income, property and acquisition taxes for

ive years of operation, and 50 per cent of these
a further three years. Foreign investors are

1 repatriation of capital and remittance of
d the full protection of their property by law *

is no legal limit on the foreign investment ratio,

le post part joint ventures with 50 per cent
rticipation are preferred to those involved 100
oreign ownership. The minimal foreign invest-
certain industries—for example shipbuilding,
icals and metals—is $200,000. But in others such
nics and machinei-y it mav be only S100.000
the project is economically viable, or even
r export projects using domestic raw materials
•ing advanced technology.

information can be obtained by writing direct
‘’em i of Foreign Investment Promotion, The
Plannine Hoard. Seoul. Korea . or hv contact-

Free Export Zones

and Industrial Estates

A vital part in the balanced development of the
economy has been played by the free export zones and
industrial estates established by the government “ for
the benefit of foreign business interests.” There are some
24 of them and they are already contributing more than
20 per cent of Korea’s exports, By the early 1980s their
share of exports will have increased to more than 30 per
cent.

The estates have all the infrastructure and facilities
one might expect and offer all the usual incentives and
privileges to the foreign investor. The two free export
zones have excellent port facilities and, like the other
industrial estates, have management offices of the
Industial Estates Administration (IEA) on site to handle
the administrative and other problems of resident
industries. The industrial estates have been so successful
that experts have come from a number of other countries
to study the Korean way of going about things.

The older and slightly larger of the two free export
zones is Masan, occupying more than 233 acres of
reclaimed land near the south coast seaport-city of that
name More than 100 foreign companies are established
in MAFEZ, as the zone is called, occupying either pri-
vately-constructed factories or government-built standard
factories.

Lack of space at Masan led to the establishment in
1973 of the Iri free export zone (IFEX) on some 228
acres near the west coast port of Gunsan. Intended mainly
for light industry Iri, like Masan, is a bonded government
estate where tax and customs regulations are waived or
suspended to allow the free flow of equipment, raw
materials and semi-finished goods for the assembly or
manufacture of export products.

The Gumi Export Industrial Estate covers more than
2,600 acres beside the Nagdong River and adjoining the
Seoul-Pusan Express Highway. It was established in 1973
to promote the growth of the electronics industry by
concentrating it in one area, although Gumi also turns out
textiles and other more general products. The Korea
Export Industrial Corporation has six estates covering a
tptal of 820 acres in the Yongdungpo and Inchon areas
near Seoul. Established in 1964, the Corporation was the
first of its kind in the republic and today its estates
accommodate some 343 companies including more than
90 joint-venture firms.

The Korean Government has established six special
complexes in the eastern and southern coastal areas for
expansion of the machinery, shipbuilding, petrochemical
and iron and steel industries. One of the mosr impressive
is the new industrial citv of Chanewon in the south coast

complex, a home for large-scale enterprises manufacturing
materials, primary components, high-grade precision
machine tools and the like, and able to compete effectively
in international markets. Tools, dies and moulds, hydraulic
devices, gears and transmissions, bearings, bolts and nuts,
metal-working machinery, engine blocks, propeller shafts,
marine equipment, textile and chemical machinery, auto-
mobile components— all these come within Changwon’s
scope. Needless to say, since its inception in 1974 Chang-
won has attracted^ numerous companies including foreign
investment companies. It is adjacent to good ports and
highways and future plans include modern harbour facili-
ties of its own and ultimately a residential community of
some 200,000 people.

Contrasts, South and North

'Nothing could be more marked at the end of 1976
than the contrast between the confident, busy, booming
Republic of Korea and its communist neighbour to the
north, the neurotic, looking-glass world of Kim II Sung.
For if 1976 had been a year of wonders for the South, it

was certainly a year of disasters for the North. Economic-
ally the North was in dire straits, dependent on imported
raw materials for many of its factories yet weighed down
by debt to foreign creditors and with barely enough food
to sustain its people. It is always difficult to get reliable
information about the North, but experienced Pyongyang
watchers considered that 80 per cent of factories depend-
ing on imported raw materials and more than 50 per cent
of those using domestic materials were not operative
during 1976. Shortage of food and other daily necessities
were as good as admitted by Kim II Sung himself in his
morose New Year message.

It was a bad year, too, in international affairs for
the North. Attempts at Colombo to drum up support for
anti-Americanism failed, and if the nonaligned nations
represented „at that conference had any doubts about the
true nature of Kimilsungism, they were Soon rudely
awakened by the axe murders at Panmunjom on 18
August. With all hope of success at the UN General
Assembly gone, the North suffered fresh degradation when
its narcotic smuggling activities ranging aS far afield as
Scandinavia and Peru were exposed.

The South, with its customary and seemingly
inexhaustible patience, once more urged the North to

come to the conference table so that the future of the
Korean peninsula might be determined by Koreans and
President Park undertook to agree to the departure of
American troops from the republic if only Kim II Sung
would sign a non-aggression pact. But Pyongyang pre-
ferred to remain rooted in its ancient prejudices and
Kim II Sune in his familv power srrueeles and olans for
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Tourism’s rapid advance

after slow start
by TaillCS Wade up against its mountain has-
J “ tions. Of tlie new skyscra-

Korea has for many years pers. several are hotels, top-

supported a sizable colony P6*1 by the 50-storey steel

of contented expatriates— skeleton of the Lotte Hotel,

lone and short-term foreign which will be the largest

businessmen, technologists, building m the country when
specialists of one sort or completed ill about two
another and drifters—who years. Last year 2,000 rooms
preferred to live in this were added throughout the

country of friendly popula- country with 3,200 more sclie-

tion, challenging opportuni- duled for completion in 1977.

ties, ancient culture and This will bring the overall

spectacular scenery. But total to 15,200, well over half

until recently Korea had of them in Seoul,

very few tourists. As the national capital and

In fact, one could reverse centre of everything from

the old American adage education to industry, from
often applied to New York culture to administration,

City and say that Korea was the Pj«e a visitor

“ a nice place to live in, but womanly sees first, and gets

one wouldn’t want to visit '9 know best. It is an intrig-

tliere uang blend of the old and
In the past decade, how- ne

'Y-
°f the brash aud

ever, all this has changed Quaint
;
even in the centre

and the peninsula,' once well of the city one can discover

away from the tourist dr- bid neighbourhoods of houses
cuit, has chalked up an envi- huddled under tile roofs

able record of growth in amid small gardens,

terms of both tourist num- addition, there are three

bers and earnings. royal palace parks preserved

The increase ill visitors
fr
u
om da >-s of 'he monar-

liad to be accompanied bv a
°‘1

Y..,md now used for the

drastic expansion of facilities >
JabI,c’ as as ga'dens.

and services, as well as up- "‘useums and amusement
graded training and experi- Si'ounds '

ence for the human element -

An ebullient

night life

that forms such pn important
factor in leisure industries
world wide.

All. this has been accom-
plished so rapidly and
thoroughly that future deve-
lopment is likely to over- There are also smart
shadow the impressive gains and varied restaurants, an
of the recent past. Figures ebullient night life, and
tell part of thq story: in the plenty of attractive shopping
past 12 years, the number arcades. One can seek out
of tourist arrivals; rose at th e bars and cabarets and
an average annual rate of tearooms that cater to locals
38 per cent. Last year the at inodest prices

Most' of these travellers
but th

f
streets

are from neighbouring
:

at a
'7 hour

.
a*

Japan, but 37 per cent caml ™ cnme and anti-soc.al

from Europe and America. be“ dv,our are not common.
Overall earnings in 1976

.

For 'hose with time and
exceeded $26Gnr with S330m inclination to see the coun-
projected for 1977. tryside, the north-south

One reason for the increase' Seoul-Pusan highway pro-

in non-Asian arrivals is the vides a comfortable five-hour

fact that Seoul is only a two- express bus service to the

hour flight from the tourist hig southern port city. Only
attraction of Tokyo, and 40 minutes from the capital,

three hours from Hongkong, “ear the ancient walled city

at no additional air fare for °f Suwon, there is a folk vil-

ongoing passengers. Air- lage for tourists which af-

, craft leave daily, or more fords a glimpse of the rapidly

frequently, and make good vanishing rural life-style.

Connexions at the other end. What you see from the

Thus those who are curious bus window along the main
to see a little-known land, or highway is an amalgam of

whose funds are fast dis- new and old, as in Seoul

:

appearing because of high thatched roofs and mud
puces in the better-known walls giving way to tile roofs
cities, can move on to Korea, and brick walls ; picturesque
which is still a bargain in little rice paddies vanishing
comparison, with much to before broad consolidated
offer that is different and fields with extensive irriga-

stimulating. tion systems and mechanical
Seoul these days has a sky- cultivators

; white-robed
line of tower blocks rearing

1

elders in tall, woven horse-

hair hats smoking long thin
pipes, conspicuous among
the majority of people in
western dress whose homes
are equipped with television
antennae and electric rice
cookers.
A turn-off eastward at the

provincial capital of Taegu
takes one in an hour’s drive
to Kyongju, a moderately
sized country town that was
once the centre of the Silla
dynasty, which fell in ad 936.
Before that date it was a
thriving capital of more titan
a million people.
The relics are there to

prove it: palace aud castle
walls, temples and grottoes,
a stone observatory tower
shaped like a ninepin, huge
royal tomb mounds and a
stylish new museum
crammed with artifacts from
their excavation — notably
gold helmet crowns and
striking jewelry with a
Viking appearance.
The town is scheduled to

be developed into an inter-
national resort over the next
five years, with 3,000 hotel
rooms and suitable amenities
projected under joint ven-
tures with foreign capital,
already begun.
A second international

resort is planned for the
Sorak Mountain National
Park on the north-east coast.

In winter there is a ski
lodge available near by, while
summer holidaymakers find
fine beaches for bathing.
There is already a modern
hotel in the resort town, and
several more are to be built,
along with recreational faci-

lities, principally to attract
Japanese tourists who will be
able to cross the narrow sea
between the two countries
when a ferry and air ser-

vice are instituted.

The third resort project in
terms of government priority
will be the southern island
province of Cheju, two hours
by air from the capital or
five hours from Pusan port
by ferry.

There are already several
modern hotels on Cheju, not-
ably the 14-storey KAL
Hotel in Cheju city, and
more are planned along with
n casino. Fine hunting and
fishing are available and
there are broad bathing
beaches and soon perhaps
duty-free shopping.

After a late start, Korea
has moved rapidly up the
international tourist league.
Although the goal of two
million annual arrivals

—

double this year’s target—by
the early 1980s may seem
over-ambitious, that is what
was said of the nation’s in-

dustrial and export goals a
decade ago. In the event
those goals were substanti-
ally surpassed.

by VV. E. Skiliend

The origins of die Korean
language lie in an obscurity
which has long been an ad-
venture playground for
philologists. It is as plain as
die nose on an Indo-Euro-
pean face that the languages
whicli stretch from Turkey
to Japan are encodings of
each other, but no one has
yet -broken the code which
must link Korean at least
with the Tungusic languages
to its north and west and
with Japanese to its south
and east.

The early history of the
Tungusic languages is not
well documented, but the
general picture of the devel-
opment of the Korean and
Japanese languages in his-

toric dines is fairly clear.
The Korean language is pre-
dominantly that of Silla, the
kingdom of south-east Korea
in the third to seventh cen-
turies, aud the language of
Silla in its turn was predoni-

King Sejong’s

unique achi

inaptly the language of its

pital, the present Kyongju.
Kyongju lies at the head

of a valley on die east coast
which points almost due
north, towards tile mouth of
the Ussuri river. It must be
highly 'likely that in prehis-

toric times it was settled by
migrants from that region.

All Japanese history and
tradition points also to a
migration to the western
pant of Japan from south-

eastern Korea, which again
is likely to be part of the
same migration from the
north, and a spread then of
the Japanese language away
to the east and the north
across Honshu. However,
the prehistory of the words
of these languages which, if
the Indo-European experi-
ence were anything to go by,
would be a key to under-
standing much "of die pre-
history of the culture of the
whole region, is still to be
explored; and one has also
to take ditto account cultural
contacts with China from the
earliest times.

,

The shortage of documen-
tary evidence on the early
history of the Korean lan-
guage is partly the result of
the destruction of materials
during the invasions which
have periodically devastated
Korea. However, it is rea-
sonable to ask also whether
Koreans ever wrote very
much in their own language
until die present century.

They did, we know, devise
a method of writing dieir
own language with Chinese
characters, and they passed
the idea on to Japan, where
it was taken up with
enthusiasm. But Koreans
thought it hot only cumber-
some, since it is essentially
a sort of rebus system, but
also disadvantageous in their
intercourse with China.
Writing in Chinese was
simpler, and it gave them all

the benefits of sharing in
die Chinese cultural tradi-
tion.

Therefore, although the
sophistication of some of the
poetry which does survive
from die sixth to fourteenth
centuries suggests that com-
position in Korean must
have been widely practised
by Koreans who were sensi-
tive to the beauty of their
language, wliat was actually
thought to be worth wiring
down and preserving was
overwhelmingly in Chinese.

Concerned with

pronunciation

For the means of writing
their own language conveni-
ently. Koreans had to wait
for the right man and the
right time. The man was
King Sejong (1418 to 1450),
a devout Buddhist at the
head of the Confucian state,
a model monarch, with the
strength of character to face
up to the bureaucracy, and
an able enough scholar to
take advantage of the philo-
logical scholarship of
medieval China. He started i

from the premise that uni-
versal literacy was desirable
for good government and,
with an equally unusual in- i

terest for his time, he was
concerned how Chinese was i

actually pronounced.

Evil spirit

exorciz
continued from facing page

South Koreans, even those

who themselves claim no par-

ticular religion, realize its

importance. In 1975, the
South Korean Government
declared Buddha’s birthday
a national holiday. The holi-

day festivities include a
series of lectures on Bud-
dhist scriptures, traditional

lantern parades, prayer ses-

sions, aud concerts of Bud-
dhist music.

For centuries, Confucian-
ism meant a system of educa-
tion, ceremony and civil

administration. . Confucian
concepts of social harmony
and moral precepts per-
meated the intellectual life

of old Korea and played a
pivotal role in moulding the
Korean national character as
we know it today.
According to the latest

government statistics, there
are 4,723,500 Confucian con-
verts, 11,944 monks and 256

slirines. The solemn rites
honouring Confucius are held
every spring and autumn on
the campus of Sunggryun-
ewan University in Seoul,
with traditional rituals such
as Confucian offerings, ser-
mons and music.
Among Seoul’s traditional

Korean buildings, Myong
Doug Cathedral stands out
like an anachronistic monu-
ment. The visitor may feel
he has been magically trans-
planted to another culture
as lie walks up the cathedral
path lined with fragrant rose
bushes and watched by
religious statues.

The gotinc architecture
must have seemed even
more out of place at the turn
of the century, when Christi-

anity itself had just been
Introduced to the predomi-
nantly Confucian-Buddhist

society.
To a small dissident seg-

ment of the Confucian intel-

lectual community, however,
the Catholic doctrine meant
a new source of truth and

knowledge. Having long teg'
been tormented by the fac- in A
tional strife and corruption mill
among the Confucian hier- Haiti’

archy, these reform-minded this
scholars were responsive to tolei
fresh ideas and ideals from Ui
the West. C0UI)

Most of them remained theii
good Confucianists, but a Sout
few were eventually attrac- all f

ted by the promises of the as t

gospel, including Yi Sung- natii
hun, who was baptized by T1
uri Italian missionary in miss
Peking while oil a diplomatic on
mission in 1873. His return Kutj
to Korea marked the birth and
of the Korean Catholic Thor
movement. With
Since its inception, the mit

Catholic church has contri- 1882.

buted greatly to Korea’s deno
" western learning In ing
South Korea there are resui

1,012,209 Catholic converts, disse

3r
Q52 priests and 472 faith

churches. The church runs eage
some 60 colleges and schools valui

ns well as 70 social and medi- At
cal institutions. teria
South Korea boasts the mein

rsi

Lucky, Lid,

A diversified monufoelurer ondexporler of oil kinds of plosllc goods end

fols ond oils goods.

Gold Star Co., Ltd.

Monufoelurer and exporter of consumer e’eclronics ond eleclrieol appliances.

Gold Star Cable Co.. Ltd.



thoroughly that future deve-
lopment is likely to over-
shadow rhe impressive gains
ot the recent past. Figures
tell part of thq story: in the

past 12 years, tho number
of tourist arrivals rose at

an average annual rate of

38 per cent. Last year', the
total reached 830,000, ’and

the goal for this year is one
million.
Most of these travellers

arc from neighbouring
Japan, but 37 per cent came
from Europe and America.
Overall earnings in 1976
exceeded $266m with $330m
projected for 1977.

One reason for the increase
in non-Asian arrivals is the
fact that Seoul is only a two-
hour flight from the tourist

attraction of Tokyo, and
three hours from Hongkong,
at no additional air fare for

ongoing passengers. Air-

craft leave daily, or more
frequently, and make good
connexions at the other end.
Thus those who are curious
to see a little-known land, or

whose funds are fast dis-

appearing because of high
puces in the better-known
cities, can move on to Korea,
whi.qh is still a bargain in

comparison, with much to

offer that is different and
stimulating.

Seoul' these days has a sky-

line of tower blocks rearing

There are also smart
and varied restaurants, an
ebullient night life, and
plenty of attractive shopping
arcades. One can seek out
rhe bars and cabarets and
tearooms that cater to locals

at modest prices.

An evening out ends fairly

early because of Seoul’s mid-
night curfew but the streets
are safe at any hour as

violent crime and anti social

behaviour are not common.
For those with time and

inclination to see the coun-
tryside, the north-south
Seoul-Pusan highway pro-
vides a comfortable five-hour
express bus service to the
big southern port city. Only
40 minutes from the capital,

near the ancient walled city

of Suwon, there is a folk vil-

lage for tourists which af-

fords a glimpse of the rapidly
vanishing rural life-style.

What you see from the
bus window along the main
highway is an amalgam of
new and old, as in Seoul

:

thatched roofs and mud
walls giving way to tile roofs
and brick Walls ;

picturesque
little rice paddies vanishing
before broad consolidated
fields with extensive irriga-

tion systems and mechanical
cultivators ; white-robed
elders in tall, woven horse-

ioage avanapie near oy, while
summer holidaymakers find
fine beaches for bathing.
There is already a modern
hotel in the resort town, and
several more are to be built,

along with recreational faci-

lities, principally to attract
Japanese tourists who will be
able to cross the narrow sea
between the two countries
when a ferry and air ser-

vice are instituted.

The third resort project in

terms of government prioritv

will be the southern island

province of Cheju, two hours
by air from the capital or
five hours from Pusan port
by ferry.

There are already several
modern hotels on Cheju, not-

ably the 14-storev KAL
Hotel in Cheju city, and
more are planned along with
a casino. Fine hunting and
fishing are available and
there are broad bathing
beaches and soon perhaps
duty-free shopping.

After a late start, Korea
has moved rapidly up the
international tourist league.
Although the goal of two
million annual arrivals

—

double this year’s target—by
the early 1980s may seem
over-ambitious, that is what
was said of the nation's in-

dustrial and export goals a

decade ago. In the event
those goals were substanti-
ally surpassed.

tradition points also to a
migration to the western
part of Japan from south-

continued from facing page

South Koreans, even those
who themselves claim no par-
ticular religion, realize its

importance. In 1975, the
South Korean Government
declared Buddha's birthday
a national holiday. The holi-
day festivities include a
scries of lectures on Bud-
dhist scriptures, traditional
lantern parades, prayer ses-
sions, and concerts of Bud-
dhist music.
For centuries, Confucian-

ism meant a system of educa-
tion, ceremony and civil
administration. Confucian
concepts of social harmony
and moral precepts per-
meated the intellectual life

of old Korea and played a
pivotal role in moulding tiie
Korean national character as
we know it today.
According to the latest

government statistics, there
are 4,723,500 Confucian con-
verts, 11,944 monks and 256

intercourse with China.
Writing in Chinese was
simpler, and it gave them all

shrines. The solemn rites
honouring Confucius are held
every spring and autumn on
tlie campus of Simgeryun-
8wan University in Seoul,
with traditional rituals such
as Confucian offerings, ser-
mons and music.
Among Seoul's traditional

Korean buildings, Myong
Doug Cathedral stands out
like an anachronistic monu-
ment. The visitor may feel
he has been magically trans-
planted to another culture
as he walks up the cadiedral
path lined with fragrant rose
bushes and watched by
religious statues.

The gothic architecture
must have seemed even
more out of place at the turn
of the century, when Christi-

anity itself had just been
Introduced to the predomi-
nantly Confucian-Buddhist
society.
To a small dissident seg-

ment of the Confucian intel-

lectual community, however,
the Catholic doctrine meant
a new source of truth and

wnu aii equally unusual III- iui»u
terest for his time, he was vowel
concerned how Chinese was comb
actually pronounced. thong

Evil spirits

exorcize
knowledge. Having long large-
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tional strife and corruption mtllit
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archy. these reform-minded this i:

scholars were responsive to tolena
fresh ideas and ideals from tin i
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Most of them remained their
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few were eventually nttrac- all fa
ted by the promises of the ns th
gospel, including Yi Sung- natioi
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uri Italian missionary in missii
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migration to the western Writing in Chinese was
part of Japan from south- simpler, and it gave them all

concerned how Chinese was combining ro’ spell“l^’diplT.
actually pronounced. thongs.

slightly, or not at
absolutely no difference

Korean, University’ oV Lon-
don.
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South Koreans, even those
who themselves claim no par-

ticular religion, realize its

importance. In 1975, the
South Korean Government
declared Buddha’s birthday
a national holiday. The holi-

day festivities include a
series of lectures on Bud-
dhist scriptures, traditional

lantern parades, prayer ses-

sions, and concerts of Bud-
dhist music.

For centuries, Confucian-
ism meant a system of educa-
tion, ceremony and civil
administration. . Confucian
concepts of social harmony
and moral precepts per-
meated the intellectual life

of old Korea and played a
pivotal role in moulding the
Korean national character as
we know it today.
According to the latest

government statistics, there
are 4,723,500 Confucian con-
verts, 11,944 monks and 256

Evil spirits are

exorcized
shrines. The solemn sires
honouring Confucius are held
every spring and autumn on
the campus of Sunggryun-
gwan University in Seoul,
with traditional rituals such
as Confucian offerings, ser-
mons and music.
Among Seoul's traditional

Korean buildings, Myong
Dong Cathedral stands out
like an anachronistic monu-
ment. The visitor may feel
he has been magically trans-

planted to another culture
as he walks up the cathedral

S
ath lined with fragrant rose
ushes and watched by

religious statues.

The gothic architecture
must have seemed even
more out of place at the turn
of the century, when Christi-

anity itself had just been
Introduced to the predomi-
nantly Confucian-Buddhist
society.
To a small dissident seg-

ment of the Confucian intel-

lectual community, however,
the Catholic doctrine meant
a new source of truth and

knowledge. Having long
been tormented by the fac-
tional strife and corruption
among the Confucian hier-
archy, these reform-minded
scholars were responsive to
fresh ideas and ideals from
the West.

Most of them remained
good Confucianists, but a
few were eventually attrac-
ted by the promises of the
gospel, including Yi Sung-
hun, who was baptized by
uri Italian missionary in
Peking while on a diplomatic
mission in 1873. His return
to Korea marked the birth
of the Korean Catholic
movement.
Since its inception, the

Catholic church has contri-
buted greatly to Korea’s
" western learning ”. In
South Korea there are
1,012,209 Catholic converts,
3,Q52 priests and 472
churches. The church runs
some GO colleges and schools
ns well as 70 social and medi-
cal institutions.
South Korea boasts the

largest Protestant population
in Asia, with more than four
million followers and 19,066
native clergy. One reason for
this is the country's religious
tolerance.

Unlike most other Aslan
countries that tolerate only
their own national religions,
South Korea is tolerant of
all faiths and beliefs, as long
as they do not disrupt the
nations socio-political order.
The first two Protestant

missionaries to set foot
on Korean soil were Karl
Kutzlaff of Germany in 1832
and the Reverend R. J.
Thomas of Scotland in 1865.
With the opening of the Her-
mit Kingdom to the west in
1882, missionaries of various
denominations began stream-
ing into Korea, which
resulted in indiscriminate
dissemination of different
faiths among those natives
eager for new beliefs and
values from abroad.
At present the Presby-

terian church has 1,600,000
members, while die Method-

ists number about 250,000.
The others sects, such as the
Mormon, Baptist. Anglican
and the Seventh-Day-Adven-
tist, constitute the rest of the
Protestant population.

In addition to the Protes-
tant missionaries’ contribu-
tions to the country’s educa-
tion, medicine and social
welfare, a handful of them
have done much for the dif-
fusion of Korean culture
abroad. One notable example
is the Anglican Bishop,
Richard Rutt. who has wit-
ten and translated a number
of books on various aspects
of Korean history and civili-
zation.

Of many other religious
sects in South Korea today.
Chondo-Gyo is particularly
noteworthy. In 1861, Choi
Che-wood, in revolt against
alien religions, such as
Buddhism, Confucianism and
Christianity, preached that
Korea needed a national-
istic religion for the people
to regain their national
identity. As a child has to

grow in the womb of his
mother before he sees the
light of the world, the
Koreans must grow in the
faith of Chondo, or heavenly

advocated the
life of liberty and equality

for the masses", and was
executed for heresy in 186b.
Today, the sect claims
815,400 followers 1,629
priests, and 140 churches.
There is also Taejong-gyo,

or great gods sect, a primi-
tive religion, with 128,198
members, 37 monks and 36
temples.

One of the recent addi-
tions, too, is the Rev Moon
Sung-myong’s Tongil, or uni-
fication, church. Mr Moon’s
’ Holy Spirit Association for
the Unification of World
Christianity" has increas-
ingly come under attack in
recent years for what his
critics at home and abroad
call his “ heretical teach-
ings

The author is a Korean-born
American editor and writer.
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For further information, Please

contact: Bando Trading, the trading

arm of the Lucky Group.
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Head Office :
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King Sejong’s alphabet a
unique achievement

by W. E. SIcillend

The origins of the Korean
language lie in an obscurity
Which has long been an ad-
venture playground for
philologists. It is as plain as

the nose on an Indo-Euro-
pean face that the languages
which stretch from Turkey
to Japan are encodings of

each other, but no one has
yet -broken the code which
must link Korean at least

with the Tungusic languages
to its north and west and
with Japanese to its south
and east.

The early history of the
Tungusic languages is not
well documented, but the
general picture of the devel-

opment of the Korean and
Japanese languages in his-

toric times is fairly clear.

The Korean language is pre-

dominantly that of Silla, the
kingdom of south-east Korea
in the third to seventh cen-

turies, and the language of

Silla in its turn was predom-
inantly the language of its

capital, the present Kyongju.
Kyongju lies at the head

of a valley on die east coast

which points almost due
north, towards the mouth of

the Ussuri river. It must be
highly likely that in prehis-

toric times it was settled by
migrants from that region.

All Japanese history and
tradition points also to a

migration .to the western
pant of Japan from south-

eastern Korea, which again
is likely to be part of the
same migration from the
north, and a spread then of

die Japanese language away
to the east and the north
across Honshu. However,
the prehistory of the words
of these languages which, if

the Indo-European experi-
ence were anything to go by,
would be a key to under-
standing much of die pre-
history of the culture of the
whole region, is still to he
explored; and one lias also
to take auto account cultural
contacts with China from the
earliest times.

,

The shortage of documen-
tary evidence on the early
history of the Korean lan-

guage is partly the result of
the destruction of materials
during the invasions which
have periodically devastated
Korea. However, it is rea-
sonable to ask also whether
Koreans ever wrote very
much in their ©wn language
until the present century.

They did, we know, devise
a method of writing their
own language with Chinese
characters, and they passed
the idea on to Japan, where
it was taken up with
enthusiasm. But Koreans
diought it hot only cumber-
some, since it is essentially
a son of rebus system, but
also disadvantageous in their
intercourse with China.
Writing in Chinese was
simpler, and it gave them all

the benefits of sharing in
the Chinese cultural tradi-

tion.

Therefore, although the
sophistication of some of the
poetry which does survive
front the sixth to fourteenth
centuries suggests that com-
position in Korean must
have been widely practised
by Koreans who were sensi-
tive to the . beauty of their
language, what was actually
thought to be worth lvriting

down and preserving was
overwhelmingly in Chinese.

Concerned with

pronunciation

For the means of writing
their own language conveni-
ently, Koreans had to wait
for the right man and the
right time. The man was
King Sejong (1418 to 1450),
a devout Buddhist at the
head of the Confucian state,

a model monarch, with the
strength of character to face
up to the bureaucracy, and
an able enough scholar to
take advantage of the philo-
logical scholarship of
medieval China. He started
from the premise that uni-
versal literacy was desirable
for good government and,
with an equally unusual in-

terest for his time, he was
concerned how Chinese was
actually pronounced.

His interests merged in
the 1440s in his grandiose
project to create an alpha-
bet for the Korean language.
The alphabet which he pro-
duced stands today as one
of mankind’s unique achieve-
ments : an alphabet specifi-
cally designed for the regu-
lar spelling of one particu-
lar language, rhe letters of
which themselves are shaped
to indicate the sounds which
they represent.

The descriptions of the
vowel sounds arc remarkably
clear. For instance, for rhe
A sound: “The tongue re-
fracts and the enunciation is
deep ”, and for the I sound :

“ The tongue does not re-

tract and the enunciation is

shallow ”. The description
of the vowel letters is not so
easy to follow, since it is

based on a philosophy of rhe
relations between heaven,
represented by a round dot,
earth, represented by a flat

line, and man, represented
by an upright line.

The consonant letters are,
however, almost too clear to
be believed :

“ the molar
innunciation T (k) depicts
the root of the tongue block-

ing the throat
;
the lingual

annunciation L (n) depicts
the outline of the tongue
touching the upper palate ",

and so on. There were 17
consonant letters and 11
vowel letters, the latter also
combining to spell 18 diph-
thongs.

Sejong was the right man,
but he was four or five cen-
turies ahead of his time.
Korean society did not
accept the desirability of
universal literacy in his
reign, nor in those of his 23
successors. Nevertheless the
alphabet survived, and is in
full use today. In the interim
it was used for the explana-
tion of Confucianist and
Buddhist texts ; and also for
the recording of a few hun-
dred stories and a few thou-
sand poems.

If it is exciting that the
origins of the Korean lan-
guage still remain to be
explored, and that most of
the old literature in Korean
still awaits translation, it is
frustrating that so few
foreigners are able to con-
verse in Korean. Koreans
are identifiable as a- people
by their language more than
any other feature of their
culture, and gossiping is

perhaps the favourite
national pastime.

The Korean language is

fundamentally different
from other languages in one
or more vital aspects, and it

is not always possible to ex-

plain the differences in ways
which will make it easy in

practice for rhe foreigner to
use the Korean language.
For instance, it can make all

the ' difference whether one
aspirates a P strongly,
slightly, or not at all, but
absolutely no difference

whether one uses a P, a B or
an M.
On another level, the

words for colours are not
quite what they seem. One
of the normal words for
" blue", for instance, is
applied not onlv to the sky
and the sea, but also to
grass.

The key to understanding
this is something like the
feeling of oneness with
nature that one has on
seeing them. On the other
hand, if the sight of the sky,
the sea or the grass gives
one a feeling of positive
cheerfulness, a different
word will he used for what
are objectively the same
colours.
But intrinsically Korean is

not a difficult language. The
rules may be different from,
but they are not in them-
selves more difficult than,
the rules which any human
being follows without effort
in speaking his native
language. The elementary
rules are fairly easily learnt
in theory, and then practice
is everything. In Korea there
are not only several schools
which organize the practice
of Korean by foreigners, but
also millions of pleasant
people who are only too
happy to make the practising
of one’s Korean a delight.

The author is reader in

Korean, University of Lon-
don.

Evil spirits are

exorcized
continued front facing page

South Koreans, even those

who themselves claim no par-

ticular religion, realize its

importance. In 1975, the

South Korean Government
declared Buddha’s birthday

a national holiday. The holi-

day festivities include a
series of lectures on Bud-
dhist scriptures, traditional

lantern parades, prayer ses-

sions, and concerts of Bud-
dhist music.

For centuries, Confucian-

ism meant a system of educa-
tion, ceremony and civil

administration. , Confucian
concepts of social harmony
and moral precepts per-
meated the intellectual life

of old Korea and played a
pivotal role in moulding the
Korean national character as
we know it today.
According to the latest

government statistics, there
are 4,723,500 Confucian con-
verts, 11,944 monks and 256

shrines. The solemn rites

honouring Confucius are held
every spring and autumn on
the campus of Sunggryun-
gwan University in Seoul,
with traditional rituals such
as Confucian offerings, ser-
mons and music.
Among Seoul’s traditional

Korean buildings, Myong
Dong Cathedral stands out
like an anachronistic monu-
ment. The visitor may feel

he has been magically trans-
planted to another culture
as he walks up the cathedral
path lined with fragrant rose
bushes and watched by
religious statues.

The gothic architecture
must have seemed even
more out of place at the turn
of the century, when Christi-

anity itself had just been
Introduced to the predomi-
nantly Confucian-Buddhist
society.
To a small dissident seg-

ment of the Confucian intel-

lectual community, however,
tire Catholic doctrine meant
a new source of truth and

knowledge. Having long
been tormented by the fac-

tional strife and corruption
among the Confucian hier-
archy, these reform-ntinded
scholars were responsive to
fresh ideas and ideals from
the West.

Most of them remained
good Confucianists, bat a
few were eventually attrac-
ted by the promises of die
gospel, including Yi Sung-
htin, who was baptized by
uri Italian missionary in
Peking while on a diplomatic
mission in 1873. His return
to Korea marked the birth
of the Korean Catholic
movement.
Since its inception, the

Catholic church has contri-
buted greatly to Korea’s
" western learning ”, In
South Korea there are
1,012,209 Catholic converts,
3.Q52 priests and 472
churches. The church runs
some 60 colleges and schools
as well as 70 social and medi-
cal institutions.

South Korea boasts the

largest Protestant population
dn Asia, with more than four
million followers and 19,066
native clergy. One reason for

this is the country’s religious
tolerance.

Unlike most other Aslan
countries that tolerate only
their own national religions.

South Korea is tolerant of

all faiths and beliefs, as long
as they do not disrupt rhe
nations socio-political order.
The first two Protestant

missionaries to set foot

on Korean soil were Karl
Kutzlaff of Germany in 1832
and the Reverend R. J.
Thomas of Scotland in 1865.

With the opening of the Her-
mit Kingdom to the west in

1882, missionaries of various
denominations began stream-
ing into Korea, which
resulted in indiscriminate
dissemination of different
faiths among those natives
eager for new beliefs and
values from abroad.

At present the Presby-
terian church has 1,600,000
members, while the Method-

ists number about 250,000.
The others sects, such as the
Mormon, Baptist, Anglican
and the Seventh-Day-Adven-
tist, constitute the rest of the
Protestant population.

In addition to the Protes-
tant missionaries’ contribu-
tions to the country’s educa-
tion, medicine and social
welfare, a handful of them
have done much for the dif-

fusion of Korean culture
abroad. One notable example
is the Anglican Bishop,
Richard Rurt, who has writ-

ten and translated a number
of books on various aspects
of Korean history and civili-

zation.

Of many other religious
seers in South Korea today,
Chondo-Gyo is particularly

noteworthy. In 1861, Choi
Che-wood, in revolt against
alien religions, such as

Buddhism, Confucianism and
Christianity, preached that
Korea needed a national-

istic religion for the people
to regain their national
identity. As a child has to

grow in the womb of his
mother before he sees the
light of the world, the
Koreans must grow in the
faith of Chondo, or heavenly
way. He advocated the
“ life of liberty and equality
for rhe masses ”, and was
executed for heresy in 1866.
Today, the sect claims
815,400 followers. 1,629
priests, and 140 churches.
There is also Taejong-gyo,

or great gods sect, a primi-
tive religion, with 128,198
members, 37 monks and 36
temples.

One of the recent addi-
tions, too, is the Rev Moon
Sung-myong’s Tongil, or uni-
fication, church. Mr Moon’s
“ Holy Spirit Association for
the Unification of World
Christianity " has increas-
ingly come under attack, in

recent years for what his
critics at home and abroad
call his “ heretical teach-
ings ”•

The author is a Korean-born
American editor and writer.
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A country heavily

dependent
on overseas trade

by Kim Sam-o

South Korea’s growing
economy, on which it draws
heavily in coping with its
northern rival, is perhaps
just out of the long and
tedious tunnel that started
with the world fuel shortage
of late 1973. A quick approxi-
mate guide is the country’s

. balance of payments.

Because of soaring bills
for oil imports and, at the
time of the oil-related reces-
sion, sagging exports, South
Korea suffered a record
trade deficit of $2,000m in
1974. Last year it reduced
the deficit is less than $3m,
a figure that surprised even
its own economic planners.

"The difficult times are
over ”, Government officials
sqy. Their sigh of relief is

justified.

South Korea is devoid of
vital natural resources to

earn hard currency. A
country of high density of
population, it depends
heavily on manufacturing
industry and external trade
for a self-sustaining econ-
omy. Trade accouuts for the
equivalent of more than
70 per cent of its gnp. In
addition, it still has to bor-

row foreign capital to build
new industries and to pay
back loans.

est on foreign loans. With
improvements in payments
and, apparently, in the
money market it is now in a
far better position to acquire
these funds.

Since textiles, footwear,
electronic goods, cutlery and
similar goods alone cannot
provide Lite mainstay of the
country’s exports when
these reach $20,000m or so

South Korea, boasting a vear
- development of heavy

,— :— i , . and chemical industry is
receiving high priority' in
South Korean policy.
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foreign reserve holdings of
52,601m last November,

So the way it survived
what many described as an
exchange crisis during 1974-

75 was observed carefully
both at home and abroad.

Obviously a recovery in the
economy of tile main import-
ing countries was the reason
for the turning of the tide.

Merchandise exports last

vear, when finally tallied
after settlement, totalled
58,120m, representing a
growth of nearly 50 per cent
over the previous year. The
growth of imports during the
11 months ended in Novem-
ber was a little under 19.3
per cent.

The brisk rate of export
shipment led South Korea's
economy to grow by 15.2 per
cent in real ternisi a rate
rivalled only in the boom
year of 1973.

Sucit rapid growth rates
of both exports and the
economy were far above
those foreseen by planners
early in the year, and in
December they had to adjust
substantially upwards impor-
tant targets in the fourth
five-yeqr economic plan.

About two years ago South
' to pay higfe^qter-

uearly twice those of 197S|
says the figure should reach
$4,400m in 1981, the end of
the present five-year plan.

Given a breathing space.
South Korea has also man-
aged to reduce the portion
of loans in its debt total
that are on less favourable
terms. The amount of foreign
credit maturing in less than
one year, mostly incurred to
finance imports, has started
to level off at about
$2,00Qm since last year. The
net increase of short-term
loans has been cut from
$930m in 1975 to a mere
$70m in 1976.

Making both ends meet in
trade is one of tlie main
goals of the fourth five-year
plan, starting this year. The

t
lan aims to establish a trade
alance by about 1979 and

to achieve an annual average
growth of 9.2 per cent for
the economy and 16 per cent
for exports with a per capita
gnp of $1,521 in 1981. The
intention is to keep the
annual average growth of
imports and of wholesale
prices below 12 per cent and
8 to 9 per cent respectively.

The country’s only inte-
grated steel mill an die
south-eastern coastal town of
Poliang has more than
doubled its annual capacity
to 2,500,000 tons a year. Fur-
ther expansion os under way.
The shipbuilding industry,
represented by such names
as Hyundai, has an annual
capacity of 2,700,000 gross
tons, more than 10 times
higher than that of five years
ago.

Low wages continue to be
die main ingredient in die
competitiveness of South
Korean industry. However,
with concern growing about
equitable distribution oi
wealth, and inflation creep-
ing up, that may soon no
longer be true.

.
Inflation in South Korea

is import-related but, because
of a policy to sdmulate agri-
cultural production, rises in
the price of food were
greater than those in other
products last year.

by Ivan Baines

For more than six years a
revolution has been in pro-
gress In South Korea. Sae-
maul Undong (the New
Community Movement) has

shops. Electrificadon and
mechanization play an impor-
tant part at this stage.

In 1971 almost all villages

The plan’s success depends
on the future health of
foreign markets which are
not at South Korea’s disposal.
The proposed target of
$10,000in worth of exports
this year look into account
the probable growth rates of
economy and trade in the
United States, Japan and the
EEC, which receive more
than 80 per cent of South
Korea's exports.

An uncertain factor in
these areas, however, is a
growing tendency to protec-
tionism. South Korea’s ex-
ports are still largely made
up of items produced by
labour-intensive 'light indus-
try which are more liable to
quotas than ore heavy indus-
trial goods.

The dependence on trade
makes it imperative for
South Korea to maintain
good relations with her trad-
ing partners. Its “ economy
diplomacy ” is necessary no t

oitly to sell more goods hut
nlso to buy raw materials
such as petroleum, iron ore
and raw cotton on long-term
stabilized contract^.

Despite the lack of active
trade unions in South Korea,
factory workers have been
getting a fair share of the
growing prosperity, accord-
ing to the Economic Plan-
ning Board. During the 1963-
75 period, South Korea's
gress national product in-
creased by an annual aver-
age of 9.7 per cent in real
terms. Factory workers re-
ceived an average wage rise
of 6 per cent after taking
into account increases in the
cost of living. The differ-
ence of 3.7 per cent wei\t to
creating new jobs.

Rises of real wages in the
manufacturing sector during
the 1973-76 period were pro-
visionally estimated at an
annual average of 9.7 per
cent. Thanks to high econo-
mic growth the number of
people employed last year
was estimated to have in-
creased by 6.5 per' cent.
Many South Korean officials
have favoured a high rate of
economic growth even at the
expense of economic stability
in order to expand the job
market.

every peasant in the land
and, in the opinion of some
observers, is the country’s
most important and success-
ful domestic development.
The basic aim of Saemaul

has been to increase indivi-
dual productivity and in-
come in South Korea’s
35,000 villages. Under the
slogan “ self-help, diligence
and cooperation” it has
mobilized the rural popula-
tion, almost entirely on a
voluntary basis, in a remark-
able way.

The idea was "first pro-
posed by President Park,
himself a child of the back-
ward and poverty-striken

The author is deputy econ-
omic editor, The Korea
Ilerajd.

* .ncu
Korean countryside, on April
22, 1970. The next year
Saemaul got under way with
a number of pilot projects
and from then on progressed
rapidly.

.
The first phase was mainly

intended to improve living
conditions and the village
environment generally.
Thatched roofs were re-
placed by tiles or slate,
ditches cleared, roads and
tracks straightened and con-
creted, new bridges built.
The Government provided
materials, mainly cement,
and technical help, and a
close study was made of
progress.

The more effectively a
community used die assis-
tance given, the more it was
likely to get in die future.
That first year about 60 per
cent of the villages were
judged to be capable of mak-
ing proper use of more Gov-
ernment aid. Thus in 1972
some 16,600 villages got more
assistance. It is estimated
that the value of die various
projects undertaken in the
past six years as nearly five
times the aipount invested.

Though there has been a
tendency recently to con-
centrate a little more on the
villages lilac have been lag-
ging behind, the principle
throughout lias been one of
helping those who help them-
selves. By about 1973 the
second phase, that of raising
rural incomes, was pressing
ahead. This was -directed to-

wards such things as cultiva-
tion of cash crops, improving
irrigation, the stocking of
fish ponds and the setting up
of small factories and work-

classified underdeveloped,
60 per cent developing and
10 per cent developed. By
1975 the figures were 10 per
cent, 60 per cent and 30 per
cent. The plan is that all will
be developed by 1981.
To some extent Saemaul

arose out of the success of
South Korea's industrial
boom. Officials in Seoul
never tire of proudly quoting
the improvements made in
recent years in per capita
income. There is less men-
tion of its distribution. Even
critics of the Government
have told me that they agree
with the policy of laisser
faire capitalism aimed at
increasing the size of the
national cake as quickly as
possible without worrying
too much about how it is
sliced up.

The Government recog-
nized, however, that dangers
exasted in neglecting rural
development amid rapid
industrial expansion. What-
ever the difficulties of
income distribution that still
exist, die gap between town
and countryside has been
removed. In the late 1960s
rural incomes were about 60
per cent of urban ones. Now
they are at least on a par.
The average rural income is

four times what it was in
1970. If Saemaul were to
achieve nothing else, success
could be claimed on these
figures.

Of prime importance in
die movement is the role of
the village leaders. They are
elected by the villagers,
chair their discussions on
likely projects and guide
dieir work.

President Park emphasized
at a national Saemaul rally
in December that joint ven-
tures must be selected only

operated particularly suc-
cessful schemes.
Mixing with the farmers

at these training centres arc
a wide variety of while-
collar workers from the
towns—civil servants, journ-
alists, teachers, businessmen
who have "volunteered”
(with varying degrees of en-
thusiasm) to take part in a
Saemaul course. The idea
is that they should learn
from tho farmers what is
happening in the villages. In
turn they can help die far-
mers with more advanced
ideas.

“It is a most impressive
experience for intellectuals
to learn what can bo
achieved by uneducated
people in practical terms ”,
an official at the Saemaul
headquarters in the Ministry
of Home Affairs told me.
Some of the urban re-

cruits, ho said, would after-
wards visit die villages of
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ihrough agreement by the
local people. Villagers
should be die masters of die
campaign, he said, with the
Government assisting from
the sidelines.

One of the most impressive
aspects of the movement is
rhe emergence of the
brightest and the best
villagers as leaders in their
communities. These men
and women are givet in-

struction on self - help
methods at Government
centres not only by tech-
nicians but also by other
village leaders who have

by Simon Scptt
Plummer
Through rapid economic
growth South Korea has
escaped from the poverty to
which a combination of
isolationism during the Yi
dynasty, occupation by die
Japanese and rhe Korean
War had reduced it.

Evidence of new wealth
lies in the blocks of fiats
which have sprung up in the
cities, the tiles and asbestos
sheets which have largely
replaced thatch as roofing
material in the countryside,
the achievement of self-

sufficiency in rice and
barley, dre staple foods, and
the growing range of con-
sumer goods in die shops.

In statistical terms, the
gross national product per
capita, in 1976 prices, rose
from $242 (about £142) in
1962, the beginning of die
first five-year plan, to an
estimated $698 (about £410)
last year. Income per head
was about 80 per cent of
these figures.
The Government has

sought to raise living stan-
dards by the creation of
jobs, not through, social wel-
fare programmes, which it

had insufficient tax revenue
to finance. According to Dr
Kim Jae-ik, a director at die

(

Economic Planning Board,
five million new jobs have
been provided over the past
IS years. A further two
million are needed uuder
the 1977-81 plan.

The worst conditions seem
to prevail an the cities,
especially Seoul, to which
people come from the coun-
try in search of work. One
clergyman told The Times
diat there were about 100
slum areas scattered around
the capital, consisting of
huts, shacks and tents. In
some cases two or three
families rent die same hut
in shifts to sleep.

In one part of Seoul,
where an elevated motorway
is being built, people are
moved out and taken by
lorry to areas which are far
removed from public trans-
port and jobs. Theoretically,
they should be compensated
for eviction but the majority
receive nothing because they
are tenants, not owners.

Reports on working condi-
tions are no better. There
are buildings divided iuto
lofts three or four feet
high in which girls of IS or
16 sit for up to 18 hours a
day sewing garments by
hand. In one factory, where
conditions are considered
good, the starting wage is

400 won (about 44p) a day.
Wages may rise to about

850 won (just over £1) a day
after four or five years but
in some companies the
workers never get more than

starrinp waw T<-m.
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Through rapid economic
growtli South Korea has
escaped from the poverty to
which a combination of
isolationism during the Yi

10

dynasty, occupation by the
er

Japanese and the Korean “
War had reduced it.

Evidence of new wealth al-
lies in the blocks of flats «
which have sprung up in the 5s
cities, the tiles and asbestos
sheets which have largely •

replaced thatch as roofing
material in the countryside, Pi
the achievement of self- ,,

a

sufficiency in rice and
barley, the staple foods, and In
the growing range of con- ,,,
sunier goods in the shops.

In statistical terms, die ,i
y

gross national product per
capua in 1976 prices, rose ™.'
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t £1«) in dv1962, the beginning of the
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first five-year plan, to an c
estimated $698 (about £410)

01

last year. Income per head ®*'

tvas about 80 per cent of
these figures. thl

Tlie Government has
sought to raise living stan- "

.

dards by the creation of
jobs, not through social wel-
fare programmes, which it
had insufficient tax revenue

,to finance. According to Dr -

J

Kim Jac-ik, a director at the
in,

1Economic Planning Board 1

five million new jobs have
been provided over the past

' °

15 years. A further two
PC
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|The worst conditions seem ral
i prevail in the cities, ,ne

especially Seoul, to which Kepeople come from the coun- ( nbtry in search of work. One >clergyman told The Times
Mat there were about 100
slum areas scattered around
Me capital, consisting of
'huts, shacks and tents. In Af.some cases two or three
families rent the same hut
in shifts to sleep.
In one part of Seoul,

P"
where an elevated motorway y

,

is being built, people are ),_moved out and taken by
lorry to areas which are far C; .

removed from public trails- /ro
port and jobs. Theoretically, it,
they should be compensated
for eviction but the majority .

h

receive nothing because they has

are tenants, not owners. st
.

al

Reports on working condi- o-
tions are no better. There
are buildings divided into ui

y

L°-

ft
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.

or four feet “rohigh in which girls of 15 or
16 sit for up to 18 hours a I,

°

day sewing garments by
hand. In one factory, where
conditions are considered 4 r

r
good, the starting wage is 'a
4.00 won (about 44p) a day. EOrWages may rise to about ?r.„850 won (just over £1) a day D ri,
after four or five years but

t
i, e,n some companies the Dat ,

workers never get more Man „ ri
the starting wage. Tern- Jhe

labourers, who
should be put on a perrnan- his
ent basis and receive fringe Jaai
benefits after 30 days with yeaone employer, are dismissed c,a\
at ithe end of Mat period and 12 r
then rehired as temporaries. fn r

Soutli Korea has a labour '

ealaw which sets a minimum o
age and a kind of minimum

j nslwage for employment and i.m.

prescribes an eight-hour w :,i

working day. However, in anHthe drive for economic S i, e
growtli us provisions are coir
not enforced and the trade licii
unions are too weak to do
anything about it.

The Government remains bv
commuted to economic and
growth but has recently sala
shown greater awareness of beti
the poorer sections of enu
society and the threat to will
political stability which large adit
discrepancies m personal Aincome contain.

,vas"Wo should bear iu mind Ass<
that there are still many not
poor and unfortunate coun- bcc;
trymen in our neighbour- coni
hood , President Park said hop-
"} ‘tis Neiv Year speech. Con
Ostentatious expenditure is 7 ptantamount to hurting all-out per

national unity.” empThis concern is expressed the
also in the fourth five-year men
plan, according to which in- on 1

vestment in education and T1
manpower development, on •

health, housing, water and beei
sewage facilities will amount took
to about $7,665m (£4,508ni), get
a rise of 79 per cent over deft
the previous plan. stor-
The most urgent need is dev(

housing which, by compari- lo ii

son with food and clothing, N
is extremely expensive in mar
SouM Korea. For example, at s
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The first phase was mainly
intended to improve living
conditions and the village
environment generally.
Thatched roofs were re-
placed by tiles or slate,
ditches cleared, roads and
tracks straightened and con-
creted, new bridges built.

The Government provided
materials, mainly cement,
and technical help, and a
close study was made of
progress.

The more effectively a
community used the assis-
tance given, the more it was
likely to get in the future.
That first year about 60 per
cent of the villages were
judged to be capable of mak
ing proper use of more Gov-
ernment aid. Thus in 1972
some 16,600 villages got more
assistance. It is estimated
that the value of the various
projects undertaken in the
past six years is nearly five
times the amount invested.

Though there has been a
tendency recently to con-
centrate a little more on die
villages that have been lag-

ging behind, the principle
throughout has been one of
helping those who help them-
selves. By about 1973 the
second phase, that of raising
rural incomes, was pressing
ahead. This was directed to-

wards such things as cultiva-
tion of cash crops, improving
irrigation, the stocking of
fish ponds and die setting up
of small factories and work

development amid '
rapid

industrial expansion. What-
ever the difficulties of
income distribution that still

exist, the gap between town
and countryside has been
removed. In the late 1960s
rural incomes were about 60
per cent of urban ones. Now
they are at least on a par.
The average rural income is

four times what it was in
1970. If Saemaul were to
achieve nothing else, success
could be claimed on these
figures.

Of prime Importance fn
die movement is the role of
the village leaders. They aro
elected by the villagers,
chair their discussions on
likely projects and guide
their work.

President Park emphasized
at a national Saemaul rally
in December that joint ven-
tures must be selected only
through agreement bv the
local people. Villagers
should be die masters of the
campaign, he said, with the
Government assisting from
the sidelines.

One of die most impressive
aspects of the movement is
the emergence of the
brightest and the best
villagers as leaders in their
communities. These men
and women are givei in-
struction on self - help
methods at Government
centres not only by tech-
nicians but also by other
village leaders who have

by Simon ScQtt
Plummer
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Through rapid economic
growth South Korea has
escaped from the poverty to
which .a combination of
isolationism during the Yi
dynasty, occupation by the
Japanese and the Korean
War had reduced it.

Evidence of new wealth
lies in the blocks of flats
which have sprung up in the
cities, the tiles and asbestos
sheets which have largely
replaced thatch as roofing
material in the countryside,
the achievement of self-
sufficiency in rice and
barley, the staple foods, and
the growing range of con-
sumer goods in the shops.

In statistical terms, the
gross national product per
capita, in 1976 prices, rose
from $242 (about £142) in
1962, the beginning of the
first five-year plan, to an
estimated $698 (about £410)
last year. Income per head
was about 80 per cent of
these figures.

The Government has
sought to raise Jiving stan-
dards by the creation of
jobs, not through social wel-
fare programmes, which it
had insufficient tax revenue
to finance. According to Dr
Kim Jao-ik, a director at the
[Economic Planning Board,
Ifive million new jobs have
been provided over the past

.
1 ,.
yenrs - A further two

nulhon are needed under
the 1977-81 plan.
The worst conditions seem

to prevail in the cities,
especially Seoul, to which
people come from the coun-
try in search of work. One
clergyman «yld The Times
that there were about 100
slum areas scattered around
the capital, consisting of
'huts, shacks and tents. In
some cases two or three
families rent the same hut
»n shifts to sleep.

In one part of Seoul,
where an elevated motorway
is being built, people are
moved out and taken by
lorry to areas which are far
removed from public trans-
port and jobs. Theoretically,
they should be compensated
for eviction but the majority
receive nothing because they
are tenants, not owners.

,

Reports on working condi-
tions are no better. There
are buildings divided into
lofts three or four feet
high in which girls of IS or
16 sit for up to 18 hours a
day sewing garments by
hand. In one factory, where
conditions are considered
good, the starting wage is
400 won (about 44p) a day.
Wages may rise to about

8S0 won (just over £1) a day
after four or five years but
in some companies the
workers never get more than
the starting wage. Tem-
porary labourers, who
should be put on a perman-
ent basis and receive fringe
benefits after 30 days with
one employer, are dismissed
at the end of that period and
then rehired as temporaries.
South Korea has a labour

law which sets a minimum
age and a kind of minimum
wage for employment and
prescribes an eight-hour
working day. However, in
the drive for economic
growth its provisions are
not enforced and the trade
unions are too weak to do
anyrhing about it.

The Government remains
committed to economic
growth but has recently
shown greater awareness of
the poorer sections of
society and the threat to
political stability which large
discrepancies in personal
income contain
"We should bear in mind

that there are still many
poor and unfortunate conn-
trymen in our neighbour-
hood President Park said
"i his New Year speech.
Ostentatious expenditure is

tantamount to hurting all-out
national unity.”
This concern is expressed

also in the fourth five-year
plan, according to which in-
vestment in education and
manpower development,
health, housing, water and
sewage facilities will amount
to about $7,665m (£4,508m),
a rise of 79 per cent over
the previous plan.
The most urgent need is

housing which, by compari-
son with food and clothing,
is extremely expensive in
South Korea. For example,

the key money for renting
one room in Seoul is likely
to be at least 500,000 won
(about £610),

Government statistics show
that 1,649,000 families had
no housing of their own at
the end of 1975. In the south-
ern port of Pusan 48.9 per
cent and in Seoul 46.5 per
cent of families were in this
state. The figure for rural
areas was only 8 per cent,
giving a national average of
25 per cent.

«?„
lan ta,ks of building

1,330,000 dwellings during
tiie next five years, about
naif of them in Seoul. Of
these the Government svill

512,000 at a cost of
600,000m won (£733m) and
the remainder will be built
by private companies. During

first three five-year plans
the state financed the con-
struction of only 367,000
dwellings.

An official at the Bureau
of Housing and Urban Plan-
ning said he thought that
only about 85 per cent of
the overall target would be
achieved unless the Govern-
ment lowered capital gains
tax on property transactions.
Construction by the private
sector has slumped since it
was imposed.

Purchasers of state hous-
ing can borrow money over
a long period on concession-
ary terms. A typical case
would be a one-year grace
period followed by repay-
ment over 14 years at 8
per cent annual interest.
Those with insufficient capi-
tal to buy can rent 40 sq
metres at $20 (about £11.75).

housing

Key money is about $600
Sir- "153).

quarters of them subse-
quently attend middle school
and about the same propor-
tion of middle school pupils
go on to high school. About
nine million people, a quar-
ter of the population, are
receiving formal education.
Primary education, which

covers rhe ages six to 12. is
compulsory and paid for by
the state.

3

(about £35.

.

Medical expenses can also
make a noticeable dent in
personal income in South
Korea. On January 10 the
Ministry of Health and Social
Affairs announced that hos-
pital charges would rise by
up to 40 per cent and drug
prices by 25 per cent this
year. The cost of staying in
a ward with six beds will
be 1,000 won (£1.34) a day.
The fee for a normal child-
birth will be 6,700 won
(£8.19) and for outpatient
examination, 300 won (36p).

However, the Government
has begun to introduce a
state health system, which it

plans to expand each year.
Since the beginning of Janu-
ary 2,095,000 people have
been eligible for medical
protection. They fall into
two categories: those who
cannot make a living and
families whose average in-

come per head is less than
4.500 won (£5.50) a month
As outpatients both cate-

gories receive free treatment
from Government clinics or
private clinics designated by
the Government. As in-
patients, the first category
receives free treatment while
the second gets up to 30 pei
cent of costs as a grant and
has to pay back rhe re-
mainder over one to three
years interest free. The
Government lias set aside
12,000m won (about £15m)
for medical protection this
year.
On July 1 a new medical

insurance scheme will be
introduced. All companies
with 500 or more employees
and companies of whatever
size within special industrial
complexes will have to estab-
lish medical insurance
unions. Payment of pre-
miums, which can be fixed
bv the unions at between 3
and 8 per cent of gross
salary, will be shared equally
between employers and
employees. The Government
will subsidize part of the
administrative costs.

A national pension law
was passed by rhe National
Assembly in 1975 but has
not yet been carried out
because of controversy over
contributions. It is now
hoped to introduce it in 1978.
Contributions will amount to

7 per cent of gross pay, 3
per cent coming from the
employee and the rest from
the employer. The Govern-
ment will provide subsidies
on top of this.

The state’s greatest outlay
on social welfare so far has
been on education, which
took 16 per cent of the bud-
get last year, second only to
defence. Koreans set great
store by education and many
devote much of their income
to it.

Nearly 97 per cent of pri-
mary school age children are
at school. More than three-

Starting in 1969 with Seoul
8

i

,.I*usan the Government
abolished middle school en-
trance examinations through-
out the country over two
years. Today, pupils are allo-
cated schools, state or pri-
vate, by computer. Tuition
fees are kept uniformly low
for both kinds of schools
(about 70,000 won—£85 in
Seoul) but the state schools
receive about half their costs
from local government and
the private ones get state
subsidies.

In 1974 the system was ex-
tended to high schools in
Seoul and Pusan and in the
following year to those in
Taegu, Inchon and Kwangju.
In this case, the Government
provides rhe state schools

with half the teachers’ salar-
ies, but gives only a small
subsidy to the private
schools, winch are having
difficulty in keeping going.

It was planned to extend
this system throughout the
country but objections were
so strong that the Govern-
ment stopped halfway and
has not yet decided whether
to push on with the experi-
ment or abandon it.

With entrance to most
nigh schools and c.ll universi-
ties still determined by
competitive examination the
pressure on pupils remains.
Even at primary level,
parents arrange private tui-
tion for their children to
give them a head start.

During the fourth five-year
plan the Government plans
r°

n
spend about 51,600m

(£941m) on schools. It aims
to Jower the average number
of pupils in primary school
classes 60 in large towns
and 45 in rural areas. The
percentage of primary pupils
going on to middle school
will rise to 90.1 in 1981 and
to 80 for those going on to
high school.

by Peter Hyun
The gong clangs, drums res-
onate and dancers clad in
brightly coloured costumes
play their instruments and
dance rhapsodically in a pan-
oply of kaleidoscopic colour—farmers dancing is as milch
a visual as It is an hypnotic
experience. The dancers play
a spirited

. follow-tile-leader
game with the head player,
changing dance formations
and rhythmic patterns with
his gong.

in the countryside, audien-
ces laugh, talk and drink rhe
local rice wine arid give
shouts of "Bravo !

’’ during
the performance. The ener-
getic dancing and colourful
costumes, the laughter and
audience rapport capture the
Korean farmers’ vitality and
animation.

Farmers’ music has sham-
anistic origins. Exorcism is
not a recent invention. As
long as Korean farmers have
been toiling in the rice fields
they have realized how im-
portant it was to chase off
evil spirits or at least caiole
them into working in their
favour. Today in the coun-
tryside, on lunar new years,
farmers’ hands visit each
household in the village and
perform the exorcists’ dance
to step on angry spirits and
press them into the ground.
The dancers receive money,
food and wine for their sham-
anistic services.
Legend has it that the

name shaman, or mudang
in Korean originated among
proto-historic Siberian tribes.
Shamanism is based on
the belief that the vis-

ible world is pervaded
by

_
invisible forces or

spirits that affect the lives
of the living. The role of
the shaman is to shield man

from these spirits by coming
into contact with the myste-
rious spirit world and ren-
dering the destructive power
of these spirits harmless.
Pure Buddhism combines

with Taoist metaphysics and
ancient Shamanism in
Korea, giring a healthy reli-

gion which renders Indian
orthodoxy unrecognizable.
Every year, on May 10,
South Korea and the rest of
the nou-communist Asian
world celebrate rhe birth of
Gautama Buddha. The cele-
brations of Buddist devotion
take many forms, so mixed
has this ancient concept of
God become.
The basic Buddhist scrip-

ture has much the same
popular appeal to the
Buddhists in Korea as does
the Twenty-third Psalm to
the followers of Christianity
throughout the world. "The
perfect way knows no diffi-
culties, except that it refuses
to make preferences ”,

according to one Buddhist
scripture. " Only when
freed from hate and love
does it reveal itself fully
and without disguise.”

In South Korea today (un-
like the communist North,
where there is no religious
freedom), there are 18 Bud-
dhist denominations with
11.972,930 followers, 19,982
monks and nuns, and 2,355
temples. Modern Korean
Buddhism places its empha-
sis on the faithfuls’ active
participation in the propaga-
tion of Buddha’s teachings,
but the efforts have recently
been somewhat marred by
their frequent factional feuds
and rivalries.

Nevertheless Buddhism is

an integral parf of Korean
history and culture and most

continued on facing page
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22, 1970. The next year too much about how it is

Saemaul got under way with sliced up.
a number of pilot projects The Government recog-
and from then on progressed nized, however, that dangers
rapidly. existed in neglecting rural
The first phase was mainly development amid rapid

intended to improve living Industrial expansion. What-
conditions and the village ever the difficulties of
environment generally, income distribution that still

Thatched roofs were re- exist, the gap between town
placed by tiles or slate, and countryside has been
ditches cleared, roads and removed. In the late 1960s
tracks straightened and con- rural incomes were about 60
creted, new bridges built. per cent of urban ones. Now
The Government provided they are at least on a par.
materials, mainly cement. The average rural income is
and technical help, and a four times what it was in
close study was made of 1970. if Saemaul were to
progress. achieve nothing else, success
The more effectively a could be claimed on these

community used the assis- figures,
tance given, the more it was 0 f prime importance in
likely to get in the future. die movement is the role of
That first year about 60 per t!le village leaders. They are
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ang proper use of more Gov- likely projects and guide
eminent aid. Thus in 1972 dieir work,
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No company In the

Cityof London knows

more about marine

insurance than

Commercial Union.

Andno company is

better placedtohandle

itinternationally.

Britain’s long history as a seafaring

nation has led to London being the

capital of the international insurance

market.

So nowhere in the world is there

now more volume of marine insurance

or more expertise in its handling than in

the City ofLondon.
And no insurance company in

London receives more annual marine

insurance premiums than Commercial

Union.
But that’s only point one in our

favour.

Point two is the fact that, because

shipping is international, you need

international insurance service: a

maritime voyage nearly always starts in

one country and finishes in another

and problems needing on-the-spot

attention can arise at any time during

transit.

Commercial Union is one of the

world’s leading international insurers

and our global service is supported by a

network of over 1,000 offices spread

across five continents.

Marine insurance is a business that

calls for technical know-how and

experience coupled with the capacity to

cope with claims and problems wherever

in the world they occur. These two facts

add up to an outstanding case for asking

CU’s opinion on your requirements in

this insurance sector.

Commercial Union handles every

type ofmarine insurance, covering hulls,

cargoes and liability.

We have over 100 years experience

behind us.

We have over 25,000 people working

for us.

And we can give you the same high

standards of service from one end of the

world to the other.

To learn how you can avail yourself

of Commercial Union’s marine insurance

capability, have your Agent or Broker

contact the Marine Department of our

U.S. affiliate, Commercial Union

Insurance Company, 127 John Street,

New York,N.Y. 10038.

Commercial Union
Rmun Head Office) I Undershaft, London ECJP JDQ, England.



THERE’S ALSO
SOME GOOD NEWS
ABOUT SOUTH KOREA

President Park’s rapidly modernizing country has a growth record that's

done wonders for foreign investors and 36 million Koreans. by Roy Roivan

The uninitiated in taekwondo, as Korea’s ancient art of

self-defense is called, might wonder how a war-deva-

stated nation with almost no natural resources could hone

its human resources sufficiently to keep G.N.P. growing

10 percent a year, with a 15 percent surge in 1976. But

taekwondo, which like everything else in that export-mad

country is now being promoted worldwide, is known to

generate such incredible power that it poses a threat to

the life and limb of all adversaries. A Korean taekwondo

kick is more powerful than a Japanese karate chop, and

as lightning fast. In the blink of an eye, or flash of a foot,

it can split a beam or crumple a brick. Its lethal force

flows less from muscle than from extreme discipline, in-

tense concentration, and complete self-control—which

also happen to be traits responsible for South Korea's

economic explosion.

Since Chinese reticence and Japanese reserve are not

traits of the Koreans, they are frank to admit that they

approach the subject of economic growth with the same

determination and precision they have applied to the mar-

tial arts. The South Koreans have, in fact, a kind of tunnel

vision about growth. And because they have done so well

at what most concerns them, many of them have been

stunned to discover how bad their country's reputation

has become in the U.S. To most Americans today. South

Korea connotes, not an incredibly successful economy,

but a repressive government that has spent fortunes

bribing our Congressmen.

They work hard and smile

It would be unfair to say that American businessmen

living and working in the "Land of the Morning Calm,”

as South Korea calls itself, are oblivious to these concerns.

But they are understandably much more preoccupied with

the economic-growth phenomenon than are other Ameri-

cans, and their testimonials to South Korea have an

almost evangelical ring to them

:

Lined with gleaming new buildings, Seoul's bustling Taepyeong Avenue

would be an ornament of any city The scars ol war are long since gone,

replaced by the expressways and subways of a modern metropolis

“In all our projects there never was 5 cents that

changed hands to make things happen,” reports an execu-

tive who has channeled tens of millions of his company’s

investment dollars into South Korea.

"More smiles per mile than any country in Asia,” claims

a general manager who has worked all over the Far East.

“The hardest-working people I’ve ever met,” exclaims

a factory manager.

“Every time I decide to leave Korea and go home I spot

an irresistible new opportunity that makes me stay,” says

the director of a trading company who has lived in Seoul

for eighteen years.

Joys of the Confucian ethic

What positively delights American businessmen in

Korea is the Confucian work ethic—subtle, perhaps, in

all its social ramifications, yet highly visible. Work, as

Koreans see it, is not a hardship. It is a heaven-sent op-

portunity to help family and nation. The fact that filial

piety extends even to the boss-worker relationship comes

as a further surprise to Americans accustomed to labor

wrangling back home. It is a fact, however, that an Inter-

national Labor Organization survey issued in Geneva this

summer rated South Koreans as the worst workaholics in

the world, averaging 50.7 hours per week (compared with

39.4 in the U.S.)

.

American ambassadors can be more than a trifle skit-

tish about praising the country they are stationed in, par-

ticularly when it has a dictatorial regime. But now listen

to Richard L. Sneider, a Northeast Asia specialist for

twenty-four years, and both Gerald Ford’s and Jimmy

Carter’s man in Seoul: "There is no doubt in my mind

that this is a country with a great economic potential.

Nothing internal should inhibit doubling per capita in-

come in five years. That’s a remarkable record when you

realize the country’s defense burden.”

And what about human rights?

Ambassador Sneider’s answer is again optimistic:

"South Korea is becoming a developed society so fast

that it has terrible digestive problems. It’s overeager

and overanxious. Americans, however, have a kind of
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missionary view of Korea. They don't understand that

it has matured very rapidly. Politically the days of an

authoritarian government are numbered. I’m talking

about the next ten years, when personally I see South

Korea going toward a consensus society, very much like

the Japanese system. Only with stronger leadership.”

There is no doubt, however, that the American view of

South Korea will for some time be colored by certain un-

deniable human-rights outrages. When a country’s op-

position leader is abducted from an overseas hotel room

by government agents and spirited home to jail, as hap-

pened to Kim Dae Jung in Tokyo in 1973, it is bound to

raise hackles. The case is roughly comparable to Jimmy

Carter having Gerald Ford kidnapped by the CIA in

Caracas and hauled back to Leavenworth. (Kim, like

Ford, came within a few percentage points of being

elected President.)

In another case, the ruggedly handsome young poet,

Kim Chi Ha, whose satirical outpourings have been di-

rected against government repression in such unsubtle

titles as "Five Bandits” and "No Return," was arrested

and sentenced to death in 1974. A year later the sentence

was commuted to life imprisonment. Then, unexpectedly.

Kim was pardoned and released, only to be tossed right

back into jail.

As flagrant as this repression can be, it doesn't impinge

heavily on the average citizen’s life, so long as he’s willing

to forgo certain forbidden activities. Political talk is ta-

boo. Student protest is suppressed. Strikes are outlawed,

and even collective bargaining is banned. Nevertheless,

the 36 million South Koreans can move freely about their

country, seek higher education, switch jobs, moonlight,

raise families and even a little hell at parties with spicy

kimchi (pickled cabbage), fiery soju (sweet potato li-

quor), and, on occasion, warmhearted kisaeng girls (the

Korean equivalent of geishas) . By Asian standards, at

least, South Korea is building an egalitarian society, one

in which rags-to-riches success stories are applauded,

and the flaunting of wealth is not.

Yushin this and yushin that

The country’s semi-enforced egalitarianism, as well as

its pervasive and highly enforced political repression, are

the extension of one man’s personality. President Park

Chung Hee, aloof, austere, unsmiling, is himself at the

core of the whole American argument about South Korea.

Americans see Park as the embodiment of Asian despo-

tism : the ruthless general who seized power, abolished

democracy, and who will rule ironhandedly until he is

finally cut down or overthrown.

In their lifetime. Park’s own people have been occupied

by Imperial Japan (1910-45), severed by Soviet Russia

(1945), and invaded by North Korea (1950), and it is

probably fair to say that most of those people see the

president as their stalwart defender. Not that they see

him often. They see only the ubiquitous portrait—head

The Goods Flow Out,

Nalion-building by exporl" is one ol Ihe slogans ol Presidenl Park s

government. and South Korea does indeed live on exporis-eyery-

thmg Irom baseball gloves to automobiles and ships Much ol the

qrowlh has come in Seoul, where Taeiun Lealher Industries makes

these baseball gloves (above) lor export to the U S . but new indus-

trial cenlers in the southern part ol the country are also being

canted slightly to the left, gaze deflected, lips sealed—

that leaves its beholders unsure whether this is the whip-

strict schoolteacher or the steel-nerved soldier. The man,

it so happens, has been both.

Park, who will turn sixty this month, came to power in

a bloodless coup in 1961. He was picked by his fellow

officers for his grim determination and undisputed integ-

rity. What his American critics now tend to forget is that

the country had been stagnating economically (per capita

annual G.N.P. had inched forward from $70 to $83 in the
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ries of politics” (his phrase) by eliminating all elections.

Today practically everything the Park regime does is

under the guise of yushin. There is the yushin assembly,

yushin politics, and yushin education. No Park speech

ends without a reference to the yushin spirit. And under

Emergency Decree No. 9 of the yushin constitution, Park

can imprison just about anybody he wants to for at least

a year. But while the system is strict, Park has made cer-

tain that South Korea’s prosperity flows downward
through the entire society—and not just to the ruling

elite as happens in so many other Asian nations. Last

year per capita G.N.P. reached $700. Blue-collar wages

jumped 30 percent, while consumer prices were held at

a 12 percent increase. At the same time, the farmers’

price for rice was supported at a hefty $450 per ton.

Even Park's opponents concede that if a free election

were held today, he would win handily.

There is another point on which Park and his opponents

agree. They both view the Communists with fear and

loathing. Even the most outspoken dissidents tend not to

begrudge the government three years of compulsory mili-

tary service, or the 10 percent defense surcharge tacked

onto their income tax, or the additional 10 percent de-

fense tax printed on their bills for just about everything

including a cup of coffee. These costs and inconveniences

are recognized as the price of living in such close prox-

imity to an enemy whose long-range artillery can hit the

outskirts of their capital city.

Multiply the worst by two

It is the very nearness of the enemy that makes the

42,000 U.S. troops in South Korea such an important sym-

bol to the country. The GI’s of the U.S. Second Infantry

Division, who man the guard posts of the Uijongbu Cor-

ridor, are considered the trip wire on North Korea's inva-

sion route to Seoul. Ostensibly the danger of an attack is

reduced by the two-and-a-half-mile-wide demilitarized

zone stretching across the peninsula twenty-four miles

north of Seoul. But as every schoolchild in South Korea

is taught, the enemy has used the DMZ for its own

treachery: digging invasion tunnels under it, sending

armed commandos across it, and creating ugly incidents

inside it, like the brutal chopping to death of two U.S.

soldiers with axes last summer. "If you want to know

what the North Koreans might do," said a U.S. official,

“decide what is the worst thing the South Koreans are

capable of and multiply it by two.” Tragically for Presi-

dent Park, the "worst” turned out to be a North Korean

agent's bullet, which, although probably intended for him,

killed his wife. Yook Young Soo, in 1974.

As relentless—some say paranoiac—as Park is on mat-

ters of national security, he has given his eager young

technocrats a free hand to plan the economy. "Manage-

ment by objective" and "nation-building by export be-

came the twin slogans for development. By establishing

ambitious five-year plans, borrowing heavily (the total

the Growth Goes On
developed. The cars and ships shown in the photographs are made

at Ulsan by divisions ot Hyundai Construction, South Korea's largest

company. Five years ago Ulsan was a sleepy market town Today it

has not only Hyundai's automobile factory and shipyard but a petro-

chemical complex as well. The town's population has grown from

50,000 to 300,000. and is still expanding.

eight years before the coup) and seething with student

unrest. And that once he seized power, Park ruled for

years in strict adherence to the constitution, winning

what were adjudged to be reasonably fair elections.

It was after the 1971 balloting, in which opposition

leader Kim Dae Jung (who branded Park an “Asiatic

Hitler") won a surprising 46 percent of the vote, that

Park became discernibly more dictatorial. In 1972 he es-

tablished martial law, then replaced that with yushin, or

"revitalizing reform,” which freed him from the "vaga-
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indebtedness is now $6 billion, including $2.5 billion owed

to the U.S. private sector and $1.5 billion to the U.S. gov-

ernment)
,
and skimping at home to sell abroad, the coun-

try has got every economic indicator shooting through

the roof. It was as if the whole of South Korea was

worshipping some mystical god of growth.

To infuse farm communities with this same zeal, the

government launched a self-help program called saemaul

undong. "With thatched roofs replaced, with village roads

widened," goes the "Song of Saemaul” (words and music

by President Park Chung Hee). But the program also in-

troduced certain practical benefits such as "Suwon 264,"

a new high-yield rice. Last year for the first time South

Korea became self-sufficient in rice. That feat had great

psychological impact on a population that is required by

law to stretch the supply by diluting its cooked rice by

30 percent with barley.

Wigs and ships and muscles

Nevertheless, it is “nation-building by export” which

gave the country its real economic thrust. Last year thir-

teen individual firms each exceeded $100 million in ex-

ports, while the country as a whole—churning out every-

thing from wigs to watches and shoes to ships—exported

goods worth $7.8 billion. Even labor itself became a ma-

jor export. With more than 70,000 Koreans oft on con-

struction jobs in the Middle East, Africa, and South

America, officials in Seoul are already beginning to com-

plain about their “brawn drain.”

There is some concern that with the wave of protection-

ism that is sweeping the U.S. and Europe, Korea might

not make this year’s export goal of $10 billion. Last May

the country had to agree to a “voluntary” reduction in

non-rubber footwear sales to the U.S. But the Koreans

themselves remain buoyantly confident. "We have no

bottlenecks in our infrastructure,” explains Nam Duck

Woo, fifty-two, the deputy prime minister for economic

planning. “So our results always exceed our goals."

Dr. Nam, who received his Ph.D. from Oklahoma Uni-

versity, doesn't explain precisely whether “no bottlenecks

in the infrastructure” is a euphemism for one-man rule.

But he does make clear what he regards as the most im-

portant conditions for South Korea’s continued growth.

“In a developing country,” he explains, “government in-

itiative plays the leading role. It’s decisive. The govern-

ment must give guidance, direction, stability. But if the

students are in the street all the time, everybody is ner-

vous, business suffers. We cannot afford it.” Then he adds,

perhaps for the benefit of Fortune: "Businessmen

abroad never ask about human rights—only reporters."

American bankers, whose total exposure in Korea is

almost $3 billion, can appreciate Dr. Nam’s philosophy,

especially since any falloff in business could make it diffi-

cult for the government to service its huge foreign debt.

“We have given a lot of thought to this society,” explains

Philip D. Sherman, Citibank’s articulate young vice

president in Seoul. "The whole country is being changed

by the economy. The government’s problem is managing

the change: meshing Confucianism with modern indus-

trial methods and getting the political and social institu-

tions in sync with the economy.”

Nobody personifies the new breed of astute young plan-

ners better than Dr. Kim Man .Te, the forty-year-old presi-

dent of the Korean Development Institute (“sort of a

Brookings," he says, "except that we work much more

closely with the government" ) . Dr. Kim, who graduated

from Denver University and got his Ph.D. from the Uni-

versity of Missouri, helps develop South Korea’s five-year

plans. As a result he is constantly looking ahead. By 1981.

Dr. Kim predicts, South Korea will have a considerably

larger domestic market and won’t be so dependent on ex-

ports. He also sees major social changes coming: "As we

approach full employment and the education level rises,

union activity will increase. People will want to take it a

little easier. After all, we're trying to move into the rich

man’s league.”

Dr. Kim still isn’t sure how the removal of U.S. troops

will affect his country (except for raising defense costs

from 6.2 to 7 percent of G.N.P.). “Soldiers tend to ex-

aggerate,” he says. "I think we can match the North

Koreans in hardware. But the problem is that we ve had

this long love affair with Americans. We’re about to move

into another phase.”

A remarkable rebirth

The new phase in the relationship between South Korea

and the United States has obviously been worrying Park

Chung Hee’s regime for some years. This past June the

former chief of the Korean Central Intelligence Agency

testified in Washington about the unusual lengths to

which his government had gone in wooing U.S. Congress-

men. More than $3 million, he claimed, had been deposited

in Korean lobbyist Tongsun Park’s Washington bank ac-

count for this purpose. He also claimed to have had a list

of fifteen to twenty Congressmen who were to receive the

payoffs. At the same time, new evidence has disclosed that

the U.S. itself might have gone to extraordinary lengths

in procuring the bribery information—bugging the

presidential palace in Seoul to get it.

But while the separation proceedings between the U.S.

and South Korea seemed to be getting a little messy in

Washington, a new campaign was being launched in Seoul

to attract American tourists—especially the war veterans

who fought there—to the "Land of the Morning Calm.”

Says Kim Jwah Kyum, president of the Korea National

Tourism Corporation : "We want them to come see the

fruits of their sacrifices.”

Even for an old returning war correspondent—like the

writer of this article, who covered the Korean conflict in

1950-51 the rebirth is remarkable. On Yoido Island, in

the middle of the Han River, where Seoul Municipal Air-

port (K-16 during the war) was once located, a battered
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Patriotism is still in style on South Korea's television programs. Ihis

parhcular singer is doing a military number Americans may have grown
tired ol Asian commitmenis, but even President Park's opponents favor

a continued U S Iroop presence His people accept compulsory military

service and high taxes fordelense wilhoul complaint

old B-29 sits among the swings and slides of a children’s

playground. Around it, the gleaming white brick build-

ings of a giant housing complex provide middle-income
housing for 32,000 Seoulites.

Anyone dropped into downtown Seoul could easily

think he was in Chicago. Towering over the ancient Duck
Soo palace is the shiny new glass-and-cement slab of the

twenty-two-story Seoul Plaza Hotel, the thirty-two-story

President, the triangular twenty-story Chusun, and the

steel skeleton of the thirty-five-story Lotte, which will add
a badly needed thousand rooms to the city’s 15,000, al-

ready at an occupancy rate of close to 100 percent. Gas is

$1.65 per gallon. But at rush hour cars and taxis move
bumper to bumper along an elevated expressway, en-

twined with serpentine exits and entry ramps. Packed
subway trains rumble along under streets where new
bombproof shopping arcades are being excavated.

Go south, young manufacturers

Just as President Park has made sure that prosperity

flows downward, so have his planners encouraged indus-

try to shift southward. Special tax relief is offered to fac-

tories moving out of the overcongested Seoul area (popu-
lation: seven million). As a result, whole new cities like

Changwon, planned as Korea's future machinery and
arms-manufacturing center, rise almost magically as
plants go from scale models to full-scale production. In
no place is this magic better illustrated than at POSCO,
the state-owned Pohang Iron & Steel Co.

It is 9 :00 a.m. You are seated in a huge, darkened brief-

ing room in POSCO’s new headquarters building situated

on a hill overlooking Pohang. Color slides, accompanied
by a booming English sound track with all the vital statis-

tics, are flicking on and off a screen. Pohang, you see and
hear, was a fishing village in April, 1970, when POSCO
broke ground. Flick goes the slide projector. There it

stands: thirty-nine months later, Korea’s first fully in-

tegrated steel mill with an annual capacity of 1.03 million
tons, belching smoke. Another flick: thirty-four more
months and Stage Two is complete, with two more blast

furnaces and capacity up to 2.6 million tons. And, adds
the booming voice, by 1979 it will be 5.5 million, by 1982,
8.5 million. Nothing to match it in the world.
The picture fades, the lights come on, and before you

is a 100-square-meter model of the 7.6-million-square-

meter POSCO plant. Red, white, and green lights blink

on and off over the computer-run blast furnaces, found-
ries, converters, blooming and slabbing mills, indicating

which stage of construction each is in. Now the voice

fades too, and over the P.A. system blares a fanfare of

bugles followed by the “William Tell Overture,” while

electrically operated curtains start rolling up from the

floor. Suddenly, your briefing room is transformed into a

sun-drenched, glass-enclosed viewing platform. Out be-

yond the scale model is POSCO itself, the world’s most

modern integrated .steel mill, stretching as far as the

eye can see.

"Our chairman said it's easy"

Some fifty miles southwest of Pohang is Ulsan, which

until Hyundai Construction Co. moved in five years ago

was a market center of 50,000, basking somnolently on

the banks of the Taehwa River. Today Ulsan is a boom
city of 300,000. Actually, a petrochemical complex came
too, but Hyundai hit Ulsan a double lick with an automo-

bile factory (5,000 employees) and a shipyard (18,000

employees) . The new temple spires of Ulsan are a quartet

of 267-foot-high "Goliath" cranes, any one of which can

pick up the fully assembled deckhouse of an ocean liner

and set it down on the hull.

Hyundai Shipbuilding & Heavy Industries, now the big-

gest single one-company shipyard in the world, had no

practical experience in shipbuilding, or even theoretical

know-how, before breaking ground in Ulsan on March 20,

1972. In less than two years the company had not only

built the yard, but launched its first supertanker, the

260,000-ton Atlantic Barov. Today it is building thirty-

five ships of various sizes simultaneously. "People told

us we couldn't build ships without experience," explains

the briefer solemnly. “But our chairman said it's easy.

You just follow the plans.”

Hyundai’s chairman, Chung Ju Yung, is a sixty-one-

year-old dynamo of a man who started off with a garage

in 1946 and ended up with Korea’s biggest conglomerate

(Hyundai Construction was the first Korean company to

make the Fortune directory of the 500 largest industrials

outside the U.S. ) . Whether he’s in the Middle East, where
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Hyundai has 5,000 employees and more than $2 billion in

construction contracts, or in the shipyard at Ulsan, his

employees never know when he's going to pop in on them.

He will sometimes climb into the back seat of his Cadillac

at midnight and let his chauffeur speed him 265 miles

down the expressway from Seoul to Ulsan, expecting to

find the shipyard staff ready for a 5:00 a.m. meeting.

Not very many industries in South Korea possessed

either the technology or a man of Chung’s business au-

dacity to get them started. Petrochemicals are a striking

example. Eleven years ago, when Dow Chemical started

casting interested glances at South Korea, a government-

owned company call Chungju Fertilizer "was the only

chemical game in town,” reports Robert W. Lundeen,

Dow's president for the Pacific. "They were fooling

around with small ideas. ‘You've got to make the action

interesting to get the big companies to come in,' 1 told

the government. I got back a letter from the minister of

commerce and industry. It said in effect: Buddy, you ve

just been elected.'
”

Dow put up $7 million along with an equal amount from

Chungju, creating a joint venture, Korea-Pacific Chemi-

cal Corp. “Sure, we had to negotiate a two-foot stack of

agreements with the government,” recalls Lundeen. “But

the plant ran at capacity almost from the day it started.

It’s a real jewel." Today Dow’s investment in Korea is

$200 million, including $125 million committed to build-

ing a new chlorine and caustic-soda plant in Yeosu for its

wholly owned Dow Chemical Korea, Ltd. What the

Korean government has done,” admits Lundeen, “is to

establish a group of authorized monopolies. The govern-

ment understands that no company will come in here and

build a big enterprise if it has a host of competitors nib-

bling at its heels." And seeing the miles and miles of poly-

ethylene film spread over the Korean farmland (provid-

ing a temporary greenhouse that hastens the growth of

rice seedlings by three weeks), it is easy to appreciate

what being sole supplier of the film can do for Dow.

New song of the North

Surprisingly, President Carter's decision to phase out

the U.S. ground forces in Korea doesn’t seem to have

dampened American investment ardor. As Bob Lundeen

says: “The Koreans have been living for a long time in a

survival situation. We had to make the decision that ROIv

forces would be adequate to deter the folks in the North

from any adventures.”

But what gnaws at official stomachs in Seoul is the

problem of convincing Kim II Sung, the Communist dic-

tator across the demilitarized zone, that the U.S. would

still respond to a “miscalculation" (the operative word in

Seoul these days) on his part. Particularly since South

Koreans regard the sixty-five-year-old marshal as some-

thing of a Marxist Idi Amin: vain, unpredictable, and

nepotistic, apparently grooming his thirty-six-year-old

playboy son, Kim Chong II, to succeed him. (“We’ll be

loyal from generation to generation," goes the new song

of the North.)

But Father Kim, or “our father” as North Korean

schoolchildren must call him, is still very much in charge,

ceaselessly echoing his demand for unification of the pen-

insula under Communist rule. Many South Koreans feel

that if the bellicose old marshal would only accept the

fact of two Koreas, that in itself would provide a solid

basis for the U.S. troop withdrawal, and could possibly

even lead to a reconciliation between North and South.

In the meantime they worry that the widening economic

gap between North and South makes them an ever more

tempting target. Last year per capita G.N.P. in the North

was below $450 and exports amounted to a trifling $522

million. Even Communist diplomats comment on the

bleakness of Pyongyang : its consumer shortages and long

queues, its drab cement-slab architecture, and the strict

surveillance everybody is kept under, including them.

One reason for North Korea's pecuniary condition is

the whopping 14 percent of G.N.P. pouring into a military

buildup. Numerically, South Korea still retains troop

superiority: 625,000 to 495,000. However, the North has

in addition a 2.5-million-man militia whose combat-

readiness is not really known. And as Major General John

Singlaub warned Congress after his recall from Korea

last spring, intelligence reports indicate that Pyongyang s

buildup—especially in tanks, trucks, and high-speed boats

—is moving fast.

Elbows at the ready

South Koreans are now reconciled to the phaseout of

U.S. troops over the next five years. The Carter Adminis-

tration's decision is now viewed as irreversible. “We can-

not expect them to stay forever," said Park Chung Hee

publicly, though he also stated that he expects "parallel

compensatory measures”—i.e., vast new military aid.

Park is also moving along at full speed with his own $5-

billion modernization program, due to be completed by

1981. But in the back of every Korean’s mind lurks the

fear

—

irrational perhaps—that with the U.S. troops gone,

Japan may feel compelled to rearm. Today for any leader

in Japan to whisper the word rearmament would be polit-

ical hara-kiri. Even the new generation of Japanese has

been so brainwashed against war that it would probably

take the shokJcu of a complete Communist takeover in

Korea to jolt it into action. Nevertheless, for Koreans like

President Park Chung Hee, the memory of the thirty-

five-year-long Japanese occupation is still vividly clear.

Despite their nervousness about Kim II Sung, and their

wariness of the Japanese, South Koreans have always

prided themselves on being experts in the art of self-

defense. A taekwondo man, it is said, “can use his entire

body for a weapon, and is easily able to beat off an

aggressor with his hands, fists, elbows, knees, feet, or

any other part of his body.” And given their spirit, the

South Koreans would indeed be hard to defeat. end
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